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Q. And what can you tell us about the reform of

schooling that occurred after this period in the 1960's?

A. Well, there was -- was considerable reform in

education in the sixties. And Ontario was actually in the

leading edge of that -- of that change in Canada. Elementary

education became more child centered. And this is a philosophy

elaborated in a report of the Provincial Committee on Aims and

Objectives of Education in the schools of0ntario known as "The

Hall Dennis Report" for short, in the name of its co-chairs.

That was published in 1968 and that report suggested that --

that rather than students being all taught in exactly the same

way, and they required to take all of the same subjects all of

the time, that education be more oriented towards the individual

student. His or her abilities, interests and -- and that it was

really the role of school to try and cultivate that student

educationally using a variety of teaching techniques. The

teacher would be not simply an authority figure, but a kind of

mentor, facilitator in the classroom. And what's also important

is that there would be no corporal punishment or physical

discipline, of any kind, that would -- would be part of the --

the pedagogy or the school's practices.

Q. All right. We'll come back to that issue in

just a moment. How did the introduction of the credit system

relate to these beliefs, if at all?

A. Well, the -- the credit system was an example

of schools being more oriented towards an individual child's

interest and abilities. So, it used to be that if you failed

one or two subjects in high school, you'd fail the whole year.

The credit system allowed you to take individual courses. They

were counted as credits, and then you would graduate when you

accumulated sufficient credits, so it wasn't an all or nothing

kind of approach to passing through high school.
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As it applies to individuals, it was a time when

there was an increasing acknowledgment of differences among

students in terms of their abilities, their interests, their

orientation and their rights. And that, as I mentioned earlier,

was part of the emerging culture and standards of school.

So, private schools did have the right to be

alternative educational venues. nL:iI

ctuL; uItv :ily,

Q. All right. I'd like to ask you some

questions now about the mission of Grenville Christian College.

I don't know if it -- it helps Your Honour, but this is at page

5 of Dr. Axeirod's report. What can you tell us about Grenville

Christian College's educational philosophy?

A. Well, I think that there's actually less

about the educational philosophy of Grenville than there is

about its moral, religious, values. There's an awful lot of

stress on those aspects, and less on a, kind of, well thought

out, well rounded kind of educational philosophy that one might

expect to find, and one could find in other school statements.

Q. All right. I'd like to if I can turn your

attention to the joint exhibit book, Volume 3. This is Exhibit

9.
A. Yes.

25

30

Q. Could you turn, Doctor, to Tab 135. This is

a document dated March 27th, 1981 and it's entitled "How Do We

Here at Grenville Nurture Christian Values." I'm going to read

you a passage and then ask you if you can provide some comment.

The first passage is approximately the middle of the page, just

above the area marked with an asterisk on my copy and it says:

We structure schedules so

teenagers are not forced into
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situations where they would be

tempted. Students are allowed

5

to express their feelings and

let off steam so things don't

build to the explosion point and

the point of discouragement and

depression. The rules are not

rigid in the sense that there is

care behind them.

10

15

Can you comment on these philosophies?

A. I read that several times. I find these

comments to be vague and, kind of, confusing, and very unclear

as to how the goals expressed in each of those statements would

be realized.

Q. All right. Well, let's -- let's move along,

20

25

30

then. Moving down to the second highlighted portion, which is

sort of the third paragraph from the bottom. It says:

We start with the basics and

start at the inside and work

out. We start with an absolute

and every aspect of life is

molded by that standard. Social

pressure used to keep people

from doing things that were

wrong. Now, it encourages and

forces people to go against what

they morally believe is right.

Can you comment on that passage?

A. Well, the last sentence especially, it's a
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mere assertion. It's a -- it's a kind of vast unproven,

unsophisticated generalization about human behaviour. And the

degree of control indicated by the frequent use of the term

"absolute" throughout this document suggests, in my view, a

repressive, environment in which individuality is contained by

the assertive authority of the school.

Q. All right. Turning over the page now. About

six paragraphs down on page two it says:

We not only state rules, we also

enforce them and follow through.

There is commitment and concern

to enforce standards,

consistency. Nothing is hidden

or swept under the rug or

overlooked. These things are

brought into the open.

Can you comment on that passage?

A. It looks to me based on other things that

I've read that this is a kind of euphemistic rationalization for

light sessions.

Q. All right. And moving down a little bit,

25

30

just the next passage.

Most of these things parents

want to enforce, but they aren't

always with the teenagers

(weekends) when they're with

their friends at school, et

cetera. Parents are also

adulterous, threatened and lack
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That policy has not changed since the 1970's.

So, anything other than looking at the curriculum would not

likely come up in -- in a school inspection.

Q. Would you expect these Ministry of Education

inspections to undercover abuse of students?

A. No, they would not. The questions wouldn't

be asked. The information, I don't think would be volunteered.

There wouldn't be any real opportunity for that to become

evidence.

Q. All right. If I can, then, turn to the

issues of cJ itI r. Your

Honour these are covered in page 6 of the report. Can you tell
us, Doctor, was corporal punishment legal in Canadian schools

during the Class period from 1973 to 1997?

A. ii

cchccl , ccci rL f

555( l()Ui

nt c icfljj jut in 2004 in the case Canadian Foundation for

Children, Youth and the Law v. Canada Attorney General, the

Court no longer allowed corporal punishment to be used in

schools. And, well, yes, that's the answer to the question.

Q. So, what -- so what was the situation before

2004?

A. So, before 2004 the -- the Criminal Code

would have -- I think it was s. 43 -- would protect teachers and

other school authorities from criminal prosecution for

assaulting students through the following prescription and I'm

reading this.

Every school teacher, parent, or

person standing in the place of
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Q. . . . lawyer. And what does he have to say

about where the line is in terms of reasonable and unreasonable?

A. That's right, yes. Yes, Jeffrey Wilson as

you mentioned is a child advocate lawyer and author. And he,

his opinion punishment having looked at the law and various

cases of child abuse.

Punishment would be held to be

unreasonable where (1)

Punishment is administered to

the wrong part of the anatomy.

(2) There is a clear risk of

15

20

25

permanent injury. (3) There is

no evidence of defiance and

force is unnecessary to promote

obedience. (4) Punishment is

excessive and negligently

administered.

Q. All right. And would a teacher's motivation

be a factor to be considered in determining whether or not

punishment is appropriate?

A. Yes. Any punishment motivated "by

arbitrariness, caprice, anger, or bad humour constitutes an

offence punishable like ordinary offences." And I'm quoting

there, Ogmoss v. The Queen and this in 1984, and this is cited

in "Marvin A. Zuker, The Legal Context of Education", which was

published in 1988 and the page reference is '76, '77.

Q. Is corporal punishment, specifically,

provided for in the Education Act?

A. No, corporal punishment is not mentioned in

the Education Act in Ontario, it wasn't at the time. The

language on discipline was delivered this way, that it -- it
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said that it was kind of an idealist expression of in loco

parentis, which is a construct that signed authority to the

teacher to "stand in the place of the parent". And in the words

of the Act:

To practice such discipline as

would be exercised by a kind,

firm, and judicious parent.

liii

15

And the Act gave boards of education the

responsibility for developing disciplinary practices for the

schools in their jurisdictions on the understanding that such

practices would be permissible in the context of the Canadian

Criminal Code and consistent with the provincial education

regulations.

Q. And did schools typically have guidelines

20

25

30

concerning the administration of corporal punishment?

A. Yes, they did. Schools had protocols that

were in -- used in the administration of corporal punishment in

terms of who would do the administration of the -- of the

discipline. Some argued that it should be only a means of

discipline as a last resort. And in Toronto, in particular, and

Ive -- I've looked at that case in detail.

The Toronto Board of Education had a whole list

of specific requirements that had to be followed when corporal

punishment was administered. It could only be administered on

the open hand of the student by -- and the -- the only

instrument that could be used was a strap approved by the -- by

the Board; and it could only be done in the presence of another

teacher or the principal. There had to be two adults present.

Usually it was the principal, but it could be -- it could be a

designated teacher.
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A. Right.

Q. . . . formally.

A. So, in...
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Q. . . . so in the seventies through the nineties?

A. . . . in -- in 1968 the Hall Dennis report,

which I mentioned before, called for the abolition of corporal

punishment on the grounds that there was no educational

advantage in pain, failure, threats of punishment, or appeals to

fear. And Recommendation 29, in particular, called for the end

of corporal punishment and "other degrading forms of punishment

as a means of discipline iti the school."

Q. And that was what year?

A. That was 1968.

Q. All right.

A. And that was followed by a statement by the

Minister of Education, William Davis at the time, in the

legislative assembly of Ontario in which he supported this

recommendation to abolish corporal punishment, called upon

schools to refrain from using corporal punishment and to use

alternative means. The Department of Education then followed

this up with a letter that went to -- this in 1969 -- that went

to every school board and the principals of all private schools

in Ontario reiterating the Minister's position.

So, it encouraged educators to interpret the

longstanding regulation that students would submit to such -- or

-- or schools would deliver such discipline as would be

exercised by a kind, firm and judicious parent in such a way as

to foster "an atmosphere of respect and trust between students

and teachers with the cultivation of individual responsibility

as a major goal." That was the government's position in

Ontario.

MS. MERRITT: Your Honour, I notice it's now
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Davis called upon the principals and teachers to refrain from

using corporal punishment in, in the schools, and the Department

of Education then sent out a letter including the principals of

the private schools, reiterating the Minister's position; and

that all happened in 1969. When was corporal punishment banned

by the Toronto Board of Education?

A. That was 1972.

Q. All right. And do you know when corporal

punishment was banned in private schools?

A. It. was banned in Upper Canada College in

1972, and most private schools in Ontario ended the use of

corporal punishment by 1980. Grenville was an exception.

Q. What about the Jewish schools?

A. According to former director of the Jewish

Board of Education, they Jewish day schools had never used

corporal punishment.

Q. And, and moving on then, what alternative

approaches to corporal punishment were being offered, once it

was abolished in, in those various places?

A. Well, by the early 80's educators and, and

psychologists in, in the main were promoting approaching to

behavioral correction and classroom management that were

entirely free of physical discipline. Teacher candidates in

faculties of education were now learning effective instructional

and corrective strategies drawn from, you know, a growing

professional literature.

The Ontario Ministry of Education published a

behavioral, a behavior resource guide in 1986, which outlined a

variety of techniques designed both to prevent disruptive

behavior and facilitate effective learning. The Ministry

published another book called, Adolescence Development, which

explored the psychological and social development of youth and
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Q.

cases where the di

A.

the ultimate ones,

Q.

spirit assemblies; and

Eight, taking advantage of the

support or backup provided by

prefects or student council

members.

What, if anything, did the guide recommend in

sruptive behavior was very severe?

The guide recommended the sanctions that were

suspension or, or expulsion from the schools.

And what role, if any did corporal punishment

have, according to the guide?

A. Corporal punishment played no role at any

stage of the disciplinary process. And from, you know, really

from the 1970s to the 90s, this was the emerging standard in

Ontario schools.

Q. All right. Dr. Axelrod, I'm, I'm going to

summarize some of the evidence we've heard in this case for you,

and then ask your opinion. So, we've heard that between 1973

and 1980, Grenville student were beaten with a wooden paddle,

sometimes up to 10, 10 to 20 strokes with their pants down. At

least one student was paddled until he bled, and another until

he could no longer stand up. A couple of them said they had

welts or bruises for about one to two weeks. And we heard one

evidence from one student that after he was hit the first time,

the headmaster said to the teacher paddling him words to the

effect, common, Bob, you've got a bigger arm than that.

Suggesting he hit the student harder. He got another six to

eight paddles after that, and the headmaster was looking

directly into his face and smiling, and appeared to be happy.

The student said that that teacher hitting him certainly didn't

hold back. He had limping pain for the rest of the day and

bruises for a week or so after that.
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He also saw another student limping and inquired

about what had happened, and the student lowered his pants and,

and showed him yellow, purple, and dark blue bruises across his

buttocks. In your opinion, in those instances, did Grenville

meet the standard of care with respect to corporal punishment?

A. I don't think it did. The, the act of simply

using a paddle would, would have been allowed. The act of using

a paddle and leading to the kinds of results that you've

described would be below the standard, given in light of, of

other, other experiences.

Q. All right. What if anything do Grenville's

publications say about corporal punishment?

A. I did not find any reference to corporal

punishment specifically. The code of behavior contended,

"Grenville College is not a school for young people who need

many rules backed by harsh sanctions." And in numerous

documents such as school handbooks related to rules, codes of

honour, behavioral regulations, there is no reference at all

specifically to the type of misconduct that lead to the use of

physical discipline for punishment.

Q. As far as you could see, doctor, were there

any formal administrative records kept about the administration

of corporal punishment?

A. Not that I could find.

30

Q. All right. And why is record keeping

important with respect to corporal punishment?

A. Well, as I think I noted earlier, the normal

practice was for schools that used corporal punishment to keep

record books and it was about accountability in case questions

were raised, accusations were made about what actually happened,

the schools would at least be able to point to the incidents and

the punishments that students received. So, I, it was primarily
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about accountability.

Q. All right. And what if students were slapped

or dragged out of bed or dragged into a room for a light session

or pushed up against a wall?

A. Well, these are forms of physical discipline

that could be categorized as assault, in, in, in my view, or at

least those kinds of questions and concerns could be raised, and

in a public sector, that could lead to either charges or, or

discipline the Ontario Teachers Federation.

Q. So leaving aside for a moment the question of

whether the conduct is criminal in nature and whether charges

could be laid, if teachers at Grenville dragged a child out of

bed or dragged him into a room physically or pushed him against

a wall or slapped them, would those various actions be meet the

standard of care?

A. No.

20

25

30

Q. All right. And I'm, I'm just - this is a

little bit off topic here, but I wanted.to ask you, we've heard

some evidence or we'll hear some evidence in this case about

students being disciplined for conduct that occurred when they

were not at the school. In, in one case, a student had a

relationship with a girl in, in Europe while he was on a leave

of absence from the school, he had taken a semester off to live

with his parents abroad, and, and he was, he was disciplined for

his relationship with the girl during that time. What can you

tell us about the practice or whether that was a, a something

that you've seen before in terms of students being disciplined

for things that did not happen at school?

A. It's conceivable if a student were in the

community and being really disruptive and engaging in, you know,

violent activities, they might well be called to account in

schools. But the kind of incident you've described certainly
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would have exceeded the, the school's authority, and it would be

considered and intervention, and illegitimate intervention into

the private life of a, of a student.

Q. All right. And, and we've heard some

evidence about the practice of Father Charles Farnsworth taking

children to the boiler room to show them the boiler flames and,

and some reference to them going to hell. Would, would that

meet the standard of care?

A. No, it would not.

Q. All right. Overall, doctor, what can you

tell us with respect to your opinion with regard to the

disciplinary practices that I have described so far?

A. Well, it's, it's my opinion that even in the

context when corporal punishment was still legal in Ontario,

the, the manner in which paddling and other forms of physical

punishment were alleged meted out, would, would not have been

acceptable in, in normal educational venues. And in many cases,

would have been led to disciplinary treatment of teachers by the

discipline committee of the Ontario Teachers Federation. Even

if they were not ultimately found responsible, they, they, they

would likely have been called to account for those practices.

Q. All right. And I'd like to turn your

attention now, if I may, to manual work assignments. In, in

Exhibit 8, if we could have that, this is the 1994, 1995

information booklet. Do you have that?

A. Yes.

Q. All right. And if I could turn your

attention to - oh, I haven't got my page number, I apologize,

just a moment. Yes, page 5, the work program, would you just

read the first two paragraphs there.

A. Yes.
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Q. And what about the practice of when they were

put on discipline - and, and just so I can clarify what that

entail, the evidence - actually I'm going to come back to that,

I'm gonna come back to that in, in a moment, the, the

circumstances of science -- I want to turn first to healthcare.

A. All right.

Q. What was the obligation of schools with

respect to the physical health and emotional health and

well-being of students during the class period?

A. Well, to answer that question, I want to read

bit of a paper, a presentation delivered in 1990 by Professor

W.F. Foster, who defined child abuse, and this, this paper is

cited in a book by Wayne McKay and Lyle I. Sutherland called,

Teachers and the Law, a Practical Guide for Educators, published

in 1992, pages 107 to 108. And, and you can find similar

descriptions in other, other places. Child abuse fell into four

major categories:

First, physical abuse [and I am

quoting] which included any

physical force or action which

results in or may potentially

result in a non-accidental

injury to a child and which
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we're going to hear some evidence of one student who had a cold

and was told to pray and not go to the infirmary, and I expect

that we're going to hear some evidence from another student who

had an asthmatic reaction to chemical used in cleaning in the

kitchen and was told to, to wear a mask, and, and a fan was

brought in, but basically told to soldier on. What is your

opinion with respect to whether these teachings and approaches

regarding healthcare meet the standard of care?

A. I don't - I think that they did not meet the

standard of, of care. It appears from the evidence students

physical and other health needs in many cases were not only

unreported and untreated, their injuries were compounded by the

actions or inactions of, of school authorities, who, who

appeared to follow a code that made a virtue out of pain and,

and suffering. And you know, responsible teachers and

administrator in other private and public schools would not have

permitted such extreme practices and would have called to

account any staff responsible for such treatment. So, in my

opinion, Grenville's standards of care for the children in its

custody were outside the norms of Ontario and other places.

Q. All right. And I'd like now, if I can, turn

your attention to evidence we've heard, of, of what I would call

sexual harassment. We've heard evidence from former students

that they were teachings to the effect that boys were innocent

in, in

¯I
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Education on Sex and Health that was provided in Ontario

schools.

Q. Thank you. That would be helpful.

A. Okay. So, two texts were, were used in

25

30

Ontario classrooms for students in grades 7, 8, and 9 in, in the

1980s, and these gave illustrated the approach to sex and health

education. It was being used in the, in the public schools.

They stressed the importance of, of biological knowledge, health

promotion, and respect for individual autonomy, gender

stereotyping of the kinds of things that you've mentioned was

considered, "damaging" to both men and women, boys and girls.

And I can give you the specific references of the books, if you,
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Masturbation and homosexuality were described in,

in these books, but without moral judgment. So that is more

specific answer to the question, in terms of what, what would be

discussed in the public schools. And you know, I think it was

possible for other religious schools to have particular views on

homosexuality that might have been similar to those at, at

Grenville, but what's different, I think is the, the hostile in

which the student were alleged homosexual were, were, were

treated. From what I've read in the evidence, the, the, the

abusive language that was used frequently, the vilification of

people and let, let alone, the, the explanation, as you pointed

out for what caused homosexuality. This, this was, this was out

of the ordinary, no matter what your own private or religious

views were on the topic.

Q. All right. Thank you. We've also in this

case heard that there were some evidence that Father Farnsworth

taught that AIDS was a plague that had been released on the

earth to cleanse the earth of sin and also that all homosexual

men will contact AIDS and die, and it was Gods weapon to

eradicate homosexuals to, to rid the world of his plague, as a

result of this sin. Would that teaching meet the standard of

care?

A. No, it would. Not. There was concern about

AIDS in Ontario and elsewhere the end of the 1980s, and the

Ministry of Education responded with a resource document as to

how schools should address this subject. They recommended using

a health promotion focus. And.

Q. What's that, what's the...

A. What they meant by that was focusing on

education, information, equipping students with knowledge about

HIV AIDS, and, and encouraging them to be responsible in terms
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was put on discipline or "D" we've heard that they were put on

silence. They were not to be spoken to or speak unless it was

somebody giving them instructions about what to do; their,

their, the teacher or prefect supervising them. They were not

allowed to wear the school uniform, which was unusual because

everybody else would be in the uniform.

They would be doing work duties all day and not

allowed to go to class. Sometimes they'd be separated from

their peers at meals or compelled sleep in a, in a different

area of the school, sometimes referred to as "Hotel D," the

annex above the gym. And there was also an incident which has

been referred to as "cold grits," where a whole group of

students were deemed to have bad attitudes or be sinning in

their minds and were subjected to these public light sessions

and put on discipline for weeks or even longer doing not only

the work assignments, but also extreme exercise. Do these light

sessions, first of all, the light sessions, as I've described

them, meet the standard of care?

A. No, they do not. The, the, the practice of

public humiliating students in the ways that you've described

for behavioral transgressions, let alone for what seem to be

simple attitudinal issues with which the school took issue, this

was unheard of in other educational venues, and, and would've, I

believe, constituted emotional maltreatment, which I referred to

earlier. It's one of the elements of abuse.

Q. All right. And does he punishment of being

put on discipline with that whole list of things that separated

no school, no uniforms, sleeping apart, et cetera, silence,

would that meet the standard of care?

A. I don't believe it would. I mean, silence,

for example, ¯you know, in classes, students are expected to be

silent, you know, when, when class is being conducted or in
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detentions, they are expected to be silent and for 30 or 45

minutes or whenever detentions were held usually at the end of

the day. The, the Grenville approach of, of students being

silent, forcibly silent for hours, days, weeks, just unheard of,

and the, the shunning that went along with that. And I also

believe that, that their absence from classes was extremely

questionable. Students are supposed to by law be in school.

They are not supposed to be out of school for that long a period

of time, unless they are good reasons, and these weren't.

Q. And doctor, can you tell us, what, if

anything is the problem with discipline that is arbitrary or

random, for example, you know, you've sinned in your mind or you

have a bad attitude or, or things like that?

A. Well, if, if you look at the standards that I

cited before in this environment in which I, I also referred to,

in which, you know, there is greater sensitivity to how children

should be treated and, and disciplined, the, the approach, it,

it wasn't calle.d that at the time, but it became known as

progressive discipline. And that was really what I had read out

before, it's that that kind of approach where, where you, you

certainly aren't random in, in the way in which you treat

students, if there are problems, you address them. Students

need to know what they are being disciplined for, they, they

need to be able to have the right to respond, and the

punishments have to be reasonable. And I think what, what

you've described are punishments that were excessive and

certainly not reasonable.

Q. All right. If we can then, doctor, turn to

the issue of privacy rights. We've heard some evidence of, of

either some kind of censorship or opening of private mail of

students, would that meet the standard of care?

A. No, it, it wouldn't. The, there, this issue
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had been addressed. There were cases even in the, in a, in a

post-Charter of Freedom Rights and Freedoms era. So schools did

and do have the right to search student lockers, for example,

without student permission, if there is good reason to believe

that illegal substances are being hidden or if some, something

criminal has, has happened, lockers can be searched, and, and

the contents can be investigated. But have been referred to as

fishing expeditions dragnet searches were not allowed. And in

terms of correspondence, private schools did not sensor

students! correspondence, that was not the standard, and so, I

would say that those standards fell below the standard of care.

Q. And what about dorm searches for things like

cassette tapes, records, or bikini underwear, or things like

that?

A. That would violate students' privacy rights.

Q. All right. So overall then, doctor, what is

your opinion regarding the disciplinary and informal teaching

practices that, that we've talked about that Grenville engaged

in between the class period of 1973 to 1997?

A. I would conclude that the disciplinary and,

and informal teaching practices were abusive and at odds with

those practiced in public and private schools in Ontario. These

practices apparently were permitted by Grenville School

authorities, who themselves were accused of being active

participants in these, in these practices. And the perpetrators

were evidently not held accountable for their actions, though,

they most certainly would have been in school systems that were

meeting their legal, professional, and custodial obligations,

particularly in a period when attention to human rights,

children's rights, child abuse was ascended. Grenville appears

not to have been a, a normal educational milieu from the 1970s

to the 1990s, and its, its disciplinary practices arising from a
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since...

A. Yes. Yeah.

Q. . . . since, nineteen...

A. Evolved.

Q. . . .since 1973, right?

A. Yes.

Q. Wasn't the dominant approach in 1973.

A. Well, that's interesting. It, it wouldn't

have been - the term wouldn't have been used, but by, you know,

in the wake of the Minister's speech and, and the letter that

went to the Boards, they were - in fact, I can quote, this maybe

a restatement, but I think it's worth, it's worth saying. I

have to find it. Yes, in, in the Minister's - in the letter

that went out to the Boards including the Boards of the private

schools, these educators were ". . .encouraged to interpret the

law in Ontario that which said discipline would be exercised by

a kind firm and judicious parent..." and it added, "...iri such a

way as to foster and atmosphere of respect and trust between

students and teachers with the cultivation of individual

responsibility as a major goal." And so, the documents that the

t4inistry subsequently produced, the recommendation that it was

giving was designed to develop methods of discipline that, that

was consistent with those, with those principles. And that was

the emerging standard in the Province as I, as I said earlier.

Q. So, do I understand it then that that letter

in those publications that you just referred to were designed to

encourage schools to adopt that kind of standard. It wasn't the

applicable standard at that time?

A. It, it wasn't the law, but it, it in terms of

the ways in which schools behaved. I, I, I am not sure if it's
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appropriate. Since I completed this report, I had access to a

document that I didn't have when I prepared the report, and it

actually is a, a detailed discussion of the, the use of the

strap in Canada, and it talks in, in some detail about the

disciplinary practises that were prevalent in the period that

you are describing. I brought it with me, I am wondering if, if

it would be appropriate. I have two copies, I am wondering if

it would be appropriate to cite it....

Q. Well, I was - I was asking...

THE COURT: Have counsel seen it?

MR. READ-ELLIS: No.
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Q. And I, I was asking you about letters and,

and publications relating to that Minister's letter you were

talking about, what year was that?

A. The, the Minister's letter was 1969.

Q. So, let's start....

A. And the publications that I cited earlier

were in the 80s.

Q. Okay. So, let's start with the Minister's

letter.

A. Okay.

Q. That was not an expression of the applicable

standard at the time of that letter.

A. It, it was the, it was a statement that the

standard should change, yes.

Q. Right. Okay. Let's turn to a, another

topic, yesterday, you were asked your opinion about a number of

statements that were contained in a document titled, "How do

here at Grenville Nurture Christian Values." Do you remember

that?

A. Ido.
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A. Well, I guess, I'm not sure. I, I, I think

it's, it's - I am not taking issue with, with anything you're

saying about the legality or use of, of corporal punishment in,

in this period. I don't think that's, the, the point. The

point about Grenville is, is the way in which corporal punish

was, was used.

Q. Right. And I'm not asking about that now.

it,]

A. Okay.

Q. I will later.

A. All right.

Q. Then we can talk about that.

A. That's fine.
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Q. But we're not talking about that now. So, in

19789, corporal punishment had only been banned in British

Columbia. It was still legislatively acceptable in all

provinces in Canada, isn't that right?

A. I believe that is accurate. It's after '89

that the, the number of provinces that abolish it increased

significantly. I'm just looking for my notes on that, which I

don't seem to have in front of me. But I'll, yes, I'll agree

with that.

Q. And the practise of corporal punishment only

became illegal in Ontario schools following the 2004 decision of

the Supreme Court of Canada that you mentioned yesterday,

correct?

A. Correct.

30

Q. And it wasn't until that decision in 2004,

that corporal punishment lost its legitimacy in Canadian schools

as a corrective behavioral policy of last resort.

A. It lost its legal legitimacy. It had lost

its legitimacy in practise I think well before that.

Q. So, are you disagreeing with the statement
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UPON RESUMING:

THE COURT: All right. Let's continue.

MR. READ-ELLIS: Just bear with me for 30

seconds. I, I think I can shorten this

considerably.

THE COURT: Okay. You can definitely have a

minute, if you want.

MR. READ-ELLIS: That's very kind.

MR. ADAIR: A penny saved.

MR. READ-ELLIS: Your Honour, could I, please,

approach her a question?

THE COURT: Of course.

MR. READ-ELLIS: Q. Dr. Axelrod, do you, do you

recall earlier this morning, my friend gave you examples of

physical discipline and asked for your opinion about whether

that met the applicable standard of care, do you remember those

questions?

A. Yes.

Q. And you gave an answer, I didn't write it

down verbatim, but I think it tracks pretty closely the opinion

that's set out in your report, so if, if you want to turn that

up. It's on page 13. Sorry, I've got the wrong page reference

here. Yes, sorry, page 13, in the, in the final paragraph

there. You say, "It's my opinion that even in a context in

which corporal punishment was still legal in Ontario Schools,

the manner in which it was handed out at Grenville would not

have been acceptable in normal educational venues."
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A. Yes.

Q. Is that right? And that's more or less the

opinion you gave in response to my friend's questions, right?

A. Yes.

Q. Now, in arriving at this conclusion in your

report, you relied on some different facts, and I just want to

take you through some of those. So, if you look on page 10, for

example in the fourth line, you say, "Students claim that they

were slapped force. . .."

A. That's not page 10, I don't think.

Q. Sorry, page 12, you're right, page 12.

A. Yes, I have it.

Q. "Students claim that they were slapped," do

you see that?
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A. Yes.

Q. ". . .forcibly dragged out of bed in the middle

in the night." And about four lines below that, it says, "One

student asserted that he was hit in the face by a teacher who

broke his nose and continued to punch him.

A. Uh-huh.

Q. You see that? And the next line:

"A student says that he was tackled by a teacher

who attempted to forcibly remove his ear stud."

Q. Do you see that?

A. Ido.

Q. And the next paragraph in the third line, you

refer to a student being hit with the paddle in his testicles.

A. Yes.

Q. Then on the next page in the first paragraph,

similar sort of claim. "He was woken up to a punch to the groin

area by one of the staff members."

Q. See that?
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So, we got to the room and -- so when we first

went to the dorm and went around, my bags weren't

there and we back to the room, my bags arrived

and I opened them and someone had clearly gone

through all of my bags. And this to me was, as

someone who valued my privacy growing up, my --

my parents never went through my bags, so this

was a surprise to me. I noticed all my jeans

were missing, my blue jeans, and my clock radio,

electric clock radio, my tape recorder and my

cassette tapes. I used to listen to classical

music on my tape recorder. I play the viola and

I was in All City Music camp and I was in a very

accomplished orchestra.

So, so those things were taken from me. And then

when a teacher staff member, an adult came in I

said, "Some of my things are missing." And she

said, like just matter of factly, "Yes, well we

don't allow schools that -- jeans at the school,

they're a sign of the devil, as is rock music.

So you're not allowed to have radios and that's

why we took your tape recorder and your cassette

tapes."

And I said, "I only had classical music on those

tapes."

30 I She said, "It doesn't matter." I never saw them

again.
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attitudinal expectations that are required of students?

A. It was -- in a way it was baptism by fire.

You know trial without a jury. You would just do something --

like I never -- I don't believe I ever broke a rule that I was

aware of. But the rules weren't told to you. Again, like a lot

of the students were either from the Community of Jesus, or they

had been there before, so they knew all the rules. So, for me

as a new student I had to learn as I went. So, it would be, you

know when we got there we were told, you know, women at all time

-- all times have to wear a padded bra, a camisole, a shirt and

a sweater or a blazer. And your skirt length has to be below

your knees, like, there was a -- like well below your knees,

which again was also weird to me, because all my friends who

went to private school they had miniskirts, but that's fine I

had no problem with that.

But what they would do -- so some of the rules

were I would be walking down the hall -- I remember walking down

the hall with my books one day and I get tapped on the back of

the shoulder by Mrs. Ordolani, who says "Stop swaying your hips;

it makes you temptress." You know, I'm in four layers of

clothing.

Every morning when I put on my uniform I was

reminded that I should cover up my body, that I should be

ashamed of my body, and that if anybody looked at me it was my

fault. So, those are the rules, so I had to really -- I am not

a hip swayer, but I had to consciously think of putting one foot

in front of the other, so I wouldn't be singled out for that.

The -- I mean there's so many -- there's so many

instances I can tell you of. You know I guess they were told --

the women were told -- well we weren't told anything. But one

day I was sitting in the Study Hall -- in the blue room studying

after hours, because I was catching up, because a lot --- all of
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my spares were done on work jobs. So, I was catching -- I was

trying to get my homework done and Ms. Vermet came over and

said, "Why did you flush pads down the toilet?" And I -- I

said, "Excuse me, like who would do that?t' She said the -- the

plumbing is backed up and I know you're an agent of Satan. You

put those things down the toilet didn't you? I just start

thinking, what do you say to that?

So, I said, "No, I didn't. I don't use feminine

hygiene pads. I did not flush any down the toilet."

So, it was, you know, I mean the rules were

shaped around -- like again like I have to say I'm not a rule

breaker. I didn't walk around swearing. I didn't -- I -- I did

everything I was asked to do. If I was told to get up at a

certain time, I got up at a certain time. If I was told to go

to bed at a certain time, I would go to bed at a certain time.

But it's not that --- it was not even just the

rules, it's just that this random singling out of you for doing

nothing. Like just walking to your room, all of sudden someone

comes out of a broom closet, or a, like a supply closet and

pulls you in. And has -- there's a light shining on a chair and

you're in pitch black and they tell you to sit down. And then

you sit down and then they shine a light in your face, and you

know there's someone in front of you one on each side of you,

behind you and they're just yelling at you. Yelling at you

calling you a temptress, a jezebel. You should be ashamed of

yourself. Oh my god, these things happen and I -- to this today

I don't even know who the people were who did things like that.

Q. Did that happen to you, were you pulled into

a room and...

A. Yes.

Q. . . .those things were said to you?

A. Yes, randomly. Having -- this is like just
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people on my hand, maybe maximum ten.

But I mean I look at -- I can look at pictures of

my graduating year and I don't know the names of most of the

people.

Q. So, that you said that you and Deb, the one

that you connected with, were not allowed to talk or look at

each other. Can you just talk to me how that came about?

A. Yes. That was the most bizarre experience of

my entire life. I was in study hall one night and again we -- I

didn't know where her room was or anything, but I -- we were at

the same table, same dining room table. So, we had -- after

dinner you would have study hall, and you'd have a little cookie

and milk break in between, and during the cookie and milk break

in the first -- it was within the first two weeks. We were, we,

you know we were just getting cookies and milk together and she

-- oh, she cracked me right up. So, she did her shirt buttons

all the way up and said, "Oh I'm so posh; I'm at private school.

I'm going to do my buttons all the way up." And -- and then I

started channeling my English grandmother, whose very uppity and

that was like, "Oh yes, we're at private school. Oh, we're

going to go all the way." And so we were having this funny

exchange.

And I remember there was this youngish -- he

seemed like a younger student --- actually he seemed very young

compared to the high school. He may have been Grade 8, I don't

know. I believe it was Robert Farmsberg (sic) . Anyway he kind

of looked at us and then he went off and then this young --

young student -- a young woman -- sorry she was in our grade.

Her name was Katey Keenan. I didn't now at the time. This

young -- she was shorter than us. She marched over and she

looked at us and she said, "Undo your shirt buttons." And I had

never met this -- I'd never noticed her in my life. And so this
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was my first introduction to what I now know to be prefects and

prefects in training. I didn't, you know, I didn't appreciate

what prefects were at all. Again, this is like so what are the

rules? I didn't know what prefect was, no one told me. So,

Katey Keenan says, "Undo your shirt buttons." And it was just

so rude. I -- again like I -- it's just not my world if how you

would approach someone or talk to someone the first time you

meet them.

So, I said, "Why should we undo our shirt

10 buttons?"

uniform."
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And she said, "Because it's not a part of the

And I said, "Well, thebuttons came with my shirt

when I bought them at Halpern so they very -- they are very much

a part of the uniform."

And Deborah said, "Yes, mine too." And we were

being cheeky girls, no question about it.

And then -- so she said -- she looked up at me

and she said, "Do you know who you're talking to?" And she had

a name tag on her blazer and it said -- or blazer/sweater. I

can't remember, but it was, you know the navy blue. But a name

tag and it said "Katey Keenan prefect in training." So, when

she said, "Do you know who you're talking to?" I looked at it

and I read it and I said, "Yes, Katey Keenan, prefect in

training." She went "ah" and she storms off and that was the

end of that. So, Deborah and I are like, that's weird.

The bell rings, we go back and we're studying.

And I was studying at a table that was, ironically, very close

to that wall banner, so I would have been facing north studying

with my back to the dining room. And I'm just sitting there at

my books and all of a sudden someone grabs my left ear,

forcefully, and said "Get up". And I could tell by the voice it
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was phys ed teacher Judy James. And I'm -- so it just again it

was so shocking and out of the blue and behind me. I didn't see

it coming at all. She pulls me up by my ear and I'm -- we're

just scooting across like this, looking at -- my head was tilted

and I'm being dragged and I'm staring at that "Humiliation is a

place of entire dependency upon God" as I'm being humiliated,

dragged across the dining room and not knowing why, context,

what, didn't see it coming. Pushes me into the kitchen, like

opens the door, I'm being pulled behind her, pulled into a

kitchen and with all these, like, industrial prep shelves and

stuff. And there's Katey Keenan sitting there, red faced,

swollen eyes, crying and I'm like -- this to me is like an

experience, an out of, you know it was just a bizarre

experience.

So, one of the teachers -- again like I didn't

know all the teachers this early on. I just knew Judy James,

she was my gym teacher and I had that experience with Father

Haig at that point. So, anyway one of them said, "Look at what

you've done." And -- and I looked over and I was like, I felt

bad, like I was -- I was -- as I said I was a nice kid. I'm

not, you know, I was never a mean girl. I never tried to hurt

anyone's feelings and I actually felt really bad. I would never

have said any of those things I said. I would not have been

cheeky to her if I'd known she was sensitive, but in my world we

were just having fun. And you know -- anyway so I apologized

profusely and I said, "I'm really sorry. I didn't mean to hurt

your feelings."

And, so, then I got -- this is like I broke a

rule and I didn't listen to a prefect, or a prefect in training.

So, then they schooled me on the rules around obeying prefects

in training. And they said, you know, "Do you understand?" And

I said, "Yes, it won't happen again. I apologize." And I went
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kicked up and it hit the panel above my bed. And

so that's when I discovered the panels were

removable and I use that as a safe place to --

for an escape thing later on. But -- so I

convulsed and hit that and then I felt asleep.

And then I was woken up again. It was still dark

out and it was someone else. I didn't know who

this person was. I'd never seen her before, and

she said, "Get dressed and not in your uniform."

So, I put on my civilian clothes and I said "What

time is it" when we left the room, and she said

"Five o'clock." And she said, "You had -- you

had to start your work duties for discipline."

So, she took me down to a laundry room and she

said, "You have to clean the laundry room." And

kind of showed me what I needed to do. I've got

to say it was spotless. It was pretty clean. It

was like clean the lint out of the dryer. Use

the bleach here, wash the floors, pull the washer

and dryer out. So, I did that and she said "And

-- and I'll come and get you." And so, I guess

she came a get me -- came and got me shortly

after six o'clock, because when we went back to

the dormitory everybody was hustling and bustling

and -- and I think we were woken up shortly after

six, like 6:15 or something. It was when we were

woken every morning, so everybody was up and

30 bustling.

And so, they got me to do, like dusting or
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something. But anyway they -- I had to bide my

time until it was breakfast. And then they took

me back after everybody had left my room, they

took me back in and I was introduce to a prefect

named, Jeannie. And I believe she was in a Grade

higher, in Grade 13. And Jeannie then told me

how it was going to work while I was on

discipline. And that was that she was going --

she was my prefect. I was not allowed to go

anywhere without her. She would be taking me

everywhere, and I couldnTt leave my room until

she came to get me. That I wasn!t allowed to go

anywhere without her, except into the bathroom

stall. I said, "Okay."

So, then now you have to imagine this is where

people were now having breakfast, so they would

have all been in dining hall. Everyone would

have been in the dining hall. So, she took me

down and she walked me into the doors of the

dining hall where everybody would see you,

because everybody was seated. And -- and so it

was a signal to everyone. I was walking with a

prefect in my civilian clothes.

I could only imagine what

have felt if they were --

and knew -- knew what was

was a moment -- it was my

It was my, I walk tall, I

head held high, because I

And so that "humiliation

-- how people would

had been at the school

going on. For me, it

Hester Pyrnne moment.

walk proud, I kept my

had done nothing wrong.

Ls a place of entire
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and then they find out about what you did on the weekend on your

week off and they'll take you in and make you confess again an

swear to Jesus and do all the stuff.

You know I saw this type of confessional once.

They had a six inch rule. Again, you don't know the rules until

you've broken them. So, there's a male and female student in a

library and I was unaware of the six inch rule, until this point

in time. Father Haig got up to the microphone and said there

has been a transgression; you know, a sinning, whatever Jezebel,

the whole thing. And, of course, now everybody's looking up.

This was a regular occurrence, but this one really stuck out --

stood out to me, because of the six inch rule.

So, he said, someone had witnessed -- and he

named two students touched hands when they passed an eraser in

the library. Stand up on your chairs. So, the girl had to

stand up on her chair and the guy had to stand up on their

chair, in a dining room and they were admonished by everyone at

the head table. She was called a Jezebel, a temptress, a hussy.

And, again, like you're watching it and you're seeing this

person. "Humiliation is a place of entire dependence upon God."

Humiliation upon humiliation upon humiliation and not

everybody's strong. Not everybody's the same. We all respond

to things in our own way, in the moment. You can respond one

way at one point in your life and one point in another, while

you get a bunch of teenagers in the room, trying to figure out

who you are in this world, and the next thing you know you're up

on a chair, because you grazed the boy's hand. And who knows?

Maybe they had a crush on each other. I have no idea, but the

humiliation. And this went on, and on, and on, and on, and on.

What do you do? I'm just like looking at this

girl standing on a chair crying in front of a few hundred

people, wishing I could go and help her. You know, like I
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didn't -- like you don't know what the rules are until you break

them and they humiliate you and they try to break your spirit.

And part of breaking your spirit, is showing how they can break

your spirit by humiliating you.

And I just think again, I'm just like going, you

know June, just make it to June make it June. You know, and

I looked around and I think they are a lot of good people there

who just lost their way. And nobody, like you know I think

these are the people that my parents entrusted to hold me

responsibility for me and they're watching this happen too, and

they're not saying anything. They're not doing anything.

They're not protecting the students.

I mean there was -- there was just one other

incident for me that was utterly humiliating. That again, you

know shortly after that episode where we had the 24 hour

discipline, I think I was so stressed out and so inwardly

anxious, I didn't show my anxiety, but I was clearly freaking

out. In the longs hours, you know just having to get up early

in the morning and then working, doing my homework then late at

night, I was sleep deprived. I mean that's how I characterized

the entire year. I didn't get enough sleep. And I woke I

was walking down the hallway one day in the morning, and I

looked at the person coming towards me and I saw half of their

face.

And again, I kept going back to that same place.

Like they're -- I just was -- I think I became super concerned

that -- that the behaviour of this place was so similar to what

I had read about in the newspaper about the Jim Jones cults, The

People's temple and knowing, or hearing things about the -- the

Moonies in Toronto, I just did not trust that I was safe there.

So, when I was walking down the hall and saw half of a person's

face, the only logical conclusion I could reach was that they
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Vincent Peale but maybe that's the wrong name. We saw an actor

and we went to a viewing of "Wok with Yan" and the guest was

Margaret Trudeau. That was one outing.

And then the other outing was at the end of the

year, there was a - like, a graduation trip. We went to

Muskoka, and one of the students, I believe her name was Sandy,

her mother went to St. Clements with Mary Haig and they had an

island in Muskoka. It may have been Lake Joseph or something, I

don't know. It was an island and we all went to that...

Q. Okay.

A. . . . for a weekend.

Q. And was that for a weekend or....

A. Yes.

Q. And then, were there also ski trips?

A. Never went on a ski trip.

Q. All right. Were there ski trips or....

A. I don't know. I don't know.

Q. All right. So - and - and I'm going to

suggest to you that there was ample opportunity while you were

there to make friends.

A. I would say that you had an opportunity for

very superficial encounters with people. Given the rigours of

the schedule, for me, first term, five a.m. to midnight. And

then after that, you know, depending on what you were involved

with, I certainly had association with people. I don't think

you really make friendships on a team when you're just - you

know, there wasn't a whole lot of practice. So, I imagine on

the bus rides - I just remember looking out the window a lot and

seeing the signs 'cause I didn't know the area.

But, I - you know, I'm sure people did make

friends and I - I did have encounters were I made, you know, I

guess three friends that I stayed in touch with after. But I
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would say in contrast to my experience at public school, night

and day. And you weren't allowed to really talk to the boys, so

you weren't allowed to have male friends. That was kind of

forbidden.

Q. Well, isn't it a fact that you were allowed

to talk to the boys?

A. Of course.

I'll

15

Q. You just couldn't form dating relationships?

A. Yeah, you could sit at the - when you were at

the same table having your meals you talked to them. I didn't

go any - I didn't venture beyond that anywhere else because it

was trouble.

Q. All right. Now, you mentioned one incident

that I had not heard of and wasn't clear on, and that's this

business of the Katie's gold watch.

A. Yes.

20

25

30

Q. And I thought I heard you said that you said

to one of the adults that you thought that had been dealt with.

Did I misunderstand your evidence?

A. Perhaps.

Q. Okay.

A. Oh, I may have been saying after I sworn on

the Bible, I thought that had been dealt with. Like...

Q. All right.

A. . . . they had - they were going to let that go

because God be the judge.

Q. I may have misunderstood. And you also used

an expression when you were talking about the incident where you

were in your room for several hours and it was approaching dark

and people...

A. Nm-hmm.

Q. . . .weren't coming back to your room.
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for us?

A. The -- my overview is that Grenville

Christian College was clearly an institutional setting whose

primary purpose was to foster child and adolescent development

through education and boarding experiences. The school provided

instruction for students who were all children or adolescents.

The students who were residing at the school had ongoing contact

with the staff for long periods of time, for months or years.

As a result of this arrangement, the students were reliant on --

completely reliant during the time that they lived at the school

on the staff -- the school's staff for care, protection,

guidance, instruction and discipline.

The -- because of this arrangement, the -- the

staff who acted inappropriately with students had an opportunity

to do so dn a number of occasions. Many -- many of the class

members -- many of the students at the school experienced

instance of maltreatment or trauma while attending Grenville

Christian College, including physical abuse, sexualized abuse,

cruel or inappropriate treatment, neglect of physical or mental

health needs, and emotional abuse, including such forms of abuse

as spurning, terrorizing, isolating or exploiting.

The -- to -- to the extent that individual

students were -- or former students were subject to such

maltreatment or trauma, these individuals are -- were at later

risk for an increased likelihood of developing multiple

psychological difficulties that might include problems in

relational attachment, problems in psychological development, a

variety of mental health cOnditions and negative changes in

their life trajectories. The Grenville Christian College also

functioned to a large degree as a total institution, where the
-- the staff subjected many of the class members to coercive

control.
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students by instilling new rules, skills or values, using

practices that included breaking down the barriers that

ordinarily separate the work, play and sleep. And they -- they

noted that in total institutions, and I'm quoting now from the

Law Commission report:

Those in charge hold all formal

power. Rules govern almost all

aspects of daily life and

residents have little to say

about how these rules are

administered. More dangerously,

life inside institutions may at

15
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times be governed by more by

arbitrary and unpredictable

orders than by established

rules. In such a situation, the

possibility of effective

protests or appeals is

inhibited.

Q. And what are the conditions experienced by

25
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children in a total institution?

A. Well, the Law Commission report noted that in
-- in the total institutions that they investigated that they

these institutions all tended to impose conditions of

disconnection, degradation and powerlessness on t.he children in

their care.

Q. All right. And I'd like to ask you now some

questions about how all of this applies to our situation here at

Grenville. Was Grenville Christian College a single authority?

A. Yes. Now, from the documents that I
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reviewed, the -- Grenville Christian College functioned as -- as

a single authority in relation to the students' lives.

Q. All right. And were the students isolated?

A. Yes, the students who resided at Grenville

Christian College were living separated from their parents and

families for extended periods of time.

Q. And were the students re-socialized?

A. Yes, the -- all of the students were expected

to conform to the Grenville Christian College rules and staff

direction. They -- the -- the documents that I reviewed

indicated that the students described the staff as very closely

involved with every aspect of their day and night time routines.

Several of the former staff described -- also described the

staff as closely involved with students and the students and

staff together as forming a close-knit community. Both the

former students and staff describe the staff as having high

expectations for good behaviour and employing strict discipline

for the purpose of socializing the children to adhere to the

Grenville Christian College staff views concerning values and

behaviour. And several of the -- several of the individuals

mentioned the -- that the school staff encouraged the students

to submit to God's will as interpreted to them through the -- by

the staff.

Q. Thank you. And can you tell us, what is the

significance, if any, of the physical location of the school?

A. The school was in a rural location which made

it very difficult for students to leave the school or have

contact with other adult authorities outside of -- their

families or adult authorities outside of the school without the

assistance of school staff.

Q. And to what extent, if an, did Grenville

Christian College impose conditions of either disconnection,
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degradation or powerlessness on the students?

A. The -- the reports that I read indicated that

many former students described living in a state of constant

fear while they lived at Grenville Christian College. They

experienced the staff as administering punishment that was

arbitrary, unpredictable, unjustified or excessively harsh. And

as a result of these experiences, many of the students felt very
-- extremely disconnected, degraded and powerless.

Q. And what, if any, psychological barriers were

there to the students either leaving or communicating with

parents or other adult authorities when they were either at or

away from Grenville?

A. The -- well, many -- many of the former

students reported very significant barriers the -- to

communicating with their parents either while they were at the

school or while they were even -- when they were visiting with

their parents during summer breaks. The many former students

reported that staff had told them that they were sinful and they

deserved the punishment that they had received at the school,

that they were not to tell their parents about the school

punishments, and the school -- school staff -- some former

students reported that school staff had threatened them with

severe donsequences, for example, an inability to attend

university, occupational, failure, homelessness, or burning in

hell if they returned if they failed to return to the school

or to comply with staff directions.

The plaintiffs -- the former students were also

aware that Grenville Christian College was visited by the

Anglican bishop and other respected authorities and they may

have likely perceived these visits as a public endorsement for

the Grenville Christian College staff practices. Another reason

was that several of the former students report being quite aware
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A. Okay. Well, the -- whether either by design

or by happenstance, institution can -- institutions can operate

in ways that subject the children in their care to what are, in

effect, conditions of captivity and coercive control.

Correctional facilities are clearly designed to -- to hold the

residents within the correctional facility and designed and

operated to confine and control the residents.

However, children or adolescents who are residing

in other types of institutions are often unable to leave or

communicate concerns due to their immaturity and dependence, and

sometimes due to the physical location of the facility. And in

this kind of total institutional setting, the children and

adolescents who reside in the setting are, in this sense,

captive and thus easily subject to coercive control for the

period of their stay.

Q. Has coercive control been studied?

A. Yes, the -- coercive control has been studied

in a variety of situations of captivity, including prisons,

concentration camps, families where a spouse or parent is highly

controlling and abusive, and religious cults.

Q. And what are the -- the psychological

implications of coercive control?

A. Well, the -- the psychological interactions

between the perpetrator and the victim are broadly similar

across these various kinds .of situations of captivity and

coercive control. The -- for the individual who's in captivity,

the perpetrator becomes the most powerful person in the victim's

life and heavily influences the victim's psychological

functioning. The perpetrators typically establish coercive

control over the victims by -- by means of repeated infliction

of psychological maltreatment or trauma for the purpose of

instilling terror and helplessness and destroying the victim's
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sense of self in relation to others.

Q. And how, if at all, does this apply to

Grenville Christian College?

A. Well, the -- the Grenville, as I -- the

Grenville Christian College staff practices subjected many of

their students at the school to this form of coercive control by

subjecting them to maltreatment or trauma, including physical

abuse, cruel or inappropriate treatment, neglect of physical or

mental health needs, sexualized abuse, and multiple forms of

emotional harm.

Q. Are rewards ever part of coercive control?

A. Yes, in -- that's another feature of these

situations of captivity and coercive control. The perpetrator

may use intermittent, unpredictable rewards to persuade the

victim to maintain a connection to the perpetrator in spite of

the maltreatment and trauma --- trauma and degradation inflicted

by the perpetrator. And specifically at Grenville Christian

College, the -- the staff -- several of the former students

mentioned that the staff occasionally showered students with an

outpouring of gifts and affection that one -- one person

described as a love bomb. And this -- at Grenville Christian

College this practice may have helped the staff to maintain the

appearance of providing affectionate care and also encouraged

the staff members to -- sorry, the students to -- to view the

staff as sources of both affection and care as well as fear and

punishment.

Q. You understand, Doctor, that there were no

fences or they weren't actually held captive there?

A. No, I'm using captivity in the sense that I

understand that there were no fences, that it was not a prison

situation, there were no guards. But I'm -- I'm saying that the

students were in effect captive because of the geographical
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location of the institution and their own immaturity and

dependence on staff care.

Q. Okay. Thank you. We've heard evidence that

students were required to disclose the misbehaviour or misdeeds

of their peers or that students joined with staff in disparaging

other students. What would be the effect of these sorts of

practices?

A. Well, these sorts of practices are typical of

another third aspect of conditions of captivity and coercive

control. The -- in these kinds of situations, the perpetrator

might heighten his or her domination and control by forcing the

victim to behave in ways that violate the victim's moral values

or significant human attachments. So when -- when exposed to

coercive control for extended periods, the victim often submits

to such violations of their values and relational attachments

and often experiences a high degree of shame and self-loathing

for doing so, and these kinds of circumstances can leave the

victim feeling completely broken by the perpetrator.

So the practices that you were mentioning at

Grenville Christian College where the staff required students,

and especially the student prefects, ¯to participate in practices

that at least some of the students found to be a violation of

their own values or relationships that were important to them,

these kinds of staff expectations of the students were

distressing to the students and -- and was -- is an example of

this -- this kind of forcing the student -- or forcing the

victim to violate their own moral codes or relational -- behave

poorly in relation to significant people in their lives.

Q. I'd like to now ask you some questions about

childhood abuse and neglect and its consequences and -- and

we'll start maybe with some definitions first. Your Honour, I'm

now, for your reference, at page 24 to 25 of the report. Dr.
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Barnes, what is child maltreatment?

A. Child maltreatment is generally identified as

sort of broadly the four different categories of -- of abuse.

Physical -- physical abuse, sexualized abuse, neglect and

psychological maltreatment or emotional maltreatment.

Q. Does the Ontario Children's Aid Society

definitions contain anything other than those four?

A. They also mention -- the Ontario Children's

Aid Society definitions also list cruel or inappropriate

treatment as a form of maltreatment and they use some -- they

use the term emotional harm rather than psychological

maltreatment.
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Q. All right. And what is the recognized

difference, if any, in the impact of physical abuse, sexualized

abuse, neglect or psychological maltreatment?

A. Well, the -- the current research indicates

that really all of these forms of maltreatment are generally

equivalent in terms of their impact so there's not any one form

of maltreatment in -- in a general sense that's more likely to

be harmful than any other. They're all equally harmful.

Q. And --

A. Or equally likely to be harmful.

Q. Thank you. And what, if anything, makes

emotional harm unique?

A. Well, emotional harm is sometimes overlooked

or minimized as a distinct and serious form of maltreatment.

It's -- unlike physical abuse or neglect, it doesn't cause

physical injury, and unlike sexualized abuse, it doesn't break a

social taboo. It can be covert and difficult to detect.

However, despite all of -- despite these differences, the

research currently available indicates that emotional harm is

likely equivalent to physical abuse, sexualized abuse or neglect
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in the extent to which it increases risk for later psychological

difficulties.

Q. I notice, Doctor, that you corrected yourself

or -- or clarified something you said about increasing the risk

of difficulties, as opposed to causing difficulties. Can you

just take us through that distinction?

A. Yes. I'm talking about increasing the risk

because the -- for any one individual there are many different

factors that will influence the -- the presence or absence and

the severity of psychological difficulties that they experience

as a result of being subject to maltreatment or trauma.

Q. Thank you. And so then what is the impact of

more frequent, more severe, more prolonged maltreatment, as

opposed to lesser forms of those things?

A. Well, the -- among individuals who have been

exposed to maltreatment, the more -- the more frequent their

exposures have been, the more severe the incidents or the more

prolonged -- the longer the period of time over which the

individual was exposed to maltreatment, the greater the risk

that the individual will experience later psychological

difficulties.

Q. Thank you. And what, if any, is the impact

of a child experiencing different forms of maltreatment, as

opposed to just one?

A. The -- the studies of adults who report

having experienced maltreatment in childhood indicate that the

more different forms of maltreatment that an individual has

experienced, the more likely they are to develop psychological

difficulties and the more severe those psychological

difficulties are likely to be. And it's a broad range of

possible -- when I talk about psychological difficulties,

there's a very broad range of difficulties that can develop.
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and not a virgin and that her life was therefore ruined and

would be completely different as a result of this experience.

That would be an example of the meaning that would be highly

disturbing and would increase the risk of later psychological

difficulties.

Q. And --

A. And then finally, the last thing that I

wanted to mention is if there's --

Q. Sorry.

A. -- a lack of support from others in relation

to the trauma, that lack of support is associated with a greater

risk for later psychological difficulties.

Q. All right. Thank you. I'd like to now turn

to some of the abuses that the former students at Grenville

Christian College say that they have endured, and this, Your

Honour, is at page 26 of Dr. Barnes' report. Let's start first,

Dr. Barnes, if we can, with physical abuse. What is physical

abuse?

A. Physical abuse involves -- well, and I'm

going closely with the -- the definitions that have been given

by the -- the Ontario Children's Aid Societies. It involves the

use of either generally acceptable -- a generally acceptable

mode of physical punishment, but in a way that's overdone,

prolonged unduly or involves excessive force. Or it can be --

involve -- physical abuse can involve the use of generally

unacceptable or inappropriate modes of physical punishment, such

as a continual or lengthy beating, shaking, slapping, flipping

or hitting with a fist.

Q. We've heard evidence that some students were

hit with a paddle, a wooden instrument. Would that constitute

physical abuse of a child?

A. Yes, that -- a paddle that was hard enough to
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-- yes, that would constitute physical abuse.

Q. All right. And I'd like to ask you then

about cruel or inappropriate treatment. And I guess my first

question is what is cruel or inappropriate treatment?

A. Well, the -- the -- the Children's Aid

Society document gives a number of examples of cruel or

inappropriate treatment. The ones that I focused on in

particular because they seemed most relevant to the information

that I had to review was -- involved the child labour and also

students being required to -- to exercise to the point of being

physically exhausted, ill or in physical pain.

Q. We've heard some evidence about being

required to pull rocks from the ground with bare hands or

scrubbing a dumpster with a toothbrush or cutting grass with

scissors or picking up leaves one by one. Would you consider

that cruel or inappropriate treatment?

A. Yes.

20
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Q. All right. And you've said a -- a few times

now the term sexualized abuse. Can you tell us why you use the

term sexualized abuse?

A. Well, I've used the term sexualized because I

-- I realized when I was doing this work that -- that people --

and also from reading in the -- in the literature that that

often people described what had taken place in the context of

this sexualized assault using the language that is used in

consensual adult sexual relations, so they would talk about

hugging or kissing or that.sort of thing. And what I -- from

what I read and was thinking about I realized that such language

creates the impression that what -- what's happening is

consensual and mutually gratifying in -- in the way that sexual

relations between consenting -- willing and consenting adults is

mutually gratifying. So what I've -- I've tried to change my
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own language to reflect the fact that a child's experience is

often -- is -- when an adult initiates sexual behaviour with

them is quite a bit different from the experiences of an adult

entering into a consenting sexual involvement. And I've -- so
-- and one way of trying to change the language that I've used,

I've decided to use the term sexualized assault to emphasize the

fact that this is not a sexual interaction in the way that

sexual interactions occur between willing and consenting adults

and are mutually satisfying and gratifying.

Q. Thank you. I understand the distinction now.

We either have heard or may hear -- and when I say may hear, I'm

putting this now to you as a hypothetical subject to be proven

by facts not yet proven, evidence to be called in the -- by

future witnesses. But I'd like to give you a list and then ask

you if, in your opinion, this would constitute sexualized abuse.

Requiring children to make confessions about sexual -- children

or adolescents, of course -- confessions about sexual thoughts

or activities, comments to the effect that women or girls are

sexual temptresses and responsible if they are assaulted,

punishing appropriate interest in the opposite sex in the age of

adolescence, for example, or -- or questioning children or

adolescents in detail about their sexual activity?

A. Yes, those would be instances of sexual

abuse.

Q. Thank you.

A. Sexualized abuse, yes.

Q. Now, I'd like to turn, if I may -- or unless

Your Honour intends an afternoon break, this is a slightly new

topic. Or I could

THE COURT: Perhaps we'll take a -- a five-minute

health break just to give everyone a chance to

stretch.
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difficult type of harm to define

and clinical concern may precede

legal intervention. A repeated

pattern or extreme incidents of

the conditions described below

constitute psychological

maltreatment.

Q. All right. Can we then go through each of

those headings, the first one being spurning (hostile

rejecting/degrading) . Can you tell us what that is?

A. Spurning includes -- well, I'm just

continuing to -- to read here [indiscernible]. In the -- in the

CAS documents, spurning includes verbal and non-verbal caregiver

acts that reject and degrade a child. I've -- in my report have

gone a little bit further. I describe this a bit further,

including --- spurning includes thecaregivers belittling,

degrading or other forms of overtly hostile or rejecting

treatment; caregivers shaming or ridiculing the child for

showing normal emotions, such as affection, grief or sorrow; the

caregiver consistently singling out one child to criticize and

punish, to perform most of the household chores or to receive

fewer rewards; or the caregiver exposing the child to public

humiliation.

Q. And we've heard evidence in this case so far

that there were public light sessions or assemblies where a

child would be stood up and made an example of for breaking

rules or having a bad attitude or, in one case, for wetting the

bed. Would that be an example of spurning?

A. Yes.

Q. All right. And we've heard also that

students were typically disciplined by being denied the
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privilege of wearing the school uniform, being not allowed to

attend classes, having to sleep in separate quarters, not being

allowed to communicate openly, talk to their -- their peers and

such, and would those practices of being placed on discipline in

that matter be an example of spurning?

A. Yes.

Q. And there were examples or we've heard

evidence of a practice of -- of putting people on silence, some

or many. Would that be a -- so they're not allowe,d to speak or

be spoken to. Would that be an example of spurning?

A. Yes.

Q. All right. Thank you. Just a moment, if I

may. Sorry about that. The -- the next heading here, Dr.

Barnes, is -- is terrorizing. Can you read that for us?

A. (Reading):

Terrorizing includes caregiver

behaviour that threatens or is

likely to be -- to physically

hurt, kill, abandon or place the

child or the child's loved ones

or objects in recognizably

dangerous situations.

And I talked about terrorizing in my report as

including placing a child in unpredictable or chaotic

circumstances; setting rigid or unrealistic expectations with

the threat of loss, harm or danger if they are not met; and

threatening or perpetrating violence against a child.

Q. Now, we've heard some evidence in this case

that there were private light sessions where -- where children

were taken out of bed or at least one child was taken out of bed
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-- I think we'll hear more of them -- and confronted in a in

an aggressive manner about their wrongdoings or sins. Children

were taken down to the boiler room and -- and shown the -- the

flames in the boiler and told that those were the flames of hell

and talked to about Satanism and required to watch a Geraldo

Rivera television show on Satanism. Would those be examples of

terrorizing children?

A. Yes.

Q. Okay, and the next heading here, isolating.

Can you tell us what isolating is? Can you just read that for

us?

A. (Reading):
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Isolating includes caregiver

acts that consistently deny the

child opportunities to meet

needs for interacting or

communicating with peers or

adults inside or outside the

home.

Q. And we've heard evidence in this case of

students frequently changing their dorm rooms or their -- or

their -- not the dorm room-- their rooms within the dorms,

different roommates all the time, every -- frequent -- frequent

room changes. We've heard of the children, as I told you

before, being put on silence. We've also heard that students

were encouraged to inform on or tell on -- report the misdeeds

or behaviours of other students and I expect we're going to hear

some evidence about the censoring of mail or monitoring of phone

calls. And we've heard about students when they're on

discipline being required to sleep in -- in what was referred to
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as Hotel D, which were some rooms above the -- the gymnasium and

as well being required to eat separately from their peers.

Would these be examples of isolating?

A. Yes, these would all be examples of

isolating.

Q. Thank you. And if I can have you turn over

to page 59 in the eligibility spectrum and if you could please

read the -- the paragraph on exploiting there?

A. (Reading):

Exploiting or corrupting

includes caregiver acts that

encourage the child to develop

inappropriate behaviours, for

example, self-destructive or
antisocial behaviours,

criminally -- criminal

behaviours, deviant or other

maladaptive behaviours.
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30

Q. Now, we've heard some examples in this case

that there were instances where -- where friendships were

strictly controlled or certainly opposite-sex relationships were
-- were prohibited. There was evidence of dorm searches for

non-regulation underwear or contraband such as rock music

t-shirts. And we've heard about the imposition of some pretty

strong views on sexuality, gender and sexual orientation which I

think it's fair to characterize as -- as inappropriate views.

Would those be examples of exploitation?

A. Yes.

Q. All right.

A. And I should add to -- just to expand a bit
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on the -- or summarize some of the information in the Children's

Aid Society document, the exploiting includes encouraging or

coercing the -- the abandonment of developmentally appropriate

autonomy through extreme over-involvement, intrusiveness and/or

dominance, and the -- for example, allowing little or no

opportunity for support for the child's views, feelings or

wishes, or rnicromanaging the child's life.

Q. Thank you.

A. So I have that in mind when I'm responding to

your questions about particular examples.

Q. Thank you. I'd like to ask you some

questions now about sustained abuse and the characteristics of

the class members as a group and -- and in the context of -- in

which the abuse occurred over time. This, Your Honour, is at

page 37 to 40 of Dr. Barnes' report. Dr. Barnes, can you

explain the relevant characteristics of the class members as a

group?

A. Well, the -- the class members as a group all

attended and resided at Grenville Christian College during their

years of primary and/or secondary school, and some were also the

children of parents who were employed at Grenville Christian

College and lived on the school property. All of these

individuals were thus subject to and reliant upon the authority,

beliefs and practices of the GCC staff during their childhood

and/or adolescent years. This is particularly important because

these years are critical to psychological development,

relational attachment and thus to the individual's developmental

trajectory in later life.

Q. What is psychological development?

A. Psychological development is -- refers to the

maturation process that's understood as a progression through a

series of stages that begin at birth, progress hierarchically
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A. Well, it's not the totality that's the

criteria for the definition. These are examples. So, the --

the examples are just to give an idea of the scope of the

definition but it's not necessary for all of the aspects that

are cited in the examples to be present in a particular instance

of exploiting.

Q. And I'm suggesting to you that mass preaching

on views regarding sexuality and sexual orientation is hardly

exploitive of any particular student, is it?

A. Mass preaching on sexuality or sexual

orientation.

Q. Right. It's hardly exploitive, I'm
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suggesting, of any particular student.

A. Well, again, it depends on what was said, on

the context in which it was said. It's -- I mean, that's kind

of a -- it's kind of a general statement that -- that you've

made and I'm not sure how to respond to it.

Q. I'm asking you if you agree or not that mass

lectures or preaches, sermons on views regarding sexuality and

sexual orientation is not exploitive under this definition, in

fairness.

A. Whether it's exploitive or not would depend

on what was said, the timing, the -- who said it, what was --

yeah. So, without knowing those details, it's hard to -- it's

hard to say.
Q. And prohibiting relations between the

opposite sex is hardly -- hardly fits fairly within the overall

definition of exploiting, does it?

A. It fits within the definition of

micromanaging or interfering with developmentally important

kinds of tasks or activities, so in my view, it does fit with

the definition of exploiting, depending of course always on the
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have been reminders. You know the average classroom had its

share of paper airplanes and messages, or students talking, or

whatnot and so the first level of intervention would have been

just please stop that, or whatever else. There is a means to

remove students from class if they were being highly disruptive.

There wasa high school office. There's a principal to deal

with things academic, behaviour or otherwise. There was running

in the morning if you were -- if you were frequently late for

example at getting out of bed, or at getting out of the dorm, or

if you were -- if your room was continuously messy, it's

possible that the dean would assign you running in the morning

at 5:30 or something like that.

Q. And did you ever have to run in the morning?

A. I did.

Q. Okay.

A. Why, I think only -- only a few times in

grade 11 before I got the message to wake up.

Q. Okay. And was it your sense that there was a

policy of progressive discipline at Grenville?

A. Yes.

Q. Okay. And was it similar to the kind of

progressive discipline that you see in your school board today?

A. There -- there are absolutely conditions that

were nothing like the modern education system of the Ministry of

Education for Ontario. There's no -- I wouldn't say they were

alike, in a sense that they -- there was a -- what be called a

pyramid on intervention. We still absolutely have those.

However, what those interventions are, give a recording to

student need and also modern understandings and values.
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A. Okay.
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Q. Was there -- was there -- were you at a

chapel assembly at which Mr. Hale-Byrne would have also been in

attendance where you claimed to be possessed or infected by the

devil and were sick to your stomach, and Father Farnsworth

performed an exorcism on you to cast out the demons? Did that

happen?

A. I think that's a little bit of

mischaracterization of that event and even a reversal of the

order of things. I remember Andrew there, but that said there

were a bunch of people in that room. I know Kevin Gordon was in

there with me, who's another classmate. There's no question

that that -- that night when we went to the chapel, we were

asked to go to the chapel. I wasn't sure why. We got in there

and there was -- there were prayers to sort of rid ourselves of

evil, as it were and there's no question that I had some type of

physiological effect. I remember Kevin telling me afterwards

that he saw my whole back break out in sweat and I -- I was -- I

was definitely faint and fell down.

Q. Mrn-hmm.

A. And it was -- it freaked me out frankly. It

was not -- it was a really uncanny thing that took place. I...

Q. Did -- had Father Farnsworth come over and --

and direct any of his activities to you specifically at any time

during that chapel session?

A. Certainly the event in question was not

directed at me. When I began to feel faint and burst out in

sweat, I seem to remember Farnsworth coming over and saying, you

know leave him, he's -- he's dealing with his demons and stuff

like that, but I don't -- I was -- I was never struck on the
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head, or something like that, no. I -- I was -- so something

took place. I still am at odds to explain it. I have...

Q. Wait a minute. I'm not...

A. . . .looked into that.

Q. . . . some -- sorry go ahead.

A. Well, when I got to Grenville I had an awful

lot of insecurities. I was bearing a lot of guilt. I was

bearing a lot of anger, a lot of resentment. I had a lot going

on and I was holding onto a lot of it and I think that -- that

session served for me -- and I want to be clear. I don't think

a demon was cast out of me whatsoever. I think that that

provided, intentionally, or not a rite of passage for me at a

time when I needed to let go of a lot of things. And I think

letting go of that became physiological. I have no other

explanation for his...

Q. My question is, did father Farnsworth direct

any of his prayers or other activities that were part of that

session at your specifically that day?

A. After I had begun to sweat and feel faint, I

think he asked the others to pray for me.

Q. And that was it?

A. Yeah, it was definitely after the fact.

Discussions about scheduling

25
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UPON RESUMING:

MR. BOGHOSIAN: Q. Mr. Bergeron, were you ever

disciplined at Grenville for looking too happy or smiling too

much?
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people behind doors that were none of my concern.

Q. Okay. So, do you ever remember him talking

about bad attitude?

A. Yes.

Q. Being haughty, H-A-U-G...

A. Oh yes.

Q. . .

A. Oh yes.

Q. That -- that was a big one was it?

A. Haughty was a big word.

Q. Okay. And rebellious?

A. Yes.

Q. And -- and sins theyvd committed?

A. Yes.

Q. And sometimes even sins they in their mind or

their spirit?

A. Yes.

Q. Not actual real sins they did, but thinking

about sins I'm taking it?

A. Yes, that might fall under attitude, yes.

Q. Attitude okay. And I take it when this

happened the people that were stood up they looked

uncomfortable?

A. Oh yes, you would not want to be in the
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spotlight.

Q. Right. And I was just going to ask you, that

was my next question. You -- you -- you watching them, I take

you felt sorry for them?

A. On a few occasions I did. As I said I had --

I had -- I have the relations with Beth and Ive lost touch with

Beth Bushnell, but I was -- I considered her a friend. We had a

good relationship and whenever she was called out, I did not
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dining room people to address issues of discipline or attitude

or behaviour?

A. No, definitely nothing more serious than what

I would I regard as table manners in front of the entire school.

Q. Okay. And were there occasions when the

whole student body would be summons to the chapel, aside from

regular prayer or religious services?

A. I don't recall that being a regular activity.

I can't eliminate that that happened at some point during the 14

years that I was there but I would say that would be unusual.

Q. Okay. Any thought on how often that might

have happened in your high school years per year?

A. I mean I don't recall any specific incidents

like that at all from my high school career.

Q. Okay. Now, what can you tell me about the

rules at Grenville?

A. The -- I'm sorry the?
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Q. The rules.

A. The rules at Grenville?

Q. Aside from comportment and manners that we've

talked about, what were the rules?

A. Grenville had rules. There were rules about

what you're allowed to wear. About how to comport yourself.

About how to dress. There were rules that said that there was

no exclusive dating relationships between boys and girls. There

were rules about what sort of music you could listen to. Now

the internet didn't really exist back then but there were

probably rules about the content consumption, one can say, about

what was sort of fit to be consumed of popular culture.

Q. And what about -- rules regarding things like

smoking, drinking or drugs?

A. That's true. There were rules against the
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prohibited to smoke or to drink or to use drugs.

Q. And where the rules made known?

A. Yes.

Q. And what -- can you help me as to what the

system was, if any, regarding addressing breaches of the rules?

A. So I'd say the rules were there and known and

not enforced arbitrarily, so if you broke one of the rules then

you would probably be -- you know that would be brought to your

attention and there would be a potentially escalating level of

discipline that would be applied. For example, getting a

talking to about -- about what you were or were not supposed to

do, to being placed on discipline and I use that as like a

formal noun, Discipline with a capital D, to a suspension or

expulsion, I suppose.

Q. And what -- what did discipline consist of?

A. So discipline was the mechanism where you

would -- you know, if you broke a rule, would be taken out of

classes and wear casual clothes as opposed to the school

uniform, which you would wear, and you would be assigned to some

sort of chore, let's call it, for the period of time that you

were on discipline.

Q. And what was the -- what if any restrictions

were there in terms of who you could speak to when you were on

discipline?

A. Well, you were -- if you were a boarding

student you often slept in a different area, I think, I'm trying

to remember that. And so you certainly weren't in contact with

the regular student body because you weren't in classes, you ate

separately and in some cases I think you slept in a separate

area as well.

Q. And the uniform, would the -- would the

uniform be worn at any time when you were on B or was it all
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student and paid the school fees as stated below. And just look

at the line, September 1986 to June 1987 and you'll see that the

amount prescribed there is $3,400. Do you see that?

A. Yes, I do.

Q. Yeah. And that is less than what we just

looked at tab 39?

A. It appears to be.

MS. LOMBARDI: If I could just have this exhibit

marked for identification persons only. I

believe we had the author of the document, who

will be a witness later on?

THE COURT: Any issue with this?

MR. ADAIR: No, Your Honour.

THE COURT: So we'll make it Exhibit A.

EXHIBIT NUMBER A: Letter September 1986 to June

1987 - produced and marked.
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MS. LOMBARDI: Q. You said in your testimony

earlier today that Grenville was a school of strict rules and

behaviour, correct?

A. I would say it was more strict than the

average school, correct.

Q. Did you attend any other school?

A. I did attend another school for a few months

in grade nine.

Q. And what school was that?

A. B.C.C. Like probably Brockville -- I don't

know -- Collegiate, High School. I'm not sure what....

Q. And so you said for a few months? Was it for

a full semester or.

A. No, it wasn't even for a full semester. It
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was on the order of about a month.

Q. A month. And why did you attend B.C.C.I.?

A. It was because -- I think at the time there

was controversy about whether or not it would be possible to be

a day student, versus a boarding student.

Q. In grade nine?

A. Right. Right.

Q. And then that presumably got worked out after

a month and you went back to Grenville as a day student for many

more years before you boarded?

A. For, I think three more years because I
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boarded.

Q. Right. Okay.

A. Yeah.

Q. And so compared to those, I guess, few weeks

that you had at B.C.C.I. did Grenville seem like it was more

strict than B.C.C.I.? Is that fair?

A. I didn't wear a uniform and there appeared to

be less restrictions on interactions between boys and girls,

yes.

Q. Less interactions between boys and girls?

A. Less restrictions on interactions.

Q. Less restrictions, I see. And that was --

that was definitely something that was restricted at Grenville.

Boys and girls were not allowed....

A. Exclusive dating relationships, correct.

Q. Were they allowed unexclusive dating

relationship?

A. You were allowed to be friends with girls, of

30 course.

Q. But were you allowed to date girls?

A. No, no, you weren't allowed to date girls,
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that's correct.

Q. No dating at all? Right. And you talked a

little bit about discipline about the fact that students were

removed from class. They wouldn't be wearing their school

uniform, pardon me, for the time that they were on D?

A. Correct, D with a - discipline with a

capital D, correct.

Q. Discipline with a capital D, exactly. And

they'd be assigned various work duties around the school?

A. Yes. That did happen to me.

Q. And we'll get to that in a minute but in

terms of what happened to others, would you sometimes see as

you're walking from class to class or walking through campus,

some fellow student on discipline maybe doing something outside?

A. Yes, definitely.

Q. Yes. And you wouldn't go up and approach

that individual to strike up a conversation?

A. No.

Q. It was -- it was a rule, you left those kids
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on D alone?

A. Yeah, I think -- I don't -- I can't -- I

don't know it's like if you say it was ¯an explicit rule or just

that it was the general practice but it seemed to be that

everybody understood that you didn't interact with the kids who

were on D.

Q.

said, something th

A.

or not but I think

Q.

those that were in

it?

It wasn't a written rule, it was just, as you

t everyone understood to be the case?

Yeah, I'm not sure if it was in the handbook

people understood it.

Okay. And there were more rules than just

a handbook, that's fair to say as well, isn't
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being disciplined for lusting after women?

A. Again, so we're talking about discipline with

a capital D or what are we talking about just....

Q. Well, let's start with discipline with a

capital D. Were you ever disciplined with a capital D for the

crime of lusting after a woman?

A. No.

Q. Were you ever disciplined with a small cap D

for lusting after women?

A. No.

Q.

both Ds here, smal

A.

Q.

that dating wasn't

A.

No. Were you ever disciplined, we'll say

1 and large, for being rebellious?

Uhmm -- no, I don't think so.

We spoke a little bit ago now about the fact

allowed at Grenville.

Sure.

Q. So I take it you didn't have a girlfriend

while you were at Grenville, is that correct?

A. To my deep regret, I did not.

Q. You did not. Did you have any special

relationships with girls at Grenville?

A. No.

Q. Do you know an Elizabeth Sheppard?

A. Yes.

Q. Was she just a friend of yours at Grenville?

A. She is a friend of mine, yes.

Q. It wasn't a special relationship?

A. No.

Q. So there was no discipline that would have

resulted to you from that relationship with Elizabeth?

A. No, we were friends but there weren't rules

against being friends.
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A. Rooms were moved quarterly, I would say, like

three, four times a year. At that time, the impression that was

left upon me was that they didn't want you to form close

attachments because that would be construed as a special

relationship. That's how I remember it. I was never told a

specific reason why.

Q. Okay, thank you. I'd like to move onto the

rules of Grenville Christian College. What were some of the

rules at Grenville that the students, such as yourself, or you

yourself had to follow?

A. So, when you arrived at Grenville, you would

be - sometimes my mother would be mailed the student handbook

before - like, a week before school started. Other times it

would be handed out to us during the first week of school, which

was usually a week later than normal schools. We started a week

after Labour Day. And that first week was orientation week, and

there would be a big orientation around the student handbook

which outlined the rules that were in that book.

So, you were to wear one pair of earrings, there

was no smoking, no drinking, no rock music, no radios. Your

uniform had to be decent at all times. Just no boy-girl

relationships in the form of a romantic relationships. There

was a six-inch rule. There was a lot of written rules. That's

what I remember at this time.

THE COURT: Can you keep your voice up a little.

A. Oh, yes.

THE COURT: It's - it's tailing off...

A. I'm sorry.

THE COURT: . . .and the acoustics aren't good, so

thank you.

MS. LOMEARDI: Q. What's the six-inch rule?

A. The six-inch rule was put in place with the
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students and girls and boys were meant to be six inches away

from one another at any given time. So, you were not allowed to

hold hands, even just touching someone oh the arm, sitting next

to someone, your legs were not to be touching. So, you had to

be six inches apart.

Q. Okay. And you mentioned rules around the

uniform and earrings. What were some of the other dress code

rules?

A. Our underwear had to be brief only. There

was nothing that was high cut. There was nothing that was

bikini-style underwear. I remember at the time we used to call

them granny pants. Bras had to be lined so that your nipples

didn't show through. You were not allowed to have high-cut

bathing suits. Bathing suits were to be extremely modest. At

the time, the - when I first started at Grenville, we didn't

have the pool and then the pool got built. So, when the pool

got built, that was when the bathing suits really came into

effect and they had to have a skirt. And then eventually we

were required to wear shirts and t -shirt over top of our

one-piece bathing suit.

Q. And how were these dress regulations

enforced?

A. They were enforced by the dorm supervisors or

the deans. So, when you - as a boarding student, I obviously

didn't have to adhere to - necessarily everything because 1

didn't get the dorm check. So, as a day student, I would arrive

and I would be somewhat inspected, is what I would say. But as

a boarding student, upon leaving the dorm, you would be

inspected. Your shoes would be inspected to make sure that they

were shined, that you had your - your knees socks weren't

sagging, that your pleats were pressed, your shirt wasn't

wrinkled, you were wearing a slip, a camisole, a bra, your
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sweater, unless dignitaries were coming or you were going into

town or there was a reason for you to be wearing your number

one, in which case they would inspect your blazer, make sure all

your buttons were sown on.

Q. You mentioned underwear and bathing suits.

How were - how were the rules around those items enforced?

A. For the underwear, we had dorm searches on a

regular basis. I would say once a month. And they would go

through your underwear drawer to ensure that you did have the

regulation underwear. For bathing suits, they would have you

try on your bathing suit and go to the blue lounge and you would

be instructed to bend over in front of the deans. The deans

would enforce this. And to ensure that you were not showing too

much cleavage. And then you would be forced to bend over - turn

around and bend over again so that you - to ensure that your bum

was fully covered.

Q. How did it make you feel to go through that

exercise of bending over?

A. It - it was pretty humiliating. I'd never

had to do that before. It was foreign to me, but you had to do

it, so you did it.

Q. Did you ever break the rules at Grenville?

A. Yes, I did.

Q. Can you give us an example?

A. On a Wednesday afternoon activity, we had

gone to the youth arena to go skating, and I had made friends

with a girl called Debbie Forbes. And so, I snuck in a pack of

cigarettes and we went to behind the locker room. There was a

shower room and we smoked a cigarette.

Q. And so, were you found out smoking the

cigarette in the arena?

A. Well, we weren't the brightest lights in the
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had to report to, but I remember upon coming to the school, the

next memory I have is I was in the kitchen working.

Q. And what time would you arrive?

A. I don't remember exactly. I want to say it

was around 7:30, but I'm really not certain at this time.

Q. And so, how did the administrators - I think

you mentioned Judy James, how did they communicate that this

punishment would be imposed on you? You said they called your

mom, but did they explain to you that you would be punished?

A. Oh, they told me I was going on discipline,

so I was well aware of what that meant.

Q. Okay. And what did that mean to you at that

time?

A. It meant that I would be put on silence. It

meant that I would be wearing casual - well, not casual

clothing, but a skirt, a blouse. I would not be wearing a

uniform. I was not allowed to eat with the other students.

Other students were not allowed to speak to me. I was only

allowed to speak to the staff member that was supervising me at

the time, or if a prefect was supervising me. And I would eat

in the pantry and do whatever they told me to do.

Q. Did you attend classes while you were on

discipline?

A. I did not.
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Q. And so, how did you make up the class time?

A. I didn't.

Q. What were your - your duties in the kitchen

for this discipline period?

A. I worked in the kitchen morning until after

study hall. My mother would pick me up at 8:15 and I cleaned

the carts - we had carts that the plates went in. So, I would

have to take all of the plates out of the carts. Then I would
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Q. And the one that you described involving

yourself, it involved the stage so it was at the dining room?

A. That was in the dining room.

Q. And so, were these the only two occasions

where you called it a light session would happen?

A. No, light sessions happened five or six times

a year, I would say. Typically, before a break or after a

break. So, before, say, thanksgiving, we might have one.

Sometimes after a break we would - we might have one, like,

before and after a break, but they - to my recollection revolved

around the breaks.

Q. And how long would these sessions typically

last? You said your own lasted about three hours.

A. They could last an hour. They could last for

days. There was one time I recall being put on silence for at

least two days. That particular one that I recall was because

we weren't right with God and we were going to sit in the dining

room until we got right with God again. And that - that session

went on for two days. There was no classes.

Q. Sorry, you said there were no classes?

A. Correct.

Q. And did you make up that class time in any

25

way?

A. No.

Q. What would typically happen at the end of

30

these assemblies?

A. Typically, people might be put on discipline.

People might be - the entire school could be put on silence. It

- it could vary to that extreme. Other days we would just be

sent back to - if it only lasted a couple hours, we'd be sent to

class, but we would be on silence for the rest of the day so we
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could think about the sins that we were committing.

Q. So, the example that you gave us regarding

your own session, you were a day student at that time?

A. I was.

Q. And just to put it in context, the other

example that you gave us, what that from your day student days

or your boarding days?

A. I'll be honest, I don't recall. There were

so many different ones, I just - I just remember the incident of

this poor boy putting up his hand and asking if there would be

bathroom breaks. I don't remember what year it was.

Q. Do you recall any distinction between the

boarding day sessions and the day school sessions?

A. No. The only distinction that there was in

terms of light sessions is that elementary students were never

exposed to it. So, we would be dismissed before. So, in grade

six, I never saw this.

Q. Both at the chapel example and the dining

room example, you explained as being all the students.

A. Yes.

Q. Were there ever smaller sessions that

occurred?

25
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A. Yes, there were. You could have sessions

that just involved the girls. I know that there were also

sessions that involved the boys. One particular day, once

again, when this happened, I was in grade nine. It was my first

year boarding and so we got up and we were all told that we were

on silence. So, we had to go to the - we had to perform all our

dorm duties and go to the dining room and we were on silence

throughout breakfast.

After breakfast, the boys and girls were

separated. The boys stayed in the dining room and the girls
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went to the chapel. And the reason this sticks out in my mind

is because in the chapel, the boys and girls - boys sat on the

left side, girls sat on the right side. And on this particular

day, we were told to sit as close as we could to where the altar

was. And it kind of created a little bit of confusion with the

girls because we knew we weren't allowed to sit on the boys'

side of the chapel.

But we did and there had been girls that had been

missing that morning and we didn't know what had happened to

them. They were just gone. I don't think I put much thought

into it at that time, but they - they had been gone. When we

were settled in the chapel, the deans were all lined up across

the altar and that is when Father Farnsworth marched the girls,

and there was about 10 or 15 girls. And this is when he told us

that - gave us a little bit of a lecture on cold grits, told us

that, and I quote, "Cold grits taste like shit and we are -

these girls represent cold girts and we are here to warm them

up." So, the rest of that session, Father Farnsworth was there

for about an hour talking about their sins and that while some

of the girls may not have broken any physical rules or actual

rules, he knew that they were sinning in their mind, and we.were

here to warm these girls up.

So, then they - he left after a period of time

and upon his departure told us he was going to the dining room

now to speak with the boys because the boys had grown too soft

and he needed to toughen them up, and they were going to watch

the movie patent (sic) . Then the deans began to have their turns

on the girls that were - they had been running all day - or all

morning, I should say. I'm not sure what time they were woken

up but they had been running all morning.

MR. BOGHOSIAN: Your Honour, there's no

foundation for that. All the witness said
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they had been running?

A. Father Farnsworth told us that they had been

running.

Q. Thank you. And so, now you were left with

just the deans. Which deans are these?

A. Judy James, Judy Stewart, the assistant dean

of deans of women were there also. So, that would have been Sue

Tingley, Margot Mayberry. That's who I recall at this time.

Q. Okay. And what did the deans say to these

girls?

A. They did much the same that they did in my.

light session where we were stood up. They started one by one

and each girl. I remember one girl, she - they - I guess while

they were running, they were made to chant some song like an

army song, and Judy James asked her, "Why weren't you singing

that song?"

And Aisha replied, "Because I'm Muslim." And I

don't know what the song was and

don't remember what was said aft

scene because Aisha - Aisha just

stand there and stare her down.

before. Usually girls cower and

not having this."

Judy James got

r that, but it

would not bend

I'd never seen

Aisha was just

very angry. I

was quite a

She would just

anything like it

like, "No, I'm

Q. And how did that session end?
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A. When we were finally finished, girls were -

they were put on silence and then the rest of the time they were

made to do various work jobs around the school. It was as

though they were on discipline. They were on discipline for

some while. Each one came - might have come off at a different

time, so there could be some girls that were on it for a few

days or there could be girls that were on it for weeks.

Q. And - and how did you know how long any of

these girls was on a discipline?

A. We weren't allowed to talk to them and you

would see them cleaning the - we had a medallion in the floor, a

bronze medallion in the floor and you would see them at various

times they could be scrubbing that with a toothbrush, they could

be in the stairwells scrubbing the scuff marks off the walls.

We weren't allowed to talk to them. We were instructed to shun

them and some students did.

Q. How did you feel at this assembly?

A. Honestly, relieved that I wasn't one of the

girls. Scared. I felt very badly for the girls that were up

there. I understood what it was like to be stood up like that.

It was just very scary at that time.

Q. You mentioned earlier that Charles Farnsworth

had said about them - that some of them had sinned but some of

them had been sinning in their mind or something to that effect.

Did he - did he particularize the sins that.

A. There were some girls that he accused of

vanity. There were others that he accused of being lustful in

their mind. There were others that he accused of being

rebellious in their mind, that they weren't conforming, that

they weren't living in the light. There were all kinds of

accusations flying around that day.

Q. Okay, thank you. How many times were you
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disciplined during your time at Grenville?

A. Well, there was being put on D for smoking.

There was my light session for smoking. There was a light

session for my mail. There was another light session after a

dorm search. Four, is that four times?

Q. I think so. So, what was the light session

for your mail? How did that come about?

A. Because I moved close to the school and on

Sunday afternoons, I was permitted to go home for a couple

hours, I did not have to do that write the letter home to your

parents because at various times I would be allowed to go home.

So, I took time and I wrote a former student Meghan Thomas a

letter and I had sealed it, I had the address on it, I put a

stamp on it and I put it in the mailbox.

A few days later, after a Wednesday afternoon

activity, I was called to the dean's apartment upstairs and Judy

Stewart was there. I can't recall who else was there because

Judy Stewart was leading this one. So, she had me sit down on

the couch that was there. And I was presented with this letter

that had been opened, and she took it, she shook it like this

and then she slammed it on the table in front of me and asked me

what this was about.

Q. And where was she in relation to you on this

25

30

couch?

A. She was standing. So, if I was sitting on

the couch, so she would have been standing adjacent to me, but

facing me, so kind of - almost where (indiscernible) is but a

lot closer.

Q. Okay. And so, what happened after she

presented you with this letter?

A. I kind of looked at her like a deer in

headlights. I wasn't too sure, once again, why exactly I was
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there until she told me what my sin was. And my sin was that I

had been talking about others behind their back and that was

when I realized what was in the letter. And the letter had

outlined that my friend Erin Block was having a boy-girl

relationship with Shawn McFadyen.

Earlier in that day, I had been at the youth

arena and I'd fallen and I had hit my head quite hard. So, I

wasn't really responding the way that I normally would in a

light session. So, after about a half hour, I was turning

greener and greener by the second and I remember because I just
- I stared at the carpet and it was a green shag carpet. And

finally, she looked at me and she said, "Are you okay?" And I

said, "No, I don't think so."

And she said, "Well, what happened?" And I told

her I had fallen and hitten[sic] my head, and she took a look at

me and sent me to the infirmary and that was how it ended.

Q. And did anything come of the letter and the

light session?

A. No, because my mother had to come and pick me

up and take me to the emergency room where I was diagnosed with

a mild concussion and I was made to stay home for three days on

doctor's advice.

Q. Okay. And the - the other light session that

you mentioned was in the dorm.

A. There was a day, we were in study hail, and

around eight o'clock all the girls were told to go to the dorm,

change into your pajamas and meet in the blue lounge. And I

remember this was, again, grade nine, so it's my first year, I

hadn't done this before. I was kind of excited. I thought

maybe we'd done something really good and maybe we were going to

get to watch a movie.

So, I went to my room, I changed into my pajamas
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Q. And how did you feel during this session?

A. I was surprised. I was surprised that it was

happening in that fashion, meaning that we were in our pajamas

and Father Farnsworth was wearing his collar and it just seemed

very strange. By the end of it, I was made to feel ashamed of

being a woman, being a girl. I was self-conscious, very

self-conscious.

Q. Thank you. I just wanted to revisit the

topic of discipline just for a second. You told us that you

knew kids were on D because they were on silence.

A. Mm-hmm.
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Q. Was there any other distinguishing feature

that let you know that they were on D?

A. Everyone who was placed on discipline was

stripped of their uniform and made to wear their - what we would

call casual clothes. So, it was - the girls would wear a casual

skirt that would be what I would call cocktail length, a blouse

or a dress. The boys would be made to wear khakis and a shirt

or whatever they had. And they would - you could identify them

because if it was Monday to Friday, you were always to be in

uniform. Well, if you saw somebody in casual clothes and it

wasn't Wednesday afternoon activities and you were going skating

then you knew that that person was on D and you were not to

speak to them, you were not to go near then, you were -

otherwise you would suffer the same.

Q. And did you ever see kids on discipline

working anywhere other than the kitchen where you worked on

discipline?

A. I did. They - you saw them all over the

school. I remember - I remember the first time I saw this I

would have been in about grade six and my mother was picking me

up from school and there were four boys that were out on the
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would do toilets, one would do sinks, that kind of thing. But

you could talk and what not while you were on that.

Q. You just gave us an example of a memory you

had of boys cutting the lawn with - you said manicure scissors.

Were there any other incidences of your time at GOC where you

saw something that has stood out in your mind, even today?

A. In terms of discipline?

Q. Sure.

A. There was all kinds of things. I remember

being - so, the laundry facilities were located next to the

boiler room. I recall that boiler room. I was aware, as

through the rumor mill, that people had been taken to the boiler

room, but to say that I ever had that experience myself, no.

was aware that people could be taken - well, one of my roommates

never came back from study hail - well, she did come }ack from

study hall. It was late lights. And she went to bed and then

when we got up in the morning she wasn't there. She didn't have

a work job and the next time we saw her she was on discipline.

Q. Okay, thank you. How would you describe the

general atmosphere at Grenville during your time there?

A. For me,I was nervous, anxious. You could

walk through the hallways at any given time and be corrected for

not smiling enough, bringing down the spirit of the school, you

could be chastised for the way you walked, if your kilt swayed

too much that would be not a good idea. Something even as

simple as crossing your legs, if you were sitting in a chair -

so, on the edge of your chair and you crossed your legs, you

could be chastised for that because the boys would be able to

see the slip from the bottom of the chair. And that was deemed

as highly inappropriate and you were tempting boys at that

point.

Q. So, how would you describe your overall
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going to be the husband and wife of the Snures, the Farnsworths

and the Haigs. So, the Snures, the Farnsworths and the Haigs,

the men were pastors and they each had a wife and so those were

to be our authorities. They said not...

THE COURT: Sorry, I can't - you said. The

names, the Snures?

THE WITNESS: Snures?

THE COURT: Snures.

THE WITNESS: S-N-U--R-E-S.

THE COURT: Thank you.

THE WITNESS: But they didn't stay very long.

THE COURT: Okay, thank you.

THE WITNESS: The Farnsworths and the Haigs.

THE COURT: Sorry to interrupt, thank you.

MS. LOMBARDI: That's okay.

A. They said that we'd not just needed

authorities, but we had to commit to being completely, totally

obedient to those authorities. They told us they didn't think

our way of worship was good. We were kind of a charismatic free

worship group. They told us we needed to be - they were

Episcopalian, so that would be Anglican in Canada and we needed

to change our worship. The biggest thing that they told us is

that we had to learn to live honestly and openly with each

other. So, there was a...

MR. ADAIR: Pardon?

MS. LOMBARDI: Honestly and openly.

A. Honestly and openly.

NR. ADAIR: Thank you.

THE WITNESS: There was a lot of unhappiness and

when you're unhappy, you talk about each other,

so there was a lot of back biting and talking so

they said that has to stop. You have to learn to
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confront each other and you have to learn to live

in the light, which was basically share what you

felt with each other. And they taught us about

how to live in the light which was through light

sessions which was confronting each other with

our faults and our sins and our weaknesses. And

then, you know, they went on to explain what that

meant that, that's how you grow in Christ. That

you see yourself as a sinner, you confess your

sin, you repent and that forces you or pushes you

into a state with God that is good.

MS. LOMBARDI: Q. So, can you describe for us

what one of these light sessions was like?

A. Sure. Well, the earlier ones when the

Mothers first came, we just had a lot of feelings about each

other, so we just sat down and shared them. I would say how I

felt about somebody. They'd say how they felt about me, clear

the air. Even by before the time they left, we had learned that

I would say to somebody, I think you're haughty. I think you're

full of yourself. I think you are jealous. I think you're an

adulteress with your children and in a light session, which we

learned at that retreat, everybody would then jump in and say

yes. And we would even be taught that one person would be kind

of in the hot seat and everybody in the room would tell them

their sin. And it would be - it wouldn't be the same sin from

everybody. They'd cover the whole - everything that you can be

and do wrong. Light sessions often ended in the person being

sent away to try to see their sin because they didn't see it in

when they were in the group. So, they'd be sent away to pray

and try to come to the end of themselves and be sorry and

repent.

Q. And about how many - how often did these
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light sessions happen?

A. There was official light sessions every -

once or twice a week with small groups. There were big group

light sessions with all the staff. There were daily light

sessions with anybody who wanted to say something to somebody

else, they'd grab a friend and they'd pull you in a room and

tell you what they thought about you.

Q. And so, I'm just going to show you another

document now and this also come from Exhibit 1 to the motion,

tab 18. If we could have the copies of those? Do you recognize

this document?

A. Mm-hrnm.
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Q. Can you tell us what it is?

A. It was - I don't know what year. It says it

right here, '85. It was the light sessions that we were

assigned to during the period of time in that year and the times

that we were supposed to meet.

Q. I'd like to mark this as the next exhibit.

COURT REGISTRAR: Exhibit Number 7.

THE COURT: Okay.

EXHIBIT NUMBER 7: Light Group assignment -

produced and marked.

25 THE COURT: Also, I wonder if this would be an

opportune to take a short health break?

MS. LOMBARDI: Sure, that would be fine, thank

you.

THE COURT: All right, so we'll take five to ten

1I] minutes.

RECESS
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help us understand. I'll just keep asking questions because I

can't seem to find the document quite yet. If I do, I'll put it

to you, but I'm just trying to understand, when you say you

lived - it was attached to the school?

A. So, there was a main building.

Q. Yes.

A. Which was administration and classrooms. To

the left of the building, attached to it, was a gymnasium and an

auditorium. To the right of that building attached to it was a

girls' dormitory and then staff apartments. So, they were all

attached. You didn't have to go outside.

Q. And so, you could travel from your - your

staff residences right through to where the students were living

as well?

A. Yes, yes.

Q. Okay, thank'you. So, we've reviewed the

various tools of the community. We talked about admonishment,

chastising. You described some light groups and how they work.

Can you - one of the underlying or something that's repeated

anyways is obedience. How - how was obedience enforced or given

at Grenville? To whom did you owe obedience as a - as a member

of this community while living at Grenville? Your vows say

Mother Cay and Judy.

A. So, we were obedient to the pastors, the -

the group of six and then later the group of four and then

later, the two. Everything they told you to do, you did.

Q. Can you give me an example?

A. I can give lots of examples. What kind of

examples do you want? I mean one that stands out to me that

I've always struggled with is we had two seventh grade girls

living with us for reasons that they had struggles in the dorm.

One was a bed wetter, the other one I'm not sure what her issues
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were, but she just wasn't going well and Charles Farnsworth was

just tired of the fact that they weren't changing and so he

calls me up and he says, Joan send them to middle school, which

would have been a normal high school uniform. Send them in an

elementary uniform in their - in their smock or jumper and put a

sign on them that says "1 refuse to grow up." So, that would be

obedience. I said no, and he said yes and I ended up in

trouble, but I also ended up being obedient because I was vowed

to be obedient. So, I sent these two little girls to eighth

grade in an elementary school uniform with a sign that said "I

refuse to grow up."

Q. And just to be clear, the other students in

the eighth grade are wearing a different uniform?

A. They're wearing a high school uniform which

would have been a kilt and a blouse. It was - it was complete

obedience and, you know, whatever they told you to do, you did.

Q. And what would happen if you didn't obey?

A. I was the one who often fought it. It would

always end up in me being put on some sort of discipline.

Q. You yourself were disciplined?

A. Oh, yes.

Q. So, can you give me an example of discipline

that you would have received?

A. I mean, there were lots of ways that staff

were disciplined. You might immediately be moved to a different

house. So, if I did something that seemed very wrong or was,

you know, I'm not submissive as I should be, I would be told to

go home and pack my bags and everything I have. Not your

furniture, you had to leave that where you were, and go live

with somebody else who would then be in light sessions with you

every spare minute until you changed. Or a staff member might

be disciplined by having their salary cut even though it had
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just be a way to discipline them. You might be disciplined by

being put on silence. There was a time, again, I did something

where I wasn't submissive quickly enough and I wasn't allowed to

speak to my husband unless there was somebody else around. So,

in our bedroom, in our house, we couldn't talk to each other.

And we had to report on each other if we did talk. And the...

Q. And who were you reporting to in this

instance?

10

this...
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periodically.
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A. To the Haigs and the Farnsworths.

Q. I see and they were the ones that implemented

A. Yes.

Q. . . .punishment.

A. And we'd be obedient because we honestly

thought this was a good way to live as much as it was hard and

impossible, we still thought it was the way we were supposed to

live.

Q. Okay. Can I take you to another document?

This would be Exhibit 1 in the joint book of exhibits. And that

would be tab 36. Do you recognize this document? Do you know

what it is?

A. That's a newsletter that we put out

Q. Okay. And can you read the title of the

first article in this newsletter that's dated December 1979?

A. "Obedience Changes Attitudes."

Q. And who is that...

A. By Reverend J. Alastair Haig, headmaster.

Q. Haig. And the - the story is - starts on

this first page of the newsletter, but it continues on the

fourth page. So, if I could ask you to just turn to the very
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the reasons why we thought this life must be good. We got out

of debt. We got lots of students. The place cleaned up. We

got a good - had a good reputation, so all of that - all of that

was different. I mean especially getting out of debt because we

were deep in debt when the Mothers came and then suddenly, we're

making money. We thought the students were happy. They seemed

to be happy. It was a completely different atmosphere. The

staff - the staff, we - you know we live this hard life, but we

thought it was a good hard life. We thought that this living in

the light was good and so we felt that that everything had

changed for the better.

Q. And that's - was this something that you were

15

- you were doing with the students as well...

A. Yes.

Q. . . . living in the light and - and these

approaches?

OBJECTION BY MR. ADAIR

20

25

MS. LOMBARDI: I'll rephrase the question.

Q. In this document, Mr. Haig in this article

says, as a result, "the whole school changed its direction, its

philosophy; its discipline; its spirit and atmosphere." Can you

give us any examples about the - in the ways in which discipline

changed from the Berean days?

A. Yes. We were - we did the same things with

the students that we did with ourselves. It was direct

confrontation. So, if we felt a student had a bad spirit, if we

felt that they were doing the same sins that we were learning to

look at like, you know, being haughty, being jealous, trying to

be the centre of attention. We would - we would speak to them

about it. We would use those terms. We would say, you know,

you're full of yourself. You're - you're making this - yourself
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the centre and you shouldn't be. That's not good. That's not

the way you're supposed to live. So, we incorporated that sense

into our discipline with them. We - you know, I don't know that

we would call it a light session, but we would - if there was a

bad attitude in the student body, we'd call all the students

together and we'd speak to that attitude and say there's

something wrong here. You all need to look at yourselves and

see how you're a part of the problem.

Q. Okay. I would like to show you another

document and it also comes from Exhibit 1 of the motion. Tab 3,

if I could have these copies and then my friend can follow

along.

THE COURT: And counsel wanted to raise a matter

with me, so this I think should be our last

document for this witness for the afternoon and

then we'll....

MS. LOMBARDI: Thank you, Your Honour.

THE COURT: We'll - we'll deal with this

document.

20 MR. ADAIR: I'm sorry, which document are we at

now? Apologies.

MS. LOMBARDI: Three.

MR. ADAIR: Three.

MS. LOMBARDI: Q. Do you recognize this

25

30

document?

A. I recognize the name Geshri Talerham and I

recognize that we put together about students.

Q. Okay. I'd like to mark this as the next

exhibit if I may.

COURT REGISTRAR: Exhibit Number 8.

THE COURT: Just, any objection?

MR. BOGHOSIAN: Well, Your Honour, she's not the
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Q. Was anyone reporting to you in any of the

roles that - that you had?

A. Yes. So, as Director of Studies, the

teachers would all report to me. As a guidance counsellor, they

wouldn't report to me, but I would get reports from them about,

you know, student needs and things like that. As
vice-principal, again teachers would report to me.

THE COURT: Sorry. Would you repeat that? I

couldn't hear it.

THE WITNESS: As vice-principal, teachers would

report to me. But there would be -- have to take

this further, as one of the A-team administrator,

a lot of staff would report to me. They -- they

would have to write reports or call in reports on

every light session, every issue that they were

dealing with with another -- another staff

member.

So, Charles was very -- he wanted to know details

about everything. So, if there was something

going on with a staff member,. he would expect me

to get a report about them either from their

spouse or their -- even their older kids, from

friends, from who they lived with, and then I

would pass those reports on to Charles.

MS. LOMBARDI: Q. And so, just so that we

understand, this -- this reporting on staff, was it reporting in

regards to that staff members roles and responsibilities at

the...

A. No.
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Q. Was anyone reporting to you in any of the

roles that -- that you had?

A. Yes. So, as Director of Studies, the

teachers would all report to me. As a guidance counsellor, they

wouldn't report to me, but I would get reports from them about,

you know, student needs and things like that. As

vice-principal, again teachers would report to me.

THE COURT: Sorry. Would you repeat that? I

couldn't hear it.

THE WITNESS: As vice-principal, teachers would

report to me. But there would be -- have to take

this further, as one of the A-team administrator,

a lot of staff would report to me. They -- they

would have to write reports or call in reports on

every light session, every issue that they were

dealing with with another -- another staff

member.

20
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So, Charles was very -- he wanted to know details

about everything. So, if there was something

going on with a staff member,. he would expect me

to get a report about them either from their

spouse or their -- even their older kids, from

friends, from who they lived with, and then I

would pass those reports on to Charles.

MS. LONBARDI: Q. And so, just so that we

understand, this -- this reporting on staff, was it reporting in

regards to that staff members roles and responsibilities at

the...

A. No.
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A. Yes, I do.

Q. How is it that you recognize this document?

A. All of the staff would have been given this

document, but I don't know a date on it. In my role, I would

have been part of looking at this document and adding to it or

subtracting from it because that's one of the things we did in

administration.

I'm not sure in terms of the process if I should

make this the next exhibit, if that's sufficient, or....

THE COURT: It's an exhibit, so you're fine, and

Mr. Adair's not on his feet so you can keep

going.

MS. LOMBARDI: Okay, perfect.

Q. So, going back to the question, what is bad

attitudes referring to?

A. It would be this...

MR. ADAIR: Excuse me. The objection was does

the witness have any idea.

MS. LOMBARDI: Q. Do you know what bad attitudes

20 were, Ms. Childs?

MR. ADAIR: Well, that's a different question.

MS. LOMBARDI: Thank you.

25

30

THE COURT: It's fine, continue.

THE WITNESS: Bad attitudes with students would

be the same as bad attitudes with staff. It

would be a haughtiness, a full of yourself, a

thinking you're the best at something, lack of

submissiveness or a lack of submissive attitude

towards a staff member, anything that looked like

you weren't just happily obeying the spirit of

what it was like to be at Grenville. It could be

putting on a little tinge of lipstick and
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somebody noticing it. It could be not wearing

your uniform properly. It would be anything that

just didn't look perfect.

MS. LOMBARDI: Q. And how were those things

determined to be bad attitudes, or, sorry, bad behaviours?

A. Ask again, please.

Q. Sorry. Flow were those things determined to

be -- to be bad, to use the term in the document? Who

determined that those were bad?

A. They were the rules that students were

expected to follow. There were handbooks that told rules.

There were unwritten rules that we just all knew. This is the

way it was supposed to be.

Q. Sorry, what were the unwritten rules? Can

15

20

25

30

you give examples?

A. Sure. Kids weren't supposed to develop close

friendships with either girls or boys and if it looked like they

were getting too close, that was supposed to be unhealthy or it

felt it was unhealthy and so they would get in trouble for that.

Prefects were expected to be perfect. Staff kids were expected

to be perfect, perfect meaning that they would always wear their

uniform properly. They would be expected to report on anything

they saw in a student or in a student body that didn't quite

feel right. They -- an unwritten rule was don't be too good at

something. If you're too good at something, you're going to end

up being pulled from it.

An example of that would be a student would be

chosen to be the lead in a Gilbert and Sullivan performance and

a month or two weeks before it was time for it to be performed,

after months of practice, they would be pulled out of it because

it wasn't good for them to be doing so well, and so somebody

else, usually a staff member, was put in their place for the
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each student will conform to the

spirit of the school family.

Where behaviour or attitude is

seen to place the spirit in

jeopardy, appropriate

disciplinary action will be

taken.

Q. What can you tell us about the spirit of the

school family? What is that?

A. That would be following all the rules that

are outlined in the -- in the handbooks and the unwritten rules

that I mentioned earlier. Fitting in, looking good, acting

appropriately.

Q. And so, what were the behaviours considered

to jeopardize that spirit?

A. Well, behaviours that were latent would be

things like sneaking away to smoke, bringing alcohol on campus,

drinking off of campus, wearing a uniform improperly, being

caught without the proper uniform on, having a boy/girl

relationship, getting caught in a sexual encounter, those would

be the big things.

Q. And what were the attitudes that were

considered to jeopardize the spirit?

A. Those would be ones I've spoken of before.

Haughtiness, not being -- looking or acting submissive to

somebody in authority over you, just having an air of being

important, things like that.

Q. And what the appropriate disciplinary action

to be taken if the attitudes or behaviours occur?

A. So, there were degrees of discipline. A

student, for instance, who would be stealing or -- or smoking or
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something like that, they often would be suspended and sent

home. If that happened more than once, they might be expelled.

If they had what was called internal discipline, the typical

thing would be that they were taken out of uniform. They would

eat separately. They'd be put -- they'd be taken out of

classes. They would be given work assignments. They would be
-- they would sleep separately in the dormitory with a staff

supervisor or in a special room in the dorm. That would be your

typical thing. And that discipline might be three days,

typically three days, but I know there were students who were on

discipline for weeks sometimes.

MR. ADAIR: For what?

THE WITNESS: For what.

MR. ADAIR: Weeks?

15

20

MS. LOMBARDI: Q. Weeks?

A. Yes.

Q. So, maybe before we leave that document, if

you can just turn to the very last page of the document. It's a

diagram. Does this diagram reasonably reflect the layout of the

campus of Grenville Christian College?

A. Yes.

25

Q. Okay, thank you. So, keeping that document

up, yesterday you mentioned, or you told us rather, that prior

to the staff residences being built, if we can see on this

document, at the far right of the document, it's a staff

apartment, where were the trailers located on the campus when

you were living in the trailers?

A. They would be to the left of the tennis

courts.

Q. Thank you. I'd like to take you now to

Exhibit 1, Tab 71 of the Joint Exhibit Book.

A. Can you say again where is in this book I
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A. Bathing suits are to be lined, preferably

with cuffs and be modest in appearance. No high cut legs or

Speedo type suits are acceptable. Dressier clothing for Sundays

and special occasions must be below the knee and not longer than

mid-calf. They should not have slits or open pleats above the

knee and be neither too tight not too loose with no low-cut

necklines front or back. A full slip or camisole and half-slip

must be worn with dresses and skirts. Briefs must be regular

waist style with no hip cover or bikini types. Bras must be

supportive. The thin tn -cut types are not acceptable since

they are inadequate during sports such as basketball,

volleyball, et cetera. Nightwear may be knee or full-length

gowns or pajamas. T-shirts, undershirts, boxer shorts, or track

suits are not acceptable sleepwear.

Q. And, sorry, the final paragraph as well.

A. Oh, I'm sorry. "No makeup is worn with a

school uniform but tastefully applied light makeup is permitted

with other outfits. No heavy makeup or gaudy jewellery --

jewellery is permitted..." That last line is....

A. Clear enough.

Q. Okay. Who created these rules around dress

code, girls' dress and appearance?

A. Charles.

25

30

Q. Why are girls' briefs being prescribed?

A. Because Charles was obsessed with girls and

women and everything about them. As parents, we were not

allowed to buy our children anything -- you know, we could buy

no bikini underwear or anything like that. It was just I have

to call it an obsession with him.

Q. And how were these dress regulations

enforced?

A. It was in the dress code and periodically at
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MR. ADAIR: Okay. Tab 23?

MS. LOMBARDI: Yes. If I could just have a
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moment, Your Honour. We can actually close that.

THE COURT: Oh, all right.

MS. LOMBARDI: I'm going to move on from that

question.

Q. What types of discipline were employed at

Grenville during your time there?

A. Suspension, expulsion, internal discipline

where you were taken out of uniform, did not get to go to

classes, did not get to eat with the other students, slept

separately, did menial tasks, paddles, silence. A lot of

silence discipline. Student would not be allowed to talk to

anybody unless they were spoken to first. That could go on for

days.

Q. So, you mentioned the paddle. Who -- in what

instances would the paddle be used for discipline?

A. You know, it was -- Charles was in charge of

the paddle. He had it under his desk. He loved his paddle. He

would take it out and he'd hand it to the Dean of Men and say

this calls for a paddling, and it could be anything. It could

be a major thing, or it could be just an attitude nothing.

Q. Was there a policy in place respecting the

use of corporal punishment at Grenville?

A. No.

30

Q. Was there a policy in place respecting the

implementation of the other forms discipline that you've just

told us about?

A. I don't know that you could say that there

was a policy because it changed. It changed depending upon how
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Charles felt about that student.

Q. Do you have any knowledge about how parents

would have responded or reacted to the discipline imposed at

Grenville?

A. Yes. At -- every once in a while a parent

would come and ask to talk to us about a discipline that was

done with their child and there was a period of time where we

did a parental survey where we sent a survey home to parents

which covered many things, and discipline was one of them, and

we received comments back from them.

Q. Okay. Well, why don't we turn up that

survey, which is at Exhibit 1, the Joint Exhibit Book, Tabs 47

and 49. So, first let's start with 47. Is this what you were

referring to when you said survey?

A. Yes.

Q. And it's dated April, 1987, titled

Questionnaire for Parents. And at Tab 49, if we could just turn

that up also at the same time. Do you recognize this document?

A. Yes, I do.

Q. And what is this document?

A. This is a summary of the criticisms from

parents' questionnaire.

Q. Okay. And can I ask you to read the

highlighted portions on that first page?

A. Under Christian Teaching, "Feel the children

should be able to share their feelings without being told they

are rebellious when they get sick of rules."

Another one, Don't understand reasoning behind

having children tattle. Under Discipline, More acknowledgment

for positive behaviour rather than punishment for negative

behaviour.

Here more from children than from the school.
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Feels there is not communication re discipline.

When a student or group of students do something

wrong, the student body as a whole should not be chastised or

made to feel they are to blame.

Heard staff children exiled to community as

disciplinary measure.

Feels that if they don't conform, they are exiled

and feels this is appalling.

Feels it will stump their adult lives.

Agree with discipline but have not been advised

adequately of the measures and approach adopted.

Feel children should be prompted by the Holy

Spirit to confess things and not have any external pressure to

do this. Creates anxiety.

Q. Thank you. And if we could turn to the third

page of this document, and if you would -- if you would read the

first highlighted section there

A. "Don't think groups should be punished for

misdemeanours of a few. Don't approve of one student informing

on another. No mercy."

Q. Maybe just so you don't have to keep reading,

I'll read you some other passages.

This is attributed to Morris

(Adrian) . I wonder if the

application of a system of rules

mitigates against development of

initiative. Do Grenville qrads

go on to be independent minded

people who know what they

believe and why.
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Q. In what ways were these assemblies different

or the same to the light sessions that the Grenville community,

the Grenville staff members participated in?

A. Grenville's light sessions major ones were a

little bit more intense. You know, I remember somebody having a

glass of water thrown in their face. Another person actually

was told to stand on their head, which I can't remember why.

People --- I was going to say I remember somebody being slapped

across the face, but that was me, and I don't know that that was

a -- a light session that was -- I questioned the student's

schedule. I was fighting for the staff to be able to -- no, the

staff schedule. 'I was fighting for the staff to be able to have

study time during the summer and instead we were told they had

to work all day, all summer, and study at night, and I said can

we please change that and I was called to the front and slapped

across the face by Mary Haig for not being submissive and

questioning her in public.

So, I -- I don't remember in kind of regular

staff sessions, big group staff sessions, people being hit. So,

we didnft -- we didn't hit anybody in those school ones. We

didnt throw things in their face. We just yelled at them and

humiliated them.

Q. What can you tell us, if anything, about

Grenville's view on illness?

A. Illness? I think we learned this in the

Community of Jesus right from the start is illness is sick -- is

sin.

Q. Can you give me an example?

A. I can only give personal examples. One of my

daughters was sick for months, throwing up, coughing, coughing,

throwing up, and it was deemed to be sin, and they would talk to

her, I think she was probably seventh or eighth grade, tell her
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testing?

A. There was a period of time, I guess it says

'87, that the aids issue was hitting the news and I expect it

came from the Community of Jesus but I know it came from Charles

that, you know, we should not allow students into the school

unless they have a aids test. And so, we set a policy that said

every student had to be tested and have a negative test in order

for them to be admitted to the school.

MS. LOMBARDI: Thank you. This is a convenient

time for the court to take a break.

THE COURT: Sure. So, we'll take the lunch break

until 2:30.

RE CE S S
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UPON RESUMING:

MS. LOMBARDI: Thank you. Q. Before we left for the

break, we were looking at Exhibit Book 1, Tab 52. And you told

us before the break that you knew this was the policy on testing

aids, and so I just want to continue on with some questions

there. Do you know when or how long this policy was in place at

Grenville?

A. I don't remember the year. Well, it says '87

on here, so I guess it was '87, and I think it was a couple of

years or a few years, but I don't know for sure and I don't know

why we stopped.

Q. Okay. Also, earlier this morning, you told

us that one of the expectations of the student was that they had

to report on other students' behaviours from time to time. And

so, what kinds of things were supposed to be reported?

A. What kind of things?
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Q. Yeah.

A. Anything that didn't fit in the spirit of

Grenville. So, it would be attitude. It would be.

Q. Well, what types of attitudes?

A. Again, not -- not seeming submissive to a

prefect or a staff member, having a -- talking about a staff

member or about the administration or about school policy in a

negative way. I think negativity was a big one, just not having

a positive way of talking about things. Complaining about food.

Complaining about some staff members who's running an activity.

Complaining that they didn't get their -- the role they wanted

in a -- in a production. Just anything that wasn't just plain

positive and good.

Q. And so, what would -- what would happen?

What was the impact of -- of not reporting on other students?

A. Oh, if you didn't report and it was found out

you knew, you could be -- it would be guilt by association. You

would have the same discipline that they had. They would be put

on discipline and you'd be put on discipline too because it was

your responsibility to report it.

Q. One other matter that we spoke of this

morning, you told us about assemblies could last all day, and

possibly multiple days, and you gave us an estimation of five to

six of these happening.

A. So, I would take that back. I would say in a

year.

Q. In a year?

A. Yeah, they were a yearly occurrence.

Q. And just to clarify, the example that you

gave about the bed wetter, how long did that particular session

last?

A. Oh, that just happened in the dining room in
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hear that.

THE COURT: Exhibit 2, Tab 105.

MS. LOMBARDI: One-zero-five.

MR. ADAIR: Okay.

MS.. LOMBARDI: Q. Do you have the document in

front of you?

A. Yes.

Q. Do you know what this document is?

A. Yes.

Q. And what is this document?

A. It was a letter that Ken MacNeil and I sent

to alumni in 2000.

Q. And why did you write this letter?

A. We had been talking about and struggling with

the fact that we knew that we had gotten off track at Grenville

and we wanted the students to know that we were sorry.

Q. And when you say off track, what do you mean

by that?

20

25

30

A. That we were -- well, at that timer Ken and I

were both part of a community council which was the -- the group

that took over after Charles left, and for at least a year we

were studying books on abuse of churches and cults and we felt

after learning all about abusive organizations that we had been

an abusive organization. We had been meeting with staff members

and some alumni, especially staff kids' alumni, and hearing them

talk about things that had happened to them and we were

convicted [sic] that we had really done a lot of harm, a lot of

hurt over the years, and so we wanted to open that up to the

students and tell them we were sorry.

Q. Okay. I'm going to turn you to my file

documents and that is also found at Exhibit 2, Volume 2, Tab

Number 117. Are you familiar with document?
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Q. All right. And the - the - I guess what I'm

trying to get at is, when you talk about daily conversions, are

you talking about the same thing as "light sessions" or

"confrontations" among the group, where people would be subject

to criticism and have to - urged to do better and things like

that?

A. So the light sessions were a means to help

you to have a daily conversion...

Q. All right.

A. . . .or numerous daily conversions.

Q. All right. And the - the - the people in the

community, I gather, having listened to this way of life and

come to understand it a little better - I gather that the

Mothers were there for a couple of weeks, right?

A. Two weeks.

Q. And the people in the community decided that

they would embrace the principles?

A. Some did.

Q. Some of them.

A. Some left.

Q. Some left. Okay. But the ones that stayed

said "this sounds good," and ended up embracing the principles

put forward by Mothers Cay and Judy?

A. Basically. Some of us, at least I remember

for myself and our friends, we said "let's give it a year."

Q. Yes.

A. So we kind of did it - decided to do a test

30

year.

Q. All right. Without demeaning it in any way,

it was "sounds good" or "sounds appropriate," "let's give it a

try"?

A. Absolutely.
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Q. And from that day forward, I understand that

the community, as a whole, lived by and embraced those

principles in - in substance that had been put forward in 1973

and they did so rightup until 1997 and after?

A. Yes.

Q. And as you indicated, this was an intense

lifestyle?

10 out, right?
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A. Yes.

Q. And it wouldn't take you long to figure that

A. No, we knew that right away.

Q. Sure. And it was marked by a lot of hard

work, doing everything in the community, running the school,

focussing on religion, focussing on better - bettering yourself.

The daily life involved a lot of hard work, right?

A. Correct.

Q. And it involved a lot of sacrifice?

A. Correct.

Q. And for example, the pay scale was pretty

minimal?

A. I earned $15 every week.

Q. You got 15 a week?

A. I think it was 15, yes.

Q. So you were well paid?

A. Definitely.

Q. All right. And it involved strict obedience,

or the concept of strict obedience to your pastoral leaders?

A. Yes.

Q. And you required pretty much permission for

30 everything?

A. Yes.

Q. And you had to be modest in dress and
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appearance?

A. Very much so.

Q. And conduct yourself with a good attitude?

A. Yes.

Q. And you were subject to these daily

conversions, light sessions, critical sessions where you'd be -

all your flaws as others saw them would be exposed and you'd be

urged to change?

A. Yes.

Q. And you could be subject to punishment?

A. Yes.

Q. And that punishment could be, what sounds to

me, could be appalling on occasion?

A. Yes.

Q. It would - it might include sending an adult

to live with another family?

A. Yes.

Q. It might include ripping the children away

from their own family?

A. Always included that.

Q. Beg your pardon?

A. It always included that. Our children were

taken away from us at basically a young age.

Q. At a young age?

A. Mm-hmm.
Q. All right. And they could be, for example,

children could be compelled to go and live with others in the

community?

A. Or sent to the Community of Jesus.

Q. Or sent to the Community of Jesus. So that

was the - a picture of the lifestyle?

A. Yes.
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they?

A. Well they didn't choose it.

Q. They what?

A. They didn't choose it.

Q. But what I'm saying is, here they are put in

a lifestyle, a very hard lifestyle, without any free will of

their own, right?

A. Correct.

Q. And this involved for them all the things

that you've talked about as a lifestyle...

A. Yes.

Q. . . .right? I mean they'd be subject to

regular and frequent confrontation, right?

A. Yes.

Q. And they'd be subject to light sessions where

they'd see their own parents ripped apart?

A. Yes.

Q. And it's hard to imagine anything more

traumatic than being separated from your parents for a child,

right?

A. Right.

Q. In fact, your own daughter, having been

pulled away from you - you related somewhere where you'd even

pass her in the hall and couldn't even look you in the eye?

A. That's right.

Q. Devastating to her, right?

A. Right.

Q. And those were coirmiunity and parental

decisions, right?

A. Yes, they were.
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Students are expected to uphold

the academic and social

standards of the school at all

times when they are under the

jurisdiction of the school.

Theyre expected to conduct

themselves in such a way that in

10 matters of behaviour, judgment

I and appearance they bring credit

to the Lord and to the Berean

Christian School.
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Then they give principles to guide students into

responsible and honourable actions. And they describe serious

infractions, or the book does, like lying to those in authority,

stealing, cheating or plagiarizing, smoking or drinking,

possession or use of drugs. And they go on to say:

If any student knows of any

unreported serious infraction of

the school's social and academic

standards, it is his

responsibility to ask or

encourage the offender to turn

himself in, and if the safety,

honour, reputation and/or morale

of the school are at stake, and

if the guilty one has not turned

himself in, it is the

responsibility of the student to
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smoking, drinking or drugs. And then you go to 19, another

standard was relationships between boys and girls.

Students must maintain the

utmost care in their behaviour

with the opposite sex. Any

action that is not consistent

with good Christian character

will result in discipline.

Undue familiarity between boys

and girls is to be avoided.

Handholding is not accepted.

And then it has a dress code, which you can see

there on page 19, and a personal appearance code. So I'm going

to suggest to you that if indeed this was prepared after - or

sorry, before the Mother Cay, Mother Judy visit, which I

understand was in the summer of '73.

A. Spring. School was still on.
Q. . . . this sure sounds an awful lot like the

25 Community of Jesus...

A. Well...

Q. . . .doesn't it?

A. . . .I'm looking at the dress code and it's

interesting. It says, "your skirt can be two inches above the

knee." Yes, this is some of the basics that the community

believed in, but they went a lot deeper after the Community

came. For instance, the dress code was suddenly below the
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knee...

Q. All right.

A. . . . and much more detailed.

Q. And if we want to get an idea of where things

went, we can look at the Joint Book Volume 1, Tab 43. This is a

student handbook from about 13 or 14 years later, correct?

A. Yes, Sir.

Q. And when you look at this handbook, you'll

see, if you go over to page 16, under the heading

"Co-education":

Special relationships are not

allowed at CCC We desire [a

friend] a spirit of friendship

to exist among all students,

free of the exclusive and

competitive demands which

special relationships impose.

Holding hands and other physical

displays and passing of notes

not permitted. Courtesy in

action and speech to be used at

all time. Bad language,

swearing, off-colour talk are

not to be part of our

conversation.

And then over on page 19, it talks about

discipline. And in the second paragraph, it says:

30

A healthy respect for

authorities, faculty staff,
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handbook and all those rules, and the emphasis on discipline,

and serious offences, and a dress code, and using the telephone,

and a work program and discipline, those things were the written

rules for years, right?

A. Correct.

Q. And the thing about these written rules, if

you will for a moment, I'm going to suggest is, number one, not

everybody's going to agree with all of them, but there was a

reason behind each one and they were not capricious, do you

agree, the written rules?

A. You need to define "capricious" for me.

Q. Capricious is without any thought or basis or

done on a whim. There was reasons for these rules.

A. I would say there was good reason for some of

them and almost capricious reason for others.

Q. Okay. Well, what was a capricious...

A. Well, urn...

Q. . . . rule?

A. I think having been in guidance at our school

and visiting a lot of other private schools, we went overboard

in the amount of rules that we had that other schools didn't

have. That's why we fought for allowing chewing gum at certain

times in the day, because other schools were allowing chewing

gum and we weren't. And other schools were allowing the kids to

have music when they weren't in class, or you know in the dorms,

or I - I mean in classes. So I think we went overboard in our

rules.

Q. All right. I didn't hear anybody ever

complain in this case about abuse by deprivation of chewing gum.

A. Yes, how about Walkmans and things like that?

Q. Or Walkmans.

A. Oh, yes.
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Q. I see. Well, I'm going to suggest to you

that in important respects, there was a reason for these rules.

A. Yes. Yes, definitely.

Q. For example, close relationships were

discouraged among boys and girls because you had a bunch of

teenagers running around there that were under your care, right?

A. Correct.

Q. And close relationships were discouraged

among all students because the school didn't want cliques to

form, right?

A. Yes and no.

Q. Yes and no. And the dress code, the school

thought it appropriate to have a dress code and to insist that

things be neat and tidy?

A. The dress code was very, very different from

any other private schools...

Q. Yes, well...

A. . . . in Ontario or Canada.

Q. . . . Grenville was a strict place with strict

rules, right?

A. Very strict rules.

Q. Right. And these rules were not hidden in

any way, shape or form, were they?
-

A. Except for the ones that were unwritten.

Q. Okay, we'll come to those. The written rules

you learned, right?

A. Correct.

Q. The parents knew all about them. All they

had to do was read the handbook, right?

A. Yes.

Q. And the students sure knew about the rules,

because the rules were given a prominent play, weren't they?
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A.

Q.

know. They'd get

A.

Q.
A.

Q.
A.

came so...

They were.

And the students entering the schools would

a copy of the prospectus or handbook, right?

Yes.

And they...

They'd...

.they'd....

get that - they'd get that that after they

Q. Yes.

A. . . .they didn't know coming...

Q. Okay.

A. . . .into the school.

Q. And they knew from day one, these are the

written rules, these are important, these will be enforced.

A. Yes.

Q. And all of the rules, written and unwritten,

all of them, added up, I suggest, to the following package.

Listen carefully. I want to make sure I got a fair, accurate

portrayal. Students were expected to exhibit good behaviour and

a good attitude, correct?

A. Correct.

Q. They didn't want problems or people being a

negative force at Grenville, right?

A. Right.

Q. Students had to dress according to a strict

code that covered dress, makeup, jewellery and the like, right?

A. Correct.

Q. Students had to follow the six-inch rule,

right?

A. Right.

Q. And there was to be no outside the lights at
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night, there's - outside the zone that is lighted, right?

A. Right.

Q. And students had to be obedient and

respectful to teachers and staff, right?

A. Right.

Q. And they had to work hard and do their best?

A. Right.

Q. Does that fairly cover the highlights of the

rules at Grenville, written or unwritten?

A. Doesn't cover the discipline but it covers

the rules, yes.

Q. We'll come to...

A. Okay.

Q. . . .enforcement of the rules...

A. Okay.

Q. . . .but have I covered the rules?

A. Yes.

Q. So these are the rules. There may have been

a different discipline, but these are the rules. The staff and

administration said, "these are going to be the rules for our

school," right?

A. Right.

Q. And let's talk about enforcement then. Let's

go to enforcement of the rules. And I recognize, I'm sure you

do too, that there's a difference between rules and their

enforcement, right?

A. Yes.

Q. And the methods of enforcement, let's start

with those. The methods of enforcement were these. One, a

student, for a discipline offence, might be spoken to by a

teacher or perhaps taken into a separate room and spoken to by

two or three teachers in a hard, frank manner?
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A. Yes.

Q And moving up from there, a student might be

placed on discipline, right?

A. Right.

Q. And that was usually three days of kitchen

chores?

A. Yes.

Q. And....

A. And - and being taken out of classes.

Q. Yes. Well if you're working in the kitchen,

you're out of class.

A. Correct.

Q. Three days of kitchen chores. And in

addition to that, a student could lose privileges?

A. Correct.

Q. One was the privilege of their uniform,

right?

20
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30

A. Right.

Q. And the idea behind that was the uniform is a

symbol of pride, and it's important to respect your school, and

you haven't done it so we're taking that privilege away, right?

A. Right.

Q. And they might be put on silence, right?

A. Right.

Q. And then moving up from there, occasionally

there would be group light sessions, right?

A. Right.

Q. And these light sessions were situations

generally that were subjects of concern on a school-wide basis,

right?

A. Not necessarily.

Q. Well, let me give you a couple of examples.
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The school was having a problem with disobedience and dating

girls in the person of Al Haig's son, Tim, at one point. So he

had a light session in the chapel where he was stood up, made an

example of, and that the theory was, "this has got to stop" was

the message, right? You remember that?

A. Ido.

Q. And then young Don Farnsworth had a light

session. Do you remember that, with a few other boys?

A. For burning something down?

Q. They burnt down a building, a small old shack

or something, right?

A. Yes.

Q. And this was a serious incident of concern to

the authorities, to bring it to the attention of students, this

can't be tolerated, right?

A. Right.

Q. So, they were all over them, about this. And

they humiliated them in front of the group of students, right?

A. Correct.

Q. Did you ever go to a regular high school?

A. Yes.

Q. Do you remember having assemblies where the

principal would say to some kid, "You threw a snowball on the

car - crossing guards face," and go on and on about how

terrible this is, and 'you got to respect the crossing guard and

you got to - you can't do this, and you've got to apologize,

that type of thing. You never saw that?

A. Actually no, and I taught in a school and we

never...

Q. Wow.

A. . . .did anything like...

THE COURT: Wait.
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A. . . .that.

THE COURT: I want to hear the whole answer.

Q. You might have gone to a.

THE COURT: Hang on. I want to hear the whole

answer.

MR. ADAIR: Sorry, Your Honour.

THE COURT: Please don't cut off the witness.

THE WITNESS: I said, "actually no." I don't

remember that when I was in high school. And I

taught in a high school and we never did anything

like that.

MR. ADAIR: Q. Yes. You must have gone to a

different school than I did.

A. Maybe so.

Q. And moving up from that, there could be

paddling?

20

right?

25 share it?
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A. Yes.

Q. And the ultimate was suspension or expulsion?

A. Yes.

Q. And those were the methods of discipline,

A. Some of them.

Q. Yes.

A. There's one that stands out to me. May I

Q. Sure.

A. Taking the students to the boiler room and

showing them the - the fire and telling them that if they didn't

wise up, they would go to hell.

Q. Okay. All right. So that - that was another

form of bringing the flames of hell to their attention?

A. Yes.
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A. Yes, we cLLc1.

Q. You what?

A. You're saying we didn't think of it as a

school of abuse?

Q. "You," not "we." You didn't think of it as a

school of abuse by the time you wrote this letter.

A. I had a struggle with whether it was a cult

or a school of abuse.

Q. Sorry?

A. Ihada....

THE COURT: Can we please finish...

THE WITNESS: I'm sorry.

THE COURT: . . . sorry, you're both talking at the

same time, so finish...

MR. ADAIR: My apologies.

THE COURT: .. .the question please, wait, and

then Ms. Childs if you could answer into the

silence, that would be good.

THE WITNESS: I apologize, Ma'am.

THE COURT: Thank you.

MR. ADAIR: Q. Well, it's my fault, Ms. Childs.

Go ahead please.

A. I not only saw it as a school of abuse, I

struggled with whether it was a cult or a school of abuse, and

we spent a [sic] entire year reading books and speaking with

outside support to try to help us to determine what category we

were in and what we could do about it.

Q. And then you go on in the letter to say:
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To those of you [this is the top

of the third page] for whom this

was the case, we want to

apologize. In reviewing the

last 30 years, we recognize that

even though our intentions were

good, we may not have always

used the best approach, and we

are sorry that we have not made

attempts lo resolve these issues

long ago. How you feel is very

important to us.

Now there's a couple of other paragraphs about

welcome back and maybe you could send a donation in. But that's

the sum and substance of your apology, isn't it?

A. It was the beginning of what we hoped would

be a much bigger deal.

Q. Well, see here's what I have trouble with.

Let me explain this clearly so I can get your best answer. You

have repeatedly testified under oath that by the time you wrote

this letter, you knew this was a school of abuse, right?

A. Absolutely.

Q. And a school of abuse is a very, very bad

thing, right?

25

30

A. Absolutely.

Q. And a school of abuse deserves a simple major

apology, agreed?

A. Agreed.

Q. And nowhere do you suggest anything in here

except 'oh, we're sorry if a couple of you, or a few of you have

had negative experiences.'

A. So you need to take into account, sir, that
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this is a group of staff and community member - well community

members who were vowed to the Community of Jesus still at this

time, who were breaking away from our connection to them, very -

it was a very difficult time in our lives. We knew we had major

work to do. We knew that before we could even begin to help the

students, we had to get help. We knew that we had to help our

staff kids. We had a long road ahead of us and this was the

best we could do at the time. It is not a very good apology, I

wish it were better, had been better.

Q. It's not only not a very good apology, it

infers that the school for years was a loving and caring place.

A. We tried to be.

Q. Yes, no, it infers it was.

A. Well, then we didn't write it well.

Q. Yes, you sure didn't. And the reason you

didn't is because you're simply not being honest...

A. Oh, my dear, sir....

Q.. . . .about why you - why you wrote this letter

and what your view of Grenvilld was at the time, are you?

You're just not being honest about it.

A. Can you tell me what it is you think that I'm

- that I really felt?

Q. You don't get this letter and the problem

25

1I

with it?

A.

Q.

A.

Q.
A.

knowing how to say

Q.
A.

Yes.

Well.

It wasn't well written.

All right.

We were struggling. We had a hard time

it, to open it up to...

Okay.

.to people.
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THE COURT: What's the year, please?

MR. ADAIR: Sorry?

THE COURT: You said May 15th. What year is the

letter?

MR. ADAIR: 2001.

THE COURT: Thank you.

MR. ADAIR: Sorry, Your Honour, I'll - I'll try

to slow down a little. I keep forgetting you

don't have the letter right in front of you

so....

THE COURT: You don't have to slow down. You

just have to tell me what the numbers are.

MR. ADAIR: All right.

Q. You - in the - the - the - the meat of that

letter at least, at the outset is in the third paragraph.

You're - you're concerned about "a very painful journey for them

and us, concerning a family who left the community," right?

A. Yes.

Q. And you indicate a little bit, several lines

down, that it's been the source of much hurt surrounding the

community?

A. Yes.

Q. And you indicate at the top of the second

page, the last three lines:

25

I have personally since that

time made several apologies to

them for the hurts I and the

community have caused them.

30

MS. MERRITT: Sorry, I'm lost.

THE WITNESS: I - I've lost you.
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and at first we were having too much fun back there, and so they

came and said you need to be quiet, please, no talking. So we

did that. And the rest of our day, we weren't out of uniform or

anything, we went about our day, we were functioning, but we had

to eat meals back there and remain quiet.

Q. Were you going to class during that -- those

four days?

A. Yes.

Q. Okay.

A. Yeah. And then, actually, what --

interesting things I guess, I remembered a bunch of things last

night while I was sleeping, I'd say one of the -- we didn't do

the one thing that came out of that - that became a thing

henceforth after that, since Farnsworth came and asked us why,

you know, what were you thinking guys, that was, you know, you

shouldn't be going down there at two in the morning stealing -

stealing food [indiscernible], and we said we were hungry, we

were up studying [indiscernible], and they started snack after

that. So every night at study hall they would roll out fruit

and cookies and stuff, and that remained the whole time I was

there after that, in my - my senior year and the next year. Sc

that's when that started, because we snuck down and made

ourselves a meal.

Q. Okay. And tell me, you briefly mentioned

speaking while you were on discipline. Is there any rule about

silence when you're on discipline?

A. Yeah, in general -- I mean it varied, I

guess, just -- I think varied, but I -- there were -- when I

went on the [indiscernible] after the few days of the ski trip

and the note.thing, yeah, I wasn't talking -- I was talking to

the prefect who was, you know, studying with me, I was, like, I

was in study hall studying indefinitely, and with Luke Rehime
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(ph) my prefect, and -- but I wasn't - I wasn't -- I believe I

was on -- I wasn't supposed to talk to other students during

that time, I believe it was the silent treatment at that time.

Q. All right. And did you -- was there

something called "Hotel D" when you were there?

A. I don't know what that is.

Q. A separate room where if you were on

discipline you had to sleep alone?

A. I - I'm not familiar with Hotel D, I never

and I never had to sleep alone.

Q. Okay. And tell me, the practice of

discipline, like for example if a student broke the rules and

was put on discipline, generally speaking, how long would it

last for?

A. Well, I think that year when I did two plus

four days, I remember feeling like I had set a record that year

at six days. I don't really remember. I mean I was I'm

trying to think if I had another experience, so I was speaking

of that and the kitchen raid, I - I - I don't really remember

how long, I -- it wasn't -- I think it was a day, you know, a

day, two days, three days, four days, like that, in my

recollection.

Q. Okay. Can you give us an....

A. [Indiscernible].

Q. Sorry. Go ahead.

A. No, I'm dOne.

Q. All right. Can you give us any sense of how

often students would be put on discipline, whether per semester

or week, or month or year, whatever?

A. I - I don't know if I can remember that

accurately, I mean it wasn't -- there wasn't someone on

discipline all the time, there were, you know, certainly you
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felt bad because there were some people who were on discipline

more than others, I mean I was on discipline and I remember

feeling like this is insane, I remember saying to a staff member

who was very [indiscerniblell having to do it, I said,

"Listen..." and I remember saying it's ridiculous. Like,

putting me on discipline, you know, I had a conversation saying

"The punishment does not fit the crime here," I wrote a note.

And at the time in the note I was very frustrated at the time,

for sure. But I remember coming out the other end of it and,

you know, and - and moving on from that, and I felt like when it

was over it was over, you know, there was no lingering sort of

feeling, you know, the fact I thought that it was ridiculous

initially.

Q. All right. And - and eventually did -- were

you able to get your student leader pin back?

A. Yes. I was - I was a student leader, not a

student leader, and eventually leader again. I was a prefect,

and then not a prefect, and then a prefect again. I lost both

of those things in each year for, you know, various reasons.
Q. All right.

A. The ski trip one, yeah, and - and the kitchen

raid.

Q. Okay.

A. Interestingly, I was thankful for the kitchen

raid I -- but I -- there were other things that I did there that

were responded to in sort of -- for example we had a big contest

coming, a chocolate bar or something, there was a 10 pound

chocolate bar on the mantle, and I removed it one night after

study hall and sent a ransom note that I left up on the mantle

the next morning, and ransomed it back to the staff for cookies

for the entire student body. Everybody took that well, and you

know, it was a prank that -- we had two of them along the way,
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prefect they started me here being in charge of the east wing

dorm, so I was the one who was shutting off the lights and that,

making sure everybody was in bed, I was the one who turned on

the lights in the morning, making sure everybody was getting up

and doing their thing, I was at times inspecting people's

sections after breakfast, you know, we were -- if we were on a
-- if it was the weekend and people were horsing around in a -

in .a way that was, you know, causing a disruption or something,

we might say, "Hey, try to do that". You had the authority to

say, you know, "Cut it out," you were prefect. So, we can say

that.

Especially speaking with [indiscernible] we were

at a banquet for things like that, you, you know, get an upper

respect thing, you might - you might tell them to smarten up

because, you know, treat people more respectfully or something

like that, you know, you were just sort of trying -- you were

meant to lead by example, I think, that was always my impression

of it. And they set a tone for the whole school.

Q. And....

A. There were times -- although, I will say

there were times, for example, when I was on discipline, there

was another prefect who would [indiscernible] who would be with

me, escort me through -- if I can remember, you know, I don't

know exactly -- but what I can remember, sitting in a classroom

studying with another prefect, one of my peers, but that was in

civilian clothes, I wasn't in my uniform, and, you know, it

wasn't - it wasn't dire, we were chatting away, and I was

telling her I was definitely meant to be separate and do my

studies away from study hall, on my own, like, in classroom I

was with - with another prefect.

Q. Okay....

A. Oddly enough, I don't ever remember doing
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to the intensity of the experience, at least at times, is that

fair?

A. Yes, that's fair.

Q. And there was a code of conduct at Grenville,

consisting of both written and unwritten rules, I think you -

you describe the unwritten rules as expectations earlier? That

there were written rules, and then there were expectations.

That was all part of the Grenville code of conduct? Is that

fair?

A. I would say that's fair, yes. We - we knew

what was -- I mean that fell under, as I said, respect everyone,

you know, do your best and all those things that lead to work

expectation, yes. Do your best, behaviourally and in the things

you were involved in.

Q. And, so, how were those -- and you sort of

touched on it with my friend earlier, but how were those

expectations, in particular, communicated to the students? How

did you know what was expected of your behaviour as a - as a

student at Grenville. You gave an example of I guess yourself

getting in trouble and being offside with rules, and - and being

made an example of. So is it fair to say that students were

made examples for the benefit of other students in terms of

learningthe right behaviours and the wrong behaviours?

A. If I could understand your first question.

The way it was communicated, rules were communicated or

expectations were communicated. There were -- it was a

Christian school. So as I said, there were often -- after

breakfast we would -- Father Farnsworth or someone else would

get up and give a talk. Or early on in the year he did -- he

gave a reference on very specifically -- going kids that went on

to show certain things, funny - you know, funny ways of laying
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Q. Okay. Isn't it true also, Mr. Creighton,

that the initial discipline they wanted to impose on your for

that love letter or note letter, whatever it was to that girl,

they wanted to suspend you, isn't that right? And you thought

that that was outrageous, your parents were called?

A. Yes, that did happen once. I think that was

when we were sitting in the office and they wanted to suspend e

for it, and I did say that's ridiculous and that that was a

correct finding when I was a senior I [indiscernible] and they

ended up having a conversation with my parents, and I -- they

agreed that I would [indiscernible] discipline or internal

[indiscernible].

Q. Right. But you thought that even that

internal discipline was -- didn't fit the crime, was still a bit

I much?

A. Yes, as I just said - as I just said, I did

20

25

at the time, yes.

Q. And you certainly would have thought the

suspension was outrageous?

A. Yes, and I expressed that wholeheartedly.

Q. Right. With respect, you mention you also

got in trouble for - for not showing leadership on the ski hill

on that trip. Did the ski patrol kick you off the hill?

A. No, we -- the young man warned us, but did

not kick us off the hill, no.

Q. So how bad was your behaviour then, on that

30

hill?

A. The kids were, you know, reckless, we were

all good skiers though, so we thought we were in total control,

and we were definitely scaring people as we - as we raced

through them down the hill. So, yeah I don't know - I don't

know about your question, but I mean we didn't - we didn't burn
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Q. So who told about the warning, if it wasn't

the ski patrol that notified the school of your behaviour?

A. I don't remember exactly -- I don't think --

I think we were joking about it when we got back, and a staff

member -- I don't know if I remember exactly who told, it might

have been [indiscernible] like we were -- we were not -- it

wasn't a big secret that -- we didn't think it was a big

violation.

Q.

A.

old and, you know,

Q.

ice and doing some
Grenville, right?

You

No,

not

But

oth

didn't think it was a big violation?

I mean we were probably 17 or 18 years

the point at the time.

you got two days of discipline, chipping

r things for that behaviour imposed by

A. Yes, when we got back, that is true, yes.

Q. And you didn't attend class when you were

20
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doing those things, correct?

A. I don't - I don't remember. I mean, the one

member -- the one memory I have of it is working from the chapel

a long sidewalk across the lawn with my friend Garth

[indiscernible] and not having a --- actually great old time

while we were doing it, that's what I remember. We weren't

being supervised, we were just [indiscernible].

Q. But you were out of uniform?

A. Yeah, we were -- yeah, we were in civilian

30

clothes.

Q. Right. And you were supposed to be silent

while you were doing these chores, right?

A. I don't - I don't remember whether we were

supposed to or - or not, I mean I can remember that we weren't.
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I don't think that at school at the time when they -- like if

you're - if you're talking about this specific incident, I don't

think they were -- they might have not advanced, "Hey this is a
-- well, not -- it's not a huge deal but we need to set an

example for a the rest of the people on this trip that we

comport themselves a certain way on a trip. And I understand --

1 understood that. I wasn't -- I didn't feel [indiscernible].

Q. I'm not asking you about your feelings, Mr.

Creighton, I'm asking about the features of that discipline.

A. Sure.

Q. So, you were supposed to be silent because

generally when kids are put on discipline, they were supposed to

not engage with the rest of the student body, is that correct?

A. That's correct, yes.

Q. Okay, thank you.

A. Sure.

Q. So, given your example of the note writing to

the girl and - and what you said to my friends earlier, you said

there was no exclusive relationships permitted at Grenville,

that was actually an explicit rule at Grenville, correct?

A. Yes, I don't know if it was a written rule or

unspoken, but that was definitely the - the expectation, yes.

Q. And the expectation was, you said, they

wanted you to be social and not be exclusionary, that's how you

described it, right?

A. Yes, friends with everybody, yep.

Q. That would apply to friendships between the

sexes as well then, correct?

A. Between male and female?

Q. Yes.

A. Well, I think that was what it was referring
- referring to, yes.
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literally.

Q. You were aware though, of a group of male

students who were required to get up early before breakfast

sometimes and run, is that correct?

A. Yes, I do remember that.

Q. And they were up early enough I guess to get

this running in before being ready for school in the usual - in

the usual course?

A. That's my recollection of that, yes.

Q. And you would know who the kids on discipline

around Grenville were, because they weren't in class, correct?

A. I think that's true, I mean we would know

because they were not in their uniform basically.

Q. And they weren't -- at least they weren't

supposed to be socializing with other students, that's fair,

right?

A. Yes, that's correct, yeah.

Q. And sometimes they didn't eat with the rest

of the students? They were somewhere other than the dining

room, is that right?

A. I think that could be true, the guest dining

room, I think they would have people on D in there, if I

remember, but yeah -- I mean yes. That's the recollection

[indiscernible] for sure.

Q. Okay, thank you. You mentioned something to

my friend earlier this morning about staff kids sort of being

held to a tougher standard and you kind of felt bad for them

sometimes. I just want to clarify though, there were no special

rules to your knowledge just for the staff kids, we're talking

about them breaking the same rules that applied to you and the

other students, right?
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various times, yes.

Q. Can you tell us a little bit more about that,

what do you mean got up in your face?

A. Well, just that he -- as a - as a leader I

can remember - I can remember standing outside at the top of the

stairs, this one instance in particular was -- I was out on the

landing outside where the phone is, and I can remember him, you

know, sort of being a foot or two in front of me, and - and

using that word haughty and - and a bad attitude, and I don't

remember obviously the specific conversation, but I can remember

that moment feeling like, you know, he was - he was - you know,

he lied.

Q. Was it intense?

A. Yeah, that was intense, yeah --- time for

sure.

Q. You - you gestured with your finger, would he

also point at you and - and - and use his hands to kind of come

at you a bit when he was yelling at you?

A. I don't remember any physicality, in

particular, I don't have any recollection of feeling physically

threatened or anything like that. I definitely remember feeling

it was intense, and that he did not like me and I don't like

him.

Q. Okay.

A. At that moment.

30

Q. So in that situation -- but also thinking

about the times when you were publicly singled out, whether it

was haughty or whatever it was, do you agree with me that that

was embarrassing, if not humiliating, that experience?

A. I'm trying to remember how I felt at the
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time, because you know when you haven't -- it doesn't - it

doesn't trigger anything for me, and it might -- and I know it

does for some, and that's totally fair, for me I - I imagine it

was embarrassing, I don't remember ever feeling humiliated, I

don't remember, you know, that would be an intense moment, I

would put that as an adverb.

Q. Okay.

A. You want an example of an intense moment,

that would be a bad intense moment, yes.

Q. These sessions then, where students were

singled out in front of the whole student body, how - how long

would they last?

A. I don't - I don't specifically remember

length and time. Usually they happened between four -- I

remember on occasion they happened between sort of

[indiscernible] so whatever period of time that is. To be

honest I can't accurately answer that question, I don't know how

long.

Q. Did you ever recall a time when you didn't

make it to some of your morning classes because it went on and

ran into the class time?

A. I don't - I don't specifically remember that,

but I - but I do -- I really think that there were probably

times where things came up and there was -- if that was felt to

be important, you know, having that session, then a schedule

could be moved, it could become later or something. I - I don't

remember that specifically, but I - I think that probably -- I'm

guessing that probably happened, yes, but I don't know.

Q. Okay.

A. I don't have a distinct memory of that.

Q. And you mentioned that these sessions would

be headed up by various people, but you do remember the Head
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today.

A. No worries.

Q. Now I take it, sir, it was an honour to be a

prefect for the students?

A. Yes.

Q And there was a bit of a ceremony when they

got the pin?

A. Correct.

Q. And it was something they would be proud of?

A. Absolutely.

Q. And in order to earn that pin, they would

have to be a student who followed the rules?

A. Most of the time.

Q. Yes. They'd be expected to be a good leader?

A. Correct.

Q. And that would include both the written rules

as well as sort of the unwritten rules of the school, true?

A. True.

Q. And they had to continue to follow those

rules to stay a prefect, yes?

A. Yes.

Q. And if they didn't, they'd lose their prefect

pin, and that sometimes happened?

A. Correct.

Q. And if it....

A. And sometimes it was re-awarded.

Q. They'd have to earn it back?

A. Correct.

Q. All right. And then, we had these student

leaders, at least for a time, who were junior prefects working

their way up, yes?

A. Correct.
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for me.

Q. Okay. Thank you, that's helpful. And I take

it your father also didn't and at the time he retired in 1977 he

didn't enjoy the support that he had in the earlier days; is

that fair?

A. You know, it's hard to say. I don't know if

it'-
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he really...

Q. Sorry, I meant 1997 I think I said '77.

A. Okay. In 1997 I don't know if he -- if he

knew that. We knew that.

Q. Right. But I'm just saying regardless of

what he knew, he did not enjoy the support that he had had in

the previous years; correct?

A. I don't think he had the support and I -- I

believe that to be true, but I -- I just don't know how everyone

else felt. But I agree -- I agree with you. I don't disagree

with that.

Q. All right. Sir, would it be fair to say as

an overall sort of way he was, that as far as your father was

concerned, it was generally his way or the highway; is that

fair?

A. That's a pretty strong statement. I think

that goes further than it really is.

Q. All right. Well, let me take you to a

specific example. I -- I'm suggesting to you, sir that your

father did what he wanted to do, regardless of what others said

and I'd like to take you specifically to the example of the AIDS

policy. You -- you'll remember, sir that in the 1980s Grenville

had a policy that all students should be tested for AIDS; right?

A. Yes.

Q. Okay. And we have that policy in the joint

exhibit book volume 2, for Your Honour's reference. I'm not
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going to take you to it. That policy was challenged legally;

correct, sir?

A. You know, it was there for probably a year or

two until anyone came and then there was a -- it all of a sudden

hit the media.

Q. Right.

A. I don't know if it was challenged legally.

There was the Department of Human Rights. Maybe it was going to

-- was going to address it, but I think there was a change in

leadership there, so it never it never made the courts.

Q. Oh no, I'm not saying it got to trial, but

there was a legal challenge to it, yes, with the Human Rights

Commission?

A. There was there was talk, but I don't know

if there was a legal challenge.

Q. All right. Well, you hired lawyers and got a

medical opinion about it; correct?

A. I -- I -- I think so, yes.

Q. All right. Well, let's...

A. We wanted -- we wanted to get it right.

Q. Okay. Well let's -- let's go to Exhibit 2 in

the joint exhibit book volume 2, Tab 76. And there there's a

letter for a bill in a -- a letter -- a covered letter to an

a legal account February 27th, 1989, and then if you flip over

the page...

A. Sorry, what?

Q. Sorry, Tab 75.

A. Yeah.

Q. Sorry 76, my apologies. There's a letter

30 there at the front, you know...

A. Mm-hmm.

Q. . . . from the law firm with the legal account
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on the back of it. And then if you turn over the page there's a

letter there from Cathleen F. Gibbon, M.D., Director of the

Department of Clinical Laboratories, dated February 24th, 1989,

to your lawyer, who's Mr. Legge, who's the one who sent you the

bill or sent Father Farnsworth the bill. You see all that?

A. I'm...

Q. Okay.

A. . . .I'm not sure which one I'm looking at.

What...

Q. All right. Let's go back...

A. . . . September 27th?

Q. Let's --- we'll take it a bit slower. Let's

go to Tab 76.

A.

Q.

February 27th, 198

enclosing the bill

A.

Q.

actual bill.

Okay.

And the first letter there is a letter dated

9, from Bruce Legge to Father Farnsworth,

for the work on the AIDS issue.

Yes.

And on the backside of that page is the

A. Okay, yeah.

Q. Okay. Now, on the opposite page there,

there's a letter dated January 24th, 1989, to Mr. Legge your

father's lawyer from Cathleen F. Gibbon, who's a medical doctor

and the Director of the Department of Clinical Laboratories. Do

you see that letter?

A. Yes, I do.

Q. And in there, if you turn over the page, it

says:

30

Opinion on the efficacy of

mandatory human immune --
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A. HIV.

Q. HIV. Thank you, because I -- I am stumbling.

5

HIV antibody testing and the

prevention of the spread of AIDS

in a residential school

environment.
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And then there's a -- there's an opinion, a

medical opinion there, yes? Goes on for some five pages with

references, you see that?

A. Yeah.

Q. All right. And if we could, on page 5 of the

letter, just before the references, read the conclusion. It

says:

In conclusion, it is my

professional opinion that

mandatory testing of students

and staff at Grenville Christian

College is not an effective

means of preventing or

mitigating the spread of AIDS

within the College. The risk of

infection is so slight that it

cannot be quantified. A

negative test for HIV antibodies

does not rule out the

possibility of infection in an

individual.
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So that's the medical opinion the school got;

A. Yes.

Q. All right.

A. One of -- one of the medical opinions, I'm

Q. Okay. Well, we don't have any others. Do

A. No, but I know we talked to other doctors,

Q. All right. Were you -- were you shopping for

a favourable opinion?

A. I think we wanted to know -- we wanted to

know the truth, because it was such a politically charged

disease. In fact, it went -- we -- we had the AIDS testing

included on a -- on a medical questionnaire that had a -- a

number of things to test for and we were an international

school. We had students coming from -- from all over the world.

Some of those places might be places where there was a higher

rate of infection. So, what do you do, do you test just those

that didn't seem right, so everyone would have received the

test. So, that's ---- that's what I would say was there.

Q. All right.

A. And it was it was -- it was after it had

been there a few years that it was actually challenged.
Q. Right. And -- and this legal opinion that

you paid for and you got from the doctor was there was no

medical basis for it?

A. Yeah.

Q. All right. So, I'd like you to flip over now

-- or turn back to Tab 68. And this is a document dated January
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3rd, 1989, called "notes Human Rights Commission v. GCC"

Wednesday, December 28th, 1988, lawyers meeting.
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The head of the firm, Bruce

Legge is taking over the case.

Get the best medical opinion in

Canada. Dr. Bruce Salter, head

of Sick Kids, one of the most

famous doctors.

Anyway, it goes on, and on page -- yeah.

15
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1I]

After research Dr. Salter's

report to us was that there was

no medical evidence to support

our cause and policy. He quoted

John Hopkins in the U.S.

I think that's where Simon Best works, isn't it?

A. Yes, it is.
Q. Yeah.

And the Royal Society of

Surgeons. We are on shaky

medical grounds with most

physicians.

You see that there, sir number three?

A. Yes.

Q. All right. And then if we go to number two,

it sets out the position of the Human Rights Commission.

They're determined. They haven't lost a case, your lawyer says.
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-- sorry, before -- before number three, in number two there are

options there.
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We can tell the Human Rights

Commission that we will not

cooperate with an investigation

and take our medicine.

Next one.

They get an order for us to make

testing voluntary. Possible we

would appeal. Costly fines

imposed on us. Our lawyers to

confer with each other and get

back to us.

And then in item three it says:

20

Number one, Charles Farnsworth

and GCC keep doing what we are

doing and trust God.

25

30

And then:

Number three, it would be

cowardly for us to back up.

Principle cautious conviction.

Appeal to parents in the public.

Canada is not noted for

fighting.
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So, I would suggest to you, Dr. -- Mr. Farnsworth

reading this document as a whole, the natural and obvious

conclusion is that, even in the face of overwhelming medical

evidence, your father did not want to back down?

A. I think there's -- there's a lot more to

this. Like I say it was politically charged and to have them go

on the news and say this school is -- is -- I remember a

headmaster in -- in Vancouver are going on the news and saying

wow that's terrible, in his own words. It was politically

charged and to have everyone just come in and say stop this,

stop doing this, it was a policy. It was a policy and it was

just a medical test. It didn't make any difference to the

student at the time. It was just that we were testing for

something. We never had it...

Q. Okay.

A. All right. We never had any -- we never had

anyone infected as we know and I don't think the government

should come in necessarily to a school that's separately funded

and say you can or can't do this, unless they've got strong

evidence. Now, as evidence -- evid -- I'm sorry, I just get

distracted when...

Q. Sorry, I just looked at...

A. . . . when you look around. As that evidence

came forward, you know, we spoke to some other doctors, doctors

that were not trying to force us to change, but were trying to

talk us into proper change. I remember one doctor she was --

she actually worked in South Korea. I don't know if she was a

doctor but she did a lot of research on AIDS and she told us

that those tests are not conclusive. Meaning that there could

be a false sense of security by people coming and having

negative results. So, in effect you could...
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Q. Wouldn't that -- wouldn't that be a reason

not to do it? I -- I'm not...

A. Well, that's...

Q. . . . following your argument here.

A. Well, if you listen to the end...

Q. Okay.

A. . . .1 think it will make good sense to you.

10

15

Q. Sorry.

A. That was an argument that I took to my father

and to others, saying you know what here we're getting these

tests and they're not conclusive. I think it's time we drop the

AIDS testing, because it doesn't make sense. If we think all of

our students are free from AIDS and they're not. So, we decided

to stop it at that point.

Q. Isn't that exactly what the first doctor

said?

A. I don't know if we really had the discussion

20

25

30

with the doctor. And you can see there's -- there are a lot of

names listed at the bottom of that, including Boards -- members

of the Advisors and members of the Board of Patrons.

Q. But -- but -- but, sir if you look at Tab 76

the -- the letter enclosing the bill for legal services

rendered, after talking about the money and the tax reOeipts it

says "Enclosed is Dr. K. F. Gibbon's report." So, you had the

report, it was enclosed with the bill.

A. Yeah.

Q. All right.

A. And it's an opinion, but as I'm saying if --

if you look at that page you see Victor George, Pauline McGiven,

Trevor Eaton, Jean Watts, those people probably supported

keeping the testing policy. I don't know it, but their names

are on there obviously as references for people that would have
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been -- wouldhave given advice on it.

Q. So...

A. So, he didn't make that just unilaterally.

He may have had the unilateral decision in -- in a sense, but he

would have checked with those people pretty carefully, knowing

my father.

Q. Okay. So -- so, he's going to lay people

politically connected, you know, Trevor Eaton and Colleen

Gibbon...

A. Not politically connected, those were

people...

Q. High profile people.

A. They're not all high profile they're

people that were really good friends and supporters of Grenville

Christian College.

Q. Okay. And -- and he's -- heTs takinq their

opinion over the doctor's opinion?

A. I think they would have been included in the

doctor's opinion.

Q. All right.

A. And -- and, you know, ma'am, the parents also

supported the decision to keep it there. In fact, dealing with

the Human Rights Commission was something that was orchestrated

by a parent, those parents who hadn't been involved in

high-profile positions. We -- we followed his advice, mostly.

Q. Okay. So, you took the advice of the parent

over your lawyer and the medical opinion?

A. He wasn't our lawyer. He was a lawyer we

30

consulted.

MS. MERRITT: I see. All right. I notice it's

11:30, Your Honour, now might be an appropriate

time, I'm about to move on to other stuff.
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Q. Okay. Mike Phelan says that in the summer of

what he thinks was 1995 Father Farnsworth once again assigned

him to live with you and your wife, Sue; was that correct?

A. Can you tell me what year Michael Phelan

graduated, so that I can put it into perspective?

Q. Oh I'm not sure I can. All right. If you

say you don't know you don't know. Let's just...

A. But -- but I will say that he did -- he was

part of our household. He didn't sleep at our house at all,

never.

Q. All right.

A. But he -- he would eat -- in the summertime,

he would eat his meals with us and he was -- he could have

easily been a senior at the time and we would have welcomed him.

Q. Okay. And he says that during that

summertime, contact with his own parents was to be kept to an

absolute minimum and he was instructed not to discuss his

disciplines with them. Do you recall that?

A. No.

Q. All right. He says that every aspect of his

being came under scrutiny when he lived with you and -- and --

and any sense of self-worth he had was destroyed. Do you agree

with that?

A. I would say the opposite. Michael was

welcomed in our house. We enjoyed Michael. We had good

interaction with him. That's a -- that's a distortion.

Q. Okay. He says that he was in a physically

abusive boot camp discipline. I take it that's up in the

morning running; do you recall that?

A. There was a -- I believe it was Dan Bales and

maybe one other of the younger staff men who ran a bit of a boot
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Q. All right.

A. . . .in a sense, you know, if it's a -- but was

it physically abusive? I think it was more confidence building

than anything else. It was, you know, you could -- you could

look at that as being abusive. I suppose if he didn't want to

do it. I think it was just a time of adding some extra training

for them.

Q. All right. Well, Mr. Phelan says that you

and Sue, your wife, would hold meetings with him over the course

of the summer, mocking him for supposedly displaying effeminate

attributes; do you recall that?

A. I never ever discussed that with Michael

Phelan and neither did my wife, if -- if she was with me.

Q. Well, he says in one of these meetings your

wife told him and you were present, that he walked like a girl

and she proceeded to do an imitation of what she thought his

walk looked like.

A. You know I don't remember my wife ever doing

anything like that.

Q. All right. Did you know that it was added to

one of his disciplines that he should make a conscious effort to

walk more like a man?

MR. ADAIR: Well, excuse me, I object to that

question. It -- it is one thing I suppose to

keep asking questions presumed on someone who was

never called as a witness saying such and such.

It is quite another when my friend gets to the

point of saying, did you know this happened to

him, without calling the witness and should not

be put on that basis.
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Q. All right. And things started to change, sir

when your father left; correct?

A. I think things were -- well, yeah of course

they -- they have different leadership. I don't know if there

was just a there wasn't a grand change immediately following.

I think we kept going on the same...

Q. All right.

A. . . .direction for some time.

Q. All right. So more of a gradual change?

A. Yes.

Q. All right. And these public light sessions

could be held, because of a lack of morale, or student's causing

trouble, or where your dad felt that there was a behaviour

affected the spirit of the school or the entire student body?

A. That could be; yes.

Q. All right. And these public light sessions,

sir, I -- I believe you told Mr. Adair they happened two or

three times per term, maybe five times a year?

A. You know I really don't know the number. I

don't know.

Q. But would that be a fair estimate?

A. In my opinion, yes I think it would be.

Q. All right. And they were humiliating?

A. Not all, some of them were. Obviously when I

was standing up it was humiliating.

Q. All right.

A. For some it would have been humiliating, yes.

Q. And they often occurred during regular chapel

immediately after breakfast?

A. I think that was most of the time, yes.

Q. And I take it if no one was fessing up they

could go on for a longer period of time; would that be fair?
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Q. . . .for my question, sir it's hearsay.

A. Sure.

Q. But you'll agree with me, sir that your

father didn't like students to have a bad attitude; correct?

A. I -- yeah I would agree with that.

Q. All right. Let's talk about discipline for a

moment. In the affidavit you swore in 2011, you referred to

discipline as a day of discipline, which basically meant working

in the kitchen; correct?

A. Yeah it could have been.

Q. All right. And I -- I'm just going to read a

couple of paragraphs of the affidavit to you now. That's at

page 12, Your Honour, paragraph 26. And to be fair, sir you're

-- you're talking about students being first informally spoken

to about their behaviour, and then in the fourth line you say:

Further problems might result in

what was called a "day of

discipline", which usually meant

working in the kitchen.

Punishment as a general rule

might be increased to three

consecutive days of discipline,

but would seldom go beyond that,

because at that point any such

further discipline was thought

to be unproductive. In such

circumstances parents would be

called and asked to remove the

student from the school for a

week. Other forms in discipline

might include working in the
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barn, or with the maintenance

crew around the property, a

withdrawal of social privileges

and or the right to wear the

uniform. On rare occasion,

corporal punishment in the form

of paddle would be carried out

for particularly serious and

repeated breaches.

So, basically what you're saying there is it's

working in the kitchen or the barn or on maintenance, there's no

uniform and there's withdrawal of social privileges; correct?

A. Yes.

Q. All right. Now, you don't say anything there

I suggest about missing classes?

A. I didn't say it there, no, I didn't.

Q. And you didn't say anything in there about

Hotel D or sleeping in the infirmary, did you?

A. I don't think I used the term Hotel D,

before, but I didn't say it there.

Q. You didn't say anything about students having

to sleep separately?

A. No, I didn't.

Q. And you didn't say anything in there about

students having to eat their meals separately?

A. No.

Q. But the -- all those things are true. They

had to miss class, sleep separately and eat separately at least

on occasion; right?

A. Yes, well I kind of think that removing

social privileges is -- is sleeping or being separated from the
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rest of the group.

Q. Oh I see, okay. And does that include

does removing social privileges also include having a prefect

escort you around?

A. Yes.

Q. I see. And there was nothing about silence

being a requirement. In fact, if I can, sir, I'd like to read

the last two sentences of paragraph 27 of your affidavit and

this is on page 13. You say:

Finally, it is simply untrue

that students were forbidden to

15
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speak while on discipline. That

was never the case in all the

years I was at Grenville.

A. At that time I believed that and I -- I don't

know of any case where we told them we had to be quiet.

Q. Okay. So, in this affidavit you're saying

the idea of them being on silence is not true and you're saying

it here today, as well?

A. That's -- and I -- I'll just say that's what

25
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I remember.

Q. All right. Well, sir, I'm going to suggest

to you there -- that we're -- there were three different ways

students can be put on silence as part of discipline. One is

there was a silence of discipline; wasn't there?

A. You have to explain that. What do you mean

by that?

Q. Okay. Well...

A. Are you talking about a day of silence for

everybody?
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¯ . . was given out as a discipline

or punishment how long did that

typically go on?
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And you said:
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They would be asked to be quiet,

work quietly when they were on

disc --

And you're now saying that that's something

different than silence?

A. Well, I think those two sentences are

separate in your document.

Q. All right. Well...

A. Two different things.

Q. All right. So...

A. I -- I can tell you the spirit of the rule is

we -- we would have times of silence when we felt it was --

well, we did it as a practice for the students. There were

times when someone would have been put on silence be -- for I

think the reasons you spoke about there. When they were on

discipline, yes we -- we expected them to be quiet, but I don't

think that's out of the ordinary. They're working. They're not

socializing.

Q. Okay. Okay. All right. And, sir would it

be fair to say that in all the years at Grenville, you never

knew of a student who broke silence blatantly?

A. Broke silence blatantly?

Q. Yeah.

A. I don't remember it.
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Q. All right. And it -- if students who were on

discipline were supposed to be working quietly and not talking

to the other students about why they were on discipline, for

example, I take it that could lead to a fair bit of speculation

as to why somebody was on discipline; fair enough?

A. I -- not sure if I understand your question.

Q. All right. So -- so, I'm working in the

kitchen on discipline doing my pots and I'm not supposed to be

talking to people; right? I'm supposed to be doing my work.

A. Mm-hmm.
Q. And thinking about why I'm on discipline;

right?

A. Well, hopefully, but there wouldn't be any

15

other students around unless there was someone else on

discipline with them.

Q. Okay. And so, if --- if -- but the students

20

who are on discipline it would be obvious to others in general

when someone was on discipline, because they're out of uniform,

they're out of class, they're supposed to be working quietly

doing work jobs; correct?

A. Yeah.

Q. All right. So -- and they're not supposed to
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be talking to people, generally...

A. Right.

Q. . . .they're should be doing their work; right?

A. Mm-hmm.

Q. Right. So, what I'm suggesting is those

circumstances could lead to other students wondering hmrnrn, I

wonder what so-and-so did that they're on discipline; fair

enough?

A. Sure.

Q. All right. And would the students who had to
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they would see the kids who were on D in the kitchen wouldn't

they?
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A. Yes, they would.

Q. All right. And discipline and D are one in

the same; yes? It was sometimes called being on D?

A. Yes.

Q. All right. Now, you suggested in your

affidavit that -- that discipline was -- started off with one

day and we've heard a lot of evidence...

A. It didn't always start off with one day.

Some days it was...

Q. Oh.

A. . . . if it was serious it would be multiple

days.

Q. All right. Can you name any witness who's

testified for the defence in this trial that they had only one

day of discipline?

A. That they only had one day of discipline?

don't remember any of the -- out of those instances, but I know

that we had one day disciplines.

Q. All right.

A. And I don't know the witnesses for your

trial, for -- for the defence.

Q. Okay. I'm talking about your witnesses, not

mine.

30

A. My witnesses? I would imagine they're

probably -- I -- I'd speculate, I won't speculate.

MR. ADAIR: The witness...

MS. MERRITT: Q. All right. Yeah, you don't

have to -- you don't have to speculate. Isn't it true -- so --

so I -- I'm just curious about that. Let me just go back to
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MS. MERRITT: Q. All right. I think you said

the paddle was used for something rather serious?

A. Yes.

Q. Like repeated smoking?

A. I -- it could have been for repeated smoking,

but I think generally of someone who repeatedly smoked would

have been on --- that would -- probably the third time would have

might have been expelled.

Q. All right.

A. Not gotten the paddle.

Q. Okay. Let's talk about the paddle though,

for repeated mis-behaviour?

A. For bringing on alcohol onto the campus would
-- in the early eighties and during the seventies would -- could

cause the paddle.

Q. How about something of an attitudal --

attitudinal nature?

A. I think the attitudinal nature had to go with

some type of mis-behaviour that was breaking the rules in order

to get the paddle. No, we didn't give the paddle out to people

just because they had a bad attitude.

Q. All right.

A. There had to be actions.

Q. Okay. So, I'm now going to -- again, Your

Honour, refer to the cross-examination of 2011, at page 130,

question 712. Oh okay. Just for clarification in -- in

question 711, four lines -- five lines in we're talking about

the paddle was rarely used. The question at question 712 is:

Up until the time this was

discontinued, what was it used

for?
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And your answer was:

For punishment when a student

did something rather serious.

5

You agree with that; right, sir?

A. Yes.

Q. All right. And then 7 -- question 713:

10

15

Like what?

ANSWER: Repeated smoking,

repeated mis-behaviour of

something. May have involved

stealing, or it may have

involved something of an

attitude nature.

Did you make those answers, sir?

20

25

A. I think I did, yes. Attitude in nature would

-- again, it wasn't alone.

Q. All right.

A. Repeated smoking, I -- I remember a student

-- a parent was asked -- given the option, I think I said this

yesterday, about an option of the student can go home for a week

or longer.

Q. Do you know who that student was?

A. It may have been David Smith, which is the

student that I paddled.

Q. I see. And paddling I take it was used until

the mid-eighties?

A. Could be mid or early eighties, I dont know

for sure.
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were just kind of there. You were in a classroom or you were in

a work job setting or you were at a table. Most of, most of the

time, you were in some sort of structured, structured

environment or structured setting, so you, you had, you know,

the people you were with weren't of you choosing.

I guess one thing that, that sort of made it

distinctive was that you know, we weren't allowed to - there was

a big thing about not dating, dating the girls. You know, you

weren't to be in a relationship with any of the girls. And that

seemed to be a, that seemed to be big thing at Grenville, you

know, you, you had to kind a treat everybody equally and, and

you weren't supposed to have any sort of romantic attachments.

Q. Okay. And tell me in simple terms did, did

you have an opportunity to make friends?

A. Yes. Yes. I mean, the, you know, that

happens, I think when teenagers are together, friendships do

form, right. And, I, I have friends from my, my, my Grenville

days, you know, that, that I'm, I'm still in contact with and

are, are important people in my life.

Q. Now, let's, let's talk about the rules at

Grenville. Tell me what your understanding of the rules were,

was.

A. Grenville was definitely and orderly, and

ordered environment. There were lots of rules, there were lots

of customs, there were lots of things that you, you knew you had

to do. Some of them seemed quite quaint like the, the, the

rising and you know, that you know, when the teacher came in the

room, you stood. We were always wearing ties. We were always

on time for things. And then the other sort of quaint thing was

they had some gender-specific staircases. You know, there was

there girls' staircase, and there was the boys' staircases until

I think, I think my last year, they, they could relax, they
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among the guys.

Q. All right. And what - the, the rules, can
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you describe the rules you remember in particular?

A. Well, the big one was, you know, the six-inch

rule, you know, you weren't supposed to be, you weren't supposed

to be, you know, physically close to, to a girl, and I guess,

the only exception to that would have been during square

dancing, and you know, maybe if you were sitting beside a girl

in chapel, and that they - so the six-inch rule, the, the no

dating rule, the, the being on time rule. They took a very dim

view of smoking or drinking, or they took a very dim view of, of

using any profane language, and I, I can remember that one thing

that seemed quite quaint is if to answer a question in, in

class, you had to stand, and if you used incorrect grammar, you

had to sit down.

So, again, it was, it was designed to, to help us

to be able to, to be public speakers, and, and to speak

correctly. So the big, yeah, there was, there was an emphasis

on community and on conformity at Grenville for certain. There

were lots of rules.

Q. Okay. And how were the rules made known to
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you?

A. Well, I remember getting a, a great big

handout when, when I got there, and they were, they were all

listed, and they were never written rules, but there were a

number of things, you know, that you, you sensed that you

shouldn't do, like you shouldn't talk back to a teacher, or you

shouldn't, shouldn't use profanity. I think that was a written

rule too, but, but there, it had - there was definitely a

culture there, and the culture was towards doing what you were

told, and being where you were supposed to be and doing what you
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were supposed to do. So it was a little like the army that way.

Q. Okay.

A. You were always on time.

Q. And can you give us a, your experiences to

enforcement of the rules.

A. Well, the, the, again, there were, there was

a variety of, of repercussions from, you know, being spoken to

to getting a demerit, to sometimes there was, there was what

they referred to as light sessions, which were a person was, was

spoken to by more than one person; maybe, maybe a couple staff

persons, and then of course, the, the other one of this, this

light session was that they would, they would have public, a

public dressing down of, of a people. Not a positive thing to

be doing.

Q. Okay. And when, when you - we, we've heard

the concept of being put on D

A. Uh-huh.

Q. . * .was that part of the Grenville experience?

A. Yes, it was.

Q. And what did "being put on D," mean?

A. I understood it would mean that you would,

first of all be removed from classes for - it, it was, it was

usually for some period of time, a, a couple of days or, a, a

week. It actually never happened to me personally, but it did

happen to some of my friends. You would be removed from class

and you had work usually in the kitchen washing pots and, you

know, and you would have your meals separately, and, I, I think

by yourself, and, and you weren't supposed to talk to anybody.

So you were put on silence, I think.

Q. And what about uniform?

A. You didn't wear your uniform, no, you work

clothes. You were, you were....
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Q. Okay. So you know who was on 0?

A. You knew who was on 0. The, but they didn't

eat with us, like and they weren't in class. So they, they,

they were kind of, you kind of, yeah, you knew who was on D,

yeah, at this point, yeah.

Q. Yeah. And tell me were, were there was a

system, I gather, where there were prefects?

A. Yes.

Q. And were you yourself a prefect at some

point?

A. Yes, I was. I was a prefect for, honestly, I

can't remember, at least two years, I, I was, I was prefect in

grade 12 and 13 for certain.

Q. Okay. And, and what were the duties of a

prefect?

A. Well, you were place in charge of a, of a

dorm section which would have been 8 boys. You did their

laundry. You were, you were basically the person that was

tasked to making sure everybody was up, and everybody was ready,

and the dorm was clean, and the beds were made, and the bathroom

was - the various sections would be on bathroom duty of various

mornings.

25
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So you - people needed to be up, ready, and, and,

and good to go for, for breakfast at seven o'clock. You had a -

I, I think you were expected to be kind of like a big brother

to, to the, to the other kids, and you know, just be

encouragement to, be a source of encouragement to them. But you

were usually also a sort of a team lead on the dish crew or a

work jobs. The, the most of the, most of the, the physical work

around the school was kind of genderly assigned.

So the boys washed the dishes and the girls put

the food away, for instance. Generally speaking, the boys
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shoveled the snow, and the girls vacuumed the carpets, and there

were some highly sought after jobs, you know, like running the

buffer was one the, you know, was a boy's job, but you got work

with the girls, so that was always a highly sought after job.

And, you know, as a prefect, you were usually a team lead of a,

of a dish crew along with a staff person. And so it was a, it

was, it was a leadership role, and it was a, a role that we were

supposed to take care of people doing, doing laundry was a, was

a big one.

Q. Okay. You're, you're in a situation there

where you're having to deal from time to time one on one with

your, your peers.

A. Yes.

Q. And what would happen if one of your peers

was recalcitrant or didn't, you know, didn't get along or comply

with the rules or whatever...

A. Yeah.

Q. . . .how would it be addressed?

A. Well, there would, I guess, hopefully

sequentially, you know, the, the best thing would be to, to

speak to the person and you know, advise them that that actually

I need to do it. I think that was kind of known in the culture

that that there was, there was high degree of, you know,

following orders was a, was a big thing. They didn't use, they

didn't use the term, "following orders," but that never,

nonetheless was what was required. When you were told to do

something, it was expected that you did it. It was in some ways

it was like a military culture that way. You, you, you were

when you were told to do something, you were, you were expected

to, to do it. You were expected to be on - I'm sorry, that dumb

time thing again - so there were, there were a variety of, of, I

guess, consequences. One of the was, you know, getting a
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Q. And was there paddling?

A. Yes. Yes, there was, yeah.

Q. Now, tell me, in terms of your, your prefect

duties and students disregarding you or not doing what they were

supposed to do, what, what was the understanding or rules,

whatever it was, in with respect to taking it further and

reporting things to the staff if you had to?

A. Well, I, I, you know, first of all, by the

way, most of the time, you know, like really, any kind of

leadership role is, is about trying to get people to do things

voluntarily, right. And most of the time, I think, you know, 99

percent of the time, that's really what happened. I, I recall

that, that, that prefects had the, the, the capability to give

people demerits, but, I mean, you, you didn't really want to do

that.

Usually, the, the, the, you know, saying to

somebody, you know, you know, if you don't do this, you could

get a demerit was motivating for them to, to, to do it. I mean,

then there was - and then you could speak to the person. There

was this sort of I'm going to use the word, hierarchy of

consequences, right, and at sometimes unfortunately that, that

sort of hierarchy got a little bit blurred I seemed. Like,

there was the, the, the one would never, you know, there was no

sort of public announcement about who, who got corporal

punishment, for instance, or why, right. So there was always a

big mystery around that, and why it was done, and, and in fact,

I wasn't aware of, of really who got paddled until the fact. I

mean, it's, I, I, I was quite surprised to learn from some of my
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classmates that they got the paddle. You got paddled, really?

And it was usually for something pretty, I mean, something minor

sometimes, you know, which was, which was kind a, kinda dumb.

THE COURT: Sorry, couldn't hear the last word.

THE WITNESS: I'm sorry, am I, am I answering....

THE COURT: What, what was the last word? I

couldn't hear you, "it was kind of?

THE WITNESS: Sometimes, sometimes, it for

something minor, you know, like a, a, you know,

one, one of my friends wanted to, I guess, have

the afternoon off one - on a Saturday, and, and

said to a teacher that he was busy, that he had

to finish a project, and, and somehow, he, he

didn't do that, so he got the paddle. You know,

and I thought, well, that was kind a dumb, you

know, and.

THE COURT: Oh, I see, that the word, okay.

THE WITNESS: I, I, I'm, I am sorry, that's a

poor choice word. I thought that was excessive.

THE COURT: Uh-huh.

THE WITNESS: Yeah.

MR. ADAIR: Okay. Q. Reverend Gilmore, how

about the matter of communication with parents, what can you

tell us about that?

A. Well, we had a - we were required to write a

letter every Saturday - every Sunday. And this was before cell

phones, this was before any of us kind of modern tools of

communication. I mean, I think we had to get a - we had to get

permission to use the payphone. So we were to write a letter

every Sunday, and that was something you did after lunch on, on

Sunday. So that was our communication to our parents. I'm

happy to say, my, my, my, my mom and dad wrote me frequently,
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leaders were?

A. I believe they were everybody, every, I

believe all of the staff were, were members of the Community of

Jesus.

Q. Were members. But the leaders of the

Community of Jesus, you were aware who those leaders were?

A. The, the people....

Q. Mothers Kay and Judy.

A. Yeah. And, and, yes, yeah.

Q. Yeah.

A. I was aware of those, yes.

Q. And, and you knew that because they came to

the school while you were there and they would speak to the

student body during that retreat that they visited?

A. Yes.

Q. Yes. So you've, you've described Grenville

as a place of, of rules and discipline, and it was with a strict

schedule and that you knew those rules because some were

provided to you in a handbook, is that correct?

A. Yes.

Q. And then others, you said, were part of the

culture?
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A. Yeah.

Q. Yeah. How did those cultural requirements,

how did you come to know what those were?

A. I guess, you in any environment by, by just

sort listening, and, and you know, the punctuality, you know,

that was a high cultural value.

Q. Sure.

A. Politeness, you know, so these customs around

standing and all that kind of stuff.
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Q. Uh-huh. And saying, hello in the morning,

that was another politeness factor, wasn't it?

A. Yes, it was.

Q. In fact, you learned...

A. Yeah.

Q. . . .to say, hello...

A. Yes, I did.

Q. . . . in the morning...

A. Yes, I did.

Q. . . .to Mrs. Haig specifically because...

A. Yes.

Q. . . . you were called out at one of the public

light sessions...

A. Yes.

Q. . . .assemblies for not saying hello to Mrs.

Haig.

A. Yes.

Q. Isn't that right?

A. That's correct, yes.

Q. And I bet you never forgot to say hello to

her again?
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A. That's correct.

Q. "That's correct."

A. Sorry, I shouldn't laugh, but it's true.

Q. You know, you've described some of these,

these rules as being, "quaint," right, not saying hello, boys

and girls in different stairwells.

A. Yeah.

Q. What were some of the other topics at these

public assemblies where students would be sort of singled out?

A. Often, it - they would, they would mention or

call people out for having a bad attitude.
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assignment and he ended up, you know, getting the paddle.

A. Yes.

Q. Did he, did he tell you how many times he was

beaten?

A. He didn't, no, no. I....

Q. Did he show you the bruises?

A. No. I mean, this was - he told me years

after the fact.

Q. I see. You were never subjected to corporal

punishment yourself?

A. No.

Q. And you never witnessed it being implemented?

A. No.

Q. Were you aware how they implemented it, like,

what tool they used?

A. I had only heard bout it. I never saw it,

but I certainly heard about it.

Q. At the light sessions that would happen,

these public light sessions, like the one you that you had for

not saying hello to Mrs. Haig, you mentioned that one of the

other topics was bad behavior, having a bad attitude.

A. Yeah.

Q. Was being haughty, H-A-U-G ---H -T-Y, one of the

topics at these, these public sessions?

A. Yes. That was, that was a, that was a

Grenvillie' ism.

30

Q. It was a Grenville'ism?

A. Yeah, yeah. Being haughty was not, I guess

they, they - anything from being rude or not being polite or,

you know, that was a.

Q. All the way up to being haughty?

A. Well, yeah, it seemed haughty seem to cover
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young, and then when we started going down to the Community on a

at least twice a year, we would live-in at the Community of

Jesus and -- for a week at a time, and we would -- the ways that

we would see this in action, you would be at a, basically a

light session at every meal. I -- so I experienced that from a

very young age, and then I also experienced actually firsthand

seeing the Mothers preaching to us at -- when they would come to

Grenville for retreats, and even as a teenager I went down to

the Community for retreats, as young as, I remember -- my first

one I think I was 14.

Q. And can you give us an example of that -- of

that first retreat or one of the -- the times that you were

visiting the Community, your experiences there?

A. There are so many, but one that sticks out to

me, when I was 14, I went down for a mother-daughter retreat

with, so obviously I went with my mother. And it was a -- a

frightening time for me because I had never -- I think it was

the first time I actually witnessed a retreat in action and it

was like a grand light session that we had at Grenville, but

extended for three long days.

You never knew who was going to be stood up and

chastised, or publicly humiliated and sure enough, my mother and

I were -- were singled out and it seemed like forever we were

humiliated and yelled at, and then the Mothers said we were so

full of sin and so full of haughtiness that we needed to be I

guess re-educated if you will. And we needed to stay at the

Community for that purpose, and I was terrified of that. It's a
-- and so for that whole night, it was a Saturday, that whole

night I -- I was scared to death that they were going to keep us

at the Community and -- and this was not an uncommon thing.

This had happened to other staff that I -- it was not something

that I'd never heard of, so I was very afraid.
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A. There were a lot of similarities. In fact, I

-- a lot come to mind. So, there was a preaching of the

doctrine that the Mother Cay -- Mother Cay and Mother Judy,

their doctrine was also communicated to us with tapes that we

had to listen to all through my childhood. And then Father

Farnsworth would take those doctrine -- those premises if you

will, those teachings, and he would continually indoctrinate the

students at -- at Grenville. So, he'd be sitting either at his

table in the dining room preaching those -- those teachings or

he would teach them at his official sermons, or he would bring

them to light sessions with the whole student. And to further

that, the focus on the doctrine was focussing on your sin,

focussing on needing to change, focussing on -- on how

inherently bad you were. So that -- that message was brought to

the students continually.

On top of that, people were always required to

confess. So, and not only that, you had to the -- the -- the

Mothers were always making us write confession notes. So, we

had to do that as staff and staff kids to the Farnsworths. But

students were required to confess their sins and then your

confessions would be used against you. Sometimes you'd confess

something in private and then it would come up in a public

setting, or you would be disciplined because you confessed

something.

Other things like that were people were spying on

each other all the time. You were supposed to -- if you -- if

you wanted to become a prefect or somebody that was in good

standing with the administration, you had to turn people in for

their sins or misdeeds. And at light sessions, it was basically

a spy reporting on each other. It -- even if you had nothing to

go by, you had to kind of come up with something that was sinful

about the person across the table and try to attack them, so you
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to keep the list of the groups and make sure that every time I

saw somebody, they were with the appropriate group or they could

get in a great deal of trouble.

Q. And when you say, "a great deal of trouble,"

can you just give us an example of what that might mean?

A. Well, they were told that if they were not --

they had to -- I can't remember how it was worded, but basically

when you're off campus, you have to be -- you uphold every rule

from Grenville or you'll get in even more trouble than if you

were back at Grenville.

And I should add that as a staff supervisor, we

were under a lot of pressure to -- to notice any and all

infractions, to the point where -- there was an incident where

some cigarettes were found in the girls' dorm just before break,

and there was a huge light session assembly where they tried to

find out all the people involved in this infraction, plus many

people were stood up for various other alleged crimes. I don't

remember all of it, but I remember the cigarettes. And then

once all of the -- oh, and -- if this ever got -- if this ever

happened before break, the people who got in trouble did not get

to go home. They were kept back on break on discipline. So,

there were often these kinds of searches, dorm searches, before

breaks, and assemblies and light sessions before breaks.

But what happened to me was that I had paid

several thousand dollars to go as a supervisor on the Europe

trip the next day. It was a March break, and Judy James kept us
-- us -- us staff members back, us dorm supervisors back after

the whole assembly, and we were in so much trouble, she was so

angry with us that we didn't know about the cigarettes, that we

were in the spiit and God hadn't told us about them what have

you, that she threatened to not let me go on this trip to

Europe, and I spent that whole night not knowing if I was going
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to get to go. I did -- I actually get to go but it was -- I was

terrified that that would occur.

Q. And so you mentioned "negative speak" and

"rebellious speak." Can you just give us some examples of what

that might constitute?

A. Well, I mean, that was a huge infraction.

You couldn't -rn you couldn't speak ill of any staff or

especially Farnsworth without having hell to pay. And anyone

who thought ill of any of the rules or any of the - the kinds of

policies that were happening or even if they thought it was

crazy what was going on, they -- they better not speak it out

loud because a staff member like in my position was supposed to

report that to the deans.

Q. Okay. And so how did you feel carrying out

this kind of supervision on the students?

A. I felt really uncomfortable, especially since

I knew what it was like to be a student, and I wanted our

students to actually like Grenville. So, I mean it was my

living. I wanted enrollment to not drop off, so I - I did

not -- on the other -- okay so I was uncomfortable. I did not

like seeing kids getting in too -- into trouble, and I didn't

like having to impose these kinds of rules that were really

intense.

Q. So how did you come to have the various

positions you did at Grenville? Did you apply for each of these

positions?

A. No, the positions at Grenville were entirely

decided by Father Farnsworth and by extension, Mother Betty or

the Mothers Cay and Judy. In fact, growing up, I knew I was

going to be a staff member, but I really wanted to be a teacher.

My parents were teachers, I was a good student. It was the only

thing that I thought I would enjoy, and I'll never forget
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had intercepted the letter, censored it and read it to me, got

in all kinds of trouble. So, I knew to keep my feelings for him

very secret. The following December he gave me a -- a gold ring

with a heart in gold, and I was thrilled but didn't want to tell

anyone. We, by the way, had never even kissed. I hugged him

when he gave me the ring and that was the extent of ever getting

close to him.

So eventually I just couldn't help myself and I

told a good, I -- I thought a good friend who was a staff girl,

who also had a crush on a boy, so I thought I could trust her.

She actually married a boy that she had a crush on so -- I

really thought I could trust her but she eventually turned me in

by January and told the deans -- I don't know who she told --

but I found myself into a -- one of the worst light sessions I

can remember, being stripped apart and -- by Judy James, and I

think, there was another man there but I don't remember who he

was. And just absolutely shamed and accused of every possible

lustful seductive act that I could possibly have done to -- to

this boy, to reel him in with my lustful ways. I don't remember

everything she said. I was mortified and scared out of my mind.

She made me get the ring and took it. I've never seen it since,

and then I was immediately put on discipline. I was in so much

trouble that I stayed on discipline for 29 days.

During that time, I was so mortified and so

ashamed and so afraid of going to hell because I kept being

given light sessions by Father Farnsworth, Joan Childs, Judy

James, and they -- not only was I obviously in trouble for

having feelings for this guy, but they wanted to know every sin

I'd ever had thought of, or every sin I'd committed.

They -- they pressured me so much I felt like I

was a -- being interrogated by the SS, and I finally came up

with the courage to tell them that I had tried shoplifting. I
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A. Diet, discipline and discipleship. So

basically, you were on a diet while you were examining your sin

and attending light groups that were all focused on diets --

light sessions, light groups, that's the same thing. So, also

while I was there, I -- I -- I got to -- "I got to" -- I had to

sit throughendless light sessions.

Q. If we can just go back to before you ended up

at the Community, you spoke of a 29-day discipline. Can you

tell us what that discipline consisted of at Grenville?

A. Yes. I was not allowed to wear the uniform.

I was -- and so I felt ashamed because every single student got

to see that I was in trouble. And being a staff kid, that was

even more kind of curious because we were supposed to be the

best examples in the school. I didn't go to school or classes.

I was taken out of all extra-curricular activities.

I worked primarily in the kitchen doing very hard

labour. For example, cleaning out grease traps in the -- the --

the kitchen floor, the dish room floor, or doing pots and pans,

or cleaning out the ovens, or cleaning out the cooler or the

freezer, which you could walk into. I even had to clean the

dumpsters and remove all -- to do that I had to remove all the

garbage bags that were in the big industrial dumpsters, throw

them over the side. There was a dead crow -- freaked me out.

And then tried to scrub the crud off the inside of the dumpsters

for a day.

Q. And you said this lasted 29 days?

A. 29 days, until I was shipped off to the

30

States.

Q. And to your observation, was this type of

discipline the same as other students, or was this special for

staff kids?

A. It was the same, only that I felt worse
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because I -- I don't know. I -- I saw many -- many students on

discipline for long periods of time. In fact, at the time that

I was in trouble, many students were also being -- getting in

trouble, specifically for relationships. It was kind of like a

big crackdown that year, and anybody who was known to have a

crush on somebody was in -- was disciplined along with me,

There were a lot of us on discipline. I just had to spend, I

think extra time because I was a staff kid and I -- I had higher

expectations on my behaviour.

Q. And so how did you go about making up the

class time that you missed over those 29 days?

A. I never did, because I didn't get to go back

to class. But if I had been on discipline, I just would've had

to -- I mean, I was on discipline other times and you just had

to kind of try to catch up.

Q. I think before we were -- we got into this

discipline, we were talking about extra-curricular activities,

and you mentioned being on a number of sports teams, trying out

for, getting the role in the Gilbert and Sullivan production.

Were there any other extra-curricularactivities that you

participated in?

A. There were a few minor ones that I -- I had

25

opportunities because I was good at certain -- I was good at

certain public speaking events, well, not events. We -- we had

these challenges every year where people in English class had to

present a poem and present a speech, and then teachers would --

would pick the -- a couple of representatives from each of their

classes to go compete in the school. So, I -- I can remember

being -- competing primarily with poetry recitation, and on a

couple of occasions, I was picked in Grade 12 and 13 to go

represent the school at some public speaking competitions.

Q. And where was that?
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nothing of the sort happened. And I remember, I couldn't -- I

couldn't just say, "No, this didn't happen." She grilled me and

made me feel incredibly ashamed and dirty even though nothing

had happened. It was -- I don't remember the words she used

again, 'cause she scared me so much, I -- I basically have

blocked her words out.

Q. Okay, thank you. You've spoken a lot about

sins and -- and some rules. You mentioned a dorm search for

cigarettes, for example. What were some of the rules at

Grenville?

A. Some of -- some of the rules?
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Q. Nm-hmm.

A. Well, there was a student handbook which

outlined, very clearly, rules that you needed to follow if you

wanted to stay out of trouble. The obvious would be don't -- no

possession of alcohol or drugs or cigarettes or music or, yeah,

no cheating on tests, no stealing, and no -- and then they had

all the rules about relationships. You were not allowed to have

an exclusive relationship with, a girl-boy relationship, and

there were a lot of -- a lot more than that but that's off the

top of my head, were the written rules.

Q. Okay. And [indiscernible] them, the written

rules were what you had to live by?

A. Oh no, not at -- no, not at Grenville. So,

there were the written rules which they presented during a [sic]

initiation sort of assembly at the beginning of the year. But

there were a lot of unwritten rules that students had to

acclimatize themselves and become aware of. They ranged

anywhere from special clothing restrictions or expectations that

weren't written, to attitudes that you -- you know, you could

get in trouble for having a bad attitude, you could get in

trouble for being rebellious, as it was seen by the -- the
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leaders.

Q. Can you give us an example you said, the

special clothing expectations that were not written?

A. Okay.

Q. What's an example of that?

A. Yes.

Q. Okay.

A. Wow. Well, given that girls were made to

feel ashamed of their bodies, there were a lot of clothing rules

that weren't necessarily in the -- in the student handbook. For

example, bathing suits. It got more and more strict as the 80's

went on, and by 1987, I believe it was, if you looked in the

handbook, what is in the handbook is not what was actually

enforced. So, we were expected to wear a bathing suit that was

very supportive, i.e., foam cups, not too high cut. And then on

top of that, you had to wear a T-shirt and shorts to swim, even

when you were just with the girls. They often had "girls only"

swimming. You still had to wear all of those components.

And I -- that reminds me of a light session that

took place at that time. I had never worn a -- a regular

bathing suit because prior to that we had always had to wear

skirt bathing suits, and when they instituted that rule, I was
-- we were told we had to get a regular bathing suit so it could

go on underneath the t-shirt and shorts. So I was sent on a

clothing -- a bathing suit shopping trip with a junior staff --

or a -- a staff member, Donna Bellasado (ph), and she helped me

find a bathing suit that would support my girls, and that wasn't

easy. And I had never actually tried on a bathing suit in front

of anyone, and I was really ashamed of my body for obvious

reasons, because well, I'll get to that.

Anyway, we finally found a bathing suit that it

seemed to work and when I got home, Donna was asked to show the
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bathing suit to Judy James. And they hung --- they looked at it

on the hanger and decided it was not appropriate. So I was

pulled into a light session with Judy James, Susan Steinbach,

Donna Bellasado and Joan Childs, where they tore a strip off me

for being rebellious enough to buy a high-cut bathing suit, and

a low-cut bathing suit, and what was I trying to do with my

lustful demon flesh.

And I sit there -- stood there feeling terrified,

and then they made me go put the bathing suit on in the nearby

bathroom and march back in with nothing but the bathing suit on.

And by the way, I had been brought up to never show more than

shorts and a t-shirt or -- or a skirt bathing suit, so this was

very humiliating. And then they made me bend over, touch my

toes facing them, to see if they could see cleavage, and then

they made me turn around,, touch my toes to see how much of my

butt would show. This is all for a bathing suit that I would be

wearing under shorts and under a tank top.

Q. And were those bathing suit restrictions only

applicable to staff children like yourself?

A. No, this was for the students, the regular

students,. They had to wear -- the girls. And then the boys

also had to wear, that year they had to wear t-shirts. They

were not allowed to wear just trunks, or shorts, bathing suit

shorts, whatever.

Q. You mentioned when we were talking about the

unwritten rules, you said vlbad attitudes" was also something

that was part of the rules. So how -- how would those bad

attitudes be determined, by whom, and then how would they be

communicated to students?

A. I saw more students get in trouble for their

attitudes than I did for actual breaking rules, in my time there

from when, as the elementary student all the way up. It was --
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it -- it was like the deans and Farnsworth were kind of sniffing

out anyone who would have even like -- I don't know how they did

it, I mean it was so random and they -- they would target

students and just decide that they had a bad attitude.

It -- it got so bad that there was a time in --

when I was in high -- Grade 12 and I think -- I think it

happened two years but it's unclear. I remember very much in

Grade 12, they -- they instituted a special discipline for those

people who had "collective bad attitudes." And what I mean by

that is, well, first of all, they gave it a special name, called

I!Cold Grits." Farnsworth was from the South and he thought that

grits were best served hot and if they were cold, they were

distasteful. And he made these -- these students -- he -- they

decided that all these students on Cold Grits and I think it was

about 10 to 15 girls, and when I say "girls," it wasn't just

girls, it was girls and boys, but we were not - we were -- we

had assemblies separately.

And the girls in Cold Grits what I recall, were

chosen because they -- and this is what they said in the

assembly, "They're not breaking the rules, but they're sinning

in their mind. And we know this." And then they would give

examples of how they thought that they were sinning in their

mind, and they stood each one up -- of them up in the front of

us -- at chapel and yelled at each one in turn.

And then they instituted a discipline that was

specific for this Cold Grits group, and the discipline lasted

for a long time. It was weeks, if not months where they had to

get up early in the morning and do a boot camp kind of

exercising, running the track for the boys, and running inside,

I think, for the girls. They had -- they had -- they were not

allowed to go to anywhere in the school without their prefect

who was assigned to each one of them, and they couldn't even go
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between classes without being escorted. They had extra work

jobs to do whenever they were not in class, and they were on

silence discipline. They weren't supposed to be talking to

anyone in the entire time they were on discipline.

lnd I remember it being so confusing because,

well, by then I was used to all kinds of people being on

discipline, but I just thought in this case, what did they

actually do, you know? It was very -- it was really scary to

watch.

Q. Thank you. So, you mentioned that this

happened at a -- a girls' assembly?

A. The girls that were put on Cold Grits were

publicly shamed and humiliated in front of the girl -- all the

girls in the school, and the boys had a similar assembly that I

didn't witness.

Q. Were boy-girl assemblies a normal thing that
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happened at Grenville?

A. Usually they were mixed, yes, co-ed.

Q. And were the co-ed assemblies different than

what you just described as happening at the girl assembly?

A. No, they were -- it was the same format. You

were brought into usually the -- the chapel, sometimes it

happened in the dining room, and whoever the deans or Farnsworth

wanted to make an example of, or deal with publicly, they would

announce that student, make them stand up, come to the front of

the -- the church or chapel, or the front of the dining room,

and stand up and then they would yell at the student and -- and

publicly shame them for whatever sins or infractions or both.

And they would often then open it up to the rest of the students

to -- to see if anyone else would like to join in. If you

joined in with the staff who were publicly shaming someone, you

kind of got brownie points with the leaders, and so therefore,
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Q. How long would those assemblies usually last?

A. Oh, they were hours and hours. It was -- if

it was a -- a -- the big full school assemblies would often last

all day. If -- and I remember a few of them lasting more than a

day. And between, let's say if it wasn't finished and we had to

go off to dinner, they would just automatically say, "Everyone's

on silence, there's no talking," and you're on silence until the

next morning, until it would resume with the next session.

Q. And sorry, that was everyone attending the

assembly?

A. Yes.
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Q. How did you feel during these assemblies?

A. They were terrifying. I -- you -- you did

not want to be called and you did not want to -- they were
terrifying. It was just -- it was scary, intimidating, and

confusing, but mostly terrifying.

Q. And to your observation, how did other

students respond to these assemblies?

A. People would cry. I could see people looking

with big eyes to each other, trying not to be noticed, trying to

slump in their seats. It -- it was really scary.

Q. How often in any given year would these

assembles occur?

A. They were random, you never knew when they

would happen. I don't think they happened any more than five

times a year, or less than two. I mean, there were always some,

like one in each half of the year type thing. It's kind of how

Farnsworth seemed to establish his authority on the students,

and make sure, and the deans too, and it was kind of like

instill the fear of God in everyone, type thing.

Q. And when the -- and when these assemblies
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lasted all day, what would happen to the class time?

A. There would be no class. It would just

they'd have to -- teachers would have to catch up the time in

some way.

Q. And you indicated that if the assemblies

carried on past a mealtime, or into another day, everyone would

be put on silence?

A. Yes. I remember many times when the whole

student body was put on silence, and it wasn't just in following

these assemblies, but almost always after these assemblies,

there would be a long period of silence, and when I say "long,"

it would be at least a day, maybe more. But I remember

Farnsworth often preaching just from his perch in the dining

room, and he would start in on a topic and have some doctrine

that he wanted everyone to pay attention to, and then he would

say,

"This is so important, I want everyone to be on

silence for at least today and I'll let you know tomorrow."

That kind of thing, like it was -- it was a

regular occurrence, more so than the mass light sessions.

Q. We've talked about prefects and student

leaders a little bit. Can you -- can you tell us how a prefect

or student leader was chosen?

A. That was tricky, because as a staff kid, it

was one of my goals to become a prefect by Grade 11. I was

hoping, because we were expected to be examples for the students

of excellent behaviour and all of that. But I actually never

managed to get a prefect pin till I was almost graduated, a

month before I graduated.

But the reason why I mention that is, you could

be following all the rules and still not be chosen as a prefect.

It seemed to me that you had to get on the -- a good side of
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crazy.

Q. And so let's talk about, you said your --

your bulimia then. So, how was your bulimia treated side from

these -- I guess these diets and being force fed? Were -- did

you receive any other treatment or care while you were at

Grenville to deal with your bulimia?

A. The only thing I remember is when I was 14 I

-- I was severally anorexic and I had a check-up with Dr. Best

after I'd lost my period for a year, and she just advised me to

start eating more. Other than that everything that I received

as treatments was in the form of a light session accusing me of

sin, whether it be gluttony, or vanity.

Q. Thank you. Moving onto some of the teachings

that you have received at Grenville as a student, what teachings

did you receive with regard to sexuality?

A. Oh, that's a lot.

MR. BOGHOSIAN: I didn't hear that word, the last

word in the question.

MS. LOMBARDI: Your question?

THE COURT: I think the answer was that's a lot.

Oh, the last part of the question?

MS. LOMBARDI: The question was, sorry, what were

the -- what teachings did you receive about

sexuality...

MR. BOGHOSIAN: Thank you. That's the word...

MS. LOMBARDI: . . .at Grenville?

MR. BOGHOSIAN: . . .1 had missed.

MARGARET GRANGER: Okay. If I can explain it

from the perspective of a teenager. I was taught

that sex was a sin. That to be -- to have

sexuality was a sin. That we were to remain

abstinent until marriage. And anything about our
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bodies was to be -- were to be ashamed of our

bodies, because they were -- if they were sexy in

any way we were to be covering up and doing

anything we could to not provoke lust in a boy.

So, for example, we've talked about the -- the

dress codes, but there were unwritten rules that

weren't in the -- the handbook. Where you would

be subjected to -- what's the word? Inspections,

well especially when we weren't in uniform, we

would have to bend over and touch our toes to

ensure that you couldn't see cleavage, you know'

on our way to -- out the door on our weekend,

especially prom dresses. The girls had to have

their dresses approved and to bend over, make

sure there was nothing -- no way to see cleavage,

even when you're touching your toes. I even had

to -- I had a -- a sew -- a sewing machine, so I

had to alter many dresses for girls, adding in

material on the bodices, or material over the

shoulders.

Girls were shamed for the way they walked. One

of my best friends when we were in light session

she would be pointed out for her seductive walk.

So, you -- you were just made to feel ashamed of

your body, ashamed of sex.

And it got worse, because we were given the

explicit teaching from Father Farnsworth in the

blue lounge dormitory, where at least once, maybe

twice a year he would gather all the girls in the
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Q. And at the sessions that only the staff and

the staff kids were in attendance at, you'd be forced to watch

your parents be berated and humiliated in -- in front of the

entire gathering of staff members?

A. Yes'.
Q. And that was a very traumatic experience for

you to watch; wasn't it?

A. Yes.

Q. And you were subjected to staff -- these so

called light sessions at practically every meeting of staff

kids?

A. Can you repeat the question?
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Q. You -- there would be meetings once or twice

a week of staff kids only?

A. Yes.

Q. And those meetings would frequently turn into

light sessions for the staff kids?

A. They were light sessions for the staff kids.

Q. All right. And that was for the staff kids

only?

A. Yes.

Q. And these staff kid meetings that invariably

in turned into light sessions occurred even more over the summer

holidays and Christmas, and spring break?

A. Yes.

Q. And there was one staff kid only light

session following a staff kid trip to Canada's Wonderland?

A. Yes.

Q. Where you were all -- or a number of you were

balled out for making a rock and roll video?

A. Yes, we -- we -- you can make those videos at

Canada's Wonderland and two groups of us made a -- try to make a
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music video. Mine was You've Lost That Loving Feeling and the

other one was Beach Boys song. And we thought we would -- it

would fun to record ourselves singing these. We didn't even

know the words, and we got in a terrible light session back at

Grenville, because we were ---- I remember distinctly being told

that because I was moving my hips to the music beat, that I was

looking like a seductress arid a temptress and lustful woman.

And this was all in front of at least 20 kids -- staff kids,

plus the A-Team and it was extremely humiliating.

Q. All right. And I'm suggesting that that was

only staff kids on that trip?

A. Yes.

ii;i

Q. And there were only staff kids in the ten

minutes of the light session that followed it for making that

rock video; correct?

A. Yes.
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Q. And as a staff kid you were exposed to easily

two to three times the number of light sessions that the

non-staff kids were exposed to; is that fair?

A. I would say so, yes.

Q. And you in particular got it even worse than

the other staff kids, because you were deemed to have a bad

attitude or be rebellious; true?

A. Yes, I got a lot more targeting and I've come

to understand it wasn't just my attitude, but I was -- I was

targeted because I had natural talent in music and in academics,

and I was definitely the brunt of a lot of -- of light sessions

because of my haughtiness and my desire to do well.

Q. And -- and you don't think it had anything to

do with breaking a clear rule about no romantic relationships

between the sexes? You don't think it had anything to do with

that?
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that...

A.

Q.

A.

Q.

A.

Q.

single public hg

were you?

In this one...

¯ . .didn't happen?

¯ . .1 don't recall that.

That didn't happen?

Not on this occasion.

And you weren't that embarrassed about this

ht session that you recall being through to,

A. Compared to the other -- other times that I

was in trouble, this one wasn't as embarrassing to me.

Q. It wasn't particularly -- a particularly

devastating episode, was it?

A. Well, I was used to being in trouble, so if I

got in trouble for looking like I had been disrespectful in

Chuck Farnsworth class, it -- it wasn't as bad as being shamed

and humiliated for my -- my rebellion and when I was just --

when I couldn't pinpoint why I was being in trouble, or getting

in trouble for - like I found when I was on discipline for

having a rebellious attitude, or being haughty, I found that to

be more shameful, because I didn't actually break rules, like

when I was put on discipline in grade 6. The only reason I was

told was because I was haughty and had a rebellious attitude and

I found that to be extremely shameful and embarrassing, but in

this case no, I didn't feel as...

Q. You felt it was deserved?

A. I didn't feel it was deserved, but I felt not

quite so devastated by it.

Q. All right. And you'll agree with me that if

it happened, mocking a teacher and pulling pranks in his class,

to the point that the entire learning environment is disrupted,

is a pretty mean thing to do to the teacher; isn't it?
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was brought to the deans.

Q. And -- and a light session could be as simple

as a talking to, a warning don't do that again; right?

A. No, that would not be a light session.

Q. All right. Am I correct, Ms. Granger that

there was a decided difference between the Haig years and the

Farnsworth years at Grenville?

A. I thought there was, and I'm pretty sure that

I -- I have attested to that, because when Father -- let me --

things were not great under Haig, believe me, but things got

more intense and more bizarre as Farnsworth took the reins and

moved through the years from the early eighties to the late

nineties. Things progressed for the worst -- for the worse.

Q. Well, have you not testified before that the

environment was so much more destructive at the end of the

eighties and into the earlier nineties than in any other period?

A. I think that's what I was just saying.

Q. All right. And you -- you adopt that?

A. Yes.

Q. Discipline was far more degrading in the

Farns -- in the -- that period of time?

A. From what I observed, yes.

Q. Yet, when you were a staff member for those

nine years, I'm suggesting that you were never told or

instructed to rat out students that you perceived to be sinning

or breaking school rules. You were never explicitly told that?

A. That was part of my job.

Q. You were never explicitly directed or

instructed by those above you to do that, to rat out students

who you perceived to be sinning or breaking school rules?

A. Breaking school rules was one of the -- the

supervisor's job to figure out what was happening all around us
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and as far as sinning goes. I observed a lot of dorm

supervisors correcting girls for their...

Q. But you were never...

A. . . . their infractions and so yeah, I

understood that to be part of my job. I also tried not to do

it, but I -- I understood it to be what I was expected to do.

Q. I -- you -- you may have had that expectation

or belief, but you were never explicitly instructed or told to

rat out students who you perceived to be sinning or breaking

school rules; correct?

A. I -- I don't agree with that.

Q. And you were always left to your own judgment

regarding what breaches of rules on the part of students you

would report up the chain?

A. Left to my own judgment?

Q. Yes.

A. Well, I don't think that was told to me. If

that -- if I actually used my own judgment, whether or not I was

going to say something, but I don't think we were told it's up

to your judgment.

Q. All right. And you were never instructed by

Father Farnsworth or any other administrator while you were a

staff member from 1990 to 1998 to humiliate or shame students;

were you?

A. I had just lived for 20 years at the

Grenville Christian College campus, so it was very clear to me

that shaming students for their perceived wrong doings was

something that was a regular occurrence and that staff were

expected to do.

Q. And I'm suggesting to you that Farnsworth

never instructed you or others in a staff meeting that you were

present at to humiliate or shame students; is that fair?
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Q. And about what time in the day is this in

terms of going to bed?

A. It was late at night. I don't exactly

remember exactly what the hour was offhand.

Q. Okay.

MR. ADAIR: Sir, I didn't hear the last part of

that answer.

MS. LOMBARDI: He said he doesn't exactly

remember.

MR. ADAIR: What?

THE COURT: Can you repeat your answer, please?

ANDREW HALE-BYRNE: Sure. I don't exactly

remember the -- how -- when compline ended we

would -- when we exactly to bed. I do have all

schedules in files, but I don't have them with

me.

MS LOMBARDI: Q. Okay, fair enough. Thank you.

I just want to talk a little bit more now about the

extracurricular activities, so you said you sang in the choir?

A. Yes.

Q. Did you enjoy singing in the choir?

A. No.

Q. And why didn't you enjoy singing, in the

choir?

A. Because it was a regular light session by

Mrs. Cheryl Farnsworth and other members of the staff.

Q. And can you describe what would happen?

A. I'd be yelled at, screamed at for my bad

attitude, not smiling properly. I was told that although my

singing may have sounded good to me, and others, that it was

actually angels in the air that made the singing good and that I

actually perform badly. So, I wasn't even allowed to take
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credit when I performed well. Haughty, arrogant, and it would
-- it could spiral out of control, as you defended yourself. I

learnt that was the way it spiraled. They wanted you to simply

admit that they were right, but certainly when I was new I would

defend myself, and then it would just get I'm demonic, this is a
-- they would say this a -- a integral ministry of the school.

We sang in the chapel. And so we had to be, you know, good

Christians and I was told I was not. I was told I was demonic,

that I absolutely was not a Christian, even though I told them I

was. And it got very ugly and using hateful names.

Q. And so can you describe for us just a little

bit who is yelling at you in these choir sessions?

A. It was let in the choir -- it was led by

Cheryl Farnsworth, but Charles Farnsworth would often sit in on

these, as did other members of his A-team staff, Daniel

Ordolani. Bunny Ordolani sang in the choir with us, in a

student uniform, as did Mr. MacNeil. And Judy James also wore a

uniform and sang in the choir with us. So, you had staff in the

choir interspersed with the students.

Q. So, how did you feel when these sessions

would happen?

A. All the attention is -- is on me and I felt
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shamed and humiliated.

Q. Did you stay with the choir to the end of

your time at Grenville or did you quit?

A. I tried to quit, on a number of occasions,

but when I tried to quit, my attitude was, I -- I tried to

explain to Mrs. Farnsworth if you don't want me in your choir,

then I'll just leave and I can have -- do something else. But

she said that I was being rebellious and -- and also they had --

it would -- the choir I think was more popular, logistically,

with -- with the girls, and they just had, I think, a difficult
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breakfast theater at times, that was our dinner theater, it was

our lunch theater.

Q. And how would he go about denigrating them at

these sessions in the dining room?

A. I mean, there were so habitual and systemic

that they -- at times they all blurred into one, but I remember

one that specifically sticks out in my mind and haunts me to

this day. There was a very nice girl -- pretty girl by the name

of Suzanne Reid, who we had congratulated for going to a

competition outside the school with other schools. She was in

track and field, and I think she did shotput, discus and javelin

throw, and she was proud, shewas happy. And we used to have a

massive brunch after chapel.

It was quite a warm day, she was wearing a white

dress and she looked pretty and she was beaming. She -- she had

these little awards and accolades, and she was happy and Charles

Farnsworth, during the brunch after Mass, called her name out

and asked her to stand up, and said you think you're -- he says

you're -- you think you're very proud and haughty and -- and

you've got a big head, and it's not ladylike that you -- you're

such a good athlete. This is what boys are supposed to do.

You'd make a much better man than a woman. And it got out of

hand again and he would just -- he would escalate it and then

say you're ugly and disgusting and -- and she would -- she

cried. And I was just sitting there at breakfast, looking

around waiting, thinking -- I was just traumatized by it. I was

just -- it -- it was -- it was -- it was deeply upsetting for me

and I can only imagine how upsetting it was -- was for her.

Q. Thank you.

30 A. And then afterwards, I saw her -- there was a

track behind the boy's dormitory like and then she was -- later

on on discipline, and she was running around with a large bag of
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rocks on her back, whilst she -- whilst staff members screamed

at her, like Judy James, and -- and -- and -- and it was just

traumatizing to watch.

Q. So, you said there were different types of

light sessions, and this was an example of something that might

happen in the dining room and be...

A. An impromptu light session in the dining

room. And then another example would be, what I call, en mass

light sessions that happened in the dining room or the chapel,

where we would be called specifically to the chapel for a en

mass light session and that was -- they were again habitual,

systemic practices. I think maybe a couple times a semester, so

maybe four or four -- four or five times a year.

Q. And so what were the topics of these

sessions?

A. Well, some had -- usually it was about the

spirit of the school. I mean, there were rules, like don't

steal or -- or the big rules really that they emphasize

(indecipherable) about sex. I mean, sex seemed to be the thing

that Charles Farnsworth was most interested in, but those were

the big ones -- big taboos, sex. But then there were these --

what I call, moving targets and I could never sort of pin down,

like attitudinal sins, attitude problems. They would say they

could tell what we were thinking; sinning in our mind, thought

crimes was another word that was used by Charles and his A-Team.

And I didn't really understand those. So, there was a lot of

light sessions that -- that just -- I didn't quite get what --

what seminal thing triggered it, but there's -- I think the one

that I just -- that stands at my mind the most was there was

actually one, which actually was triggered by actual human

behaviour, someone had actually done something. And that was

when a student by the name of Sarah Jones went into the boy's
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dormitory, which is obviously breaking the rule, and she met her

boyfriend, Dan Shea, and the staff said that they had engaged in

sexual relations.

And so I remember Charles being away for some

time and all of a sudden we were called to the chapel, and I

remember this one, because it was specifically -- it was way

over the top, and he got worse in my second year, so this was in

my -- this second year, in the second half of the year and we

were all called in and we were singing hymns, and Joan Charles

and Gordon Mintz are running up the center aisle making sure

everything's appropriate and everything's in place, and this

went on for a while until -- Charles had heen away, came in from

the back of the chapel, read out a Bible verse, and then

proceeded to go to the front of the -- the chapel and he

announced very loudly that we had been in the constipation, and

that we were now in the diarrhea. And I had not heard him say

that before and it definitely sticks in my mind.

And there was a girl by the name of Lisa Neshack

(ph) who asked Father Farnsworth what he meant and she was new,

and I remember thinking oh, just be quiet, you're going to get

in trouble. And he said ask Nurse Rossen, and Nurse Rossen said

it's a loosening of the bowels and the staff laughed at her.

And Charles then explained that all the sin of the school would

be released like diarrhea for all to see. And he proceeded to

tell us that Sarah Jones' visits to the boy's dormitory could

have -- he explained that boys could not help themselves with

women, and that women were in charge and responsible for men's

lust, and that there was no such thing as rape, as we know it,

because a woman just had to look at what she was wearing, and

how she had enticed men. And he said we wouldn't be able to

help ourselves and that this incident could have enveloped into

group sex with boys taking turns on her. And he screamed out
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this could have become a gang rape and he ranted and raved and

screamed and yelled and then we were told the following day that

we would -- we were -- we were now on silence, and the following

day we would be back in the chapel for this session again.

And so we went to bed and then the following

morning we got up, we went to breakfast in silence, and then we
went back to the -- to the chapel, where students -- some

students had been suddenly expelled, like obviously Sarah Jones

and Dan Shea. Other people who knew about it and didn't tell on

them were expelled as well, and other people were stood up in

the chapel in civilian clothes, plain clothes, not their student

uniform and he proceeded to explain how horrible this was. He

laid into the students that were there.

I remember one of them was Brad Mersom. He also

explained that Sarah Jones' roommate in the girl's dormitory,

who knew that she had been -- Jennifer Man was her name, and she

knew that Sarah Jones had been going to the boy's dormitory and

that she held the same scar. That she had fornicated with Dan

Shea, as well, even though she wasn't present because she knew

about it, and did not tell on them. So, she -- she'd committed

that sin, as well and that she was a slut and a whore; just like

Sarah Jones, and those words were used to describe the women not

the men.
And then they laid into Brad Mersom. I remember

he was crying and this went on for a long time. And then we had

a bathroom break, and then we all came back in and we -- he came
-- we obviously had lunch in silence and this carried on, and

then he -- Charles eventually opened it up to the rank and file

students to stand up and to lay into the students who were

already stood up and destroyed by the staff, who had done this.

And I remember people like Meredith Darling, who didn't like

Brad and -- and had an axe to grind -- she stood up and said:
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"Brad Mersorn, you think you're an artist, but you're nothing but

a con artist. I think you're disgusting." And people stood up

and say you're disgusting. And it got really, really ugly and I

think a lot of people -- a lot of people actually then stood up

and joined in, because if you didn't, you could potentially be

the next person on the hot seat, so it was to your advantage to

join in, or others like myself who would just sort of sink out,

you know, try to sink down in the chair and duck, and try not to

get noticed and fly under the radar screen.

Someone sitting next to me, Eric Strideman,

reached into his pockets and started chomping on codeine and

self-medicating with that. And it -- it was -- it was

traumatic. And then other people felt they just had to say

something, so even if they didn't say something attacking the

people standing up, they were just confess things, real or
imagined, and say "oh, if it wasn't for Grenville, I'd be on the

streets", and it just got absurd. And one girl stood up and

said "My mother almost attempted suicide" and started talking

about that. Like -- it was just -- it -- it -- it had nothing

to do with what Sarah Jones and Dan Shea had allegedly done.

And -- and then -- it just -- it developed into this sort of

vortex of, you know, insanity and -- and then we just -- it --

it -- and then the love bomb dropped at the end. The staff

started -- did a total role reversal and tell us how much they

loved us and this had cleansed the school.

And all of a sudden people started hugging each

other, and they had one of the students -- prefects from the

year book started taking photographs of this. And at the end of

the year there was a photograph montage and there were pictures

of students at the end of this light session hugging each other.

Cindy Charles was -- was in that Light -- that montage, hugging

another student. And there were no pictures of students being
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just the most important -- important rules of all.

Q. Thank you. You -- you mentioned having to

cut the grass with scissors and rocks -- and pick up rocks.

A. Mm-hmrn.

Q. Can you describe for us how it came about

that you were given those disciplines?

A. In a light session, when you're -- you defend

yourself you potentially might not get discipline at the end, if

you simply agree with them. And I did learn to do that, as time

went on, just to -- not have the -- even though I knew it was

untrue. I would just -- and eventually, after being there for a

while I just agreed with them that I was garbage, filth, trash,

down to hell and that was all I deserved.

But I remember when I first arrived, my very

first discipline that took place, because I didn't know the

school and I how this was supposed to be, and so I -- I had -- a

friend of mine was wearing a t -shirt, as my parents had

purchased for me and it was an Iron Maiden rock t-shirt and the

Bales brothers saw him wearing it in the dormitory. They lived

in the room right next to mine, and they came and said what on

earth are you wearing? And he was getting into trouble.

And so I said -- actually, I jumped forward and

said that's -- that's my t-shirt, so then all of a sudden -- all

of a sudden that transferred onto me and so they took me to the
-- they took me to the boy's locker room of the gym and I was

seated on a bench whilst Bob Bails and Bill Bails proceeded to

light session me. And they were about a foot away from me and

eventually, as this went on, they brought in Don Farnsworth and

eventually Charles Farnsworth and I made the mistake of

defending myself and saying it's not that bad, my parents

purchased this for me. They said my parents were immoral

people, not Christian, evil Liberals, and that I wasn't to be
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like them.

And it just -- as I defended myself -- sorry,

I've got the cord around my leg --- just as I -- as I kept

defending myself, it got worse and worse. It's a -- they would

attack my appearance -- they'd say look at the way you're --

look at the way you're -- you're -- you're -- you're -- you're

holding yourself. You're holding yourself like a queer. And --

and -- and I'd say just like my fathe.r, you know, I'd invoke my
-- he said and your father looks like a queer as well. And you

look like a faggot. And it got uglier and uglier and I was just

in a state of shock. My knee jerk reaction was just to say no,

no, this is all wrong. How Christian is this? And -- and it --

it got way out of hand, and they said -- I said, look my mother

packed the -- the -- the shirt in my luggage for me. Your

father, you know should never have allowed her to do that, if he

was a real man, your mother -- she's -- she's a prostitute. And

it just got absurd, as it went on, as I defended myself. And

you think you're special, they would say, but you're not

special. You're ugly. You're, you know, you're -- you're

nothing but a pig, and it got totally offensive, and -- and

these names were used.

And then of course I was then -- then put on

discipline, where I was sent out. This was about a Saturday

morning of the weekend. I think when it first happened, so I'd

already been in civilian clothes and so I was sent out to the

field behind the school and I was made to dig rocks out of the

ground with my bare hands. And they would say we want the rocks

to be this big, not this big, or this big, and so it was a

particular size, which was incredibly aggravating and irritating

and I had to fill up these buckets. And to me it served no

purpose, but it -- so I was doing that, digging rocks out of the

ground with my bare hands.
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And then, obviously, they would have -- staff

would take turns, you know, as I was doing this, maybe bring me

back in for a light session, stand over me and yell at me. When

they needed a break, they'd bring a prefect or staff appointed

prefect or student leader in this process to work alongside them

in this process and actively participate. And then I would -- I

remember during these -- this weekend, I had to clean out an

infested dumpster behind the school with a toothbrush.

And -- and -- and then of course at night, I had

to sleep in Hotel D, D for discipline, in this room next to the

gym and with one of the -- a staff member or a prefect or a

student leader in the bed opposite -- sometimes they would sit

in the chair. And whilst I was trying to sleep at night, they

would periodically wake me up and ask me to read something, or

yell at me, ask me to read the SOP...

Q. Sorry, what's that?

A. So, sorry the Anglican Book of Common Prayer

or their student handbook, and then go back to bed and sleep and

-- and then they'd wake me again. And this sort of was how I

was supposed to sleep at night, with these interruptions. And

then the -- I remember during -- whilst these -- these light

sessions, I would defend myself saying look, what I have done is

not that bad, this is totally, you know, it's just not that bad.

Other students, I invoked other students to try to deflect the

tension from me...

Q. Yeah.

A. . . .have done far worse. And I said Michael

Rellie has a -- a rock t-shirt with a sacrilegious picture on

it. And I -- I said that -- at -- at the time I didn't give his

name, I just said a student has that. And then I said -- I just

made something up -- I said -- this was actually fabricated. I

said, another student has a box of condoms, because of course
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improve your grades?

A. Yes, but also I had extra time and

accommodation, which my parents assured me I would receive for

my learning difficulty. And instead of that I was told that my

dyslexia was the product of unconfessed sin, which invited Satan

into my life to cause that dyslexia. Indeed, I suffered

exorcisms at the hands of Charles Farnsworth to rid me of that

and other such demons. I was also on discipline a lot, and when

I'd be on discipline I would be out of class and then have a

very difficult time trying to catch up when I returned to class.

Q. Okay, thank you. What teachings or

instructions about sexuality did you receive at GCC, if any?

MR. ADAIR: Could you speak up a little, please?

MS. LOMBARDI: Q. What teachings on sexuality

did you receive at GCC, if any?

A. Charles Farnsworth would wake us up in the

middle of the night, the lights would be turned on, we'd have to

congregate in the boy's common room of the dormitory and he'd

told us that boys had to be very careful, because we -- our lust

was controlled by the females. He said women held an evil power

over men, which came from Eve and the Garden, as a scar of Eve,

the Temptress and that all women were temptresses and that we

were not responsible for anything we did with them of a sexual

nature, and that there was no such thing as rape. He said when

a girl comes to me and tells me such things, I just tell her to
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Q. Well....

A. . . .the severity of winter without gloves.

Q. Sir...

THE COURT: Please listen to the question and

answer the question.

A. Sorry.

MR. ADAIR: Q. You were asked about the rock

digging and you said, the actual incident of digging the rocks.

You never said a word on this occasion about multiple rocks,

digging episodes, did you?.

A. I don't have the full transcript in front of

me, so I don't know exactly what was said in the full

transcript.

Q. All right. Now, you agree with me on another

topic in your draft of your book that I placed before you....

A. If I can respond - sorry to interrupt. If I

can respond to the other one? As I recall in 2008, you were

asking me about my first light session and when I had to dig

rocks the first time, and that was in the autumn and that was

the specific event I was talking about, because it wasn't winter

because it was my first discipline and light session when I did
- when I dug rocks.

Q. Your third light session. One rock digging

is all you every mentioned.

A. There were others.

Q. All right. Now, another thing you did was

you said on your discovery transcript - discovery, that Betty

Farnsworth was a falling down drunk, right?

A. I said that's what students called her.

Q. Well, no, sir. You said you saw.

THE COURT: Can we put the actual...

MR. ADAIR: Yeah.
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produced was that very draft which we have here

today.

THE COURT: So, you have the draft and I heard

evidence that there's a book. Do you have a ¯book

as well?

MR. ADAIR: No. Well, there's a - apparently

some sort of soft cover book.

THE COURT: So, that - there's a published book

and then there's this which is an unpublished

document by this witness.

MR. ADAIR: Exactly.

THE COURT: All right. All right, thank you.

MR. ADAIR: Okay. Those are all the questions I

have, thank you.

THE COURT: Thank you. Is - is there any

re-examination based on that?

MS. LOMBARDI: No, Your Honour.

THE COURT: I have one question, Mr. Hale-Byrne.

Yesterday you talked - you used the word,

"exorcism."

THE WITNESS: Yes.

THE COURT: I don't know what that means in the

context that you used it. Can you tell me what

you meant by exorcism?

THE WITNESS: Charles Farnsworth would take

students individually and collectively to a small

chapel on the - near his office, it's not the

main chapel. And he would perform an exorcism

for the casting out of demons that were

inhabiting people bodies. And in my case, it was

he was casting out demons which were in my body
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because of unconfessed sin, which invited the

demons into my body to cause the dyslexia. But

they also had group exorcisms with the choir as

well.

THE COURT: And can you explain to me what

happens in order to cast out the demons?

THE WITNESS: He would speak to the demon that

was inside of me not me directly and he would

throw holy water around. He would jump around

the room. He would speak in tongues. It - he

was very emotional. He was yelling at and

screaming at what was inside of me. If he threw

holy water on me and I jumped that would be a

negative reaction to holy water. It was it was

a lot of drama.

THE COURT: Thank you for clarifying. Are there

any questions arising from my question?

MR. ADAIR: No, Your Honour.

THE COURT: All right. Mr. Hale-Byrne, thank you

very much. You're free to go. And we'll hand

back the various volumes that have not been made

exhibits for references.

I1R. ADAIR: Well, they're - they're - Your -

they're clearly not to be filed as exhibits or

anything, but I'm - I'm wondering it may be - may

well be that they'll be referenced to various

things in final argument and I'm wondering if the

Court should...

THE COURT: Oh, all right. Then perhaps we'll

just keep them for reference.

MR. ADAIR: Yeah - yeah.

THE COURT: Madam Registrar will assist me.
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issues?

A.

and be as nice and

Q.

A.

Q.

about discipline a

I would just try to help settle people down

encouraging as I could to get to sleep.

Did you report behavioural issues to staff?

I had no behavioural issues to report, so no.

So, let's turn the page to start talking

Grenville.

A. Yes.

Q. Let's start with this, were -- were you ever
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disciplined when you were at Grenville?

A. Yes, I was.

Q. Can you tell us about that, what were you

disciplined for?

A. A few things. I was a teenager. One of the

rules at Grenville would -- was you weren't allowed to bring

music and of course my first week there I tried to sneak in my

Walkman and listen to my music, but that was not allowed and I

was disciplined for that.

Q. Okay. What was the discipline you received

for that incident?

A. I was given various chores, just like you

regularly would, but in this instance you're not allowed to wear

your uniform, because you're not representing your school,

you're being disciplined. So, I was in regular street clothes.

I would have various chores, sometimes cleaning staff

apartments, various -- vacuuming, cleaning washrooms, that sort

of thing.

Q. And based on our experience was that a

regular form of discipline at Grenville?

A. Yeah -- yeah.

Q. So, on this instance what happened, did you

attend class while you were on discipline?
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A. Yes.

Q. All right. And particularly for girls rules

were nothing too tight or revealing?

A. Correct.

Q. And was your understanding of the reason for

that was to not be too provocative or inappropriate I think

might be the word you used?

A. That would be my guess.

Q. All right. Nothing too casual or modern

either?

A. I dontt know about that. No, we were casual.

Q. All right. In terms of punishment, am I

right that suspension was a more severe punishment than being

put on discipline at the school?

A. Yes, I believe so.

Q. All right. And there are also rules about no

music. I think you told us you were disciplined...

A. Yes.

Q. . . .for that. Do you recall Father Farnsworth

saying rock music was the devil's music?

A. He didn't say that to me.

Q. Okay. Do you recall any of the rules being

described as sinful, lying for example?
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Q. And you had to get permission to use the

phone or the phone slips?

A. Yes -- yes.

Q. All right. And I think you told us as well

there were rules about no boy girl relationships; yes?

A. Yes, correct.

Q. No going steady?

A. Right.

Q. No kissing for sure. You got disciplined for

that.
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20

A. Yes.

Q. Girls were not even allowed to text boys or

vice versa; right?

A. Correct.

Q. There was a six inch rule that required you

to stay about six inches away from boys at all times?

A. That sounds familiar, yes.

Q. All right. So, no holding hands or

anything...

25

30

A. Yes.

Q. . . .displays of physical affection were

allowed; correct?

A. That's correct, yes.

Q. And you also recall that there was no pairing

off allowed, like one on one, boy and a girl go off alone

together?

A. Not alone, no.

Q. All right. Do you recall that in groups you

were supposed to have uneven numbers, like you know three boys

and two girls if you wanted to be in a group?
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A. No, I don't recall that, no.

Q. Okay. But you do recall that you weren't

allowed to form special relationships, particularly with boys?

A. As far as boyfriend girlfriend, no. We all

had our friend obviously, but boyfriend girlfriend, no.

Q. All right. And you were not even allowed to

use the same stairs as boys; isn't that correct?

A. That's correct, during the school the boys

used one stairwell and the girls used the other stairwell.

Q. Do you remember Mark Bergeron's mother coming

to the school to give you some instructions on sexual matters?

A. I don't recall that, no.

Q. Were you not there when Ms. Bergeron spoke to

the students?
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A. I don't recall her speaking to the students.

Q. Okay.

A. So, if I was there I don't recall it.

Q. All right. Okay. That's all right he's

coming next I'll...

A. Okay.

Q. .. .I'll ask him that. You told us you were

put on discipline for kissing a boy; right?

A. Correct.

Q. And was that Mark Tele -- Telemack?

A. Yes, it is.

Q. Okay. And so obviously people found out

about it; right?

A. Obviously, yes.

Q. Yeah. Do you know how?

A. No, I do not know how.

Q. So -- sorry just give me a second here.

Would it be fair to say that at Grenville you were required to
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not only follow the rules, but I think you said as prefect to

set an example for others to follow the rules; yes?

A. Yes, correct.

Q. And there was --- if I understand it an honour

code at Grenville that meant that you saw someone do something

wrong and particularly so as a prefect you should speak to them

and tell them to report themselves and if they didn't do that

you were supposed to report on them?

A. I would expect that that would be a role of a

prefect if -- yes as a leadership, yes.

Q. All right. So, maybe --- did you -- do you

know if somebody saw you or did you tell somebody you kissed the

boy?

A. As I say I don't know how it came out.

Q. Were you stripped of your prefect pin for

kissing the boy?

A. Yes, I would have been if I was a prefect at

that time.

Q. Do you know when it happened, the kissing

incident?

A. I don't know exactly when it happened. It

was 35 years ago, so no I don't know...

Q. Can you give me an approximate...

A. . . .what time of day or...

Q. . . . like what -- how old you might have been?

A. I would have been 17. Between 17 and 18.

would say 17.

30

Q. All right. And --- and you were suspended and

sent home I think you told us?

A. Yes, I was.

Q. And -- and Mark, do you know what happened to

him?
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A. I doubt he was sent home, he's from Bermuda.

I would expect he was put on detention. I wasn't there I had

gone home.

Q.
it also referred

A.

Q.
A.

Q.

uniform?

I see. And when you say put on detention was

to as being put on discipline or on "Do?

Yes.

All right. So, that's the same thing?

Yes.

So, that would mean you don't wear the

A. Correct.

Q. If it's a school day you don't go to class?

A. Correct.

Q. You do work duties instead of class?

A. Correct.

Q. And you're watched over by a prefect or staff

member; correct?

A. Most of the time.

Q. All right. And other students are not to be

socializing with you?

A. That's correct.

Q. All right. And my understanding is some of

the evidence we've heard so far, is this -- was usually between

three and five days; is that fair?

A. I would say that's fair.

Q. All right.

A. Between two and five I would say, yes.

Q. Two to five, okay.

A. I would say so, yeah.

Q. All right. And now you mentioned in your

testimony you'd never heard of Hotel D. Were you aware that

some students who were put on discipline were required to sleep
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Father Farnsworth talked to you about sin?

A. I would say that's fair, yes.

Q. All right. And that would happen sometimes

in chapel?

A. Yes, in chapel.

Q. And do you ever recall some of the sessions

going on long enough that you -- you'd miss the first class of

school?

A. I don't recall that. I'm sure we'd all be

happy if it was, but I don't recall that, sorry.

Q. All right. What kind of sins did Father

Farnsworth talk about?

A. I would say he spoke of sins being lying or

cheating, or breaking any rules at -- these would be sins.

Q. What about being haughty, H-A-U-G-H-T-Y?

A. Yes.

Q. And rebellious?

A. Yes.

Q. And having a bad attitude?

A. Yes.

Q. Just a moment, please. Do you recall that

there was a code of honour at Grenville that required kids to

tell on other kids who broke rules?

A. I don't recall a code of honour.

Q. Okay. I'm just going to read something to

you. This is from one of the documents that we've already

marked as an exhibit. There's two things actually. Firstly in
-- in Your Honour this is in Exhibit 1, Tab 7, page 3. Oh I

don't need her to read it, it's okay I'm just going to read it

to her. The document says:

Students at Grenville live by an
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honour code, which requires them

to stand up for what is right in

their own lives and to protect

the overall environment in which

5

10

they live, by being willing to

require others to meet the same

standards and maintain the

school's spirit.

Would that be a fair description of how things

were?

A. Yes, that would be fair.
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Q. All right. Thank you. And then we have as

well, this is a tape recording that Father Farnsworth made after

this lawsuit was commenced and I'm now Your Honour at Exhibit

Book 2, Tab 131, page 10. Father Farnsworth says:

The code of honour was, if we

had done something wrong we

should go in and report

ourselves. If someone else knew

that somebody had done something

wrong, they would go to the

person and say you know you've

done wrong, it hurt the spirit

of the school, or it could be

dangerous, or hurt somebody

else's property, or something.

We would tell that person to go

30 report themselves to the dean or

the head master, or someone. If

they did not do that that second
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person would go back to them and

say, I will go with you and we

will report this, and if they

did not it -- just like we would

do in any family with a brother.

If my brother had stolen money

from my mother or father, I

would tell him to go and put it

back and confess. If not I

would go with him to confess.

If not -- sorry, if not that

then I would have to go tell on

him in order to keep the pay --

keep order in the place.

Is that a fair description of how things were at

A. That's alls fair. Thats just like my own

Q. All right.

A. . . .that sounds fair.

MS. MERRITT: Thank you. Those are all my

questions.

THE COURT: Re-examination?

MR. READ-ELLIS: No, Your Honour.

30

EXAMINATION IN-CHIEF BY MR. BOGHOSIAN:

Q. Marc what is your age?

A. I'm 47.

Q. All right. And whats your date of birth?
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specifically, that rock music is the product of Satan. And so

we were not allowed to have music playing devices, such as

Walkman, which was the fashion in the day. Records, CDs, all

that -- this was forbidden. You weren't allowed to have a

record case.

You weren't allowed to have a cassette and I'll

IESI
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talk to that later because I was severely punished for the fact

that I accidently brought cassettes to school one -- one time

but that's one of the rules, no music. No speaking of a foreign

language, ever. Not even in the dormitory. And I remember for

the Hong Kong students, we had a lot of students from Hong Kong,

it was so devastating because I mean it took them a long time to

master English. I was lucky I had had a little bit of a base in

Quebec public school so I picked it up pretty quickly. I would

say by October I was -- navigating quite well on my own.

But these students from Hong Kong, some from

Mexico, they were -- they were quite lost and they would find

every opportunity to congregate in the staff -- in the dorm

rooms and I remember the prefects going "English only. English

only", and they would either separate them or reprimand them.

And the staff did that too. Like "No -- no Chinese. No

Chinese". I remember family night. This was ---- this was

enforced even at family night because one year I happened to

have a lot of students from Hong Kong in my family and again,

you know they were just talking to one another and they were

told not to do that.

Let's continue along the rules. You had to wear

your uniform on the bus or train heading out, when you had a

break. You weren't allowed to remove it until you got to your

house. And this is a rule that was broken often and it was

disciplined for often. People would get on the train and then

get out of those clothes. And they -- you know, there was a
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huge system of rewarding for tattling so whenever these students

did that they were tattled and then got in trouble when they got

back. No drinking on breaks. So, you know, like the rules

applied at home. No dating on breaks. And I am saying this

because I remember a couple of students that in, I think it was

Jim Graves and Vanessa Dewaile (ph), I may be wrong, had gotten

together on -- on a break in Ottawa, I believe, and -- oh, that

was the scandal of the week when we got back from the break,

that they were put on discipline because they had dated each

other.

Okay, continuing with the rules. Going to the

15

20

25

mall we had to wear our uniform and we were assigned groups. We

were usually in groups of four which usually, if they could,

would include a student leader or a prefect and we weren't

allowed to break out of our groups and we weren't allowed to go

to the book store. Can I make a tangent on the topic of book

store? Would that be okay? Sorry, I'm like frazzled.

Q. Okay, what would you like to tell us about

book stores?

A. I remember one of the assigned reading for a

senior English was one of the classics by Plato maybe and it had

the statue of David on the cover and the staff had glued black

cardboard and they had glued it on all of the covers of the

books to hide the statue of David before giving the kids the

book for their English, and I remember that was so odd. And I

do remember inside some books, some black marker because the

books -- we had to purchase our books but they purchased the

books for us so they were given to us when they wanted to.

Sorry, that's my tangent on books because I'm going to forget

about it if I don't say it now. More rules.

Q. Were all these rules that you just went over,

were they all sort of written down and known by the students,
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these were the rules of this school?

A. I remember a student handbook. It was blue.

It was stapled on the side. It must have contained thirtyish

pages but I don't have mine anymore. So I couldn't reliably

tell you where these rules were but as a teacher I can tell you,

I'm sure rules were written somewhere but I think some of these

rules were kind of like implicit.

For example, the more girls than boys walking

rule, I don't think that was written anywhere. That was just

kind of like a -- it was passed down from the older generation.

So you know, the seniors would kind of let the younger kids

know, "Don't, don't, don't. You've got two more -- you've got

more boys than girls, you guys. You can't do that", and the

students would enforce the rule among themselves to prevent from

getting in trouble.

Q. You mentioned when you were talking about the

dining room bible sessions...

A. Yes.

Q. . . .things like bad behaviours would be talked

about. So was that another way that the expectations were

related to the students?

A. You mean were -- were students who broke some

of those implicit rules penalized during the dining room?

Q. Yes.

A. Yeah, that was a perfect example of that.

For example, Father Farnsworth found out that there was a group

of, you know, four boys and two girls, "You girls are sluts.

This is what you want? Bitches in heat?" He used that

expression frequently. Sorry for the harsh language. You know,

I mean part of his spiel is that girls are temptresses and boys

are too weak to resist girls and that's why that rule existed.

So he would make a -- he would stand him up. "So that's what
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student leader pin or a prefect pin. And that's the order in

which they were awarded and the prefects had almost staff like

authority over the students. You could see the progression

during the course of a year of certain students working closely

with the staff. You know, being goody two shoes, if you want.

And you could know that they had tattled on a particular student

for whatever crime they had committed. And over time you saw

that those were the students that got rewarded. I, myself,

became a leader at one point and so I did experience briefly,

thank you, that we were asked, you know, who's misbehaving?

What's going on? Let's us know what's going on, we're here to

support you. We want to help you. Let's us know if there's a

problem in your room. If somebody is having a bad attitude you

let us know, we'll take care of it.

So -- and you had to do that if you wanted to

move from leader to prefect because you could lose your student

leader pin, which happened to me, if you didn't continue to

deepen your hole, is I guess what I would call it, by kind of

ostracizing yourself from the rest of the students, but we were

such a small student body that you had no choice but to interact

constantly with student leaders and prefects and students that

were working hard to be on their way to become a student

leader/prefect or vice versa, students who were walking away

from that.

Q. So how did you lose your leader pin?

A. Okay. So in my third year, in 1989/1990, I

-- at the start of the year was made room leader of a grade

eight room. So grade seven and eight were kind of a -- a

special group at the school. They were treated a little bit

differently because they were younger, so they had their own

dorm. Not their own dorm, they had their own room. They

weren't scattered, so you had one older student with five grade
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sevens or grade eights. And maybe they were mixed, I don't

remember. So I, actually, found that I loved being a room

leader cause these boys were silly and I'm silly and we, you

know, I found that I just kind of had a bit of a natural

leadership ability that instead of being Napoleonic in making

them clean and behave, I was joking around with them all the

time and I'd be like, "Okay, you know what guys, that's enough.

It's time to go to bed. Let's just turn off the lights", and

they respected me for that so I had one of the best rooms.

We were always the cleanest room and we were very

silly but when it was time to -- to be quiet -- so that's how I

got my student leader pin. So there was a -- a group of us,

this happened frequently -- well, this happened at least twice a

term, let's say, that in the dining room or in a chapel, Father

Farnsworth would call some students forward and he would give

little spiel about each student and say, "These are your new

student leaders", and applause, applause, applause, applause,

applause and then -- so that's how I got my student leader pin.

And as I said, you know, we had meetings of

leaders and prefects and we -- we had our own light sessions I

guess you would call them, like sometimes prefects themselves

would get picked on by prefects and some staff and you know

you're not revealing your sin. You're not going to the root of

your sin and you're not confessing and you're not being

truthful, but again I digress on this. So we were, in those

meetings, also told about you know this is coming up.

In October this is coming, we're going to need

your help with cleaning. You're going to take these groups to

the mall and you're going to do this and as I said we were

encouraged, you know, if something's going on you tell us. We

want to know. You don't decide if we should know. You tell us.

We decide that we should know. So I started doing that. I was
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telling on some students, you know, in class I was like, "Guys,

be quiet", and I couldn't -- I just changed. I went from the

silly boy that I am, that I was, into like -- I just -- I lost

my focus. Like it's as if I became hypnotized by my leader pin.

It became important to me that people behave. I was -- I had

like a radar for misbehaviour. I was looking for it. I was

looking for it in my dorm room. I was looking for it elsewhere

in the dorm. And I was looking for it in the dining room.

And then two of my close friends, Meredith

Darling and Katherine Noonan took me outside one day and they

staged what I would describe as an intervention and they said,

"What is wrong with you? You're becoming one of them". And I

remember being very defensive, "No, I'm not, no, I'm not, I'm

still me. I'm still me. It's just you know I like having

responsibility. I like having leadership. I think I'm good at

leadership", and they just brought out examples of me

ostracizing myself from other students by just doing the staff's

job, is one way to describe it.

And I remember this conversation lasting a long

time and then I broke down. They, actually, got to me and I

kind of -- I realized, like my God, the path I'm on is the path

to become a prefect. I'm going to be that guy that yells at the

kids and that tells them, "You have a repented sin. You're

evil. You're trash. You're going to become homeless. You need

to turn your life to Jesus. You're a faggot. You're disabled".

All the things that prefects did. And the way I was treated too

by the prefects. And so I remember crying. I was very, very

upset. So I -- I told Catherine, who was a closer friend to me,

I told Catherine, "I want you to watch me at supper because I'm

going to do something".

And at supper I walked up to Father Farnsworth

table and I asked to sit down, and I sat down. I took off my
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pin and I put my pin on the table and I said, "I don't want to

wear this anymore". And I -- like it was very important for me

that Catherine and Meredith see that I'm removing my pin. I'm

-- I've seen the light. But then as soon as I did that I

realized like holy cow, what have I just done? Like how am I

going to explain this? You know I hadn't ttiought beyond the

fact that I'm just removing it, I'm going to show my friends I'm

removing it.

So Father Farnsworth was like, "What are you

doing? Why are you taking this off?" I had never seen anybody

giving up a student leader pin. They were too precious, they

gave you privileges. They give you power. And I had to like --

I don't know if that's an English expression, bets snay (sic), I

had to kind of back skate and kind of like, come up with the

idea that I have too many impure thoughts. I'm too evil. I'm

-- I'm a fake. 1 don't deserve this pin. I shouldn't be

wearing it. And Father Farnsworth said, "You're not taking off

this pin. You're going to put it on right now and you're going

to pray". And he didn't let me take it off.

But about two weeks later, there was a huge

scandal where a girl had been -- had sex in one -- I don't know

-- the boiler room or the ironing room on the side of the boy's

dorm. Sarah something and I believe the boy was Dan Shay. And

huge scandal. There was a bunch of other students who knew

about it and they were expelled also and we were brought into

the chapel and these kids were already in their D outfit, which

means not allowed to wear the uniform, so just like scrubbing

clothes and they were up on the balcony and -- and Father

Farnsworth -- this was like -- it lasted the whole day. It

lasted the whole day. It may even have continued next morning.

Like I just remember this was like forever and ever.

This was like the biggest light session I
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remember because they went through all those students and they

light sessioned them. And then they stripped -- they took all

of us and brought us to the front and they stripped all of us of

our pins. Every student leader and every prefect was stripped

of their pins. He said, you know there's been an evil spirit in

the school. There's been a bad attitude, no one deserves this

and everybody was scrubbed clean. And then, of course, the next

week he started reassigning student leader pins and prefect pins

but only to those that deserved it. And, fortunately, I was

never one of those that was reassigned because I worked at it.

Q. You -- you said in that example of the whole

day, you called it light sessioned?

A. Yeah.

Q. And you said that they went to the kids

wearing the D clothes and they light sessioned them. Can you --

can you describe what you mean by light sessioned them?

A. Okay. Okay. I hate the word light sessioned

first of all because I never understood it. Ambushed is a

better word but -- I mean if the intention was to purify, I

could see why it was called a light session but to actually

answer your question, it was the singling out of a group or a

individual and, basically, breaking them down by just shot,

after shot, after shot, after shot, after shot of things being

said to them and confessions being required of them without

giving a chance to -- to ponder and to reflect and so this could

take many forms.

Sometimes it was like just literally a staff and

prefect picking on one student. Sometimes it was a group of

staff picking on a group. Or sometimes, as in the example we're

referring to, it was the whole school present and we were

encouraged, "You know, we're doing this for them. We're saving

them. So if you got something to say about you know Dan -- or
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no, Dan had been expelled at this point -- William -- William

Rattleton, if you've got something to say about William speak

up. Save your friend. Save your friend. You've got to say.

What's going on? We want to know and William you've got Satan

in your heart, you're evil. You're acting like trash. You're

being defiant. You're being secretive. You're holding back

from turning your life to Jesus. You're refusing Jesus in your

heart", and -- and it would just go on, and on, and on. It

would just break you down completely.

Q. So let's talk a little bit then about -- we

were talking about rules and you talked about these light

sessions so clearly they're students if they're breaking the

rules, they're being brought before the whole school. What were

the other ways that individuals were disciplined? What did you
-- you said wearing D clothes. What were the other aspects...

A. Oh.

Q. . . .to discipline?

A. Well, in order of --- from the worse to the

least worst, expulsion was the worst. Then suspension. But the

most frequent and the next one in that spectrum would have been

the process of discipline, being on discipline, is the way the

word was used as a noun. Well, it is a noun. Where you were no

longer allowed to wear the school uniform. You were not allowed

to be spoken to. You were not allowed to speak. You were not

allowed to attend school. You were not allowed to sleep in your

bed. And to replace this whole time you were -- you just did

chores.

You just did chores and you weren't allowed to

speak. The only people that would speak to you were people

assigning you jobs and those staff members, usually in the

kitchen, but not always, they -- they had a method for assigning

work. Like they were mean about it. They knew. You were on
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discipline, I mean clearly you weren't wearing a uniform because

we wore the uniform from sun up until 10 o'clock at night. So

they -- they would drop things on purpose. They would give you

a tooth brush to clean a huge pan. They would give you a tooth

brush to sweep the floor. They would give you like something

that looked like a little knife to scrape -- to scrub the grease

off --- like a huge -- like lasagna, I'm talking a huge pan.

Like they made the work unpleasant. They were monitoring you.

They didn't want you to look at people. They wanted to see if

you were like sharing -- if you dare to share a little smile

with a friend that was somewhere else in the kitchen, oh, that's

it, boom, you got yelled at again.

It could turn into a light session or it would

just be a reprimand. You could have a day added and you never

knew how long you were on discipline for so that was the kind of

a mystery, which added to the discomfort, the terror, I will

say, actually, because the shame of it was huge. I think the

worst part of discipline was the shame because they made sure

you were in plain sight of the other students. Like I said, if

it was in the kitchen they would have you coming out, coming in,

coming out, coming in and the wearing of civilian clothes during

the week when everybody else is in their uniform was like the

Scarlet Letter, if you've read the book. It was -- it was

absolutely the attire of shame.

And you knew you were the talk of the town

because, as I said before, the Grenville Christian College media

was the students gossiping about the students. So --- and -- and

also, your teachers saw you. It was so humiliating because at

Grenville there were some really mean staff members but a lot of

the teacher teachers tended to be a little on the kinder side.

And those are the ones -- I will speak for myself at least, I

tended to want my teachers to respect me and I worked hard, I
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studied and I tried to, you know, participate in the classes

'cause we had small classes, so if you had a class of three

people that don't speak it was very hard on the teacher so I

I tried to animate so I really -- it was -- the respect of my

classroom teaches was very important to me. And so to be on

discipline and walking around with the scarlet letter and seeing

them see you was devastating because you knew you'd have to come

back to class and they probably wouldn't ask you about it which

was probably worse than if they did ask you about it and - ah,

just so embarrassing.

Q. So you're alluding to the fact that you

experienced this discipline yourself. Can you give us an

example of one of the times that you were disciplined?

A. I was disciplined three times. Okay, first

time. Well, I don't know if you want me to say all the times

but anyway here's the first time. So this is during myfirst

year, sometime in the spring. It was liver for dinner and it

was while I'm at Grenville like it happened once a month let's

say, it was liver and onions. Everybody hated liver and onions,

myself included. It was green on the inside. And I refused to

eat the liver.

And the head of my table, I think it was Mr.

Henderson, insisted you have to eat your liver and I dared to

say no, I'm not going to eat it. I'm not even going to take a

bite out of it. I've tasted it before and here it is again, and

I will gladly eat the vegetables, I'll have the potatoes but --

I'll have the dessert but I'm not going to eat the liver, it

makes it me want to throw up. So he went to get Jim MacNeil,

who was like one of the supervisors of the boy's dorm, like not

the dean but the like -- there were three men usually per year

that were assistant deans.

So, Jim MacNeil came and got me and was very
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aggressive about it and brought me to the room that was adjacent

to the -- to the dining room and in came Don Farnsworth and Dan

Ordolani or Mr. Mintz -- Ordolani or Mintz, both dark hair, I'm

not a 100 percent sure. Anyway, they started -- and Frank

Fortolini, who was a -- who was a prefect. And they set me down

and they're like, "Who do you think you are? You say no to a

teacher? Nobody says no to a teacher. This is for your own

good. Who do you think you are?" and I tried to keep my -- my

argument like I'm -- you know, I'm -- I'm 14 years old, I know

what I don't like.

I'm willing to eat, I'm just not willing to eat

this and that just infuriated them, the fact that I was talking

back, and that led into -- I guess what you would have call a

light session and I remember the other prefects came in, "Oh,

yes, yes, yes, I know, he was in my room a month ago and yeah,

he displayed a really bad attitude. You don't accept Jesus in

your heart. You're totally ungrateful. Look at the way you're

behaving. This is trash behaving the way you're behaving. How

stupid can you be that you can't see that the head of the table

should have authority over you?" Called names, broke down and

cried. They told me this is it. You're going to go with Frank

to -- to the dorm, you're going to get all your things, you're

moving to Hotel D and you're going to put on your -- you're

going to put on your regular -- your street clothes.

And, so, put on my street clothes, moved my stuff

to Hotel D, which I don't know if I've talked about this, Hotel

D was above the gymnasium so it was not part of the dormitory

per se but they had built kind of like makeshift rooms. They

had bunk-beds also there. There were two rooms and one bathroom

which could accommodate up to 12 individuals. Spent the rest of

the evening cleaning and when the dishes and the scrubbing was

done they set me down in a chair and I asked if I could get my
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homework because by this point we're during study hall and got

yelled at for even daring to ask. "You -- you're not allowed to

speak. You open your mouth if it's an emergency, otherwise you

don't open your mouth. We'll talk to you, we'll tell you what

to do. We told you to sit1 you stay on that chair", and I sat

on that chair for what seemed like an hour, until I believe

Frank Fortolini, the prefect, came back to get me and then

walked me upstairs to -- to Hotel D.

There were other boys in Hotel D so we, in

silence, you know, made our bed with the beddings that we

brought -- well, I made my bed with the bedding that I brought.

They were already on D from what I remember. Went to bed and

then we were awoken in the middle of the night. This time they

just turned on the lights and they were like, "Get up, get up,

get up, get up, get up, get up, you guys are pieces of shit",

pardon me for the language. "You're going -- you're going to

run, we're going to make you run Satan out of your mind", and by

the way this was not the first time I was made to run at night

but it's an aside.

And they took us to the track outside. We -- we
-- I remember they had to bring me to my room because I didn't

bring my running shoes and sweatpants back up to Hotel D and

everybody was sleeping so I don't know the time. I didn't have

the way of knowing but it's definitely long after everybody went

to sleep, which means, let's say at least midnight because the

older students finished the study hall at 11, it probably took

them hour to kind of settle down and turn off their flashlights

and their books.

So and there was not a sound, so it's

definitely after midnight and it was before sunrise. And it was

freezing and we ran the track. They were -- there were insults

being screamed. "Common you lazy ass, you're running like a
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faggot. Don't be a fag. You're so lazy. If you're -- you're

so good at your bad attitude how can you be so bad at running?

Put the energy of your attitude, put it in your running". You

know, something along the lines of you don't pray enough. You

know, you're evil. Okay, so that's the first night. And then I

was on D for three or four days that time. And so, basically,

the day was we got before sunrise, we went to the kitchen, we

did breakfast prep, which is at 5:30 in the morning.

We stayed in the kitchen all day except when they

came to get us to do any other chores. I mean it could be

ground work. It could be again raking leaves. It could be

washing a staff member's car. It could be vacuuming in the --

the staff residences, staff apartments. Most of the time it was

in the kitchen and there was just breakfast prep, breakfast

clean, lunch prep, lunch clean, supper prep, supper clean and

then at the end sometimes we were given our notes, you know, our

class homework, sometimes we weren't. But we definitely weren't

given any kind of instruction. Like it's not like our teacher

came to see us to say okay, this is what we did today.

No, no, no, our books would be brought down by

another senior student and -- and this was towards the end of

study hall so maybe you'd get an hour instead of the two or

three hours that the other students would get. And then it

would just be day after day, day after day. Sometimes you'd

have these light sessions. It could happen in the kitchen, it

could happen in Hotel D, it could happen outside. Sometimes

they woke you up during the night to do those yelling at.

Sometimes they woke you up to pray. Uhmm, then the days just

one day after another.

Q. Just to go back to the running.

A. Yeah.

Q. Do you remember how long, approximately, you
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MS. LOMBARDI: I think this might a convenient

time to break if that's all right with the court?

5 THE COURT: Sure. We'll take a 20 minute morning

break.

THE WITNESS: Thank you.

RECESS
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UPON RESUMING:

MS. LOMBARDI: Q. Before the break, Francois, we

were talking a little bit about the running you did for forty

five minutes to an hour outside in the middle of the night as

part of -- of your discipline. So before we leave that entirely

I wanted to ask you, how did you feel about having to do this

running and being on this discipline for the liver?

A. Well, as I mentioned, I had run already

previously in the year -- in the fall. I mentioned earlier that

I -- I was in a room with Dan Shay and our room was rebellious

and we had a prefect and he had arranged for the staff to make

us run and with a few other rooms. And the reason we were told

that we were running is because we had a bad attitude. And I

was furious, because I didn't know what bad attitude meant and I

didn't think I had a bad attitude. I was fun loving, you know

maybe pushed the envelope a little bit in terms of, you know,

reading with a flashlight after lights out or being just being

funny, maybe being a little bit lazy with the cleaning but come

on, to me that didn't -- that wasn't worthy of running.

Also my parents never punished me in that manner.

Never. Maybe a time out, maybe getting spoken to, but running
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as punishment, just -- that was not in my vocabulary and I -- at

the -- at that time at least, hated exercise. I was that

typical gay boy who's afraid of balls in gym class and who

doesn't want to go to gym class and I was just you know, so

to make me run was like -- it was a huge punishment for me so I

remember being really furious about it. That was my my main

feeling. And so at the time that it happened again -- it

happened several times but you're asking me about the time when

it happened on D, I was already furious that -- I was furious

that I was being punished for not wanting to eat something that

I found unpalatable and I was furious that they had gotten me to

breakdown and cry over it.

I remember like you know after the light session

I was -- I was angry at myself and at them that I didn't deserve

this. And I guess a little bit angry at my weakness that I -

that they got me to cry cause I'm not an easy crier, never have

been. And so running just added to that anger. It was just

like adding insult to injury or in my case adding exercise to

injury.

Q. And so you mentioned you were disciplined

more than once?

A. Yes.

25

30

Q. Can you describe another incident that arose

that led to you being disciplined?

A. So you want me to talk about my other two

times?

Q. Sure, yes, please.

A. Okay. So the second time I was on discipline

was in my third year. I had come back from a break and when I

got to my room after the break and I unpacked my suitcase I

realized that I had accidently brought home my case of cassette.

So it was one of those hard cases that, you know, has maybe like
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four times four -- four times five cassettes. You know, it's a

rigid plastic and it was in a fabric case. And I was mortified.

I didn't know what to do. I didn't want to throw them out, that

was my first idea, throw them out, just make it disappear,

they'll never know --- well, they would have known because it was

all French pop.

So, I hid it at the very bottom of my dirty

laundry bag, which was in the top shelf inside my locker and I

felt pretty safe about that because, I mean it had dirty socks

and underwear on top of it, and went to study hall as we did the

night that we came back from breaks, and at the end of study

hall I was told to hang around and wait. And I was taken to Mr.

Poth and Mr. -- definitely Mr. Poth. The other one's a little

vague. I want to say Mr. Mintz, it could have been Mr. Bayles.

And, basically, they -- they said is there anything you want to

tell us, something that happened during your break and I was

like, no, no, no. I just figured there's no way -- there's no

way. I just thought this was like just a random interrogation.

And they pulled out my case and like "What is this? Do you know

Satan is the root of popular music? We don't allow this here.

You're defiant. We thought you had gotten better but clearly

you're still evil, you're still being a defiant boy. You have
-- you're ungrateful us. You're making us do this. You brought

it as -- on purpose"

You know, just went on and on and on and they

said you're going on discipline. I knew I was going on

discipline anyway. I mean this -- this bringing cassettes would

have been suspension or discipline so I knew I was getting one

of the two. And so that -- you know, very similar experience as

the first time. So you know the -- the Scarlet Letter outfit

and no school, no speaking, not spoken to, chores, chores,

chores all day long. Sometimes getting a speaking to.
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Sometimes being made to pray. Sometimes having to run. Yeah, I

remember the expression, "Run Satan out of your mindt'. That was

said often. "I'm going to make you run Satan out of your mind".

Yeah, and that lasted three or four days.

Q. Okay. And you said that you brought this box

of cassette tapes?

A. Yes.

Q. Did you also have a cassette player?

A. No. There was just my tapes.

Q. Just the tapes?

A. No. Yeah. That's a very good point,

actually, yeah, that's ridiculous.

Q. And so what was the third time? You said at

the beginning there were three times.

A. Okay. So the third time. In my last year,

this is after my year where I had become a student leader and I

had had my intervention and I had been stripped of my student

leader pin and that to me, that was a turning point at Grenville

because I realized at that moment I didn't want to be one of

them and I didn't want to be on discipline and so my strategy

was to fly under the radar as much as possible. Which worked

except in my final year I auditioned for the school play,

thinking that I would get the lead, and I didn't get the lead, I

got a smaller part.

And I was very upset about this but because I

play French horn I decided I'm not going to be in the play,

since I can't be the part that I want to be. I'll play French

horn in the pit orchestra that accompanies the production on

stage. So I went to Mrs. Barr and Ms. Patrick. Uhmm, and I

told them my decision, they were the directors of the play. I

told them I've decided not to take the part after all but I

would be in the pit orchestra and this was at the start of a
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meal and at the end of the meal I was again held back, this time

in the dining room, like sitting in the dining room itself, so

people were cleaning around us while this was happening. So

this was Ms. Mayberry, Mr. Ordolani and Don Farnsworth. And so

they started the rant with, "You're ungrateful. You were given

a part and you're -- you're leaving the part. You have a

responsibility. You're so haughty".

Haughty was a -- like one of the big crimes of

Grenville Christian College. I was called haughty all the time,

H-A-U-G--H-T -Y, to clarify. "You're so haughty, you think you

deserve the lead, you don't deserve the lead, you're trash.

You're no good. You think you're going to play in the

orchestra. You're not going to play in the orchestra. You're

going to do nothing with this production". And then they --

they wanted me to practice apologizing. So they started telling

me, "You're going to apologize for your haughtiness. Apologize

for how haughty you are". And I would say, "I'm sorry for how

haughty I am". And then they would like make me apologize for

something else. "You're too proud. Apologize for your pride".

And then I'd say -- and every time, like, "That's not good

enough, that's not how you apologize. You don't mean it. You

don't mean it".

And then it --- they started to kind of -- they

were laughing about it. They -- it was game. They were playing

a game amongst themselves. The game of make the kid apologize.

It was kind of like if I can make an analogy, when you steal a

kids hat and then there's three kids around him and "Ha ha, you

can't catch your hat". They toss it this way, toss it that way,

it's always out of reach so my proper was always out of reach

and they were just --- they were -- like they were laughing.

They were out loud laughing while meanwhile I was furious and I

was embarrassed that there were other students and staff,
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remnants of the meal in the room. They were watching this.

They were watching me being just humiliated. Intentional

humiliation. No other purpose for it.

And so then, eventually, Don Farnsworth said,

"Well, clearly since you don't know how to apologize you're

going to spend some time on D and you're going to pray and

you're going to work and you're going to let Jesus back into

your heart". And I don't think I need to describe the routine

again, but I went through the whole routine again and I think

this time I was on four days. I may be wrong, by the way, if I

may say so. I may be wrong in the number of days because

honestly, when you're on discipline you were in a fog. I mean

the --- the boredom of just day, after day, and not being in

school and just, you know, and you had to emotionally protect

yourself because you were so attacked. You know, as I said

before, by the staff members and so you kind of had to turn off

your brain.

So I'm saying three or four days, it could have

been longer than that. In fact, I saw regularly students being

on for weeks. I saw students for a full week. I saw students

for two weeks. And I saw some students who were more on D --

these were staff students, staff kids or community of Jesus

kids, who were more on D in a term than they were in school.

This is without a shadow of a doubt.

Q. When you say you're -- you're a bit foggy on

the term, were you ever on discipline for just one day?

A. No. I mean, I certainly wasn't and I'm

thinking right now, as you ask the question, did I ever see

somebody on discipline one day? I don't think so. It doesn't

work like that. You needed to breakdown. I don't think they

could accomplish what they wanted to accomplish in one day. And

I don't remember anyone every being on discipline one day.
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Q. All right. And do you agree, sir, that

Hale-Byrne mentions in his book the frequency and unpleasantness

of corrections or light sessions at the choir?

A. Yes.

Q. And do you agree with me that Hale-Byrne

mentions in his book the continuous name calling of disgusting

names like fag and queer and those kinds of things, Hale-Byrne

relates that in his book as well?

A. Yes, we experienced the same things.

Q. Yes. And do you agree that Hale-Byrne also

mentions this business of the shaming of -- public shaming of

Robert Hunter who I gather was also gay?

A. I don't recall Robert Hunter being in the

book, but if you say so, I believe you.

Q. All right. And do you agree that Sara Jones

light session is also prominently mentioned in Hale-Byrne's

book?

A. Is this the Sara Jones with Dan Shay?

20
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Q. Dan Shay.

A. Right. Okay, I didn't remember the name,

Sara Jones...

Q. Yes.

A. . . .but I'm assuming he's referring to the

same thing that I was referring to, yes.

Q. Yes, and do you agree that even the analogy

of the frog in hot water is in Hale-Byrne's book?

A. It was a vividly memorable saying, yes, it

is.

Q. Yeah. And do you agree, sir, that the entire

general theme, perhaps not every incident or everything that

happened at Grenville but the general theme of Hale-Byrne's book
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depends on the - on the situation and what it was and the

response to the discipline. Mostly if the response was

favourable and cooperative and they felt they had learned

something from it, they're remorseful, it was often quite short.

Q. Okay. And you said sometimes days. Are you

able to put a number on that?

A. Two or three. I don't know, maybe a week,

but not - not that I can remember. Certainly no specific cases

that I remember.

Q. And are you aware of any situation where a

student was put on work duty as a form of discipline where they

were not given the proper tools to do the job?

A. I can't remember and I don't know of it

happening.

15 Q. So, for example, would you ever have seen a

student cutting the grass with scissors?

A. No, I've never seen it.

Q. Or pulling rocks out of the ground with their

bare hands?

20 A. No.

Q. How about cleaning the floor with a

toothbrush?

25

30

A. No, I can't remember that. Never saw it.

Q. Okay. So, we talked about a talking to and

work duty as a form of discipline. Were there any other

discipline methods that were employed during your time at the

school?

A. Well, sometimes students were suspended and

they would be sent home for a day or two or a week. Sometimes

there was expulsions. Very rarely, but there were expulsions.

And - and on occasion, rare occasion, it might have been

corporal punishment.
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Q. Okay. So, let's talk about corporal

punishment for a moment. Is that a form of discipline that was

used throughout your time at Grenville?

A. No, mostly at the beginning, but towards the

end it was never used. It wasn't used very often, it was used

rarely.

Q. And when did the practice of using corporal

punishment stop at the school?

A. I can't remember, probably in the 90s

(indiscernible) I'm guessing at that.

Q. Did you ever administer corporal punishment?

A. No.

Q. Were you ever present when it was

15
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administered?

A. Once, I was, yes.

Q. And who was it that would make the decision

about whether to employ corporal punishment?

A. It was usually the headmaster (indiscernible)

from the deans, but that's - that's as far as I know.

Q. Okay. Change topics a little bit. Are you

familiar with the term "light session"?

A. Yes.

Q. And how would you describe what a light
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session is?

A. Well, a light session was a - was a practice

that we used as a staff among ourselves. We called it a light

session and we were in very tight groups and they were groups

where we would get together and talk about feelings, talk about

things that upset us, things that were not going well in our

lives and any feelings that we had that were not good. And we

would have the opportunity of hearing from other people who

might be able to give us some insight or light, as it's called,
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Q. And the Head Master, the Deans, and the other

key administrative persons, like Joan Childs and yourself, as

the principal, you were the top administration team at the

school? I believe you said that for a short time this team was

referred to as the "A-Team" but the team was always in place,

regardless of what they were called?

A. That's right.

THE COURT: Ms. Lombardi, would you mind putting

the mic a little closer to your - to your voice?

MS. LOMEARDI: Yes, I will.
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MR. ADAIR: So, Your Honour, I was informed by

our technical people that we should try to avoid

using the mic. I'm not sure if it will cause

feedback.

THE COURT: Oh, I see.

MR. BOGHOSIAN: I'm not sure if it will cause any

issues.

THE COURT: All right.

MS. LOMBARDI: If any issues arise, I guess we'll

- we'll deal with it.

THE COURT: That's better. You're more amplified

for my ears now, but please let us know if you

hear feedback, Mr. MacNeil. Thank you.

MS. LOMBARDI: Q. You also described yesterday

that Grenville was a close-knit community, with staff being

involved in the lives of students constantly. I think you said

something to the effect of there really was no separation

between the Grenville community and the kids. Is that correct?

A. That's right.

Q. You also went over for us the rather rigorous

schedule that was in place for the students; from the early
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morning rising, through the chores, breakfast classes,

extracurricular activities, study hall, compline, and then

lights out maybe around 10:00 p.m. That's correct?

A. Correct.

Q. And I believe you made a comment that the

students were kept very busy, too busy in fact, and that you

hoped -- or had hoped that maybe there would have been even more

time for academics. Is that right?

A. Yes, that was constantly an issue.

Q. With this schedule that - that you took us

through, I think if we added up -- if we look at the short 20

minute break after lunch, and then I think there was a break

after the - the final classes of the day before the activities

started; students had about maybe an hour or so of free time to

themselves in the day. Is that right?

A. Approximately, yes.

Q. And you mentioned that all five of your

children attended Grenville, and two went on to teach at

Grenville, correct?

A. ThatTs right.

Q. And two went on to live at the Community of
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Jesus, correct?

A. Thats correct, yes.

Q. What did the fifth child do? There was one

of the children that neither taught at Grenville and did not go

to the Community of Jesus. What did - what did that child do?

A. That child, he went into [indiscernible]

community of Windsor, into Television Project Management. Hess

since then joined the military, and he's now stationed at the

Canadian Embassy in Washington D.C. as a Canadian Representative

there.

Q. Thank you. Are any of your children married?
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another one?

A. I suppose, yeah that's [indiscernible]

Q. And being disrespectful?

A. Yes.

Q. Argumentative?

A. Yes.

Q. Being haughty? H-A-U-G-H-T-Y?

A. Yes.

Q. Yes, I do. Someone described that to me as a
- as a Grenvillle'ism. Haughty was a - was a big one, wasn't it

at Grenville?

A. Yes, I'd never heard of it much before I got

15
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to Grenville.

Q. Okay.

A. But haughty was often used to express a

student ' s attitude.

Q. And in terms of being haughty, did you

understand that to mean being self-important but also failing to

acknowledge authority, is that a fair definition of what haughty

was used -- had -- was used at Grenville?

A. Yeah, rightfully so.

Q. Having that attitude would also be the topic

at these sessions from time-to-time?

A. Yes.

Q. Being rebellious?

A. Yes.

Q. And rebellious, that meant not just rule

breaking like theft and - and smoking, but it also encompassed

deciding to do things on their own, apart from the - the spirit

of the rules, as well as the letter of the rules, is that a fair

description?

A. I just missed something there, can you repeat
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Q. Being rebellious, when that would be brought

up at these sessions, rebellion included rule breaking, breaking

the letter of the rules but it also included breaking the - the

spirit of the rules as well?

A. That's correct.

Q. And would these sessions, sometimes at least,

become quite emotional for the students involved?

A. It could, yes.

Q. Is it fair to say that it was -- at least for

some students to your observation, hard for them to endure being

confronted about their behaviours and attitudes in that public

setting?

A. No doubt.

Q. Previously, do you recall writing an

affidavit and being cross-examined on it in 2011?

A. Yes, I do.

Q. We previously, at that time you described

"Light sessions" as being intense. Is that - is that still your

recollection today?

A. Yes.

Q. You described that intensity at that time,

back in 2011, as partly being -- as resulting partly because the

staff were determined to get to what was motivating the student

in question, correct?

A. Yes.

Q. Can you tell us a little bit about how staff

members would go about determining that motivation behind the

student's behaviour in these public settings?

A. Yes. I'm not sure I can generalize every

situation, but generally it was questioning why - the questions

are to determine what was going on in the student's mind, what
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the attitudes were, [indiscernible] to describe a pattern of

what was going on in the student's mind.

Q. Okay. In terms of the tone of that

questioning, were there sometimes raised voices used by the

staff?

A. Yes, yes.

Q. And would more than one staff member,

sometimes at least, be involved in - in rooting out of the

issue?

A. Yes, occasionally.

Q. And were sometimes other students invited to

participate in order to get to the root of the problem?

A. Yes, occasionally.

Q. And we mentioned, just as we started talking

about this topic, that there was sometimes smaller groups so it

wasn't the whole school. You mentioned sometimes it was just

the boys, or sometimes just the girls, where there other even

smaller "Light sessions" than that? That - that might involve a

single student, or - or just a couple of students, that would

happen outside of the chapel, or - or the dining room at

mealtimes?

A. There - there might have been. But I was not

privy to those if they did.

Q. Okay, thank you. So, we - we just went over

the fact that as - as principal of the school your role was

mostly with respect to academic discipline as opposed to that -

that other discipline.

A. That's right.

Q. So, these other types of discipline, they

were imposed -- we - we just reviewed by - by the Deans or Head

Master. I believe you also said yesterday that other staff, any

staff, could maybe recommend the discipline, but it was really
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they would accept that.

Q. And so if that staff member maybe was unmoved

by the remorsefulness shown by the student, further discipline

might - might be imposed?

A. Well, certainly the staff member then would

have referred the student to the Head Master though to be --

also to the Deans first.

Q. Okay. And so, in terms of what was serious

enough to warrant that further discipline; rule breaking like

smoking and swearing, that - that might cause discipline to

ensue beyond simply giving an apology, correct?

A. Yes.

Q. And having a bad attitude? Students were

disciplined for having a bad attitude?

A. If - if the attitude had persisted and

thought to have not acknowledged, yes.

Q. Okay. And being haughty?

A. Yes.

Q. And being rebellious?

A. Yes.

Q. And you told us yesterday that when a student

was put on discipline that that meant they did wear a uniform,

correct?

A. Most of the time, yeah that is correct.

Q. And they weren't allowed to talk to their

peers while they were on discipline?

A. Yes.

Q. And they would be assigned various manual

labour jobs, either in the kitchen, or outside doing some kind

of maintenance, maybe even cleaning staff apartments, is that

right?

A. Yes. I mean I would think that might have
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been the case, I dont know about cleaning the staff apartments,

they never cleaned mine.

Q. Okay, fair enough. You - you sort of

mentioned -- you didn't sort of, you did mention yesterday that

in terms of the - the - the manual labour task that they were

assigned to, it kind of depended on "what was needed doing" I

think is how you put it. And by "what was needed doing" are you

referring to what was needed at the school in terms of cleaning

and maintenance?

A. Yes.

Q. Another feature of a - of a student on

discipline is that they did not attend classes while they were

on discipline, is that correct?

A. Most of the time, yes.

Q. And so isn't it true then that the students

on discipline were isolated from their - their peers in other

ways as well? They also weren't generally allowed to eat their

meals with other students, is that right?

A. That was often the case.

Q. And sometimes they even slept separate from

their peers, is that also right?

A. I'm not sure about that, but that could have
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happened, yes.

Q. Are you familiar with the term "Hotel D?"

A. I am, yes.

Q. You are. So is it fair to say that all of

this, all these features of the discipline was intended to

identify the student being disciplined, separating them from

their peers, in order to accomplish the change in behaviour and

send a message to other students?

A. That's correct.

Q. In your testimony yesterday you said that
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Q. No. If you can turn up your affidavit at

paragraph 29, it's under the heading "Censorship.' And I just
-- I'm going to start reading from it...

A. Okay.

Q. . . . from the second sentence in.

Students did not have a phone in

their rooms, but they were

allowed to use the phones in the

10 hallways, and no staff member

would ever stand over them and

sensor the calls. If, however,

15

staff members walking by the

public phones overheard an

abusive call by a student to

parents, the student would be

spoken to.

Is that still your recollection?

20
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A. It is.

Q. So, can you describe for us what is

considered to be an abusive call by a student to their parent?

A. Well, if they were shouting at their parents,

if they were using inappropriate language, they were being rude

to them, they were being confrontational, that type of behaving

in an obvious manner, if a staff member happened to overhear

that and walk by they would speak to them and tell them that

they were out of line [indiscernible] parent, they should

apologize.

Q. And to your knowledge did that happen at

Grenville?

A. Maybe once.
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this?

A. Well, it should be drawn aside and - and said

5

that they were very, very inappropriate way to speak to parents,

they should show more respect to them.

Q. And could this student be disciplined for

10
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making this abusive call?

A. I can't speak for every occasion, but on one

occasion I did [indiscernible].

Q. You said you did it on occasion?

A. Yeah.

Q. And so the occasion that you were involved

with involved the shouting by the student?

A. That is correct.

Q. But you're not sure about the other times,

though you do say that there were more times than just your

example. Is that right?

A. I'm just speaking of the one time that I had

occasion to do this, that's what - that's what happened

[indiscernible], I don't know about the others.

Q. Okay, fair enough. Thank you. You also

discussed yesterday a policy that was in place at least for a

short time that required students to write a weekly letter home

to their parents, correct?

A. [Indiscernible].

Q. And - and you said that this was, I guess

policed or monitored because they would have to hand their

postmarked letter in and have their name checked off a list?

A. That's right, stamped letter.

30 Q. Stamped letter, right. Was there a Canada

Post mailbox on campus at Grenville?

A. No.
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that you co-wrote with Joan Ohilds was sent out to alumni in

December of 2000 -- well one, that would mean you were still in

fact on the administration by January '01, is that right?

A. Yes, that's -- yes.

Q. Yeah. And two, does the change away from

"Light sessions" have anything to do with that apology that

you're giving about the methods used by Grenville?

A. No doubt, yes. The - the letter of apology

[indiscernible].

Q. And so, lets turn up that letter, it's at

Exhibit 2, which is Volume 2 of the Joint Exhibit book, and it's

at Tab 1-0-5.

A. I have it.

Q. And I just want to turn to the very last

page, page 3 of the letter.

A. Yes.

Q. And the very top paragraph:

To those of you for whom this

was the case we want to

apologize.

I guess I should go back to page - page 3 of

the letter, last paragraph:

25

30

The regret we spoke about

earlier is that we have not made

greater attempts to foster an

ongoing relationship with you

once you left campus. We want

to say now, we say with humility

and with prayer, that you will
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understand the spirit and intent

of our words. We know that many

of you look back at much of your

Grenville experience with

gratitude, but we also know

particularly from conversations

with a number of alumni in the

last few years that some of you

also had negative experiences.

To those of you for whom this

was the case we want to

apologize, in reviewing the last

30 years, we recognize that even

though our intentions were good,

we may not have always used the

best approach. We are sorry

that we have not made attempts

to resolve these issues long

ago.

20
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30

So, my question for you, and I think you -

you answered it, but, you're apologizing for the approaches used

over those -- that 30-year period. Not a - not a specific event

or an isolated incident, but the general approach that Grenville

used, such as these "Light sessions1' that you said earlier were

humiliating or could be embarrassing. Isn't that right?

A. Yes, well we were apologizing for at first

that some had felt and there were hurts.

Q. Right. And you were apologizing and - and

associating those hurts with not having used the best approach.

A. That's right.

Q. So, good intentioned as you state you may
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in a week?

A. A few times a week, I believe.

Q. Did you enjoy singing in the choir?

A. I had mixed feelings about it. I - I enjoyed

singing. I enjoyed the people in the choir. I didn't so much

enjoy Cheryl Farnsworth who was the choir director. I was

honestly scared of her. She - she - she flew off the handle

quite a bit. She'd get angry at the smallest things. Somebody

made a mistake or wasn't holding their music high enough, and I

remember her taking people into the back room. I could hear

yelling and she would come out and they would come back and join

the choir with tears in their eyes.

Q. What kind of a student were you, Philip?

A. Academically?

Q. Yes.

A. I - I - I studied, I tried my best. I

probably pulled off you know, rnid-70s, couple of 80s.

Q. Okay. What were some of the rules that the

Grenville students had to follow?

A. You mean like, the no smoking, no drinking?

Q. Yeah, the school rules.

A. No listening to rock music at all. Your

haircut had to be cut a certain way. With your clothes, had to

be pressed, you - certain things you couldn't talk about.

Q. Okay. What certain things couldn't you talk

about?

30

A. Well, I could give you an example.

Q. Sure.

A. I was at Chuck Farnsworth's table, Charles

Farnsworth's son, and I remember everybody was talking. It was

before the - we just sat down to the meal. We - and I was

telling my student beside me, my friend, that my friend said
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when he lost the volleyball, back in high school, where I -

where I'd gone back in my hometown, and Chuck Farnsworth slammed

his hand down on the table and told me to stand up and yelled in

front of the whole dining room that was inappropriate talk for

his table, and for Grenville. And I didn't understand what he

was talking about. It's embarrassing, it's humiliating, and he

took me into the kitchen and he yelled at me some more and put

me to work.

Q. And what was your work?

A. Well, at that point, it was the dish duty

because it happened at dinnertime. Dish duty, and then I was

put on discipline for two days.

MR. ADAIR: Sorry, I'm just - had a little

trouble hearing you.

THE WITNESS: Oh yeah? Okay.

MS. LOMBARDI: Just put a...

THE WITNESS: A little closer? Is that better?

MR. ADAIR: No, that's actually too loud.

THE WITNESS: Okay. Is there a happy medium here

somewhere? All right?

MR. ADAIR: Yes, thank you.

THE WITNESS: Is that okay?

MS. LOMBARDI: That's fine. Yeah.

A. Okay.

MR. ADAIR: Thanks very much.

THE WITNESS: Okay, you're welcome.

MS. LOMBARDI: Did you need the answer to the

last question? You're good?

Q. So, you mentioned you were put on discipline

for two days. What did you do for those two days on discipline?

A. Mostly dish duties, laundry duties. The

breakfast preps, the lunch prep, the dinner prep. I did sleep in
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the annex, which is a room off of the common room on the second

floor, isolated, silenced. Not allowed to speak with anybody,

make eye contact, and that was the night that I believe Mr.

Ordolani came into the annex with a flashlight, and Mr.

Henderson, and I believe there was a third person there. But I

know Mr. Ordolani 100 percent was there, and went at me with um,

I thought was a scripture, talking about demons, the devil, made

me feel like I was worthless and- and that's what I remember.

Q. Okay. Thank you. Was this your only

experience with discipline at Grenville?

A. No. Well, what happened on - sorry, the ctLsh

- dish - along with the dish duties, and the breakfast preps I

was asked to - I had a - to clean the church, and I remember,

there was usually a vacuum, 'cause I had done blitz there

before, and vacuumed with a vacuum, and at that time, my leg was

also sore. It got sore quite a bit because it was a new leg,

and it didn't fit proper, but I remember I was made to vacuum

not only the stairs in the chapel, but the ground floor in the

church with a dust buster. And I told Sister Deborah, I

believe, that my leg was sore, and she saw me trying to balance,

and she - I'd asked her, is there a vacuum, I could use, and she

said that one will be fine. And Father Farns - Charles

Farnsworth walked in and I heard Sister Deborah kind of talking

to him, and saying, you know, he's complaining blah, blah, and

Father Farnsworth came over and asked me if I'd like to do it

twice.

Q.

with the dust bus

A.

Q.

A.

Q.

So, did you just have to vacuum the chapel

ter that one time?

Yeah, just that was the one time.

And was this all part of the same discipline?

Yes, it was.

And was this the only occasion - oh, maybe
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buster for us?
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A. It was a Dirt Devil. Small one. A handheld.

Q. Handheld? Did it plug into the wall or....

A. No, it was battery operated.

Q. Okay. In terms of other discipline that you

experienced, can you give us an example of another time?

A. Urn, okay, yes. Urn, this is a tough one. I

was - I was grabbed by Father Farnsworth and marched down the

hallway to his - to a room. I don't know if it was his room. I

believe it was off the dining room, and it's a big table, and he

interrogated me and yelled at me because he said that he knew I

had knowledge that somebody had a Walkman and I didn't tell him,

or didn't tell on him. The person had been caught, and - and he

assumed that I knew about it.

So, I was taken out of school for five days and

put on discipline and this was the hardest part - urn Steve

Edmonds and I were - were made to pound in rebar, a lot of rebar

in a snowstorm, well below zero, in the front of the school for

hours in the morning, and put up a snow fence. And my leg was

extremely sore. A blister had started, I could feel it and when

Mark Rump was the one watching over us, I told him, and I had

tears in my eyes, I said, could you please put me on something

else. I can't bear this anymore, and he said he would talk to

Father Farnsworth, Charles Farnsworth and when he did, he came -

Charles Farnsworth said if I do the crime, I do the time.

And I had to keep going, and that day was the day

that my friends - my friends in my high school in my hometown

were coming down for a volleyball tournament and I was excited

to see them, 'cause I was homesick and - and I saw their bus

come in when I was pounding in the rebar, in pain. And I saw

them, and I still thought I was going to get a chance to see
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And he was also doing - he - he was trying to take more of the

load for me, bless his heart. He's not with us anymore, Steven

Edmonds, but yeah.

Q. And how did this experience make you feel?

A. Angry, sad, confused, I never felt anger like

that before. I felt Chuck Farnsworth had a personal vendetta

against me, and I would see him coming and my stomach would

turn. The same with his father. When that - when that's going

on, you can't think about anything else. You can't think about

your studies, you can't think about anything except worrying

that, what - you know, what's next, what's coming.

Q. In terms of this discipline, you said you

were put - this had to do with not....

A. Not snitching.

Q. With the Walkman? Right. And it was five

days long?

20

25

30

A. It was five days long.

Q. What other - what other things did you have

to do over those five days?

A. Mostly just all the dish - breakfast preps.

You went up at 4:30 in the morning getting breakfast ready and

then doing the dish duty afterwards. You wear your casual

clothes, so you're made an example of. I believe I sat at the

heathiaster's table during a few - maybe three of those five

days. And that's for - I think that's just to make an example,

so everybody knows you're on discipline, and I believe Father -

I remember Charles Farnsworth stood up and told the dining room

why I was on discipline.

Q. And were you in uniform...

A. No.

Q. . . .when you were at the table?

A. Casual clothes.
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A. So 71 here.

Q. Yes.

A. Okay.

Q. "Girls Dress Regulations 1989/90." Could you

5

15

read the second paragraph for us?

A. In general terms, the important thing to

avoid is any clothing which is too tight or too short above the

knee, as well as skirts and dresses with slits or open pleats

where the opening extends above the knee, and form-fitting

knitted suits, dresses or sweaters. Conversely, we do not

approve of shirts worn outside skirts or oversized garments.

Necklines on all garments cannot be low-cut or loose, which

allows cleavage to be exposed when bending from the waist, nor

are low-cut back necklines allowed.

Q. Can you also read paragraph 7 of this

document?

A. About the makeup?

Q¯ HA full slip or camisole"?

A. The - okay, okay.

20

25

A full slip or camisole and

half-slip must be worn with

dresses and skirts. Briefs must

be regular waist style with no

hip hugger or bikini types.

Bras must be supportive, the

thin tricot types are not

30

acceptable since they are

inadequate during sports such as

basketball, volleyball, et

cetera. Nightwear may be knee

or full-length gowns or pajamas.
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T-shirts, undershirts, boxer

shorts or track suits are not

acceptable sleepwear.

5

10

Q. Were these regulations something as dorm

supervisor that you would be supervising?

A. Yes. I mean during the week the girls wore

their uniform to classes, so it was more the - the women who

supervised the dorms on the weekends, that had - when they were

allowed to wear casual clothes.

Q. And so how exactly was this supervision

carried out?

15
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25

A. Well, they would - I never did dorm on the

weekends, so I'm not sure but I think the - the dorm supervisor

women would just check what each girl was wearing, make sure it

was acceptable.

Q. Okay. And - and you read in that - in that

paragraph there, about no hip hugger or bikini type briefs. Was

that something that was in your job description, that you - that

you would supervise?

A. Yes. We were....

Q. And how would you do that?

A. We were called often, we women, to search the

girls' drawers in their dorm room to check their underwear.

Q. You said "often." How - how often did that

occur?

A. Several times a year.

Q. And what would happen if you - you found

contraband briefs?

30 A. I don't really remember, but I'm sure the

girls would have been told or their parents that they needed to

replace them with something acceptable.
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Q. Okay. I'd like to turn you now to Exhibit 8.

A. In the first document?

Q. It's a - sorry, it's a loose document, it

won't be in that volume. It's being handed to you there. Do

you recognize this document?

A. Yes.

Q. Okay. And I'd like to turn your attention

to, it's page 8 of the document. The - the document numbers are

located in the bottom centre of the page. And if I could draw

your attention to "Code of Behaviour." Could I have you please

read that very short last paragraph, just before the sub-heading

"From the Headmaster"?

A. Okay.

It is also the expectation that

each student will conform to the

spirit of the school family.

Where behaviour or attitude is

seen to place the spirit in

jeopardy, appropriate

disciplinary actiOn will be

taken.

Q. Thank you. What kinds of behaviours were

considered to jeopardize the school spirit?

A. Again, they were - well, occasionally, you

know, if a student broke a rule like smoking, which wasn't

allowed...

Q. Sure.

A. . . .they - they'd get put on discipline for

that. But a lot of times it was the attitudes again. Charles

was sure he knew what everyone's attitude was.

Q. And again, what were those attitudes? What
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kinds of attitudes?

A. Well, if they - if they thought that the

student was critical of the school, or - or if staff members

wore - actually, I'm not sure what else, but things to do with

their attitudes.

Q. Okay. And can you tell us what "appropriate

disciplinary action" was?

A. Well, when students were placed on

discipline, they were taken out of classes. It would be for a

day or two or three and they had to work, usually in the

kitchen, washing pots and pans. They were not allowed to wear

their uniform, and they were on silence. They could not speak

to anyone except the staff member for whom they were working.

Q. And you said, "usually the kitchen." Were -

were there any other places that kids on discipline.

A. Yes, I think sometimes some of the boys

worked outside with the men, maintenance men.

Q. Did you ever observe a student on discipline?

Can you give an example?

A. All the time. Because when I was Assistant

Dean of Women, I was responsible for setting up their schedules

and putting them on discipline. Well, the deans did that, but I

had to organize their time. So I saw lots of girls who were

working in the kitchen. Once I saw - and usually they were

doing work that was necessary work, but once I witnessed a - an

older boy student who was on his hands and knees picking up

leaves off the front yard, being supervised by an eighth-grade

staff boy. It was just total humiliation. There was nothing

else to be said about it. I have no idea what he did but....

Q. And so you said as Assistant Dean of Women,

you would have to organize the time of the students on

discipline. Can you please describe what those duties were?
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A. Well, I'd - I'd have to get prefects to eat

meals with them, breakfast, lunch and dinner. And then they

were allowed to study in the evening in a separate room, and -

where their teachers could come and meet with them, and if I

recall correctly, I think there was a prefect in there studying

with them also.

Q. And so just shifting hats a bit, while you

were a teacher then, how often would you say you were meeting

with students on discipline who had been taken out of class that

day to - to deal with them.

A. Out of my class?

Q. Nm-hmm.

A. Oh, once a month at least.

Q. If I could draw your attention now to Exhibit

9, which is Volume 3 of the Joint Exhibit Book, Tab 146.

A. Is it in this....

Q. It's the smaller volume. It - yes that one

right there.

A. Okay.

Q. Tab 146.

A. Excuse me?

Q. Tab 146.

A. Oh, sorry, wrong one. Yes.

Q. Okay. Do you recognize this document?

A. Yes. It's a letter I wrote to the

Archbishop...

30

Q. So....

A. . . .in 2007.

Q. Thank you. I'm just going to read you a

short excerpt in the fourth paragraph of this letter.

"Farnsworth repeatedly told all the teenage girls

at Grenville that they were like 'bitches in heat, ' et cetera,
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and he was paranoid about anything sexual."

Here you say that he repeatedly told the teenage

girls at Grenville that they were like "bitches in heat." How -

how frequent is "repeatedly"? What do you - how frequent did

this happen?

A. Well, he - he would have - he would have

meetings with the girls in the dorm lounge room after evening

study hail, and so all the girls would be there plus several of

us women dorm supervisors.

Q. And - and what - how many students

approximately would that be, sitting in the room?

A. Well, all the girls. I don't - I'm sorry I'm

not sure, maybe 80 or something like that.

Q. Okay. And - and how - can you describe a

little bit more how this discussion would come about?

A. Sorry, I'm not sure what you mean.

Q. You said, in the letter you say, "bitches in

heat" and then "et cetera." What other things were said at

these....

A. He'd call them "Jezebels" and "harlots."

Q. And how long would these discussions last?

A. It wasn't a discussion, it was just him

talking.

25

Q. Okay.

A. But it was about half an hour.

Q. Half an hour? And...

A. Twenty minutes to thirty minutes.

Q. Okay. And sorry, what time of - of day would

this be?

30 A. At - I think study hall ended at 9:00, so it

would be after that.

Q. Okay. And how often - sorry did you say that
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- that these types of sessions would occur?

A. I don't recall precisely, but at least twice

a year.

Q. Okay. Thank you. If I can just draw your

attention back to your letter and picking up with the sentence

that follows the one that I just read in the fourth paragraph of

the letter.

He had inappropriate discussions

with elementary-aged children

about masturbation without their

parents' knowledge.

How were these discussions about masturbation
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inappropriate?

A. He had no right to speak to these boys about

that. That was something for their parents to do, and they -

these boys were in elementary school. They probably didn't even

know what he was talking about.

Q. Thank you. What can you tell us about light

sessions at Grenville?

A. Well, for us staff, we would have staff

meetings in the big lounge room and different people would be

put on the hot seat and yelled at and corrected for various

things.

Q. Such as?

A. Again, usually

Q. Sodoyou -do

can you give us an example of one

A. Not precisely,

know a person would be - being ye

someone else, or not working hard

attitudinal things.

you have a recollection of

those such sessions?

but generally speaking, you

Lled for being jealous of

enough, or....
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Q. And so, who -- who would all attend these

A. Well, the student body would be there and

usually some or most of the dorm supervisors, but not the other

5 staff.

of these?

10 attended?
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Q. And so you attend -- did you ever attend any

A. Of course.

Q. Can you give me an example of one that you

A. I -- I mean, there were -- there were lots

them -- it was 19 years, so this, you know, I just remember that

we had them and we would be standing in the back of the chapel.

Q. Okay. Do you recall how you felt during

these assemblies?

A. I remember feeling -- feeling very badly for

the students that were singled out.

Q. We spoke yesterday about conversations with

the female students at Grenville, can you describe conversations

with those girls involving sexuality, and I wanted to ask you

how did you feel in those sessions with those girls?

A. You're talking about what I -- talked about

the fact that Charles would have meetings with these girls in

the evening after study hall?

Q. Yes.

A. It was awful. It was awful.

Q. What -- what were you observing in terms of

how the students were reacting, if anything?

A. I mean, they were -- they were often very

upset, but they wouldn't talk about it, at least not with me.

Q. When did you leave Grenville?

A. I left in June of '99.
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year book would often win awards, and those things were

absolutely celebrated so that the students could be proud of

their achievements.

Q. Now, obviously at anyschool you have to have

5 I some rules?

A. Correct.
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Q. And what I would like you to do is tell the

court, if you will, Reverend Mintz, what the rules were at

Grenville and how they were enforced?

A. The rules were laid out in the student

handbook, usually, well always. And, the rules -- I can't

remember them all, but they were based on the context of being a

Christian family together. So they were conservative Christian

values that parents knew that they were -- they were subscribing

to, and having their son or daughter participate in as part of.

So, the least popular of those in terms of being a family was

the - the rule of not having boy girl relationships that were

public and - and on display. And the thoughts behind that was

that it was to be a Christian family together and to encourage

young people to develop relationships as brother and sisters,

you know, with teenage hormones in - in play, that had mixed

success, and was - was often a point of contention.

I think the principle was valid and its

application was more difficult. And from that, the rest were

just housekeeping maintenance kinds of things, you can take your

turn to do dishes, if you make a mess clean it up, if you -- if

there1s -- if we -- we would go to Brown's Bay and have a

picnic, and the mantra was always to leave a place more clean

when we left it than we found it, and just those good kind of

rules and principles to be taught to young people.

Q. Right. And - and just before I leave the boy

girl thing, I understand -- or what can you tell us to Father
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Farnsworth's approach towards this boy girl thing and - and your

view on that?

A. You know, I. think it was - it was certainly a

preoccupation that the - the Christian view of sexuality

probably was laden with more teaching -- a fear based teaching

rather than - than celebrating like God intended it to be, and

having it be a little bit more balanced. Certainly, hindsight

is 20-20, but -- yeah, I think it's fair to say there was a

preoccupation with that, which wasn't necessarily as healthy as

it could be.

Q. Okay. And sir, the - the - the other rules,

what about things like smoking and.

A. Yeah, they -- there was a - there was a

student contract that when I was Head Master that they signed, I

don't know if it was enforced prior to that.

Q. When were you Head Master?

A. The last two years.

Q. All right. 2005 tO 2007?

A. Correct. And I know there was a student

behaviour contract at that point that students signed, I

couldn't actually recall if - if they did it beforehand. But

the students knew that there was no smoking, that -- obviously

no stealing, and those kinds of things.

Q. How about Walkmans?

A. Oh yes. There was a -- no private music and

that kind of thing.

Q.

A.

it was that was of

night an.d it would

Q.

A.

And what about.

Mostly because -- it

:en a way that people

interfere with their

Right.

We'd - we'd do a lat

wasn't the music itself,

would stay up late at

studies.

s-night check of the
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to get them behind, be it academically or any other way.

Q. All right. And - and for example, were --

what - what was the -- how long -- if you were put on D, if you

got to that point where you were put on D, how long was D likely

to last?

A. One or two days, at the most, unless it was

something very serious, and then it, you know, if it was longer

than that it would be involving a conversation with the parents,

to -- and maybe they would be on D for three or four days in

lieu of a suspension at home or something, I'm not really sure.

Q. All right.

A. But in general, it was a day or two.

Q. And what about the ability to wear the

15
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uniform on D?

A. No, you were in work clothes usually because

you're either outside...

Q. And...

A. . . . or helping in the kitchen.

Q. . . . and was there something called Hotel 0?

A. There was something called Hotel 0, I can't

remember what it was -- I forget it's the -- they stayed in the

dorm --- in the - in the infirmary or something, I forget

exactly. I vaguely recall something about Hotel D, but it was

something us staff ever referred to, and I forget what the

students meant by it.

Q. All right. And what - what about silence on

discipline?

A. So, the - the silence piece was so that they

wouldn't -- they weren't to be socializing with their friends,

they were to be thinking about what changes they want to make in

their life. So, that was part of it. It -- that you were --

you didn't have the privilege of wearing the uniform in part
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practically, you had to wear work clothes, and you had to work

yourself back to being full speed and full part of the - of the

school again.

Q. All right. ¯And - and in terms of silence,

how about -- did anybody speak to...

A. Oh yeah.

Q. . . .the students on D?

A. No, they would be - they would be

conversation with staff regularly.

Q. All right. And, Reverend Mintz, did - did

you ever observe any punishment at Grenville that you considered

excessive?

A. No, I had heard in the past of alleged

paddling and that kind of stuff, but I had -- none of that ever

happened when I was there, at least that I ever saw.

Q. All right. Were - were - were you aware of

any paddling when you -- from the time you arrived there in 1984

onward?

A. None whatsoever.

Q. All right. And the - the -- we've heard in

this case about something called -- some people call light

sessions, and just so you know what I mean, I'm referring to a

student being stood up and castigated or given a dressing down,

or a lecture, something of that nature, in a public way in the

sense it being in front of part of or the whole of the student

body. Was there such a practice at Grenville?

A. The light sessions were something that were

for staff, there were student meetings if the attitude had

slipped or something like that. I do recall a student meeting

where - where the discipline -- I forget what they -- what

caused the meeting to be called, but I do recall a situation

where a student was wanting to point out another student's
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attitude so that person was asked to stand up and this - this

student may or may not have been a prefect, I don't recalled,

dressed them down from constantly being a problem in the dorm

and saying your attitude seems to change, which seemed a little

excessive for a student to do that to another student, but I do

recall that happening once.

Q. All right. And were there lectures or --

sorry, lectures is the wrong word, were there occasions where

Farnsworth -- where Father Farnsworth would pick out a student

and publicly chastise them?

A. The - the staff -- the school meetings were

held for whatever reason triggered by an attitude. So, there

may have been -- if there were two or three or four people on

discipline for -- at the same time, that - that may be a reason

that he would say this group is - is - is acting thus and so,

you know, what needs to change to that we can be in a more

positive environment together? So, did he specifically have

individuals stand out and point them out? Possibly, I don't

recall specifically. It was certainly an intent to raise the

level of attitude in the student body.

Q. All right. And.

A. It's quite likely...

Q. Yeah.

A. . . . looking back at it that that happened.

30

Q. Yeah, okay. And, tell me, well I'm on the

subject, the -- it's my understanding, that - that there were

students at the school living in the dorm who were called staff

kids in that they were the children of Grenville staff?

A. True.

Q. And what can you tell us about the treatment

of that group of students in particular?

A. There was certainly a higher standard from
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was there any differentiation in treatment between those

students and other students?

A. I would not say so. I certainly witnessed

none of it.

Q. All right. Reverend Mintz, I want to ask you

a couple of general questions, sir. If you'll just bare with me

for a moment?

A. Certainly.

Q. Can you help us to the best of your ability

in understanding what the -- from your observations, what the

prevailing atmosphere was among the student body in your

Grenville years up to 1997?.
A. Overall it was very positive. People by and

large enjoyed the activities and the sense of family. Going

camping and all the different things that we did. Nobody likes

rules, so of course there was some conflicts around those kinds

of things, but I think the spirit -- the - the student body

understood the spirit and intent behind it and supportedit and

knew that they had the product of an excellent education. I

certainly saw it in my own family, my brother and sister very

much benefitted from the Grenville education, so I think that

that was by and large the experience that people were very glad

for the chance and the privilege to go to Grenville.

MR. ADAIR: May I have your indulgence briefly?

Thank you Reverend Mintz, my friend will have

some questions for you.

THE WITNESS: Certainly.

THE COURT: Thank you, cross-examination?

MR. ADAIR: Your Honour, may I, without

interfering any way with my friend, just send a

quick text related to the case...

THE COURT: Of course.
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Q. All right. And I take it, by called out, you

mean stood UP, right?

A. Not necessarily.

Q. So, kids weren't stood up at these meetings?

A. Sometimes they were, sometimes they would all

be sitting on -- in the common room and - and individuals -- the

issues would be raised at that point, but they weren't

necessarily stood up.

Q. All right. Well, lets talk about some of the

ones that happened in the dining room or in the chapel.

A. Yes.

Q. Kids were stood up?

A. Correct.

Q. Correct? Yes. All right. And Father

Farnsworth, and or other staff would talk to them about what

they did wrong, yes?

A. Correct.

Q. All right. And sometimes others, I think you

agreed prefects...

A. Yes.

Q. . . . for example, might join in, yes?

A. Yes.

Q. And other staff could join in as well on

occasion, yes?

A. Yes.

Q. And would it be fair to say that these

students who were being stood up, looked as though they felt

badly?

A. Sometimes.

Q. Looked uncomfortable sometimes?

A. Yes.

Q. Embarrassed?
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Q.

A.

Q.

were stood up, tes

A.

A.

addressing another

Humiliated?

I wouldn't say so.

And how about if some of those students who

:ified that they felt humiliated, would.

That - that wouldn't surprise me.

All right. Did you ever feel sorry for them?

I -- like I said, when that one student was

student, I did.

Q. That was the only time you ever felt sorry

for anybody?

A. No. It would -- sometimes it would make me

15

20

25

uncomfortable.

Q. All right. And I take it, sometimes they

were stood up for rule infractions like the boy girl thing, or

smoking, or something like that, but also sometimes they were

stood up for attitudinal matters, correct?

A. I don't really -- it wouldn't surprise me,

but I can't think of specific examples.

Q. Bad attitude, haughty?

A. Yes.

Q. Sinning in their minds?

A. No.

Q. No sinning in the minds?

A. No.

Q. You don't remember the cold grits with the

30

girls?

A. I remember hearing of it, but sinning in

their mind wasn't....

Q. Well, they hadn't actually broken any rules,

they were just sinning in their minds as I recall, and that's

the evidence we've heard.
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A. I, I thought sometimes they referred to the

infirmary as the same:
Q. Yeah.

A. So....

Q. Because sometimes they slept in the infirmary
as well?

A. Right. Right.

Q. It could be either the infirmary or the room

above the gym, yes?

A. Yes.

Q. Okay. Thank you. And we briefly touched on

the cold grits yesterday. It's my understanding that cold grits

was for boys as well as girls, correct?

A. Again, I recall the term. I don't recall the

details.

Q. All right. Do....

A. I know there is a morning exercise regiment,

and I think that might have been what you're referring to. But

I don't exactly recall.

Q. Yeah. Would it help your recollection if I

told you that weve heard evidence that it was Father Farnsworth

who said that the students were cold grits and they had to run

every morning until they warmed up. Does that help you remember

what it was about?

A. I don't recall that.

Q. Okay.

A. Being, being said exactly.

Q. Do you recall anything like that?

A. No.

Q. All right. I take it you do recall Father

Farnsworth talking about sin?

A. Yes.
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A. No.

Q. All right. And when that Globe and Mail

article came out wrongly attributing to you the, the, the

general statement that all of the allegations were without

foundation, did you come forward with a correction?

A. No.

Q. Did you think about how hurtful that comment

could be to the people making the allegations?

A. You're asking me ifI thought the Globe and

Mail misrepresenting me was hurtful?

Q. Yeah. Did you think about that at the time,

how bad that was?

A. No, I did not.

Q. All right. Did you go onto Fact Net and look

at the comments people were making who were saying they were

hurt?

A. Sometimes.

Q. All right.

A. I didn't spend a lot of time there. I read a

20 couple of them.

Q. All right. Do you recall a student named

Chris Turner?

A. I recall the name.

Q. Okay. Do you recall that he told you he was

25

30

suicidal?

A. I do not.

Q. I'd like to show you a student report. So

this is a student report April 30th, May 1st, 1993 from the

Department of the Dean of Mean. It's a report by you concerning

Chris Turner.

A. Yes.

Q. And it says - and I'm summarizing it a bit -
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he came down to your class, was visibly shaking, said, he needed

to go home, and that he couldn't take it any more. You asked

him if it was anything he could talk about or anything to do

with the school. He said, it wasn't, he needed a break, and had

hardly slept. You offered to give him sleep permission, et

cetera. And then in the 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6th bullet, I told - oh,

he said he was losing his happy thoughts, that's the previous

bullet. "I told him to be more specific and asked him if he was

thinking of hurting himself again, and his reply was, "yes.""

And then if you go to the second bullet from the bottom, "he

shared that when he was at his worst last week...

A. Wow.

Q. (Reading)

15

25

¯ . when he attempted suicide, he

saw a tunnel with a dark black

hole at the end of it which he

knew to be eternity. He asked

me if his vision was accurate.

I said, I really couldn't say,

but that I do know that people

chose heaven or hell, light or

darkness and choosing suicide is

directly against God and the

gift of life he has given each

of us, so it may very well be

his vision was a warning of the

consequences of his actions.

30 Does that basically accurately reflect what

happened on that occasion, sir?

A. I can only assume so. I don't even recall
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Q. All right.

A. I really hope I referred him to the nurse

right after this.

Q. Well, what it says you did was, "I told him,

he ought to have a life confession if he is serious about

putting his past behind him and walking on with God." Do you

recall telling him that?

A. I don't. But it doesn't surprise me that I

10 did.

Q. All right. So it sounds like something you
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would've said?

A. Yes. It's not written here, but typically we

would talk to the nurse when situations like this arose, and it

should have been documented.

Q. But you don't know whether you talk to the

nurse or you didn't?

A. I can't say. I don't, to be honest, I didn't

recall the situation until you put this in front of me.

Q. All right. Do you remember a student name,

Benjamin Bott, B-O-T-T?

A. I do.

Q. He says he was on discipline for two months

and wasn't allowed to take a shower and had to work. all day in

the kitchen, the grounds, doing inventory, and he slept alone in

the annex - that's that room above the gym - and for a while on

Tuesday's lunch, he would be brought to you and Jim MacNeil for

light sessions. Now, do you agree with that?

A. I may have had lunch with him. I - there is

no way he was on discipline for two months and didn't have a

shower.

Q. Okay. You may have had lunch with him, but
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A. And, yes, I was, I was the one who led it

with him.

Q. All right.

A. I was...

THE COURT: Sorry, you said you were the one that

what?

THE WITNESS: I, I was often there exercising

with him.

MS. MERRITT: Q. Did you just say, "I was the

one who led it?"

A. So, Mike Phelan and I would go and run stairs

or we would go for a job, or something like that, and that was

port of this morning activity.

Q. All right. Well, he says, he was living in

the boys' dorm at the time, and three days a week, Monday,

Wednesday and Friday, to the best of his memory, he was

instructed to wake up at 5:00 a.m. and meet Gordon Mintz at

various locations in the school and he would have physical

training for an hour, and then he would go back to the dorm,

shower and dress, and perform his dorm duties, and after the

first session, he began vomiting. Later that day, he told you

of this, and your response was, "Well, then we're doing

something right." Do you recall that?

A. No.

Q. All right. He says....

A. I do remember exercising in the morning. It

was, was, was not five o'clock. I don't remember exactly the

details. But I certainly didn't say, we're doing something

right, if you're throwing up.

Q. So, so I'm getting the .feeling by the way

that you're describing this, that this is just like healthy

fitness, good for you, not discipline?
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want to call it discipline like that, it was meant to put more

pressure, to have, have the, these group of boys advanced.

Because I do remember Father Farnsworth thinking they were

getting soft and spoiled.

Q. Okay. And he says, he became ill, Mike does,

and that he was having anxiety and stress and only sleeping, two

or three hours a night, and having gastrointestinal problems,

and he asked you, if he could please stop the discipline of

running. And there was a meeting with his parents and him and

you, and you reprimanded his parents for feeling sorry for him,

do you recall that?

A. I do not.

Q. All right.

parents that he was not sick?

Do you recall telling Mike's

A. No.

Q. And he was an actor.

A. No.

20

25

Q. Do you recall the training continued - no, I

don't have a date, never mind. He says, "Reverend Charles

Farnsworth was made aware of the fact that I was, according to

Gordon Mintz, faking illness." He says, he told Father

Farnsworth of the difficulties he was having with the

discipline, and he did nothing to investigate whether I was

actually sick or not, but allowed it to continue, and within a

couple of years, he was diagnosed with a stomach ulcer, do you

know if that's true?

A. I do not know that is true.

Q. All right. Do you remember Dan, I think it's

30 Michielsen, M-I ---C-H-I-E-L-S --E-N?

A. I think so.

MR. ADAIR: Your Honour, I, I gather my friend is
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class, you were an assistant to Mr. Childs, who was the teacher,

and if Mr. Childs couldn't get to the class, you would sometimes

give the lecture, and that you also worked in the kitchen, the

dorm, the garage at landscaping and, and doing the hockey. Is

that a fair and accurate statement?

A. Yes.

10
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30

Q. All right. He says, Father Farnsworth used

to tell him he was the antichrist and once brought him to the

woodchip burner how the school was heated. I think we've

referred to it as the "boiler."

A. Yes.

Q. And showed him the flames of hell. Are you

aware of that happening with him or any student?

A. I heard that that did happen with students;

I'm not aware that he specifically happened with Brad.

Q. All right. And he also says, on one

occasion, while I was a student, he was confronted while naked

in the shower by you and Farnsworth and a student prefect, and

the shower curtain was pulled back, and he was body-shamed, told

he was fat, and he was screamed at. And I take it, from what

you said earlier, you denied that happening?

A. Absolutely.

Q. All right. And Reverend Mintz, I understand

that there is currently an investigation by the Canadian

Military into your relationship with the Community of Jesus and

your activities at Grenville, the outcome of which may have some
impact on your future employment with the Military, is that

correct?

A. No.

Q. Okay.

A. I'm not aware of it, if it is.

Q. All right. I'm just going to show you a
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letter. This is a letter to Bradley Mercin dated October 10th,

2019, formally acknowledging a receipt of his letter of

September 1st, and saying that he was previously not aware or he

was not aware of the previous correspondence and the letter is

indeed very disconcerting and the Armed Forces takes this very

seriously and an investigation has been initiated and he will

keep Mr. Mercin appraised. Is this the first you're hearing of

this?

A. It is.
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Q. All right. Reverend Mintz, I take it you'll

agree that you and the other staff at GCC didn't always get

everything right?

A. Correct.

Q. All right. And could you give us some

examples of, of what you say now, looking back of what you think

the, the school didn't get right? You..

A. Yes. There was certainly some excesses. And

one of the examples you just raised in terms of taking a student

down and showing him the boiler as the fires of hell. You know,

those kinds of things, to me, were an over-exuberance. But

overall, I would not say that the Grenville experience was

abusive. It certainly an environment like I said that was

challenging and intentionally challenging. But I think we

overstepped. We overstepped in terms of being a little bit

paranoid about a, a solid Christian teaching and in terms of

sexuality and the exuberance of you know, equating the fires of

hell like the boiler, to me was well-intentioned, but overtop,

over the top.

Q. All right. Well, do you regret not standing

up for what you thought was over the top back at the time?

A. When I felt like something really over the

top, I said so.
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I would turn around and say I had a like a little Indian rubber

ball and I proceeded to bounce that ball off the floor, pounded

off the ceiling, which would then come back down onto the floor

and it would just like go back and forth and I dimpled that

whole ceiling along with probably about 20 other guys that

destroyed the whole upper dorm ceiling over the course of a

whole year. Staff really didn't pay any attention to it until

the end of the 'year when they came to realize the -- the whole

ceiling in the door -- boys' dorm was destroyed.

Q. What happened when staff realized the ceiling

had been dest

have been like a

sure they were -

what was said, b

it. Me, just be

yeah, I did part

side of it.

7

It was probably the upper boys -- there would

eeting of the -- of the whole boys' dorm. I'm

can't remember what was said, can't remember

they definitely asked for, you know, who did

g honest and who I am, you know, I -- I said,

f it and -- and you know, fessed up to that

Did anyone else come forward to accept

responsibility fcr it?

A. Yeah, there was probably I want to say at

least 20, 20 plus guys. I think there was a lot more

personally, but I know 20 of us did, or roughly that number of

students, guys.

Q. So, you mentioned that there was a meeting

and earlier you us.ed the term "light session". Would you

describe the meeting as a light session?

A. Yeah, I guess. I guess you could use that

term, yeah, in the sense of their wanting to deal with the issue

and it's pretty blatantly obvious that, you know, the whole

ceiling was destroyed, so, yeah.

Q. And you said earlier that you couldn't
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remember what was said, but can you provide a general

description of what happened at that meeting? Do you remember?

A. So, if I go -- what I seem to remember out of

that -- that -- like, what transpired over that, probably it was

the very first meeting where I would tend to think the senior --

yeah, I can't remember if Al Haig and Charles Farnsworth were

involved in that one, but I would probably suspect they were

there. That I can't really remember, but it was, you know, just

the -- they were upset. They asked for people to be honest and

say who did it. There was a number of people that came forward,

you know, from that thing. Once that was sort of publicly sort

of acknowledged, there was probably a week of nothing sort of

being done. We knew that there was some form of discipline that

was probably going to come down our way, and it was.

We met another evening, I want to say, with all

the people that said that they had done it and then we were told

what the form of discipline was going to be. That being the

case -- so, one was letters were supposed to be written home to

our parents or the school wrote back to our parents letting them

know what happened. I believe there was an expectation that the

parents were going to pay for the cost of replacing the tiles on

that. There was also told that we were getting the paddle that

night, which we did, and -- and then that was the end of the --

the discipline.

Q. Okay, so you mentioned the paddle. Do you

know what year this was? Do you remember what year?

A. This would be like my very first year, so

'73. Would it be '73, '74, that school year, if I'm not

mistaken.

Q. And you were paddled, is that right?

A. Yes.

Q. Was that done publicly or privately?
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Q. Okay. Earlier we talked about light

sessions. Were there any other light sessions that you were

involved in or witnessed?

A. Oh, yes.

Q. Were they done in public or private?

A. Both.

Q. So, let's start with the public light
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sessions. Can you describe what happened generally?

A. Public ones could range from being us say up

in the boys' dorm, could be maybe within your dorm section,

could be the group of prefects. So, if -- and probably the most

public would be the chapel.

Q. And how often did these public light sessions

happen while you were there?

A. If I use the chapel ones, I would say my --

in the beginning years, I don't really remember public ones in

the chapel per Se. In my latter years, I would say there was --

those happened -- how often -- I want to say maybe once a

semester, maybe a couple of times a semester. Typically, I

would -- my thoughts would be it was usually more when the --

like, a chapel one would occur when the -- when there's a lot of

issues happening. What would be a good example? Say guy/girl

relationships. They had a -- like, they had a six-inch policy

and so if they had -- if there was a lot of guy/girl

relationships that they were having to deal with, you could rest

assured there was going to be a light session on that one.

They're going to -- they're coming down on that, and so that

would become a little bit more public. You could rest assured

that the people that were -- the couples that were having, you

know, that sort of -- that guy/girl relationship, they would be

publicly chastised.

Q. How did you feel after witnessing a light, a
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public light session?

A. Honestly, I would say keep my head down and
-- and, yeah. You know, last thing you're wanting to do is be

in -- be a part of it in the sense of like where you're, you

know, being targeted for whatever your behaviour may be.

Q. And can you describe a private light session?

A. Private ones would be typically attitude

where you just -- you just wanting to be in their face a little

bit. What would be a good example for me? Good example for me,

it was like coming back, I forget which school year it was --

you know, I left Grenville at -- at June and proceeded not to

have my hair cut until I came back in September and got, you

know, they expected more of me as a senior student and I just

really wasn't wanting to like play the game and proceeded to get

chewed out a little bit for that.

Q. So, you mentioned that one incident of where

you were paddled, did that ever happen again while you were at

Grenville?

A. No.

Q. Did you ever see it happen while you were at

Grenville?

A. Where I actually saw a student getting -- no.

Q. Did you see any other physically

inappropriate contact coming from staff toward another student

while you were there?

A. No.

30

Q. Now, we talked about regular work duty. Was

work duty also used as a form of discipline?

A. Yes.

Q. Did it ever happen to you as a form of

discipline?

A. Yes.
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third page?

Q. Yeah, one, two, three.

A. Okay.
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Q. I see now I may be wrong because it says

here, it's talking about the student residence. It says -- it

talks about thegirls' residence, Murray Hall. The girls lived

together; the rooms are kept spotless. Maybe that was only the

girls that had to keep their rooms spotless.

A. Well, I'm going to say -- okay, I don't want

to argue semantics as far as spotless is concerned.

Q. Okay. All right. No, it's not my intention,

sir. Did you ever have to oversee kids on work duties as part

of your responsibilities as a prefect?

A. Hrnm. I honestly -- that I really can't

remember. Like, I'd like -- oversee during work -- I want to

say no, but I -- did I work with a group -- typical -- would

there be always a male, like a -- a staff person like within

working distance of me? I can't always say yes. So, like barn

duties, for example, there might have been one of the staff with

us, but we would have been in maybe one of the barns and they

might have been in the other one.

Q. Okay.

A. That's what I'm...

Q. Okay. When kids were on discipline, we've

heard that a prefect would be assigned to them to escort them

from place to place and make sure they were doing what they were

needed to do. Did you ever have to do that?

A. No.

Q. All right. You told us the six-inch rule was

pretty strictly enforced.

A. Yes.

Q. That was intended to keep boys and girls a
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physical distance from each other, correct?

A. Yes, in the sense of not having -- getting

into that whole aspect of having guy/girl relationships.

Q. Right. So, it was more than just the

physical touching. It was they didn't want you pairing off,

fair to say?

A. That's very fair to say.

Q. Going steady was strictly forbidden.

A. Yes.

Q. No relationships that were exclusive or

special.

A. Yes.

Q. Definitely no holding hands or displays of

physical affection.

A. Yes.

Q. Do you agree, sir, that generally the

expectations at Grenville were pretty high?

A. Yes.

Q. And Father Farnsworth, in particular, had

high expectations, is that fair?

A. In the sense that he was like the the

headmaster, so he sort of set the -- he was one of the people

that set the -- the standard, so I guess yes, I would yes.

Q. All right. And would it be fair to say that,

in your opinion, some of his expectations were not realistic?

A. No.

Q. So, you didn't tell that to Mr. Adair's

office?

30

A. Say the question again.

Q. Well, I'll get it exact. You found

Farnsworth had expectations he wanted you to meet and some were

not realistic,
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bit and probably say, you know what, hey, that's like a demerit

and -- or whatever the -- you know, whatever the -- the issue

was.

Q. When you gave them.

A. The terminology you're using is sounding more

ominous than I -- I would -- the terminology you're using is

sounding more ominous to me...

that terminology.

Q. Okay.

A. .. .and I don't -- I have a hard time with

Q. Okay, let's go to the book. It's Exhibit

Book, Volume 2, so I think it's the one on the ledge there, sir,

and it's Tab 131. Oh, maybe not. Nb, no, I've got the wrong

tab number. Hold on. Oh, yes, 131. Now, this is a tape, a

recording of a tape by Charles Farnsworth that he made after

this litigation was started, and if we turn to page ten, now

they're numbered in the top at the middle.

A. Yeah.

Q.
A.

Q.
down, in the midd

A.

Q.

And then you go to the fifth paragraph.

Let me get that. Yeah.

Okay. And so, one, two -- the sixth line

le of the page there....

In the middle of the paragraph?

.Sorry middle of the paragraph.

The code of honour was if we had

done something wrong, we should

go and report ourselves. If

someone else knew that somebody

had done something wrong, they

would go to that person and say,

you know, you've done this
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the school or could be dangerous

or hurt somebody else's property

or something. We would tell

that person to go and report

themselves to the Dean or to the

headmaster or to someone. If

they did not do this, that

second person would go back to

them and say, 'I will go with

you and we will report this' and

if they did not, it's just like

we would do in any family with a

brother. If my brother had

stolen money from my mother or

father, I would tell him to go

and put it back and confess it,

and if not, I would go with him

to confess it, and if not that,

then I would have to go tell on

him in order to keep the peace.

And we've heard.

MR. A.DAIR: Well, read the rest.

MS. MERRITT: Sorry.

MR. ADAIR: "We had a banner. .."

MS. MERRITT: Well, I'm not asking about the

banner. If my friend wants to do something in

reply, he can.

MR. ADAIR: Well, he's got to have the full

context of it.

MS. MERRITT: You can read as much as you want,
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THE COURT: Is there an objection? Is there

an.
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MR. ADAIR: Sorry, Your Honour?

THE COURT: Is there an objection?

MR. ADAIR: Not now. The witness has the

document, as my friend says, can read the rest.

MS. MERRITT: Q. Okay. What I'm asking you is

if that philosophy that Father Farnsworth is saying how they ran

the school was true when you were there, do you agree with that,

that code of honour, even though it may not have been called

that at your time?

A. I would turn around and say the way it's

written, the way it's presented here, I wouldn't have said that

that was the code of honour-slash-conduct that -- like, I can't

say that I ever heard the head administration, like Charles

Farnsworth or Al Haig, literally lay it out like that. So --

so, that's where I'm -- you know, it's like that whole

step-by-step process. No, I -- I....

Q. Well, not -- I don't need you to be that

literal, sir. I'm saying the spirit of it. You should follow

the rules, the other kids should follow the rules, and it's your

job to ensure that they -- you help them follow the rules.

That's the unwritten rules we're talking about, right?

MR. ADAIR: Well, with respect, there's two

questions there, and....

THE COURT: So, break up the question, one at a

time.

MR. ADAIR: Sorry, and my objection is this.

What my friend is doing, with -respect, is cutting

the edge here with the witness in terms of a fair

presentation. She's asking him about whether
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yeah, and they -- and they would talk about the -- the things

that they saw as problems in the school, is that fair?

A. Yes.

Q. And sometimes students who were in trouble

were made to stand up.

A. Yes.

Q. And they would be talked to about what they

had done wrong.

A. Yes.

Q. And I assume that, at least on some

occasions, those students appeared to feel badly when that was

happening to them.

A. I would suspect so, yes.

Q. Would it be fair to say that it would be

embarrassing or humiliating?

A. I would probably say yes.

Q. All right. And did you ever feel sorry for

the people who were being stood up?

A. Yes.

Q. And I'm sure you wanted to avoid being

singled out like that.

A. Yes.

Q. And they were being picked out of the room

and made an example of what not to do, right?

A. Yes.

Q. Now, were you ever put on discipline? Was

that a thing on D on when you were a student?

A. You mean like pots or -- you mean like were

-- when you say -- can you just give me an example of what you

mean by discipline so I can sort of narrow that down a little

bit because that's a....

Q. Sure, sure. I didn't want to interrupt you
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there but -- but I'll happily help you. So, we've heard

evidence that when a student was on D or on discipline it would

include a number of things, not wearing a uniform, not going to

class, doing work duties instead of class, being separated from

the other students, not allowed to socialize.

A. Okay. Can we -- can we just sort of -- can I

answer each one individually?

Q. Oh, sure.

A. Because that would be easier for me.

Q. Okay.

A. So, if you widen the list and I'll say yes or

no.

Q. Okay, perfect, that's a good way to do it.

Thanks for the suggestion. So, when people were being put on

discipline, they were not allowed to wear the uniform, correct?

A. Yes. So, if you did barn duties, you

wouldn't be wearing your --- your school uniform out to the barn.

Q. Okay. And they were not allowed to attend

class.

A. Yes, there are times, yes, you would not be

attending class.

Q. All right.

A. Like, depending on the severity of the

25

discipline, yes.

Q. Yes. And sometimes you slept in a -- in the

annex which was a room by the gym called Hotel D. Do you recall

that?

30

Q. Okay. And there was -- the other students

were not to socialize with the students who were on discipline.

A. Can you break that out a little bit more for

me just so that I can -- like....
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heard.

A. Okay. So -- so, that's why when you're

saying -- yes, they would be on silence, but they might very

well be -- they weren't totally removed from the student body.

In other words, they'd probably be on discipline but having

dinners with -- like, they would be there for dinner or

something like that or -- so that's why I had a lot harder time

saying yes orno to that one.

Q. Okay. Well, silence will help us.

A. Yes, but silence, yes.

Q. Okay. And maybe earlier, before they -- they

were put in the annex, the room by the gym, they were required

to sleep in the infirmary when they were on discipline. Do you

remember that?

A. No.

Q. Okay. All right.

A. So, just like when you mention the infirmary,

that was a -- that sort of came into existence on my very end of

the year.

Q. Okay.

A. So, that's why it's like -- that was

25

definitely a no.

Q. Maybe there was nowhere to put them when you

were there. It wasn't there for most of your years. Anyway,

we'll just move on.
A. Sure.

1iJ

Q. I must admit, we haven't always pinned down

exactly the things that were happening in a particular year, so

if I suggested things that...

A. Yeah.

Q. . . .were not there in your years, I apologize.
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A. Yeah -- no.

Q. I don't mean to get it wrong. And did this

discipline happen to you, this form of discipline that we're

talking about where you didn't wear the uniform, didn't wear the

cross, you did work duties, and were on silence?

A. No.
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Q. I take it that early paddling was enough to

keep you pretty much on the straight and narrow.

A. I -- here's the analogy that -- so, OPP asked

me a lot of questions a long time ago. My analogy that I gave

them, Grenville is a little bit like boot-camp and -- and so,

you just sort of knew, like in boot-camp in the military, you

just sort of knew what not to do and what to do, and if you're

going to go --- you just really didn't want to go toe-to--toe

because it's....

A. It'd get ugly.

Q. You could be disciplined, yeah. Like, I

don't know if I'd use the word "ugly", but....

Q. Okay. All right. You mentioned that the

main rules were enforced fairly equally or consistently. But

were there other rules that were not as equally enforced?

A. You need to define that for me.

Q. Well, I'm just picking up....

A. Like, give me -- give me -- like, I need

examples. Like, to say rules that were -- I'm not too sure

where you're....

Q. Okay. It was just the way you said the main

rules were enforced equally gave me the impression that maybe

there were some other rules that were not enforced equally.

A. I don't know how to -- I don't know how to

answer that one.
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A. It certainly would, yes.

Q. And when you were put on discipline, what did

you have to do on those occasions?

A. What mostly sticks out in my mind was doing

pots in the kitchen for a day.

Q. Would you be in or out of your school

uniform?

10 other students?

your dorm room?

15

20

A. I would not be in my school uniform.

Q. Would you be able to interact and speak with

A. Speak when spoken to.

Q. Did you have to sleep somewhere, other than

A. Absolutely, not.

Q. What was the period of time each day that

you're on discipline that you had to work doing these menial

jobs?

A. It would always be during regular while

school was in. So 9:00 until 3:30, like a with break for lunch.

Q. Did you ever have to work longer periods of

time?

25

CD

A. No.

Q. Did you ever have to work from when you got

up at 6:00 a.m., to ten o'clock at night?

A. No.

Q. And how long were these stints of discipline

doing these menial jobs that you've described?

A. For me, one day, maybe two days.

Q. Okay. So the, what was the longest that you

were ever on discipline?

A. Two days, I believe, maybe three, but I don't

think so.
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Q. And were you fed properly when you're on

discipline?

A. Yes.
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Q. Did you continue to do your schoolwork?

A. I would have to get caught up in the

evenings. We had enforced study hall five nights a week, no,

four nights a week, sorry.

Q. So what would be involved in, in doing your

schoolwork in study hail when you're on discipline?

A. So my discipline would be over. I would have

had supper, I would have changed back into my school uniform,

and after our free time after supper, we would all meet all

students, unless you were doing something else, we'd meet in the

dining hall from 7:00 until nine o'clock for enforced study hall

with several teachers who were there to help, if you needed.

Q. And how would you get caught up on your

school assignments that you missed that day?

A. I would go and see my teachers and find out

what I missed, and, and what was required, and get caught up,

read textbooks, do the assignments.

Q. Okay. Did you feel that the discipline you

received was warranted?

A. Certainly.

Q. And do you feel it was appropriate for your

25 actions?

A. Yes.

30

Q. What's the longest time that you were aware

of anyone being on discipline while you were at Grenville?

A. Four days, maybe.

Q. Are you aware - were you ever put on

discipline for being haughty?

A. I was never put on discipline for being
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10 or 12 boys and some staff, and perhaps one boy would be

getting called out for a transgression, and the rest of us were

there to witness it. It, it was a humbling experience from the

boys that were receiving the light session, certainly.

Q. Okay. And how long would these sessions go

for, in your experience?

A. Fifteen, twenty minutes, maybe.

Q. Okay. And did you ever see any of the boys

crying or visibly agitated during these sessions?

A. Not that I can recall.

Q. And how many light sessions of that nature

you described it as some staff and a smaller group of boys, how,

how frequently did you experience that over your three years at

Grenville?

A. Perhaps four times.

Q. Okay. And there, and what sorts of behavior

would be called out at these light sessions?

A. Cheating academically, out of, out of your

dorm after lights out, rude, disrespectful behavior towards

pretty much anyone, peers and staff alike.

Q. Was haughtiness something that was ever

called out at a light session, in your experience?

A. I, I, I believe that to be the case, yes.

Q. And what was your understanding of the

purpose of those light sessions as you've described them?

A. I, I, I believe it was to not only make the

transgressor aware of their transgressions, but also to humble

them in front, and make others aware of it as well so that you

could change and modify your behavior.

Q. And in your opinion, were these light

sessions effective in achieving a purpose?

A. I think so.
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Q. Okay. Would you agree that Grenville was a

close knit community?

A. I would agree to that.

Q. And the teachers live there, ate their meals

with the kids?
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A. Yes.

Q. And Saturday night, you had family night at

the teacherst houses.

A. Yes.

Q. And there were staff living in the dorms.

A. Yes.

Q. All right. And there were a lot of rules, it

was pretty strict.

A. Yes.

Q. All right. And in addition to there being no

boy-girl relationships allowed, there was actually a six-inch

rule that you weren't to be any closer than six inches to a

girl, do you recall that?

A. Yes, I do.

Q. No displays of physical affection at all were

allowed, correct?

A. Correct.

Q. All right. And then there were some other

rules, sort of the usual stuff you would expect, no smoking, no

drinking, no cheating on tests, I think you told us. You have

to say something for the record.

A. Yes, that's correct.

Q. Okay. Thank you. But there were also some

unwritten rules, fair to say, like, no bad attitudes?

A. Yes. That wasn't in the student handbook.

Q. But you knew that Father Farnsworth didn't
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like students to have a bad attitude, fair to say?

A. Fair to say.

5

Q. All right. And when you got disciplined, in

fact, it was usually for having a bad attitude, wasn't it?

A. Yes.

Q. All right. And you remember feeling at the

time that the punishments were unfair, yes?

A. Yes.

10

15

Q. And we've heard about this honour code, I

don't know if it's always been called that, but code of honour

or honour code, which meant that if you saw someone do something

wrong, you should speak to them about it, and tell them to

report themselves, and if they didn't do that, you were supposed

to help them do that or do that in their stead. Do you recall

that, sir?

A. I do not.

20

Q. So - my memory maybe failing me a little bit

here, can you just remind me of what you told Mr. Boghosian

discipline consisted of, what were the things that was working?

It think you said it was, it was one to two days, maybe up to

four.

A. Yeah. It would - it started with a demerit

25

point system that....

Q. Yeah, but I'm just talking once you got the

discipline, what...

A. Okay.

Q. . . .what would actually happen when you're on

30

discipline?

A. Okay. So you would get up, you would have

breakfast with everyone, and then when everyone went to class,

you would go and either rake leaves or do the dishes or shovel

snow or help out in the wood-shop or, something to that effect,
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Q. And I'm suggesting to you, that's under the

heading, "Light Sessions," that was a public assembly-type light

session.

A. Okay.

Q. And these public assembly-type light

sessions, the, they would happen in the chapel?

A. Or in the dining hall.

Q. All right. And when it happened to you, sir,

it was humiliating?

A.

Q.

humble and humili

A.

Q.

whoever was being

for that time?

And humbling, yes.

And that was the point of the exercise, to

te you, fair to say?

Fair to say.

All right. To make an example of you or

light sessioned.

A. Yes.

Q. And you don't remember what you were stood up

A. Well, I'm gonna say it was probably the whole

stealing my brother's car episode.

Q. Okay. Were people often light sessioned for

stuff that didn't happen at school? I mean, you brought the car

to the driveway, but the taking of the car and the driving

through town, and all that, that wasn't really at school, was

it?

A. Not necessarily, no. And I don't recall that

being stood up in front of the student body was happening to

people for things that did not happen on GOC property. This is

just my own experience.

Q. All right. Give me a second. Brief

indulgence, Your Honour. My memory is not as good as it used

to, and I don't want to ask you questions I already asked.
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the staff thought about the punishment?

A. I - I remember Mr. Ordolani laughing about

it, I don't know if it was actually at the time, or a little

while after.

Q. Was Grenville generally a happy place for the

students?

A. Yes.

Q. Did you attend at some point a meeting with

staff with your sister Lucy?

A. Yes, I did.

Q. Can you tell us the background to that? Not

- not what you were told by Lucy, but....

A. Oh, okay. So I - a meeting was arranged with

my sister, and I heard about it and asked the staff people if I

was able to attend.

Q. And why did you want to attend?

A. Because I heard it was my sister and a group

of staff people, and I thought as a perfect sister I should be

there. So, I asked them if I was able to come and they said

yes.

Q. Okay. And so, what happened at the meeting?

A. They discussed an incident that -- where she

had shown disrespect and embarrassed the school, and they

discussed that with her.

Q. Okay. Was there any yelling and screaming by

the staff at your sister?

A. No, there was not.

Q. Do you remember who the staff people were who

were there?

30 A. I -- to the best of my memory, it was all

women. I believe it was Ms. Mayberry, Ms. James, Ms. Stewart,

Ms. Files, my -- I don't remember.
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Q. So then what you said to my friends is not

true then, that they didn't push students to their potential?

A. They guided you, they helped you, they gave

you an environment that would help you be as good of a person

you were capable of being.

Q. Okay. Thank you. Grenville was a place

though of strict rules and discipline, correct?

A. There were rules...

Q. Like there were no relationships?

A. . . .and there were consequences...

Q. Right.

A. . . . for breaking rules.

Q. Like no relationships, we just went over one

15

20

of those examples, right?

A. There were relationships. There were strong

relationships between girls, there were strong relationships

between boys, there were relationships between girls and boys.

Q. But when a rule was broken, like no special

relationships, like no dating, I think that's what it means, is

that correct? No dating was allowed at Grenville?

A. It would be hard to date somebody at

25

Grenville...

Q. Mm-hmm.
A. . . .you're in an environment of going to

school with boys and girls. I think there weren't many schools

that did that at that stage of time.

Q. Mm-hmrn.

A. I believe you had to have rules to allow the

30

school to function.

Q. I'm not asking you about your believe, I'm

asking you was there a rule at Grenville that boys and girls

were not allowed to date?
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performance, they thought it was good, in the various Gilbert

and Sullivan plays, and - and the reason that its significant

also is because it was a - a place that Grenville helped and did

I believe community work at the St. Vincent de Paul Hospital and

Foundation in Brockville.

Q. Were any of the plays that you had a role in

played for the community? Like, not just for Grenville but out

in the community?

A. I remember doing little excerpts, like say

for example one of the songs from the Mikado, and just

performing it elsewhere like for the old folks home in - in

Brockville, or the palliative care centre, I remember doing

little short excerpts.

Q. And was that something that Grenville

15 arranged for...

A. Mm-hmm, yeah.

Q. . . .the people in the play to perform?

A. Right.

20
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Q. Okay. You also received an Exceptional

Service Award it appears, if you - if you look under Exceptional

Service Awards, do you see your name there?

A. Yes, I do, on the second column.

Q. Fifth name down?

A. Yeah, it says Lucy Postlethwaite.

Q. And what was the - what was the Exceptional

Service Award given to signify?

A. That would signify a student that - that was

a leader within the school, that upheld the - the rules say for

example, or the - the - the spirit of kindness, and also did

work outside in the community through maybe singing in the

choir, like I said lolanthe showing the school to the community

of Brockville at large, and parents from all over the world
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basically.

Q. Were you a designated student leader at

Grenville during your time there?

A. Yes, I was a student leader for the three

years that I was there. And I also wanted to become a prefect,

but that happened later on in my last year at Grenville.

Q. When you were named a student leader, what

was there a ceremony, did you get anything? Like, tell us what

happened.

A. Yes, we were -- we would be acknowledged, I

think it was in the dining room -- yeah, in the dining room or

the chapel, amongst the student body, and we would receive our

pin, there was a pin, and we would be commended for our efforts

in helping students, answering questions, working hard, and we -

we received a student leader pin, which was just -- was similar

to prefect but a little -- but just a little bit not as many

responsibilities. So I was very proud of that.

Q. Did you - you ultimately I think you said

became a prefect?

A. Yes, at the end. I wanted to -- I was

working hard to be a prefect because that was the - the sort of

top position to make as a student leader at the school. And so

yeah, I attained to get that, and I did it my last year.

Q. And was there also a ceremony and the

awarding of a pin when you were named prefect before the student

body?

A. Yes, that is correct.

Q. What was your overall impression of the

school over the three years you were there?

A. My overall impression was I was proud of

Grenville, and my teachers, and friends that I made there, I was

proud of the fact that I overcame being shy, I could sing three
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with me that it was a place of strict rules and discipline, is

that - is that right?

A. No.

Q. There were rules at Grenville, you'll agree

I with that?

A.

Q.

or exclusive rela

A.

Q.

the rule, right?

A.

Yes. I agree with that.

Right. And one of those rules was no special

tionships between boys and girls, right?

Yes, that's right.

You weren't allowed to date in fact, that was

At the school, you weren't allowed to date,

yes.

15 school?

20

25

Ii

Q. But you mentioned having a boyfriend at the

A. That's correct.

Q. Right. So you were breaking the rules, we've

already gone over that - so you were breaking the rules by

having a boyfriend?

A. Yes.

Q. And you mentioned that you would sometimes

watch your boyfriend's sports games, and he would watch yours.

Did you guys hold hands?

A. No.

Q. No. You didn't hold hands because there was

something called the six-inch rule, isn't that right?

A. Yeah.

Q. What was the six-inch rule?

A. You were supposed to sit six-inches apart

from a boy.

Q. And there was also a rule about boys and

girls in terms of how they congregated, that there was always to
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be an - an odd number, more girls than boys in any given group.
Is that your recollection as well?

A. No.

Q. No?

A. That didn't happen when I was there.

Q. No? ¯You and your boyfriend could go off

together one on one?

A. For walks, yeah sure, up the driveway on

Sundays, or...

10

then?

down.

20

25

30

Q. So, the six-inch rule wasn't enforced on you

A. While when you're walking you're not sitting

Q. It was just six-inches was...

A. It was just sitting down.

Q. . . . just for sitting down?

A. That's how I understood it, yeah.

Q. How did you learn about the six-inch rule,

because it wasn't in the handbook?

A. Through the student body.

Q. How did you learn it through the student

body?

A. I don't remember like who told me, but it was
just discussed as that being a rule amongst the students.

Q. Were some of these, sort of, unwritten rules

made known to students through school wide assemblies for

example? Is that one place you might have learnt it?

A. No.

Q. You didn't learn about any rules at the - at

the assemblies?

A. You would learn about some rules, yes.

Q. So which ones did you learn at the
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Q. . . .where the boys and girls were separate?

At -- what were the other assemblies like then?

A. The regular assembly -- well, the morning

chapel was a matins service, which is part of the Anglican

liturgy, and when the service was over officially by the

religious practices.

Q. Mm-hmm.

A. . . . they would make school announcements and

-- and things like that.

Q. I see.

A. And then they had an assembly at the end of

the year where I got these awards and that was a sit anywhere

you want.

Q. How often did you have the light sessions

type assemblies?

A. Every couple of months, I think. It was --

it was fairly often.

Q. Were you ever stood up at one of these

assemblies and singled out?

A. Oh yes, yes.

Q. Do you recall for what you were singled out?

A. I was too high, which meant that you were

egotistical, or you --- you're too confident, or you liked

yourself too much. Apparently, I lusted after everybody and I

was angry. Those are their three favorites.

Q. And -- and were you lusting after everybody?

A. No.

Q. And were you angry?

A. Not at first. Eventually it -- it was -- I

found these things very annoying, but I was in their house, it

was their rules and best thing to do is to just keep your head

down and -- and avoid problems.
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Q. And so what would happen after you were

singled out in one of these assemblies, was that the end of it?

A. No, they - I'd get more of these random

visits in the hallways and on occasion on at least two

occasions I was taken to an office and -- and spoken to at

lengths about my problems.

Q. And I want to ask you about those, but I just

want to ask you just a few more questions about these light

sessions, that was the -- the whole school. So, you -- you were

singled out at these you just told us?

A. Yes.

Q. And you witnessed others being singled out?

A. Yes, I did.

Q. Did you make any observations as to how your

fellow students were reacting to these sessions?

A. Shock, you know, it's -- I was reading a book

on -- on a battle in World War I and they were talking about the

different parts of the trench being shelled, and when it was

somewhere else the soldiers said at least it's not me. And

that's -- that's how I felt when they moved onto somebody else.

Q. Right.

A. So, you were sympathetic to the person

standing up, but it was like, maybe I'd get out of this one.

Q. And so you mentioned that it was like a

firing line. Can you just describe what that was like a little

more, what the tone was?

A. Well, if you ask me, they were the angry

ones, because everybody was very critical, condescending. I

mean, it's one thing to say to a student I believe you were

disobedient here, what do you have to say about that? And it's

another thing just to tell them you're a bad person and you

can't respond, you can't defend yourself, you can't do anything,
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rest of the school was attending chapel.

Q. And were there any other students with you

while you were washing pots?

A. No, not a cook, not a -- everyone had to

attend chapel, like -- well except for me.

Q. And was this the end of your disciplinary

history at Grenville, or did you continue to receive further

disciplines?

A. Following that I did two weeks on the

discipline of silence.

Q. And....

A. And that entailed that I could not speak to

anybody except to a staff member in response to a question,

except during class time. I couldn't speak to any students for

any reason at all. And they told me I had to be within nine

feet of a prefect at all times, except during class and meals,

because he had a different table. And this prefect took a great

delight in finishing his meal and get -- getting up and going,

so I had to find him and attach myself to him before the staff

caught me away from my prefect.

Q. Were you ever told why you were put on two

weeks of silence and -- and given a prefect supervisor?

A. They said that I had ruined the spirit of the

school, or the boys' dorm.

Q. Do you recall who told you that?

A. Father Farnsworth.

Q. And how did he come to tell you that; what

kind of brought that about?

A. That was in a private meeting we had in a
little interview room off the main hall in the -- the front

entrance, and he and Mr. Phelan and -- took me over there and
said that I personally had destroyed the spirit in the boys'
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dorm and because of that I was going on the discipline of

silence. And initially they said it would be two weeks. I'm

I think it was terminated after two weeks, but....

Q. With respect to your paddling, did you have

any bruising or anything lasting from that?

A. There was bruising for about a week, but it

did go away.

Q. And you said you knew that paddling was a

form of discipline available at Grenville, because it happened

to you, but that you hadn't witnessed it happening to anyone

else?

A. The same fellow I mentioned earlier who

borrowed my I -D returned to the dorm one day. He was -- excuse

me, he was also limping and I asked him what happened, and he

said...

MR. BOGHOSIAN: Excuse me, Your Honour.

MS. LOMBARDI: That's -- that's fair.

Q. We don't want to know what he said. Did you

see anything with respect to your friend? You said you noticed

him limping. Did you see anything else?

A. I noticed him limping. He dropped his pants

and showed me his backside and he was yellow and purple and dark

blue across his buttocks.

Q. Thank you. In addition to those public light

session assemblies that we spoke of, were there private light

session assemblies that you were subjected to?

A. Yeah, I called them random, because they

would approach you in a hall, or -- well, for example, the first

Christmas I was -- I played Scrooge in A Christmas Carol and

after the performance there was a -- a little thing set up in a

dining room for parents and students and teachers to -- to come

in to be social and we come out of the dressing room and Mr.
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Ordolani was there saying "don't get too high, don't get too

high, don't get too high."

So, even -- even a good performance we weren't

allowed to enjoy for more than three minutes. And that's the

kind of thing they'd approach you, they'd say, "don't get too

high" or "why are you high?" Or their favourite one was,

"you're angry; give up your anger." And no matter what you said

they just continued, "give up your anger, give up your anger."

And if you weren't right on top of yourself you would lose your

anger, you would lose your temper and eventually say I'm not

angry, get off my back.

And they'd say, "See you're angry; give it up."

And -- and one time I sat in the gym after the meal and then

wandering up to study hall someone -- one of the staff -- Dan

Ordolani approached me and he said, "I know you went down there,

because you're lusting after so and so." I didn't even know she

was there. I mean, I was in my own mind.

I was thinking about my own things, but -- and

when I was in -- singing in the Gondoliers, we were doing a

practice and there was a dance part, and I -- I danced front and

centre with -- with another girl -- with a girl and we came down

from that rehearsal and there was Dan Ordolani, "Oh yeah, I know

you're lusting after her." And I said, "Well, she's not really

my type." And he said, "That's doesn't matter you're lusting

after her, I know."

Q. So, how did these confrontations make you

30

feel?

A. Very confused. I -- I understand being

challenged on something you do and I have no problem taking

responsibility for my actions, and accepting discipline, but to

be accused for things that just weren't. They just are -- I

really didn't understand what was going on.
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inward desire to change. He

would like to keep up a good

front and yet act as he wants

to, beneath the surface. This

cannot be tolerated at

Grenville.

Q. So, let's start with a reference to paddling.

It says you were spanked on two occasions. Do you remember the

second occasion that you were spanked?

A. Idonot.

Q. Do you know what attitude is being referred

to here with respect to having a bad attitude and being a

detriment to other children? Was any of this explained to you?

A. No, it was to them, attitude and spirit were

interchangeable. They said your spirit was bad, or your

attitude was bad; it sort of came across the same way, but they

never give you examples.

Q. It says here that there was -- that there

were to be pressures that are going to be put upon you. Did you

feel pressured when you went back to Grenville?

A. I felt like I was ground zero.

Q. And what do you mean by that?

A. Well, they -- the work and chores, they --

banning from chapel, the -- and the and the silent --

discipline of silence followed bang, bang, bang, so they -- they

kept upping their game. And for what, I -- I couldn't -- I

couldn't understand, because I was getting decent marks. I was

not breaking the rules and I just wanted to finish the year and

get out.

Q. So, how long were those things imposed upon

you?
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A. Six or eight weeks.

Q. And it says that "you were putting up a good

front, but beneath the surface you hadn't changed." Were you

putting up a good front? How were you behaving?

A. Like I said, I was following the rules and I

was trying to get the best marks I could, and what goes on in my

head is none of their business.

Q. Did your parents pressure you to change in

any way or conform?

A. No.

Q. What were some of the messages that you

received at Grenville about sexuality?

A. Those were mainly in light sessions where

they -- they would -- Mrs. Haig in particular would -- would

wail at the girls about being -- looking like whores, or -- or

dressing like prostitutes, because of make-up and jewelry, when

she herself was laden with jewelry and make-up. It was such

hypocrisy.

Q.

A.

and the other half

Q.

told to the school

A.

script.

And so how did you feel at these sessions?

Half and half. Half of me was sympathetic

was saying thank God it's not me right now.

Right. How often would these messages be

7

Every light session. It was a repetitive

Q. In terms of tonality of these messages can

you just describe for us how these messages were imparted, the

tone that it took?

A. They were -- they were angry. They were

condescending. They were emasculating.

Q. And what would happen after these sessions

ended?
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Meredith Chapman and Ava Thompson and Leslie

were not in the room when this happened. So

made to strip down immediately, as soon as m

Mayberry, Margaret Mayberry and my IGRD, and

stripped me down completely.

Q. And what do you mean they

completely?

Thompson and they

I arrived and I was

i parents left, Ms.

Ms. Judy James

stripped you down

A. I had to take off all my clothes and I had to

put my hair up. And I had to go scrub off all my makeup

immediately. And you are and I was like, you are not to wear

that ever again. You are not to wear makeup, you're to wear

your hair up. We're going to break you. Our job is to break

you and we're going to do that. To explain, I think at that

moment I knew I was in a cult because I had had a lot of cult

experience up to that -- leading up to that point. I've

experienced about four different cults by the time I was 16 and

it's a very typical thing of a cult to -- things will look

extremely perfect on the outside and they'll -- they'll show who

they are behind closed doors.

Q. So you said you were living in the dorm

residence and you mentioned three other names...

A. Yeah.

Q. . . . so did you have -- were there four of you

25

30

in the room?

A. I was moved around a lot. I was shifted

around a lot during my time at Grenville. I was a very

independent thinker and when I arrived I think I just was

shifted around a lot, so I was -- the private Christian school

that I had gone to, which is the reason I'm saying this, is

basically I'd read the Bible about five times by the time I was

ten years old. So I showed up at Grenville with a very solid

foundation of what different religion beliefs were based on the
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Q. About how often would these assemblies occur?

A. Quite frankly, I don't remember and I'll tell

you why. I would just sneak and go and sleep. I -- I just -- I

was tired. I was tired, right. I was working, I was sleep

deprived, I was food deprived. I wasn't getting what I needed

as a celiac. I was auto-immune. These assemblies, they weren't

going to benefit me so I'd go and sleep but that was seen as

rebellion. So thus me having to go in the summer because 'cause

I was rebellious.

Q. And in terms of rebellion...

A. Hm-hmm.

Q. . . .and some of the other accusations...

A. Sure.

15 Q. . . .that were against...

A. Yeah.

Q. . . .you...

A. Yeah, for sure.

20

25

30

Q. . . .how did you learn that -- what the

expectations, those behavioural and attitudinal expectations

were of the students?

A. There's unspoken. You had to learn it real

fast. And you learned it fast 'cause if you didn't learn it

you'd be -- you'd be put to work so. Like I can remember

walking down the hall, the first floor hail and the phones to be

able to call your -- the operator to call your parents were just

to the my left, they were like this tan, ugly colour and Ms.

Margaret Mayberry, I was walking down the hail and I liked --

you weren't suppose to wear your hair down and it was my kind of

middle finger to them, like I'm wearing my hair down if I want.

If you need the Bible reference, the hair is the woman's glory,

right, so that was my kind of thing. And Margaret Mayberry,
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she's like, "You can't wear your hair down. Get on your knees!t,

and she wanted to check my kilt length too, right, 'cause I

would roll up kilt. And I -- just like you have to get ready

for that, like you're walking around basically any time you can

be hauled out and that stuff so you learned what the rules were

like that 'cause if you didn't do them you'd get disciplined so

it was an easy way for you to tow the line.

Q. When you were put on discipline...

A. Yeah.
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Q. . . .what were -- did you attend classes and

also do discipline or what would happen?

A. It depended on -- this is a great question.

It depends on the form. There was different forms of

discipline. From what I see there is about four different

layers. That's why there's such a strange collection of

stories. So mild discipline would be, ah, you're going to work

on the weekend, maybe four hours washing windows. That was a

pretty fun one. Another type of discipline was in like late

later at night or very early morning, right so all the students

are sleeping. You're in the kitchen. That was one form.

Another form was oh, a full weekend of work, where you weren't

allowed to go on break.

And to explain what break was, we were supposed

to be permitted every four weeks a weekend with our family. If

we didn't behave that month we didn't get that weekend with our

family. And during that month leading up, we weren't allowed to

talk to our parents, or our parents weren't allowed to talk to

us, which is very hard for me personally. I'm very close to my

parents and I would -- was use to talking to mother but they

wouldn't let her calls come through and then I wasn't allowed to

call out, so that was one form of discipline on the weekends.

Another form --- or on break. Another form of discipline was
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during holidays, you wouldn't get like your time break holidays.

You'd have to stay.

Another form of discipline was you'd have to work

for an afternoon and not attend class and then you'd fall behind

in class. You weren't given the catch-up notes because you

shouldn't, apparently, have done the infraction to miss class,

so you had to stay up late to make up for that studying and pray

to God that you had performed to their perfection or you'd be

woken up the next morning very early and told you sucked at

that, get in the kitchen. There was an extreme level of

perfection that was required in doing your work duty.

Q. What -- can you describe what you mean by a

level of perfection?

A. You know in the movies you see someone come

with a white glove to check for dust? That type of -- that type

of excellence. Everything had to be insanely perfect. And even

if it was perfect it would not be perfect enough so you were

made to do it again.

Q. While you were there at Grenville it sounds

like you were on discipline quite a lot. Would you observe

other kids...

A. Yeah.

25

30

Q. . . .on discipline as well?

A. Absolutely. When I arrived I remember this

very vividly. I was new. I was the fresh meat kind of girl and

I arrived and I think I was in English class, Mr. Gillis'

English class if I'm not mistaken, and I turned around and I saw

a girl -- I don't remember her last name, I apologize, her name

was Colleen and Josh. Colleen and Josh were boyfriend and

girlfriend and in Grenville you weren't permitted to be within

six inches of a male.

If you were found within six inches of a male you
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structure. I loved protocol. I loved being on time. I,

actually, love rules and I like -- I loved that I find safety in

it. So it was a strange thing for me cause I felt -- I liked

that aspect of it and I loved the efficiency and the

productivity. I loved that. But at the other hand I was

terrified constantly. I was terrified all the time. I was

terrified to go to sleep not knowing if I was going to be woken

up with flashlights and dragged to a room and asked to confess

my sin of rebellion and Jezebel spirit and demonic whatever.

was terrified to eat because I wasn't suppose to be eating that

kind of food anyway so I'm going to have diarrhea after. Right.

I was terrified during class because if you

didn't perform properly you were disciplined. So I would

describe my time at Grenville, it was strange for me. I made

some of the best friends I've ever met and ---- I loved hearing

how successful many of them have become. I made beautiful

friendships, on the other hand it was, basically, like a

phycological holocaust. Their mandate was to break a person.

To break their spirit and to reform them into the Grenville way.

The parents that had sent the children there thought the

Grenville way was Anglican. I'm too well versed in the

scripture to know otherwise. It was a cult.

Q. Thank you, Kathy. Those are all my

25

questions.

A. You're welcome.

THE COURT: Cross examination.

THE WITNESS: Can you be really niceto me, this

is very hard.

THE COURT: Counsel will ask you questions...

30 THE WITNESS: Okay.

THE COURT: . . .and if there any movements outside

the bounds it's my job to make sure they're asked
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Q. Okay. Thank you. And what would happen if

you broke any of the rules at Grenville?

A. So we knew that breaking any rule was

punishable. In some cases, the punishment was outlined in the

guidebook. So as I had mentioned earlier, for example, if your

uniform was untidy, that wouldn't necessarily be a punishment as

much as a reprimand. But if you, for example, you know, there

were students on my floor, the male students who were caught

smoking. So the punishment for that would be being put on "D",

being put on Discipline.

MR. ADAIR: I'm sorry.

THE WITNESS: Yeah.

MR. ADAIR: Punishment for what?

THE WITNESS: For - for example, if a student

smoked. If a student was caught smoking, which

was something that did occur often. So the

student would be placed on discipline, which

meant that he's stripped of the uniform. They

weren't allowed to wear the prescribed uniform.

They would have to wear casual clothes and casual

at Grenville was business casual for boys and

business casual for girls, but they always had to

wear long skirts. Females weren't allowed to

wear pants. So you would be stripped of the

uniform, put in casual clothes. You weren't

allowed to attend classes. You weren't allowed

to sleep in your dorm room. You weren't allowed

to talk to other students. You could only talk

to staff.

In most cases, your day was spent doing work

duty, which meant physical, manual labour,
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working in the kitchen for example, preparing

meals, washing dishes, mopping floors, cleaning

bathrooms, mowing lawns, raking leaves, like,

janitorial work. You would spend the day doing

that, and then in the evening you would be

visited by your teachers to cover the course work

that you missed for that day.

The standard duration of discipline, being on "D"

was three days. That was sort of the school

standard, that for most of those more serious

infractions, it would be three days. And then as

a student who wasn't on discipline, but was

around a student on discipline, it was expected

of us, we weren't allowed to talk to the student

on discipline. We weren't even supposed to look

at them, or acknowledge that they were there. We

were to shun.

20

MS. LOMBARDI: Q. And who would impose these

disciplines, when there was an infraction?

A. So in - I can speak to how it worked with the

25

30

male student body. Those punishments would've always been

assigned by the Dean of Boys, who was Jim MacNeil when I

attended. And it would either be him alone, or perhaps another

staff member, like, if another staff member was the one that

caught you breaking the rule, or if it was your teacher, who

was, you know, bringing forward the fact that you were

misbehaving in class. So there could be another staff member

present but it was always the Dean who would - who would assign

that punishment.

Q. Okay.

A. Decide. And it wasn't - you were told that
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mind, that I was worse than a killer, and I was definitely going

to hell. So those lectures were hard for me to sit through,

because I was internally really struggling with my sexual

identity. I was also a very firm believer of God and Christ. I

considered myself to be a born again Christian. I had made a

commitment when I was quite young, and invited Christ into my

heart, and I tried to live a very pure life. But in hearing

these lectures, I realized that I was deceiving myself, and even

worse, I had been lying to God because he knew how sinful I was

and he probably wasn't listening to my prayers because although

I was praying for forgiveness for being gay, I was still acting

on my feelings. So I just began to feel very conflicted about

what was going on in my personal life as a result of hearing

these lectures from Father Farnsworth.

Q. And what, if anything, would result at the

end of these sessions?

A. I guess really nothing. I mean, when the

sermon was done, or the lecture was done, there was no

discussion. There were no questions. Not because students

didn't ask; we weren't - we weren't granted time to ask

questions. We were just expected to let everything that we were

told to sink in, to apply it to our lives and then go back to

class and go back to learning.

Q. Other than public assemblies, were these same

messages of sinning and homosexuality imparted to students in

smaller groups or individually or in any other way?

A. Yes. So for me personally, in my grade 12

year, I came out to a friend; a friend who attended Grenville,

and I say I came out, I basically told them that I was - I

thought maybe I was gay, that I had very strong sexual desire

and feelings towards guys my age, and just basically that I was

really confused. So it's not like I solidly came out and said
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I'm gay. Keep in mind this was the early '90s, so like, a young

high school student outing himself is just not a thing then, and

definitely not at Grenville, but this friend was very - I

trusted them and I needed to release it. But this friend - this

friend betrayed my trust and told Father Farnsworth that I came

out to him. And I didn't know this at the time.

And so again, this was in grade 12 in 1995. We

had just returned from the Christmas holidays, and I was in

class and the high school receptionist came to the class and

called me out and she told me that Father Farnsworth wanted to

see me in his office, and I was to go to the front office and

wait. So I went to the front office and reported to his

receptionist that I was there, and Father Farnsworth called me

into his office, which was in like, the main - it was in the

high school building but it was on the lower floors, sort of

what we would call the administrative part of the building.

Father Farnsworth had a very large, ornate office, like, it was

well appointed, nice furniture, big desks.

He was in the office and his wife Betty

Farnsworth was also in the office. He was seated at his desk.

I was told to come and stand in front of him. Betty was seated

behind me; I couldn't really see her. And I was floored.

Father Farnsworth said that a trustworthy and believable student

approached him out of concern and love for me, and told Father

Farnsworth that I was experiencing homosexual feelings and

thoughts, and that I was acting out on those feelings and

thoughts. And I just immediately broke down. Like, beyond

sobbing, I was wailing. I didn't know what was going to happen.

I assumed I was about to be expelled.

Father Farnsworth told me that he was so

disappointed in me, that my sin was the worst kind of sin, but

that he was going to help me; that with his help and God's love
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and grace, that I didn't need to be this way, that there was

hope for me to change my life around, or it wasnft too late for

me. He relayed some scripture to me, a scripture that he used

in his fire and brimstone talks, about a man lying with another

man but also talking about what happens if you pray to God and

you ask for forgiveness but you don't really mean it, and how

that plays out for your eternity, which you know, just further

cements your destiny to - to be in hell. He closed with a

prayer to give himself strength, like for God to give Father

Farnsworth strength so he could help me though this, to give

Father Farnsworth guidance, knowledge and a path, a direction

for us to go in so that I could be healed, so that I could

return to the light of God.

Because I had been crying so much, Father

Farnsworth then told me to go back to the boys' dorm to calm

down, to wash my face, and when I was ready, to get back to

class. I exited through the back of the building, across a

courtyard so I didn't have to go through the whole school. Went

to the boys' dorm, locked myself in my room, didn't return to

class and just cried. I wanted to die. I thought if I killed

myself, I could get out of this. I was really hurt that my

friend told on me.

So I didn't return to class, but nothing was said

to me. I didn't get in trouble, so I guess somehow something

was cleared, although I do recall hearing my name paged by the

high school receptionist, because I was missing afternoon

classes. They were paging me. I can remember - 'cause there

were speakers in the boys' dorm, so I can remember hearing my

name being called. Tyler Holmes, please come to the high school

receptionist desk. But I just stayed put. I know I attended

dinner that night. I had no appetite, but that wasn't an option

at Grenville. I told I had to eat and be thankful for the food.
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Then after the - for me - my perspective after my

sports activity, which I did soccer, basketball and track, after

those activities, we would shower, put our uniforms back on and

then go for our dinner. Again, the same routine in the dining

room, same table.

After dinner we would have our study time. We
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could go to the library and there are a couple other rooms,

mainly on the first floor, I don't remember going anywhere else,

to do our studies, which would be homework or prepare for any

upcoming test or exams that we had. I think it was around 10

o'clock, it was around the end of the day and then we would all

file into the chapel. There was an Anglican chapel, which I

believe to be Anglican, on the school premises and we were

praying - there was - there was a word for that com - I forget,

there's a word that was used - the Anglicans use to bring the

day down. I could be completely off on that, but there was some

word around the whole thing. And then we would pray, come to

the end of the day and up to the bed, lights out soon after

that, maybe 10:30, 10:15 or something, and then absolutely no

talking. Silence until we do it all again the next day.

Q. Okay. And so, you mentioned that you were

involved in sporting activities as an extra curricular. What

kind of sports did you play?

A. I - I - track was in the spring, basketball

in the winter and in the fall was soccer.

Q. And did you say that you only played sports

and that was the only extra curricular that you were engaged in?

A. No, I was also - I'm a drummer and I've been

drumming since grade three, and I enjoy that and I'm - I'm good

at it, so I was in the band.
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Q. And so, how did you feel telling her that?

A. The - the - being at the school was, in a
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sense, very numbing. I - I don't know. I just - I just did it.

I was - as I said, I was in this state where I was already

vulnerable, already confused in, what I suppose, is my home

country, in this environment that it was just so unreal. I just
- and I needed something else that they weren't offering me.

So, to say how I felt at that time saying it to her, I was numb

and I just did it 'cause I had to do it. You learn quickly that

you do things to survive and so I just did it,.

Q. When you told this to her, was Charles

Farnsworth still there or had he left the table?

A. He was there.

15

20

Q. And what did he do, if anything, to your

observation when Julie started welling up?

A. I don't remember him doing anything.

Q. So, you just said that there were ways that

you figured out how to survive, so maybe we can talk a little

bit now about the rules at Grenville. What can you tell us

about some of the rules that the students had to follow?

A. There were standard rules. I don't know if

25

they're written down, but they involve things like you don't

wear jeans, keep your hair cut a certain length, no - no

swearing, no bad language, you're not allowed to be in a room

alone with a male and female student ever in any circumstances,

you have to be - you can't be late, you always have to be on

time, and you can't - you know, talk at night. There's various

standard rules like that.

There was also these unwritten rules that you

30 pick up and learn and I - and that - that's based on living the

positive Grenville Christian life in a way that you, sort of,

tune into, and that was more difficult to - to understand. And
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even now, I don't really understand.

But you - how I - it came across to me for the

first time, when I first got to that school, you - I was - I

came with my parents with my one bag and I was - my parents were
- I was met - when the car came up, I was met by students who

said, "Welcome to Grenville, what's your name? Oh, you're going

to be up in my section up in the dorm." And it was all very

happy in a way that I wasn't familiar with. And then I was

taken up to the dorm and said, "Okay, unpack your stuff because

we're all going to meet in the dining room in 15 minutes," or

whatever it was, and it was something like I've never - that

simple action was something that I'd never experienced in my

life before. And then my parents were gone and there I was.

And so, then I went down to the dining room

trying to look for some kind of landmark, something, some

familiarity, something that I can hang onto to - 'cause I was -

I was frankly scared. I don't know why I was in this school in

the first place. I don't know - I've never been without my

parents. I'd just been through this huge traumatic thing that

devastated my whole family and (indiscernible) . And so, I was

looking around trying to find something and there was nothing

there. Everybody was smiling and happy and now we're going to

sing songs and it was all very - it sounds crazy to say that a

smiling room and everybody happy is actually a strange thing,

but it was all really strange, like, it just didn't feel

authentic. And so, yeah, I think I lost track of where I was

going with your question.

Q. So, you had said there was some unwritten

30

rules.

A. Oh, right. And so, that was the environment

of the school and I was disciplined very quickly which helped me

to understand that I needed to get into that environment if I
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wanted to survive.

Q. Just going back to that environment that

you're describing, you're saying the positive Grenville life.

A. Yes.

Q. What were some of the features of this

positive Grenville life to your observation?

A. You had to smile. You had to engage in all

activities even if they were silly. We - we had to square

dance, for example, and like it. We had to - we couldn't listen

to rock music, we had to enjoy - I don't know what the kind of

music they listen to in square dancing, we had to enjoy that

music. We had to enjoy classical music, hymns, we had to keep

smiling and keep engaging in whatever we were asked to do.

Q. And so, you said that you were - you were

disciplined very quickly. So - so, can you tell us about that -

that disciplinary incident?

A. When.

MS. LOMBARDI: Perhaps we should take a break,

Your Honour, I apologize.

THE COURT: Are you going to a new area?

Normally we would wait until 11:30 because that's

what we told the construction people. I don't

know if you were here, but we were having

drilling and hammering, so we've given them a

schedule that we're now keeping to. Unless - do

you need a break now?

MR. ADAIR: No, I don't need a break. I just

knew my friend was moving into a somewhat new

area and I just made the suggestion. I'm totally

fine and I'm sorry to have....

THE COURT: No, as long as it's quite, let's keep

to our times.
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enjoyed doing anymore, that's not why he's here, so, he wasn't

allowed to soak and have his long baths and that was kind of the

start. We thought like what the heck's going on here, like it

was total change from the first year.

Q. Did you visit your family often, while you

were.

A. Sorry?

IE

Q. Did you visit your family often?

A. We got home on long weekends. Maybe my first

one would have been Thanksgiving weekend.

Q. For both years?

A. Yeah.
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Q. What were your grades like?

A. Pre-Grenville I was a -- I was like one of

those 50 per-centers. My marks had gone down big time in first

year in grade nine. Second when I first went to Grenville, it

-- it was prob -- I can't tell you for sure, but I would have

been nineties average, top mark in my class at that point in

Grade 10 math, Grade 11 math, sorry.

Q. What were some of the rules at G-C-C that you

had to follow?

A. A lot of those I'm -- I don't remember as

much. Like there was the usual uniform ones, haircuts, dress

code, which would have been their -- our uniforms that we had to

wear. That you couldn't wear like, denim grey jeans. They had

to be like, basically casual I guess you would call them dress

clothes. Six-inch rule, that was the one that you weren't

allowed to be that much closer to a female. Just the usual --

you had to -- you had to attend church, you had to go to

classes, you had to go to the study halls and that at night.

Q. And were these consistent rules between the

Berean days and Grenville when it switched over?
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A. Yeah.

Q. Were there any additional rules that arrived

with the -- with the changeover in your second year?

A. I can't remember exact rules that would have

changed, but it was the atmosphere that had changed.

Q. And can you describe that?

A. Things that had happened. Well, probably one

of the best -- the first time that was evident that things had

changed big time, other than Haig and his bath, soaking in the

bathtub, there was a -- and a lot of the students didn't know

this had happened at the time, but since we were on the special

discipline, cleaning the barns, we went out in the morning,

there was a two headed calf that was born, out in the field and

we went out and they'd had a tractor around the -- holding the

cow up the fence and they were pulling the calf out and it came

out with two heads. That afternoon -- and like, some of us had

talked about that -- about -- that we'd seen it, and it was like

holy crap, because we'd never seen anything like that before,

most people haven't. If I can say the shit hit the fan that

afternoon, like it was -- they'd pulled all students out of

classes, everybody down to the chapel and they started -- this

would be probably what I would remember as the first light

session where they -- the -- the first thing they said was there

was a -- God had sent us a sign, there was a two-headed calf

born, we're being punished for the sins that people had been

doing at the school.

And then it started as they wanted -- there was

like, a mass confession and everybody basically started to stand

up and they would say well I've done this, da-da-da-da-dah, and

then somebody else say well I've done this and -- and it just

escalated. I don't remember how long it went on for, it seemed

like forever and then we were all dismissed from the -- from the
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chapel and we were told nobody's allowed to talk, can't be

beside anybody else and that went on for 24 hour silence. They

wanted people to meditate and what they had done that God would

have been punishing us with this two-headed calf being born.

That's probably the biggest thing that started, thinking like,

this wouldn't happen the first year. It was different from that

point on.

Q. Do you remember when, in that second year,

this session took place?

A. I -- it would have been -- it would have been

early fall, be -- I'm not sure the exact date, but -- just

'cause there wasn't snow on the ground really.

Q. So, you mentioned some of the rules and --

and the shift change. What would happen if you broke the rules

or any of the expectations of the students at Grenville?

A. You -- you'd be pulled out and centered out

right then and there, normally, depending what it was. Probably

the most extreme case, for me, the first year, one of my friends

and I decide were going to -- they had like, a boarded-in area

where they had a hockey rink out back that we were going to make

a skating rink for -- for hockey, so we were out -- it was

probably nine o'clock at night watering, getting the ice ready,

and we decided we were going to have a smoke while we were out

there.

Anyhow, so we were out trying to hide our smokes,

watering the -- watering the ice and Steve Haig came out and saw

us and it was like uh-oh, because we knew -- we knew it was a

no-no, we shouldn't have been doing it. And then we ended up

the next day, we got called down and I guess we knew we were

going to get -- they called licks, which was a paddling. And

anyhow I -- knowing that I was going to get it that night, I put

on several pairs of underwear, I wore my thickest pants, I had
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my wallet in one pocket and my Gideon Bible in my other pocket.

I went down and I got it and it hurt, but it was -- I'm going to

say it wasn't unbearable. And what they used -- don't have any

examples here -- the desktops were the ones where you slide in

sideways. My best recollection of it anyhow they were shaped --

can I draw a picture? Is that allowed? I'm not a very good

artist, but it'll -- it will only take me a second.

THE COURT: If it helps you describe it and

there's no objection, yes you may draw a picture.

THE WITNESS: It would have been a desktop like

those kinds where you slide in the side and it

had several holes drilled through it and the

15

story was so the wind wouldn't slow it down.

They gave you good welts, but that was basically

what they were used and they would swing on your

butt. So you would assume the position, which

was stand over chair. It was a low, so you would

be like that and they would come up from behind

and -- and that was the way it happened. The

second year...

MS. LOMBARDI: Q. Just before we move on to the

second year, can I just ask you a few questions about this first

experience?

A. Mm-hmm.
25

30

Q. You said you got -- you got your licks for

smoking. Do you remember how many times you were hit?

A. Five, that one. I think that was kind of the

norm from what we'd heard from other students.

Q. And you said it gave you good welts. Did you

get welts from that?

A. There was small, like red welts after, but it

wasn't -- it was something that went -- gone away I don't
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remember how long, but they were gone away quickly.

Q. Okay. And did any other discipline result

after getting your licks or was that the end of it?

A. I think that was the end of it and we went

back to -- they let us go back to watering the rink. We learned

our lesson and we -- I don't think we smoked anymore at school.

We knew better, we were crazy kids.

Q. And generally speaking, before we get on to

another example, what were the forms of discipline? You

mentioned licks. Were there any other ways kids were

disciplined while you were a student?

A. Dish crew, cleaning the barn, shoveling snow.

There was a couple of times remember getting pulled out of class

to -- I donTt remember if it was going to be a frost or if it

was just that time of year, everybody had to go out and pick

apples off the apple tree, doing -- picking potatoes, doing the

farming stuff. Some -- some students were -- would be cleaning

and stuff like that, like the halls. I can remember one time

there was a water leak in one of the pipes between the

buildings, the addition by the chapel and one of my -- just my
-- I had to dig -- dig out underneath the building to get to the

pipes. That was kind of an oddball one, but I dont know what I

did to -- to get that job, but it was -- it was one of the jobs.

Q. Did kids have regular work jobs, or was --

were these jobs all discipline?

A. I think -- I -- I -- I don!t remember. The

second year I was pretty much on discipline the -- most of the

time I was there.

Q. And would you be aware if other students were

on discipline?

A. The ones who we were with regularly, yeah.

It kind of seemed to be the regular crew who was in doing the
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A. So, what -- the only one other example that I

can give where I was present and it would have been when it was

still Berean. We went on a ski trip, Lake Placid and one of the

students -- I don't know, can I give his name? Is it --

probably doesn't matter. Anyhow, he got caught smoking when we

were down there, and a bunch of students were in one room and

the staff members in the other room beside us and he got pulled

out in front of all of us for smoking. He went in the other

room and we could hear -- we could hear the smacking. We had no

idea what he -- they used, but he came back and told us what

happened.

Q. Okay. Thank you. And so how many times did

you get licks at Grenville?

A. Twice.

Q. So, you told us about that first time. Can

you tell us about the second time?

A. The second time, I had absolutely no idea it

was coming. I got pulled out of class, it would have been study

time at night and brought downstairs with two staff members and

it started off as a light session, and them interrogating me or

questioning me about one of my friends who had been in town. He

had gone in with a -- with a carload of them to the doctor's

office in Brockville. I think he was getting allergy shots and

he decided to have a smoke when he was in there. And -- and

he'd told me, I knew and they wanted me to rat him out, saying

that yeah, he did do it. I knew about it and I wouldn't tell on

him. I figured they knew already. Anyhow, this went on for

quite a bit and then at the end they -- sorry.

THE COURT: It's okay. Take your time. There's

water and tissue and if you need a break you can

have a break.

THE WITNESS: I'll be all right.
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THE WITNESS: They made me drop my drawers and my

underwear and -- and they beat me twice, and I --

I couldn't stand up and the other one -- or

5

10

somebody held me up, and they kept swinging and

and I got eight that time.

MS. LOMBARDI: Q. Do you remember who the staff

members were?

A. Dan Ordolani and John Childs was in there.

Q. And do you remember who was hitting you?

A. Dan Ordolani.

CLERK REGISTRAR: Dan.

MS. LOMBARDI: Ordolani.
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25

THE WITNESS: Satan.

MS. LOMBARDI: Q. Why do you call him Satan?

A. Oh, he's the devil, that guy. He was just --

he was -- he wasn't a nice man.

Q. So, compared to that first licks experience

that you had, how did the pain compare the second time?

A. I probably can't describe it. I -- I

couldn't stand up after the second one and my best -- I -- I

don't know how to describe it, but my best way probably to

describe it would be somebody having a frying pan red-hot and

holding it up against you. It was just excruciating. That's

all I -- it just -- it just like, burn.

Q. And you said you fell to the floor after two?

A. After the second one.

30

Q. And do you remember who picked you up?

A. I don't remember who it was. At that point I

was -- from the point they told me to drop my drawers I kind of

figured what was going to be happening and I wasn't prepared. I

was just -- I was just terrified. It was probably like, the
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Q. And what happened at the end of this
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paddling?

A. I was sent back up to my classroom and --

that would be the one I was referring, everybody knew what had

happened, because it's loud.

Q. So, how were you feeling in the days after

this second beating?

A. I pretty much had it and had my mind made up

that I wasn't going to

money and I'd had some

I'd had hidden, and my

had been smoking, we b

going to run away that

school. Think we were

stay. Saved up my tuck shop allowance

money that I had saved up that -- that

friend and I, who -- who was the one who

th got together and we decided we were

night. So, we left back out behind the

going to jump a train, not realizing how

fast they really go when you see it in the movies. So, we ended

up walking into Brockville down the train tracks and got a bus

to Toronto. I was 16 at the time, I guess, and we ended up

taking a bus up to Parry Sound, that's where he was from.

And his -- his dad owned a construction company

and he was friends with one of the employees, and we ended up

bunking out in his place for -- it was a night or two. Then we

thought we'd better let our parents know where we were. They

were concerned because they knew we'd gone missing and they'd

been reported. Parents picked us up. I don't think my mom and

dad -- I shouldn't say my mom and dad. I don't think my dad

ever believed what had happened, like, the way with the licks, I

think he thought it was an exaggeration. They saw my butt. I

was still -- I still had welts and bruises and that was -- that

was probably into two weeks after at that point and they gave me

my option. And this would have been in January of -- I think
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THE WITNESS: The reason I went there was because

it was the only school in Guelph that was

semestered at the time and we were in a semester

school in Grenville.

5 MS. LOMBARDI: Q. And you entered G-C-V --I in

grade 11; is that right?

A. Yeah, second semester for them.

Q. And so how was that experience compared to

I'll
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Grenville?

A. Much better. It was kind of -- I'm -- I

don't know how to define normal, but it was a normal school.

Probably much like it is today. The -- it was awkward going in,

because it was mid-seventies, most people had long hair back in

those days and they shaved my head the Thursday before when I

finished school on Friday so going into a new, strange school

with a bare head was different, but other than that it was

awesome. Gained best friends, like, even my shop teacher. I --

I've kept in touch with them through the years. He went to our

wedding. It was a whole different -- whole different atmosphere

than what I was used to.

Q. You said they shaved my head, who are they?

A. The school.

Q. Which school?

A. At Grenville. The -- it was -- I can't

25

30

remember her name now. Could have told you last night. Anyhow,

they -- there had regular haircuts, taking them down really

close so that everybody kind of looked the same.

Q. And when did they do this?

A. The day before I left to go back to regular

school.

Q. You talked to us about the two headed calf

incident and -- and the school wide assembly that resulted
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they would want to know why you were doing it. They would

explain why it was wrong, with what you were doing, and then

normally it would end with -- with them saying a prayer and you

repeating -- repeating after them as they did their prayer. And

I -- I don't know if all of them were the same. I -- one of the

things I don't remember a whole bunch about was -- was light

sessions. Like, there was really only two that I can remember.

I -- I -- I think I just blocked them out. I -- I would go to

them, but I -- it was just I tried not to pay attention.

Q. Well, can you tell us about the two that you

remember?

A. The first one would be the one where I got

the licks, where it started off as that and then at the end --

the end of that one there wasn't a prayer, but God had told them

to punish me, and that was the way they told them to -- God had

told them to punish me.

Q. Can you describe that light session, before
-- before the licks started?

A. I can't tell you a whole bunch other than it

was just interrogating me, wanting me to tell on my friend and

they -- they thought it was necessary that I told on him.

Q. And how long did that go on before the -- the

licks came?

A. I'm -- I can't say for sure. I'd be guessing

15, 20 minutes, but I'd be guessing. I said I don't remember a

lot of the stuff that was that -- I remember the pain, I

remember those types of things, but a lot of the -- I tried not

to pay attention when we went into those type of things.

Q. Do you remember where that one happened?

A. It would have been on the floor that was

beneath the classroom floor.

Q. And again, who were those staff members?
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A. Dan Ordolani and John Childs.

Q. And you said you had another example that you

remember?

A. Yeah, the second one -- and it was just one
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of those ones where we were pulled into a room and it was John

Childs and I don't remember who the other person was that was in

there at the time. I -- and Mark Rider -- so it was two -- two

of us students and John Childs and somebody else. And it was

kind of tried -- it was meant to have been --- I'm going to say a

friendly session. They were upset with us because I -- I'm

going to --- I'm going to say we were happy -- or we let on that

we were happy. We tried to -- we were kind of two peas in a

pod, Mark and I, and we tried not to let things bother us.

Anyhow, so they talked to us. That was probably

close to half an hour, about why we do things we do, how come

we're happy, you --- you know, we shouldn't be smiling at this,

smiling at that. Anyhow, and then at the end they just follow

us in prayer and they had us both repeat -- they'd say a line,

then we'd say a line, and at one point it was a big word and we

both stumbled on it and both laughed at the same time during the

prayer, but it went on. And that --- those were the only two

that I can say that I, like that were individual, smaller ones I

can remember.

Q. Okay. And just back to that paragraph that

25

30

you read for us, the very last sentence on that page there, at

page 8 of Tab 134, was tell us to say what we feel and say you

can 't...

A. Can't say that.

Q. . . .can't say what you want.

A. You can't say what you mean.

Q. What does that mean?

A. Yeah, they would -- and -- and I don't
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we're here.

Q. You also write "try to control your life."

A. And that would be under the same -- same

thing. They -- it's pretty narrow what you were allowed to do

and what you couldn't do. I'll use an example, you weren't

allowed to have a girlfriend, like that's kind of normal for a

teenager.

Q. And then you write, "give people wrong

impressions of school." What do you mean by that?

A. Just even -- I'm going to say my parents, the

public, everybody thought it was a great boarding school, which

it was at one point, and people didn't know what went on behind

the walls of that place.

Q. Next you write "staff members act like kings

and expect us to respect them." What do you mean by that?

A. We were put down below them. They were --

I'm sure in some cases, that we probably should have been, you

-- we have to -- we have to respect staff members, but it was

more like we were their servants. An example would be dining

room table. If you were sitting with staff members, and they

wanted more food, they would have somebody picked at the table

and you would have to go up and refill their plate for them at

the -- the table bar or the food bar, or whatever it was. That

being an example of it and you'd have to pick up their plates at

the end of the meal for them and take them back up. It was kind

of like you were their servants.

Q. You -- you also say, "never get our say in

30

things."

A. Sorry, what was....

Q. "Never get our say in things"; right

underneath the staff members point.

A. Never get out of.
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Q. You see the point "staff members act like

kings and expect us to respect them" and right underneath "never

get our say in things."

A. Okay. I'm screwed up here.

Q. This is your reasons for going list.

A. Okay. I was on the rebellious one. Never

get your own say in things. If you -- if you wanted to do

something, or if -- even if you knew you were right and you

could prove you were right, you were -- you were -- you weren't

right. If it was -- if you got in an argument with a staff

member who would -- it would be their way and even -- and I

can't even give you an example at this point, but that was kind

of a thing that you couldn't argue with staff members, it

was. .

Q. You also wrote "rotten teachers." What are

you referring to there?

A. Perfect -- perfect example there -- in one --

and -- and I -- and that would be one case would be the one

reason I was sent to that school was because they had an auto

shop and they -- my parents knew I was interested in being a

mechanic and my auto teacher there -- and I can expressly

testify for it now, because I taught auto for several years and

I was a -- I've had my own business for a shop. He read it out

of a book. He stood at the front of the class out of a book and

he just -- and we had to write our notes and he read it out word

for word and we wrote it down in our books and even when we

ended up in the shop it was obvious he didn't know. He didn't

he ---- he knew what he was reading, but he -- when it came

down to doing the practical stuff it was obvious he hadn't done

it.

Q. You also. .

A. I can give an example. We're changing --
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they -- even when I got there in September, they took the keys

and. I wasn't allowed the keys 'til it was time to go home,

whether it was Thanksgiving or Christmas.

Q. Okay. And in this January 7th, 1975 letter

that starts at page 4, you -- you complain about having to get a

haircut in the first paragraph?

A. Mm-hmm.

Q. Yes. You wanted long hair and they wanted

you to cut it?

normal.

A. Yeah, because I was leaving and going to a

Q. So, that's the first grievance that you cite

here. And then in the third paragraph you are annoyed that

Father Farnsworth said you couldn't take two kids, Mark and --

and is it Liz?

A. Yeah.

Q. With you in the car. Would this be like at

the end of the second semester or first semester?

A. The end of the first semester.

Q. All right. And you said that you couldn't

drive them?

A.

Q.

A.

Q.

about Lynn got me

A.

Q.

A.

Q.

affection?

Yeah.

And you were annoyed about that?

Yeah, Liz lived in Guelph at the time.

Okay. And in the fourth paragraph you talk

a gold bracelet.

Yeah.

And was that your girlfriend in grade 11?

Yeah.

And this was a gift from her to show her

A. She got it for me.
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Q. Right.

A. You know, like it was obvious.

Q. Follow the rules. So experience, does that

also mean, if you broke the rules, like on your ski trip, you,

you learn that way too, right, by suffering the consequences?

A. Yes.

Q. Yeah. And is it fair to say that seeing

other kids on discipline was another way that you learned not

what to do?

A. I didn't see that many kids on discipline.

Q. Okay.

A. But would I learn from them, yes.

Q. Yes. And, and seeing people like your cousin

being stood up, right, that...

A. Yes.

Q. . . .was a lesson to you of what not to do,

right?

A. Yes.

Q. And so, how did you as a student learn what

the consequences of discipline were, or, or what discipline look

like? You, you said you didn't often see, but you did sometime

see other kids on D, was that one way that you learned of?

A. Yes.

Q. You listed off some rules, I think one of

them that just said now, was there was a stairwell for boys and

a stairwell for girls, and that was a rule, you didn't take the

wrong stairwell, right?

A. Correct.

Q. And there was also some other rules about no,

no exclusive relationships, is that right?

A. Yes.

Q. Is it fair to say that Grenville was a co-ed
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school, but it never really felt like a co-ed school?

A. Yes.

Q. And there were more rules than just those

written down respecting boys and girls. So we've got no

stairwells written down, correct?

A. Yes.

Q. No exclusive relationships written down,

correct?
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A. Yes.

Q. There was also something called the six-inch

rule, isn't that right?

A. Yes.

Q. Yes. And that was not written down, was it?

A. I don't think so.

Q. Okay. And what was the six-inch rule?

A. There are - in a classroom environment, for

example, if Pamela Wirsbinski on my yearbook page, was sitting

beside me in chemistry class, I shouldn't be closer than six

inches.

Q. I see. Were you allowed to take strolls one

on one with girls up and down the laneway?

A. No.

Q. What was...

A. Now, two girls and one guy was fine.

Q. Right.

A. But two guys and one girl was not.

Q. Right And that's something that, that you

learned, not because it was written down for you, but you picked

that up?

A. I wish I had the handbook still. Was that

not written down?

Q. Do you remember it being written down?
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A. No.

Q. Okay. And in chapel, I think you mentioned

when you were describing the chapel sessions, boys and girls

didn't even sit near each other. There was a girl section and a

boy section, is that correct?

A. Yes.

Q. So I just want to go back to the - there was

only that one instance where you were put on discipline, is that

right, for the ski trip thing?

A. Yes.

Q. Yeah.

A. To my best recollection.

Q. Right. And so, were you put on discipline

because your behaviour on the ski hill was deemed to be

embarrassing for the school?

A. I think it was the code of conduct code with

the ski patrol. I think their, you know, the 10 steps to code

of conduct in skiing.

Q. Okay.

A. So we broke one of them.

Q. I see. So when you.

A. Which in turn wouldn't reflect poorly on the

school.

Q. Right.

A. Yes.

Q. But you weren't put on discipline at

Grenville because you explicitly broke the skiing code of

conduct, though? It was your behaviour and how it reflected

back on the school, right?

A. I'm not sure. Like I am pretty sure it was

from ski racing.

Q. Right. So that code of conduct for skiing,
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Q. Okay.

A. Like, if it was one day or two days.

Q. Okay. Could have been two days.

A. Could have been.

Q. Okay. Did you see other students on D that

were punished a little more harshly than you, than your one

experience with it?

A. Hmmm. I - there - I can't remember the

names, but there was one person who played the trumpet for

raising the flag, he was an American guy, he got put on

discipline for something, and he was on longer.

Q. How.

A. . . . like two or three days probably.

Q. Two or three days.

A. Yes.

Q. And do you remember what he was doing?

A. No. I, I don't remember.

Q. How did you know when someone was on D?

A. Oh, he wouldn't be wearing a uniform.

Q. I see. Would you be going to class?

A. No.

Q. Would you be socializing with other students?

A. There would be no socializing, really. I, I

think it was a time for reflection. Like, you weren't allowed

to talk to any other students during that time. You could only

chat with your supervisor. In my case, it was Ms. Seaford.

Q. So I just want to go back to your affidavit

that we talked about, at paragraph 18 there, you said that, "If

staff kids broke the rule, I saw that they were disciplined more

harshly than the other students." So I don't know if that helps

your memory at all, but what do you remember seeing with respect

to discipline of staff kids?
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student body was put on silence?

A. Yes.

Q. Do you remember what brought that about?

A. I'm - and again, memory is what it is, but I

am, it was an overall feeling that the school attitude by more

than a few players had, was dropping down a notch.

Q. I see.

A. And in silence, kinda when you're on

discipline, you're - I remember this, you know, inward

reflection. Well, in a 16 or 17-year old mind, you're thinking

inward reflection, I don't want to go too inward, because I

don't want to be haughty, but on the other hand, I don't want

to, you know, I want to reflect.

Q. Right.

A. So, yeah, it was a, it was a timer and you

reflect. And for me, you got to just change your attitude.

Like be positive or don't be.

Q. Okay.

A. Like, okay.

Q. You are a really positive guy, right?

A. I according to this writeup, I was.

Q. Okay. And you describe yourself that way.

A. Uh-huh.

Q. That's fair. So this, did you even think

that this silence really applied to you, this attitude problem,

did you think of it as a, it's something I am contributing to in

any event?

A. Whether I was contributing or not, you know,

I was, I was never perfect. So...

Q. Sure.

A. . . .overall, it, it didn't really bother me,

to be honest.
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Q. Right.

A. I certainly remember it, though. Like, you

would remember something like that.

Q. And you said, it was, it was a time of

reflection being on silence, whether it was discipline or this

instance.

A. Yeah.

Q. You said, but not to not - you don't want

to go too far inward, because then you're haughty, so did you

fine that line, that balance difficult, you know, difficult to

kinda figure out as a kid?

A. Yeah. Like, what's, what's the difference

between confidence and being haughty? Oh, sorry, I didn't mean

to ask you that, but, you know, that's what in my mind, that's

what I mean.

Q. Right. You, you kinda struggle with figuring

out what it all meant, right?

A. Yeah.

Q. Yeah. Would you agree with me generally,

that the giving and receiving of corrupt [sic] correction was a

part of this spirit of Grenville? That, that formed a part of

it, right?

A. Could you ask me that again?

25
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Q. Sure. Would you agree with me, generally

that the giving and receiving of correction was absolutely part

of the spirit of the school?

A. Like, I don't think we received that much

correction, but there was certainly correction given.

Q. Okay. But you wouldn't say that it was

absolutely part of the spirit of the school?

A. Well, that, you know, I would, it was

absolutely part.
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GRENVILLE CIIRI STW1 COLLEGE

Grenville Christian College, a residential, co-educational, ecumenical

school with grades seven through to university entrance, is deeply committed to

helping young people to become well educated, confident, principled leaders and

useful adults ready and able to take their place in this changing and

challenging world.

Diligence, bard work, high standards, self-discipline, are all part of the

Crenville experience, and through them cones the joy of real achievement, the

knowledge that exceptional effort brings exceptional results,

Concepts such as morality, courtesy1 consideration, reverence and respect

are all held high in the studentet daily life. Clear rules that are faire and

a discipline that is firm but loving, bring pleasing results in young lives

that respond to the challenge. Each student is encouraged to do his

individual best. The attitude of doing just barely enough to get by is not

tolerated. Students come to "grips" with themselves and through

self-discipline overcome any lasiness, get a good feeling about themselves,

develop good study habia and become doubly productive. 852 of the graduates

go on to higher education and their success speaks well for the training they

Cbi iCóI1 ----..... -

su_s. A young person's daily

i
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approach to life baa a great bearing on his academic performance. 'earful,

negative attitudes must be healed before the student can freely learn and

develop. The daily environment of the College is the changing influence, and

it works because the spirit among the staff and atudent is positive. In

contrast to many schools, at Crenville peer pressure promotes enthusiastic

productivity. Rig.h endeavour is the norm at Gren'u'ille,

It is becoming known more and more as a

"lighthouse" or "beacon" on lbe Canadian educational horizon.

Old-fashioned virtues such as pride in one's country, gratitude for this

magnificent land in which we live, are fostered. Early every morning ninny

students, their beds made and faces scrubbed, at the sound of a trumpet

voluntarily gather round the flag pole to sing our National Anthem as the

nation's ensign is raised. Young people don't forget the patriotic feelings

that rise up within them at tines like this.

- A grades seven through thirteen broad Arts 8nd Sciences

programme fully prepares students for university or college. Each year an

official from the Ontario Department of Education visits the College, sitting

in on classes and observing the quality of the classroom teaching, the

students' response, and the curriculum that is provided. At every visit, this

well-trained official baa been very pleased with the spirit, tone and quality

of the learning process as it goes on day after day in Grenville's classrooms.

The teaching skill, and patience of our faculty, coupled with the hours of

7
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personal attention given to individual students1 brings consistent results.

Energetic, imaginative teachers who have dedicated their lives to their

profession, encourage and press students to go beyond the limit they think is

their best. Great strides are made when they work hard1 think hard, and play

hard.

This school j different. What La about Grenville Christian

College? The close knit relationship between staff and students. Living right

On Campus, and involved with the students from 6:30 n.m. to bedtime at night,

the faculty and staff members have an almost parental concern for every

student. There is no gulf between the students and their teachers, no

generation gap, because there is a very open, honest interaction going on at

all times. The staff family makes it a point to live openly, frankly and

honestly with our students, so the student senses it is safe to express

feelings and opinions. Students in this healthy enviromnent emerge as mature

and confident individuals. This requires a total commitment on the part of the

whole staff that is truly unique. Why do they choose and enjoy this life of

total dedication? BecauSe for them it is not a job, it in a calling. This

total commitment undergirds and gives a depth and quality to Grenville

Christian College that is uncommon in the world today.

The straight forward, open-hearted, free spoken sincerity expressed among

-

the staff members which also includes the students. This means the students

sense it is safe to openly express their feelings and "get it all out."

Emotional health and growth .s encouraged and freely promoted. This frankness

with each other develops a spirit of trust aud comradeship that can last a

lifetime.
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busy teenagers happily engage in tasks that are educational, varied and

meaningful. Valuable skills are learned, and the cbool sparkles with

cleanliness under the proud care of two hundred and thirty students. Some

teenagers who have never experienced good, honest physical work enter into it,

and find it has a built-in satisfaction and can even be fun.

- In this College, which is totally free of drugs, rock

music, alcohol and tobacco, the students live by principles which make for a

strong school and family spirit. A sense of personal responsibility and

integrity develops day by day in an environment that promotes strength of

character. Students learn to stand up for that which is right, and develop a

sense of pride i-n their school. It is the purpose of the College to cultivate

leaders who are clearly ible to dintinguish between right' and wrong.

Care.antL.reauect for God, parents, teachers, elders, police, leaders of

government, and authority in general is expressly taught at Grenville. One

cannot properly take a place of authority until he first learns forespect and

obey authority. This pctple underlies the effective traiang of leaders.

As a student matures, he is given greater an greater responsibility in order to

develop his leadership ability.

The College enrolment is purposely limited in order that a close "family
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spirit is maintained. It is absolutely essential to the College purpose that

no student be 'lost in the crowd'. Meals are carefully served "family" style

at round tables where open conversation can take place. Staff aembera, usually

a husband and wife head the table and are alert to any daily problems that

arise In atudent' lives. Saturday night is "Family Night". At the begInning

of each year the student body is divided Into groups of ten or twelve. Each

group is assigned surrogate staff "parents" and every Saturday night the group

gathers with their family in their home and enjoys popping popcorn, playing

family games, watching television, and just relaxing in a fun-filled

"home-like" environment.

- A healthy ordered environment generates and encourages

creativity. Two bands, an orchestra, three chuirs, dramatic club and

productions, an annual Gilbert & Sullivan operetta, arts and crafts, debating,

public speaking, poetry contests, Junior Achievement all thrive under the

careful direction of enthusiastic leaders. Talents that would have remained

totally hidden are discovered and developed.

The co-ed approach to education is a most healthy and natural one. Boys

and girls together learn a care and respect for the opposite sex. Boys become

gentlemen and courteously stand when a girl, comes to the table, and one of them

will hold her chair as she is seated. Girls quickly become gracious young

lad los under this attention.

The approach to the Chriltian Faith is ecumenical. Ten to twelve
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different denominations worship and learn together in unity. Practical

down-to--earth Christianity that makes for effective living in our complex world

is taught and Lived at Grenville. The services of worship are never dull, and

the singing is rousing and enthusiastic.

The College is really a "world family" with students and staff from many

different countries. Over the years, twenty-one different countries of the

world have been represented. To live with students from other cultures and

varied backgrounds is a challeniug and enlarging experience for maturing

adolescents. A "world view" is of utmost importance on this "shrinking" globe.

Athleti.,nd_Outdocr..Eciuc.thm - The "spartan" philosophy of Greuville

Christian College spawns good athletes,. Clean living in a healthy environment

promotes superior athletic endeavour. A small school, Grenville competes with

others several timeB its sian and wins. "Extra effort" and the desire to

eiceed one's personal best, spur our athletes on to many victories.

Basketball, teuni, horseback riding, badminton, volleyball, track and field,

cross-country skiing and many other sports round out a full and varied program.

Everyone is encouraged and expected to give his best inthletics, and many

discover they have athletic abilities previously unknown. With stress on

maximum participation, everyone makes a team at Grenviile.

A wilderness campground on Whitefish Lake within an hour of the campus,

and the famous Adirondac Mountains to the south provide picturesque outdoor

recreation. Twenty-five miles of cross-country ski trails right on campus

provide many mid-winter thrills. Daily exercise is stressed. A healthy body

is important to the total well-being of every student.

4;
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ho .c!ood for you to Co iti't with rwar. ond to ure hF; to e
i.o;;est. I think his trobletr i thit c is fi'aid to afrl
to adit 4e i, 'ri afr 11 o cop' foi co s&lin ad fjr
I think he 'o%Il 1 lio to b t I I hi -'1 '. is tryirnj to ol . a
Once a peso Is lwin 1I-.. l i VI / Jlffic1 e1 ti
In are,' ¯ ¯l.i!c .urwri vcri:rb;ch att ho. expc. a i
.i jn.

if 'r cn b of any further ki to yoi ner p'kas c10 ot hi -

tt to .writ ir ctll rn'.

Sictriy urs,

't.v. rharl.s, . Frrtn
3eai f ;-¯

CF/zf
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May 5 137J

Mr. & flrs. W. U. i3artor
63:32 Crickadorn Court
1ississaucia Ontario LCct 2J5

Dear Mr. and 'irs. Barkar:
_________

I wantec to Lpiup to date as to whc.re we ar with

That nay be true; I not
Sure OTTO entire situation and how he is do1nc acadaMcal iyj Unever
as hiVdean there has ucen i1ttt improveaent In his attit'dp.

0
%e screened and

yello when he thouqht lie was qoin to receive a spank-4. ik has b
very very dishor~st. I l'ib uilnn very i:uch bit I �e1 I :mist let
¯ycu know that :ml ess there is a marked ipiprovenmut his attitude,
honesty. and behavi our that he will haVe to be e.ol led and Iii s appi I
atioii for neat year cannot be acceptea. I ani hopes that our last

proach to bin will he successful.

Aa1n we would ask for your spp :
of fIçfurher he]p please do mwt nesitate towwrite. or call.

Sincerely yours

Rev. Charles Farnsworth
i)ean of Men

CF/2f
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4ity 13 1¯7'

Rev. Mrs. (ewetIi ii, Russ
11 !rL11 rcct
Hailtor. Ontario L3S. i'

fle&r ev aiiii 'rs. Russ

are sorry to inforg you thai. after a ciar .wirn1:ig

to the ra 7 c'ass nut chetin o Mory fii: nd

atiother stutt rc foun to t tI i:in togcthr during tho

tcs t.

141..tir vert ic v .'i

¯.. S ite<J .u1 ji -1di rij c

-.

.1._. üì f.C ...i L I. . yu kA'Y th.i c .s. s thu I

'ou can o 4i11 nt this irch.u;t.

SicLr1.y!

ev. Charier R. arns.orth
hx of '&n

...
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\

!y 13. 1i

Mr. i rs (erhard 1Iuttiiqc-r
'- Rtnyiece Road

Toronto thitaric f.S ?7

)ear 9r. awl kvctinjer;

k ar sorry to i.nforn you that after a 1ear arin to

the grad 7 class about Cheatthrj Ofl 3 history test, /kust ant!

atother sttthint were fomd to bo taikin toqother cturint th

Ue iso wanted to let you know wka has pened so that

you can seafr to Aucnist about this incident.

Sinceroly,

Roy. Charles i? Frnocthh
ilean of :ieu

CF/if
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t.

1ay 1

flrs. U. H. Erker
6332 Crickadorn Court
1ississaugu. .OnLarlo LY 23

1)car 11r. and Ws. Bart:er:

I wanted to write to you and let you know of our
latcsL cplsode witn Glenn Mc nitated not
between himself and another boy the other n19ht In study

do think that there Is a softenin in Glenn: and)
('trnouglt reatcd exerences such as his, he s beiri1nn
.to see who he is and woul dd Ii ke to cIiann. But 1 sti'l
\iant to recruit all the support we can gt frocn yo.4r1
c'ry instance. ik like Glenn very iiuch, and I)de to see
a ked change in hin In the next four weeI.V

A lii, if we can be of any fur assistance to you
please do ot hesitate to writ call.

Sincerely yours,

ev. Charl es Farnsworth
)ean of ;k -

CF/zf
Enclosure
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January 31, 1979

Dr. & Hrs. 14. X. Shepherd
Weniier-Gren Centre
Sveavagen 166A
Stockholm, SWEDEII

Dear Dr. and Mrs. Shepherd,

I am certainly glad that Dave has uade a saze return to
Canada frots Sweden. I am afraid that I have some very die-
couraging news about. BavG and the condition that he seems to
be in as he has returned,

While we rv1iting wlh Bob and Beth Smith,
heard of Days activities and his dishonesty and disoh.e~i
to your)ends.th Toronto.

Dave's attitude upon returning to Grenville has beea
tdown of the school. lie has irmuediately joined with bo's
rebellion. Tow Dave himself does not look like a rebell
; he is very polished on the surface, but underneath we

e finding a disobedient, disrespectful, and dishonest you
5. t

In his first week at school here, Dave has trie
noise of the prefects into his camp.

.w*th

Re knows thi as extremely conniving
and sneak The prefect also kn and brought it to us.
We also foun . his identification card to a
15-year--old boy so that the boy could buy alcohol and be
entertained at discotheques.

- ¯... ...
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Page 2
January 3l 1979

Dave has lied to us and Is not res
the correction we have given him here.

to

that be. has uo port i the stormagains
eiressures that are coming upon hia At this point he

seeDis to have no inward desire to change. Re would like to
keep up a good front and yet act as he wants to beneath the
surface. This cannot be tolerated at Crenville.

We would be happy to hear ftom you. If I can be of any
further help to you7 please do not hesitate to write or call
me at any time.

Sincerely yours,

Rev. Charles R. i?arnzorth
Dean of Nen

CE/zf
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Welcome to Geuville christian College I

We hope that the information in the following pages Will

make your adjustment to Grenville easy and pleasant ¯ Living

together harmonloualy with a large number of ntudeâts and n taff
La only possible if all coacerne4 are committed to living by the

necessary guidelines.
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FACULTY AND STAFF OF GEE"]LLE CHIUSTIAM COLLEGB
* Z981/88

Headmaster

Father and Mrs. C. it. Farnsworth

High School Administration

Mr. K. W. MacNeil, Principal
Miss .3. I. Case, Vice Principal/Guidance
Mrs. .3. P. Childs, Guidance
Mr. D. B. Ortolani, Bursar

Office Personnel

Miss B. Balisado
:Mia S. Foster
Mrs. fl. Robertson
Mrs. Randy Steinbach
Hiss .. Stewart
Mrs. D. ¶lngley

Business Office Personnel

Mr. B. Farflsworth
Mrs5. B. Pásworth
Mr. it. Stei.nbach
Mrs. it. Steinbach

Medical Staff

)f as c. Black
Mrs. W. RawsOn

Maintenance & Bousekeepi
Supérviiión

Hr. W.. Thisbnell
Mrs.. B. Leitch
Mrs. B. POi

Kitchen & DEñing ROom ipi4p

Mrs. N.. Barnes,
Mrs.. W. BushOell
Mrs. it. Irving

I

Deans of Hen

Hr. B. Farnsworth
Mr. D. Poth
Mr. J. MacNeil, Assistant
Mr. W. Baylns, Assistant.

Deans of Women

Miss .3. Jama
Hiss .3. Stewart
Miss H. May.berry, Assistant

Elementary School

lire. K. MacNeil, Principal
Mrs. H. Ray
Miss P. Sipple
Miss N. S*nith

Librarian

Mrs. it. Bayles

Other Staff

Mr. K. Barnes
H. W. Bayles
Mr. D. Bushnell
Hr. .3. flathwy
Mr. A. .Iso1.ã
Hr. V. Rawaon S

Miss A. Sieert
Mr, Randy Stinbach
Mr. T. Twad.d1e.
Mrs ¯ B. Wilkinson

:
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HICEI SCHOOL TEACHERS

Miss . Anderson - Scince
Mr. N. Barnes - Geography
Mr. D. Barr - Math, Science
Mrs. D. Barr - Geography
Miss C. Black - Reading
Miss J. Case - Fretch, Geography
Mr. J. Childs - Physics, Computer Science
Mrs. J. Chiids - Guidance
Hr. C. Parnsworth Jr. - Geography
Mrs. C. Faritsworth, J. - Music
Mr. P. Farnsworth Math, Computer Science
Miss J. Filhs - Art
Miss S. Foster - Keyboarding
Mr. M. CUlts - English
Mrs. N. i1iis - French.
Dr. C. Hamiltbn Frncb1 English
Mrs. P. Hathaway - At
Mr. C. Henderson - Ehg].lsh, History
Mr. R. Irving - English, History
Miss J. James - Physical Education
Mr J. MacNeil - Math, History
Mr. K. MacWei - Math
Hia M.,MacNeil - Physical Education
Miss M. Mayberry Eiglsh, ESL
Mr. C. Mintz - Accounting, Computer Science, Math
Miss J. Myers - Science, Theatre Arts
Sr. Deborah Newsan - English, Eletory
Mrs. P. 0rto1àn1 * Rtstory, Math
HIss S. Patrick - Enklish, Theatre Arts
Mr. ft. Phelan - Math
Mrs. 1. Phelan Science
'Mr. B. Poth - Physical. Education
Mrs. W.. Rawsn Hei.th
Mr. ft.. Steinbeck 5Aàeounting
Dr. J.F.fl. twart¯- Làin S

Miss 3. Stewart - Accouitflg
4rs. D. Tingley - Reading
Mrs. T. Twad4l French, Rea4ing
Miss 1. Vermette Eng1iah Music, Hitory S
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t A &2flULE OF ThE WEEK

- DAI11 TIMETAELE

Monday& Friday .Tuesday.& Thursday

Breakfast 7:30 Breakfast 7:3ó
chapel :10 - 8:30 Chapel 8:10 - 8:50
let period 8:45 - 9:55 let periOd- 9:00 - 10:05
2nd peiqd 10:00 - .1.1:10 2àd period 10:10 11:15
3rd period 11:'j3 - 12:25 3rd period 11:20 - 12:25
Lunch 12:35 Lunch 12:35
4th period 1:30 - 2:40 4th period 130 2:40
5th period 2:45 - i55 5th pez1od 245 3:55
Diflner 5:30 Dinner & Study Hall are the èaae
Study Eail 7:10 - 9:10 as' 'Monday & Priday.

Wednesday

Breakfast 7:30
Let 'period 8:15 - 9;OQ
2nd period 9:05 - 9:50
rd period 9:55 - 10;40
4h period 10:45 - 1.:30
5th peviäd 11t35 12i20
Lun.b 123O
Afternoon activities
Dtnner 530
Study.Rall. 7.:10 - 9:00

ompline is held in the Chapel 9g20 - 9:30 p.rn Mnday, TuCaday, and Thursday.

Aadeiç. classes take p1ae during periods one through 2iv., $icth
- seventh peiods 'before aid after supper, 'are.sortw audactivity priods, -

usually for team or group. music practices.
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Study Halls

With the eXception of Friday and Saturday, a study hallia arranged
each evening. Grades 1 and 8 study from 7:10 p.m. to 8:40 p.m.

Study Rail Rooms: Grades 7, 8, 9 & 10 Girls Rooms 303 & 306
Grade3 7, 8, 9 & 10 Boys Room 307 & 308
Grades 11, 12 & 13 flinitig Room

Friday Night Activities

On Friday evening a activity is arranged which nvoives all of the
students. These actlv±tes provi4e a great deal of fun and relaxation, after
a busy week of study. They also he3p t give the student bOdy its

¯ characteristically strong shool spirit. All tudedts, unless excused for
medical reasons, re expected to participate.

Saturday Schedule

Rise: 7:30 a.m.
BrOakfast: 8:30 a,m.

-

Students are generally assigned to work on Saturday morning, Part of
the mornlug'will be used for atudy extra classes, tutoring, claSs projects,
etc. During the remainder of the morning studentS will be given work
assignments.

Lunch: 1:00 p.i.

Afternoon: Satuday afternoon is a free-tme period. variotm Outdoor
end indoot activities ar availahie. Also, studento are given the.
opportunty to go to a Brockville shopping cCntre to shop for personal.
needs. Tranportatton is by Séhopi bus at 2:45 p.m. (See page 18.) ¯

-

An extra. Study RaIl is coflvtned on Saturday afreruoo4 from 2;30 - 4:30'
eachete assign studts to this Study Rail if work or assignnente are

incomplete during the wàek..

$upe 6:00 .

Family Night: - 7:30 p.m. (See pa.gC 10:.) - - -

Dorm Time: IQ:00 p.m.
tights it: 10:30 p.m.
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Sunday Schedule

Rise: 8:00 a.m.
Chapel: 9:30 am., followed by brunch.
Bruitch: approximately 11:00 a.m.

The hours following Chapel. and brunch on Sunday are free time. The
dormitorieaand balls must be kept quiet so that studying aüd rest may go on
undisturbed. Students are encouraged to play outdoors or in the gym.
During the afternoon every student must write a letter home to parents.

Mid-afternoon snack: 2:30 p.m.

Dinner is served at 5:30 p.m. On Sunday evening there is usually a
study ball and/or a 'SiUg" invOlving both Faculty and atudents.
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II - ACALDENIt INFORMATION

High School Floors [Second & Third Floors]

Most academic classes are held on the Second & Third Floors. The
numbers are arranged from 2Oi at the east: end to 210 at the vest end of the
Second Ploor, and ¯ftom 3.01 to 310 on the ThLrd Ploor. Roots 210 is the
computer Lab Room 204 is the Chemistry and Biology Lab, and Rooms 206 and
207 are Science Labs.

At the east 'end of the Second Floor near RoOm 201 is the offIce of the
High School Recept.onist. This receptionist issues late slips and will
anSwer' 8uestiona of daily routiie. Apoiutaents to see the Principal, Vice
Principal, or Guidance Counsellors should be arranged through the High
School ieèepti.0ni5t's Office. Academic requests, such as to change Courses
or to be excused from an activity for extra. tudy, should be submitted in
writing to a receptacle outside the Receptionist's Office.

The bulletin board outside Room 202 contains key ±nformatiqn and
Should be consulted daily.'

Bookshelves

Each student, is assigned a bookshelf on the Second Floor on Which only
bookS and other artcles needed for classes may be kept. They must be neat
at all. times. These are open he1ves. All students must respect thd
próperty of others and not disturb or borrow books or articles from another
abelf. All, books and ar'ticles must bear the owner's name. Books or other
articles must not be Left on top of these shelves.

Stairways & Link

Boys are to use the west stairty and girls are to use the east.
Stairwells can be very poisy, sad every attempt should be made to. keep the
noise to a minLmi. ThoSe uSidg the small chapel or Classrpom 106 WiU be
disturbed if laud talking or other noise is permitted in these areas
Please 1e considerate hen

.
using these stairs ¯ The office area. and link at

the ast end of the E3mentaY Classroom P1oor is Off limits to students as
a thoroughfare to and from the giris' dormitory.

LatOiOs
..--Ifa student s 1tc to a clsá$oranyreaon, he.muet go .totheigh -

School Receptionist's Office to obtàiñ an admit slip to cléss.

Late Lights

- If students require extra time to comp1ea asaigneents fr a c1888.,
they may seek permisSion to' have "Late LightS' until is late as 11:00 p.m.

6
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on week nights (and lO30 p.m. on Wednesday and Sunday nights) from the
sqdy hail supervisor. 'bis must be done during, the evening before
Compline or "Sing." This petmiseon slip is given to the supervi8or in the
designated. areas. For Late Lights, boys are to Study in the Library, and
girls are to study in Roost 20]. on the Second Floor.

Before reporting to study, it is the res.ponsibi].ity of the studeat 'to
report to the dorm to sign Out and to ikiform his dorm supervisor or prefect
that he will be studying. Late Lights are only granted to sridents who
have used their study time responsibly. Students may not study together
withut a note from the teacher Of the subject involved.

Guidance

Man materials are available in the Library' to assist students with
questions about university and college selection and career requirements.
Guidance counsellots are also available to help with this. The central
buUetP' boar4 on the Second Floor keeps 'students posted on University and
College programmes, test dateS, and career and ,job opportunities.

If a student wshea to flave an appglntment with one of the guidance
teachers, a note requesting an interview and stating its purpose should be
left in the receptacle outside the High School Receptionist's Office on the
Second Floor.

if a student wishes to have an interviey with the Headmaster, a note
requesting this should' be submitted to the secretary at the Front Office
Reetion tiesk.

changing courses
Course timetables e tarefilly selected for each atudeflt by the

Cuidaice Department in consultation with the students and parent and in
consideration of long-term goals If, during the first two Cekn of
çiases each semester, a stzdent desires to drop a course and add another
couzse, he shoi4d turn in a 'Drop-Add Porn" to the High School
Receptionist He wilLtken be contacted for an appointment with a Guidance
COuneilor..'

&*nin. 'Hemo

A NQrZ11ng. Memo La issued each day, Monday through Friday, nd is
distriited to each class an toarious ojber pa oj school,

- -Thcluding the iace boards outide Room 202 and on the Third Floor
Teachers read this memo to students, but each student baa the
reappsiMlity of consulting it for details. It will contain items of
interest -tar iarious indivi4ua.s, classes, teams or groups. The 'general
and -spec.c. anóoqncenepts for the day o on this memo. 4y changes to the
day's schedule,, meetings, or practices not inciuded in the sterno Will be
announced at the close .o each meal.

'7
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Textbooks

Textbooks are aold 'on the day' of registration at the,beginning of each
semester. They are to be kept neat and tidy. The atudent's name is to be
written aeat].y inside the front cover. Students may highlight or make neat
marginal notes in a text'bok for study purposes. If a textbook is to be
used in the next semester, it can be returned to the School for credit.
This will depend on Its being kept in a satisfactory condition.

Notebooks

Neatly wrItten motes are to be kept'fo each subject in a manner
described by the teacher. Carelessly written noteS or assignments may
necessitate their being rewritten.

School Supplies

A sial1 supply of various statIonery supplies such as loose-leaf
refills, flotebooks, bristol board, pens, pencils, etc. are for sale outside
the DiCing, 'Room at the General Store. In general students are advised to
use weekends home or shopping trips to BrockviIle to purchase school
supplies.

Spare Periøds

Spare periods are designed for Study, music pragtice or for work
assignments. The dorm is off ilmito durng spare pariodso Each student
must be In the place assigned for that period. Attendance will be taken.

Study Rall

Study balls are supervised. Each Student is' enoUragOd to work n his
or tier on. The cultIva.ion of ppductive, efticint study habits Is
eelential.

Study halls suet be silent, with no talking to nearbSr students.
St*dents are to wqk ndependentJ,y. (In order for studénbe to work
together on a subject, permission must be obtained horn the teacher of the
subject concerned ) Each person must be in place with the necessary
euipm9 l_ly paEe, to I ude
misses a class, the homework assignment for that class should be obtained
bef4e the begluinipg of the Study 'Hall. At te end of the evenIng,, study
halls are to be l'ef neat and tidy; paper are to be pickei up and .'ha,rs
Straightened.

A limited collection of reference books will be placed in the study
hail each evening for the students.' use.

8
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Homework

Students are assigned homework in each of' the day's classes. This
work is to be completed'.. in spare periods and to the evening Study Hall. If
extra time is needed Late j4ghtn may be rantad at the discretion Of the
teacher or the study hail supervisor.

ROmewotk assignments sbou].dbe written down at the time they are
assigned. A study calendar is sold for this purpose.

rwo-Week Averages

Every two weeks, teachers submit to the Guidanca Office an average for
each student. This average is used to. monitor a student's progress. If
the Principal or Guidance Personnei are concerned by a less-than-
satiafactory "TWoWeek Average", a guidance couferepèe and/pr a call to
parents ma,y. result. Regular participation on a sports team or in other
extra-curricular activities 4epends upon 'a student's maintaining
satisfactory 'Two-Week Avaragea.

Six-flour Study Hall

If a student is negligent ii completing the week's work, he or she, at
the discretion of -the 'teacher concerned, may be asigned to do weekend work
Lu that sübject This invoiveS studying Friday evening, Saturday.
'afternoon, and Sunday afternoon,

Library

The Library is the heart of any academic institution. It must niwnys
be a place of quiet out of concern for otherd. The Library mUst also be
kept neat ónd tidy.

¯ Reference books must -never be removed from tte 14brary. Books may bg
borrowed only after they have been properly signed out at the discharge
deøk. They must -be returned by the. due date. 'Fines for Overdie 'bodks must
'be paid promptiy0 .

'

The details about the uèe of te Zbrary will be posted and dicuaed
at an Oiientation .$esaiOñ. .

. ,

-:

-. - Extralleip - . . ¯. .¯¯¯¯ .'. .

A student encountering drfflcuitiea in i secifis subject has a range
of extra-help alternatives. Bone help is provided by the teacher during
.claos. -while seat wortç is in progres. Teachers. may eat aside time after
school, '-in the eveñing5, or on weekends to provide exrs aspistance. At
other times Saturday morning tutorials by feiiov studentS are arranged
Teacher-led' tutorials are also available in reading comprehension,
vocabulary building, spelling., and writing.

-Students are encouraged to ask their teachers, and/or guidance
counsellors' for any extra help which they need.

9
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III, ZXTRAGUERICULAR ATivJILIcS

Sports and Activities

Every student is encouraged Co participate as much as possible in the
varIous act4v1t1ea and sports vailabie. however, if a stpdent's Two-Week
Average in. an academic subject Is unsatisfactory, he may be required to
withïdraw from a sport or activity until his marks improve.

Music and drama play an important rol in College activities. Several
plays, including a musical, are staged each year and are pOpt4 activities
among our students. The Junior and Senior Choits,, the fland, and the
Orchestra perform at variOus occasioha. Students may also participate in
various other activities such as Yearbook, Junior Athievement, Debating,
Chess Club, etc. -

As a mewber.of a team, choir, band or other group, each tudent must
remember that he 'or she is a epzesentatIve of Grenville, and behaviour and
attitude a games 'or performancs should reElect this. Courtesy and fair
play must predominate at all tameS and otier engagements. Refermee and
opponents are to he treated with respect and courtesy.

Ltr**urals

AU students will be assigned to intramural teams (Üouse Leagues).
CaneS will be played at 4:00 p.m. Students wo are on a schOol sporting
team wiil not compete on intramural teamS during the seasoii of their
competitive sport.

&ctittty and Team Sign Ups

Sign-ups for teams and activities will be announced in, early September.
All are encouraged to try out for sports and to attend regularly during the
try-out p.erlo4.. A compet'itve team 'will be chosen from among those trying
out We especially encourage new tudants to join in sports and
eztracurricular activIties.

Use of the c.a' Te*n4s ourts, and !&' ,¯

¯,

-
cymuasium. Thë ym is available -In, free-time .perod.a.....there axe ic

other practices scheduled Only indoor running shoes may be worn in the
Gyms (NO street shoes or outdoor runin shoes are permitted.) One closet
containing equipment is left unlocked Th.a equipmentmay be used but must
be put back where it belongs when it is no longer being uaed The Gym
Office is off unite tà all südents. '

Tennis Courts. The teünis Cotzrt5 'are avaijabiC before and after eupper
and on weekends During peak timeS, a sign-up list will be available so
that atudénta may choose a slot of time. Students muSt have their own
tennis equipment.
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Svitnming Pool.. The pool is available for student use only at announced
timeS. Full. supervision is requfred and will be provided. The waterfront
is off limits or swimming.

Wednesday Afternoon Activite&

On Wednesday, depending on the season, the entire afternoon is devoted
to a selection of indoor and outdoor activities such as horseback riding,
swiuuning, skating, outdoor club, and hockey. Team spqrt, yearbook, and
play practices also are held during this period.

Lounges

The Lounges on the Lower Floor are for gezral use of students during
free tine. They are to be treated with respect and care, and others using
the rooms ahould never be disturbed -by you. Be considerate of those
watching the neWs on TV. Boisterous roughhousing should not go on in these
roods or in any School building. may muSt be 1et in a tidy stte.

Pa.ily Nights

The studnt body is'divided into groups called famiY$es headed by at
least two members of the Faculty and staff. The purpose f this is to
provide a small group to which Students nay more easily relate. This is
done by involvement in activities of a family nature on Saturday nights,
usually in the home of the family head. This enhances the close family
feeliig of the School.

IV. flRI.IOIOUS LIFE

AChristin aitb is central o our lives. It provides purpoSe and
dLrecton to all that we plan and do and strUngl ifluenes our -

intrperaonal relatidushipe.

Each. -dy begins with a form of devotion; at times 1is is formal and
held in the chapel At others Jt is less formal an4 is held in the Dining

¯ -

- Room. At.tedaäce is mandatory. A spirit
- of espect is maintaLnéd. at all

¯
Chapel services. - -

-

coiknzi9. On- Tuesdays., Thursdays, and $undáys,. the flolyuCharist is
celebroted usually bythe Headmaster, in our Chapel, it follows the service
in the Anglican Payér Bóók All stüdenti ard dhÜI fll6ti'tlii
service in. the Prayer Book and to enter into the spirit of it At the time
of partaking of the Communion elements, all students proceed to the
communion rail. All who have been baptized are welcome to receive
Communion Those who wish to particLpáe present open hends to the
Celebrant Those who do not wish to participate keep hands folded on the
altar a, d they will receive a pvayer of bIesang. -
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After Study Hall on three nights per week, tudents attend a brief
candlelight service of C9mpline in tWa Chapel. This is a quiet, restful
interlude at the end of the day. Students are to go to the1x respettive
dói in silence at the qoüclualon of the Cpl*ne setVice.

Each student is expected to have a Bible in his or he possession.
Often these will be required in Chapel services or at Breakfast.

Arrangements are made for Catholic ètudents to attend Mass on $undays
at St. Francis Xavier Church in Brockville.

V. STUDENT LIFE

HOLe Floor

The office of the Headmaster is adjacent to the front doors on the
P1st Floor.. Students who wish to see Father and Mrs.. Farnsworth should
leave a note with the eeeptonist.

The Guet Lounge opposite the main edtrauce is for entertaining pareuts
and guests. It is off limits to students unless in the company of guests.

BusinesS Office Procedures

Allowances. All students for.vhom parents, have made arrangements will
receive 'a weekly al1Owane. These will be given out each Friday izemediately
after .tpper. It La each ètudent's resjonsibility to be there at the
specified. time and place.

Grades 7-40 Stud4nt Lounge
Grades 11-13 A-L Go1d Lounge -

Grades 11-13 M-Z Seminar Room
"Money Requests," and 11.5. stamps will be in tWa Cold Lounge. Change will
also be made at thJs time and on Wednesday afternoon betwenu 4 30 and 5 15
p,..ln.

-

'Eztra Spending 'Mony, Valuables.. If joü-' ned ectra oney from you
student account, you must fill out the form provided fot t(hia purpose,
available in the Dorm Fill out this form, ausuCring all questions fully,
and return it to the Deans "Money Requests" as well as personal cheques
from hqme to be cashed must be handed in by Wednesday eveping This money

ll je banded out along with allowances each Friday jng 1pab].sor
amounts of cash over $10 00 should be left with the designated dorm
supervisors for safekeeping Forms are provided La the dormitory for
vithdrawiflg your mOney from safekeeping. -

Passports, Visas. Passports, visas., an4 tickets are to be kept in the
¯ . 'Busi,neas.Qffice. 'If you use your passport, be sure to 'return it to the

Office after use. If you receive train oi airline tickets in the mail,
please. .hànd.tlem in; the Office is the safest place 'to keep such valuables.

12
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Stamps. Canadian stamps will be available generally from the stamp
machine iü the Student Lounge or at set times from the 0enera1 Store. U.S.
stamps maybe purchased in the Gold Lounge in conjunction with "Money
Requests'.

Imfiruary

Health services are provided by two staff. nurses on a regular basis.
In emergencies a BrUclcville physician will. be I mediate].y consulted. All
me4icatlqua, .iucldng cough syrup, apirin, allergy piiia, etc. are to be
kept in the infixiaty add will be dispeured by thO nurse on dmty. Consult
with the Nurse about details f receiving regular mediCation.
Infirmary Hours:

Monday - yriday 7:00 n.m. tirls 7:15 am. Boys
1:00 - 1:30 p.m.
6:00 - 7:00 p.m.

Saturday 8:00 g.m. Girls 8:15 n.m. Boys
1:40 - 2:00 porn.
6.30 - 7:00 p.m.

Sunday 9:00 - 9:20 g.m.

11:30 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.
6:15 - 7:00 p.m.

At other times, if necessary, a student should receive permission from
a teacher, the High School keceptionist, or a supervisor to see a nurse.

A student admItted tO the tnfirmary y a nurse is to wear pajaas, not
weatsuits. Students admitted to the Infirmary are not to have Iisitors

unless the Nurse on duty grants permissIon. If suCh permission is given,
conversation must be .uiet so others are not disturbed. Visitors should not
cit on Infirmary beds.

Difling Room and Ktchn

-
The Dining om playn an Important part 1n tht life of everyq t

Grenville Accordingly, it is to b treated with t1e care and respect it
deserves Load behaviour La out of place in the Dining Room A student' a
dress n the Dining Room mtt always be appropriate.

¯ Zxcept on Sundays) sudents are to en'tet he¯ Didng. Roorn fr eaJ.s in
silence and go directly to their assigned tables and be seated After grace
has been sait, nrmal con fesaEiqn Oj rCsuiie Jhiiil e1litate th
prompt serving of the food and set a tone for a pleasant meal Boys are to
rise when a girl comes to the table, and the nearest boy shou].d assist her
with. hOr chair. AU etudenta ride when an adult is seated. Good macneis
are ctp5cted at ail -tmes. Meal tImes ar pleasant ocCasions in which the
coiiveaien includes the whole table.

13
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Students are to be in the Kitchen only when they are assigned to some
specific taSk. When using the pairs of swinging doOrs to the kitchen, for
safety's sake always proceed through the right-baud door.

The coolers, freezers, and store room are off limits to students unless
sent by a member of staff. Similarly, the coffee machine and juice
dispensers are to be used only with permission.

Student Drycleaning Procedures

Drycleaning will be handled on an individual basis by a local
drycleaning business. For this purpose, each student must have a Halpern's
laundry bag marked with his or her full flame

On Monday morning, between 7:00 and 7:20, each bay is to bring his
clothes needing drycleaning and Halpern' s laundry bag to the Student Lounge,
where it will be checked by a staff member. On Wednesday afternoon after
4:45 or after supper, drycleaning will be returned to the student by a staff
member.

At 7:00 on Tuesday morning, the girls will, duplicate this procedure.
They will pick tip their cleaning personally on Thursday afternoon after 4:45
or immediately after supper.

Nendin. Articles Of clothing in need of mending should be taken to
the Student Lounge at the same time as dry cleaning and given to the staff
member in charge.

Laundry

The School operates * iliodern laundry, and various sections of the
dormitory have their laundry done at set times during the week.

DeraiLs of turning i clothes to be laundered and o collecting clean
clothes will be issued by the Deans.

Please Note: Each student wilL receive meb laundry bags in which to
put sports socks, underwear, and school socks. No T-shirts or other
articles should be put In tkese bags. Also, NOvóol pAnt8. áweaters, or
articles to be drycleahed are to be pitt in laundry.

Dormitories

The Dormitories are off limitS during class andstudy hours. Students
who must go to the Dorm mu&t obtain a pass from the High School. T(eception.ist'
(4ur4ng the ciacs day) or £roe te Study Hall Supervisor during evening
Study Halls.

The Dormitories are to be kept neat and quiet at all times. No loud
shouting or aUtous behaviour should mar the peace and quiet àf the Dorms.

14 -
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After lunch and after School, they should be silent so that students may
rest if they wish.

Dress Code

At Grenville it is expected that each young person take pride in his or
her personal appearance and maintain high standards of grooming and dress.

Uniform:

A school uniform is part of a long-standing traditioa at G.C.C. as it
is with many private schools. It helps. create a SeRse of pride, oneness and
belonging, and therefore, we have standards governing its appearance and its
appropriate accessories.

At all times the uniform is to be clean and neat. Shoes are to be
clean, polished and in good repair. Ill-fitting, or ragged items of uniform
should be replaced. Non-uniform items i11 not be acceptable, particularly
shOes, grey slacks, white shirts, and white blouses. Makeup and coloured
nail polish are not to be worn with the uniform. 3ewe.lry iS to be kept to a
minimum. Simple pearl0 gold, or silver studs, one pair ánly, are
appropriate fOr earrings, and a cross on a fine neck chain Is permitted.
Simplicity is the general rule. Hair is to be cut in a style which is. neat,
out f the eyes, and appropriate Co wear with a uniform (no extreme styles).
For boys, sideburns are to be about oüe-third to one-half way down the ear.

The school uniform is to be worn Monday through Friday. In classeS and
at meals, the cardigan is worn, and the blazer is worn at announced times
for special functions. blazer is -also worn when a student goes of
campus for appointments or in eraveiling to and £rom the Shooi on baliday
breaks. The Number One uniform includes the blazer, clean, eatly-presaed
slacks or kLlt, and the school oxfords. The school trench coat is worn
With the uniform when the weather warrants it.

On-Uniform: Casual and Sunday Dress

Casual or non-uniform clothing, must also be neat, clean, and mo4est.
Tight-fitting pants, slacks, sweaters, etc. are not appropriate. Extreme
styles in both boys.' and girls' dress re not acceptable. .eans are not
w9rn oi campU , and corduroy pants ,muat be of drs quality.

Jeweh>' and makeup are to ori .n good taste;" Boys 'are not to wéa
neck chains. Ctosses on fine chains are permitted.

- -- -Casual -shoes -must be- -c-lean and--iz- good repair ---.Athletic -shoes are not
to be worn for general casul wear, nor, are they to be worn in the Diniug
Hall.

Good casual clothes may be worm on the weekends, Neat play clothes. or
track suits may be worn for activities in the gym or on playing fields.
Track pants must be worn to and from these play areas.
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Telephones

Telephone ca.le are to be kept to reaona3e lengths; the need of
others to use the phone hould be respected. Phone a1ls should only be
received from and placed to parents. Only in emergencies. -will incoming
calls be received doting class or Study hall time. Student-a must obtain
written permission Eros a supe-rvSor on their ¯floo or from a Dean to use
the telephones. Regular caiJis home should generally be limited to one a
weak.

Mail

Students -are required to write parents or guardians once a week.
incoming mail will be distributed iaediately after lunch - girls, in the
Murray Hall Linkway; boys, in the StUdent Lounge.

Visits

Parents are welcome to visit on wSekends. These visits should be
arranged, if possible, so as to cause a minimum of 4isruptlou to a student's
rspons.ibilitie. Saturdays, after luzih, an Sundays are the cost
appropriate times for visitors. On these dayê a student may go off campus
with parents after receiving permision rorn a Dean and aigning out t the
Prot Desk. Visitors other than family members should only be received with
permission from the Deans or Assistant: Dean. Please let your supetvisors
know ahead of time if you are expecting family to visit or take you out.

As a rule, student who visit fam11y in the 1.ocal area Should plan
these viits rot Sunday, leaving after chapel an4 returnig for diflast at
5:30 p.m. -

Coeducation

Crenville strongly supots the philosophy of boys and girlé being
educated together. Most of activite at Grenville Christian college
are co-ed.

"Special° relationships are nt allowSd atG!p.q We- desire a spirit
of friSndihip to exist amóñk all ttüdents O ;the a elusive *ñd
competitive demands which "special4 relationships impose Holding hands Sad
other physical displays of affection and the passing of motes are not
penitted. -

- --

- idd áh Bd
language, Swearing, ot off-colour talk ae not to be -a patt of our

- conversation.
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0ff CSnpus

At various times throughout the year1 excursionS are arranged.
Transportation ,fo these Sch:ool trips and for "away" games is provided by
one of the School's buses Jnless announced otherwise, the dress for these
trips iS "Number One" school üpiform.

At other times, if an indiv.d.ual student must travel to Bróckville for
m pri.vate appointment (nedical, dental, etc.), arraSgements are made to have
a taxi come to the School. At the completion of the appointment, the
stu4ent will, call the taxi conpany from the office of the appointment.

Students are given a special discount by a local taxi company if the
assignx1ent is to takeS a student to one destination Only. Students must pick
up. a voucher slip at the Front Office in order to take advantage of this
special discount.

On Saturday afternoon an opportunity will be given for students who
have personal shopping to go to the Thousand Islands Mali. Transportation
will be by school bus. While at 'the nail, students are expected to' stay in
assgned groups. The group members should. remain together and cooparate in
their shopping. Students are reminded tht they should ahoy every courtesy
to other shoppers, shopkeepers, pedestrians, and motorists.

:Students may 'leave the campus with adult relatives only with the
permission of Deans and at times when tbre are no other commitments. The
Number One cehool uniform is to be worn whenever a student leaves campus.
On Sundays, the normal Sunday dress nay be worn.

Care of Property and Furniture

A great 4ea1 of care and expense goes into the CErn of the buildings,
furnisI4ngs,, an grounda t Crdnville. The policy of the Sctool is tq make
averythipg cleón, có1our1u1, atd comfortable. ,Lt is the resp9usibility of
every ñber of our School' faml].y to assist in the care of our schoOl home.
Coaèeqnently, no isüse of the buildings or furnishings will 'be tolerated.
GrdLfitl must never àpper on w1is o urn:tu. trackipg au4,or other
dirt ovr he carpet.d flouts s.a sign o inconsideration.

It is expected that the same care e extended. towad your own peaoia1
p'rbêtty. oô.iiñg and dcibb 1t on boOke etc., ig trongly discouraged.

Satet Regiiations and Fire Drills
IT IS, ITALLY tFORTANT THAT EACH STUDENT DEVELOP A SAFETY

CONSIOUSNESS IN LL ACTLVITIES AND CHORES ¯ POWER EQUIPMENT AND DANGEROUS
TOOLS SHOULD ONLY BE USED WITh PR}I$S]ON AND UNDER DIRECTION OF A SThYF
MEMBEK. GARB, MUST BE TAKEN AROUND 'fEE WATERFRONT AND VEHICtES. SiJDENTS
MUST BE SEATED WHILE RIDING IN A SCHOOL BUS.
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TIlE CONCERN FOR FIRE REGULATIONS IS A REAL ONE. FIRE DRILLS AT VARIOUS
TX1,1ES OF THE PA? As NIGft ARE HELD REGULARLY. BOTH THE SCEOOL
AD1IIISTRATION ND TUE LOCAL TOtNSIIP PIR DEPARThENT TAKE THESE SERIOUSLY.
PROPER EXITS FOR CLASSROOMS AND OTHER AREAS ARE POSTED. WIPOWS AND DOORS
SHOULD BE CLOSED WREN ,N AREA IS VACATED DURING A FIRE DRILL AT NIGHT EACH
STUDENT IS TO SLEEP WITH A BATHWBE, FLASHLIGHT, AND SLIPPERS READILY
ACCESSIBLE. FI,RE ESGAPES MUST NOT BE USED FOR ANYTHING EXCEPT rEEIR
INTENDED PURPOSE.

Holidays and Breaks

A school calendar outlining, all holidays is printed each year. These
holidays are designed to give ample time for students to travel home or to
homes of relatives on designated weekeüds.

Holiday Breaks are generous, and you are asked not to request
additioflal breaks or extenslotis o holiday per'iqds. Students must not leave
before or return after the designated holiday period. Study time missed
jeopardizes academic progress.

Appointments, (orthodontal, medical, etc.,) which require a student to

be absent from .scthool, must be arranged well in advance and the College
notified by the parents. It is the atudent's responsibility to complete a
Request to be Off Can&pus form any tJe it is necessary to leave the School

to travel. out of -town. This form, available in the High School
Receptionist's Office, is to be submitted to that office at least one week
in advance of the appointment.

On Holiday-s or Break weekends, the student must have parental
permIssion if he wishes to go anywhere other that home or to a guardian.
The Deans should' be notified of this by phoneor letter.

- 'On Breaks and Holidays, students are expected to. go home or to the home
of guardians. If (on siort weekend breaks) it is not possible or a student
to. leave the College, students may make arangethetits to remain on campus..
PerliSon, in writing, ¯wst be secured f¯ro the Deans at least two weeks in
adne. A fee for root qnd board ti11 be charged or this privilge.

Boys should return iron major Ereaks with hair cut to the appropriate
length. -Girls' hair bquld- be neat an4 out of their eyes.

Work Prograe S .

S

S

P-rtinipation-in -the .scboo1.Work.-Brogarnme is..afl integral. part .of. -

student life at Grevl'le.. It, provides an opportunity fo the dèvelo.paent
of many practical skills as well as attitudes of respect and responsibility
for the. physical upkeep of the School.

Student,s will have work assignments ¯ncluded in thei'r weekly schedule.
These may be duridg spa-re periods and at four o'clock, as well as half of
Saturday morning. S
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Stndenta, as a regular part of every4ay life, are assigned tasIs in' the
Dining Room and Ititchen. Disherews are made up of boys, and Food-Put-Away
teams are comprised of girls. Students also have the tesponatbility to
serve tables at mCals at asaiged times.

Each of these assignisenta gives students the opportunity to ezercise
leadership 'and to learn the skills pertaining to ;he aisgünent. It is
expected that each person will willing1 accept the challenge to perform
each task to the beat of his or her ability. It is imperative that each
student develop the habit of being on time for Work Programme assignments.

Discipline

'AU rules and regulations governing the life and activities of the
Crenville Christian College family are designed to (1) promote a growing.
ineastire of self-discipline and (2) ensure the smooth running and general
liappl.nesèof all our lives.

A heaJtby respect for authorities,' Fmcnlty, staff, guests, prefecta,
senior students, and one another is expected in the life of G.C.'C. Learning
to submit willingly to those entrusteI with responsibility is essential
training for those who expect to lead productive liveb.

Deportaent Points

In order to have each student abide by the spirit and guidelines of the
College, a 4eportment point system is administered. Points may be given for
lateness, sloppy or improper drtss, untLy bookshelves, messy dorm rooms or
sections, direspect ö a staff or tuddnt supervisor, or any other
infringement of the rules.

A one-hour work ass1guneL on the weekend will be required for each set
Of three deprtment points given tâ a student.

Puxctuality' a meals, chapel, clanses.;. woIc assignments, practices,.
study hall, etc., is aisç essential. Learning to be where one sh.ou]4 be
throughout the, day, prpared fpr the task at hand, is a vital part of a
mature Approach to work

he .genera. rulea which folioi are desiguçd to, enhance. and 'eflse a
well-run, happy, and productive school family Each one must be understood
and rOspected. .

' ' S

'
¯'

'

-. Stei4in.. .. . . .

'Stealing wiU not be toierat,ed' epmi1ie Christian College.. My
Btude*t Who ta!ieá anything.,. howver minor, vbich 4qe5 not belong to hiia,
will. be dealt with severely. Consequences include IMmediate supeusion or
expulsion.
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Cheating & P]agiaria* (Piagiazi8m is copying an author' a ords or
ideas vithoue giving proper credit in footflotes..)

PJagiariae and cheating on any quizzes, teats1 eawiuiadona, Ot
assigimenta sill be considered In the Sa$e light as stealing.

Druge and Alcohol

Serious consequences jUClUdi' invOlvèOnt Of jpdlice and e*1Bion fran
the college will reuult frol the' possegojon 'or use of alcohol or drugs in
any School situation, including traveuhlg 'to and fre* bane.

20
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1. Each student wijZ e tO 1Li. ak the ¯Sciooi
as well as th *ulea

2. Students are e z,i*aCt an4. b*y 1J. taUlt7. fld .a1 1.¯nas well as atuu placed 4i reapØnsible pt$ia9a O.d* students
will shLow a ca öflçl cQiCn Or younger sdeuta., Xflg*t *Ludemte
will look up .t an4 reapet older at dents.

3 student.* gtand when 4 teachçr 91 ntbr i4i$ dnea n4o a 4aas-
IQOW and Vhn a ayr staU e*bc Qdpi a. the
)ining Rpom T4s do *tot ap.$y * i4e bt.4 4n budy Ball.

&4¯ f1or or in
the dorasa Tb? Guest pnge 4 f,r ester i44 parents
and. guts ft ia not tO 4

L. Nurra.
flormitO

IL 4 .gi tq bpipa1a*ie. $i*L1.L7, the oya'

.'he rns nd waterfront reofl 3*i..?2ea ou *e given a epeelfic
assignment tbøxe;.

¯

.. $. Ac'4.,r1 thermj,s to he no:wa1!4 .sound outse the buil4ings.
Studet axe peited tside th Chapel eflrauce pn the lighted
ooncete *red q4'.

9 * .**Lts foi lng oa the ptoperty outside of the uain buildings
4 a E4.1OWB between the pump hou9e and the Stone Rouse, the
Etont gak tjnce building in the hack.. Sttt4snts are

tq in. ay arage8, shops, the fuxnac* house, Ot staff homes
without an invitatipst çid pernission gra*d £zo the supervisorsi.

#.T) (See the attached map )

125S must have permisslQn from their supervi.sors to go out to the
jftvar, downtown, o to staff homes, ec and they must sign out on
the sin-oqt eeet at he front beak

U. keW.ng gum 1e not aUoveg In e chol.
l2, eai tob pa4L*a, a1oe1t radios, recos4p j ox tape

aCrs 4 l
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14. No student may use power equipment In the Kitchen Or Shops without
the instruction and permission of a staff metnber.

15. Students eust accept responsibility and pay for any destruction or
defacing of school property. The borrowing of personal *iOngInga
of others without permission is ptohiblted EveO with pertnLsiOn,
borrowing is to be kent to a

________

16 Books are to be Jeft ouly on ILD b4 en U. JU SthnoL YIObr
They are nOt to be left in the Di *Ooa'ói otjia in è

).7. There. La tO be nO smoking, drinking, or using of .4thp. AU ,*ediClne
Unc.udLng aspirin and cough syrup) is to be and*d 1n to th dorm
9dpiBovè and will be administered by the nUree+

18. Abbolotely no more than lO shouLd be kept n the
money must be aubøftted to a boia StiparviaQ foi- n.çe 4eptng4
Lockers in the o't j*t* nd dran0r8. In Dnth are to be
kept locked at all 4Ae when nOt tn iee.

19. Anyone going to town. or off campus is to O jfl. *aie One. dn:uZes,
otherwise insttue*ed..

20. When travelling to or from School fl hi& otbtkO, *11 chool
rules apply gtu4ents must leave In dnU1 a r(in*tt luitora
until arriving hone. Studeàt muat .. k Scoi n
uniform.

21. No Jeans or jean-type (patch pocket) pant9 are to be worn on campus or- Qn

school outings. -

22. In order to encourage fOreign students to learn English, they must
.OpiOb n3y Buglieh Iierc There are to be no ethnic jokes or
puttin$ down bf*ny natioflality.

23. The Chapel is always to be a place of reverence Students shoi44 be
in the hape1 a few minutes before a service ia to begin BeSor nd
after a service, there should be no talking in the Chapel or t1 i'ea
outside the Chapel.

24 WritteO. permlesio frØ the stafl lbar od4I$ U.edd t'uO
the Music Room, ACt .b*a, and ton$itr L*b Itaf will iéu peai or
this purpoo.

25.

22
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Realth Care
Shay - Should have heen called vien Da h*4 X-ra or Ráith nt. purposes
Stock - Not informed of meiiati6tis being giVen (found ou b being chArged)
Cal].ant - Upsst wt1i gres for mdicatioo with no explanation
Cragg - Would have pped4ted DpnuYicarton rearing the prescribing of

antibio fO I*'vin' a acne
Holltngworth - N ba1j. ifl the infirmary for four d** vtthOu parents being

notfie
Block - An older stüdent or adult should accOmpatty 3Oupg Itudeits when they

go for X-rays

Christian Teatn,g
Wierzbinski

Morris (Adr1tjT e;iW Tb%owledge
ad phapB jXble¯ or

Nillar - Suggested a planned Bjble study tine (similar to 3D;
1ainmen - Feels ciiilcren shot44 not just be told to pray' abont a problem, but

need todisuss thea
11o13J.ngworth - l4ore emphasis o he ibl aeI titne fcit pri-t daot.pi
Graham (Pa

_____________________________
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November 17, 1957

AIDS TESTING

On May 28, 1987 the Administratiqn of renv11e Chistian College adopted
a pol,icy' requiring all Faculty, staff and students to ba tested for the AI1S
virus.

This was not adopted lightly or thoughtlessly, nor without legal and
medical advice. 'the AIDS epIdmic i's a serious 'orld problem, and the School.' a
pqlicy stems from a realization of tbat seriOusness and a i1.ligness to take
steps to reflect just how serious it now 'is and is apt to become. The virus is
a new onE, and the medical profession admite it does not have all the answers
as to how it is 'ranamitted or' how to cure it. Although some means of
transmission are known, no certainty Is, Offered that the virus cannOt be
transmitted through other means. It ua thought prudent, wise, and
responsible, therefore, to exercisemaximum caution to protect the students
entrusted to our care. -

Mtieipating criticism but confident that it was the wisest course of
action, the policy was dicuased with the faculty and Staff. A unanimous
decision was made by them to proceed with petsonal testing. Students could not
be expected to participate, nor indeed should they, unless adults led the way.
The unanimity confirmed for the Adm'inistratio the propriety of the decision.
At no time usa testing seen as a rcf1etionof the life-style of any member of
statf or of any student.

Much is being 'said in all area.a about the need for and valpe of education
in the battle against AIDS. As an educational inótitui.Oa; Grenuille Chtistian
College supports eduation but is firmly aware .that ere fasts or statistics do
],ittlè Un1ess the seriouSness of the problem is r4nforced in a eaningful way.
Mandatory testing stresses our concern. The 100Z fatality rate means'that
concern about this disease Is not an option. To be true to students and their
parents, the concrn mut be r'eal -

parents also overwhelmingly saw and endorsed this concern and care as
iecessar to the faithful discharge of the ruèt placed in us. In an
environment where students and staff study, work, play, and ea together,
everything po5sble must: be done to ensure freedom fäm any contact with this

¯ or any gther diseaee Studenté and staff are regularly involve4 With: the
preparation and servng of food aud with c1eanlng chores. Students share
bedom and bathroom faltities and join in streäuous port's activit.es vhich
potentially pSe'rik of infectiOn. The School firmly believes that it ia
being responsible tO err oi the side of being overcautious rather than taking
chances.--- - -- -------- - - - -

Stu4ents are welcomed to Grenville Christian College from man countries
aroind' the world, some of which are known to have a high incidence of Afl$.
Those students may have been 'quite innocently exposed to he AIDS virus In
their natfve environment, as 'Indeed may have North Americans.

Grenville Christian College has bu1l its reputation in a few short years
for its care amd concern for its students 'in ever aspect of their Ives. In
the,faceof uncertaInties with respect to thiAlDS virus, Grenvjlle an'do no
less than its utmost in continuing this care and concern. Thie we promise to
do.
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Prom the "Ottawa Citizen" "L'etters" p. A9 Thursday, Nov. 12, 1987

AIDS test

"I refer to the article, "Lawyer raps private school for AIDS tests"
(Oct. 24) and the astounding views attributed to the national health law

chairman of the Canadian Bar Assodiation and the vice-president of the

Ontario Federation of Secondary School Teachers.
AIDS is a fatal disease about which little is really known. It is

without any lusnediately foreseeable cure or vaccine, and it is mutating

rapidly and spreading globally at expouentLal rates.

If the present course continues, the disease will, in another decade

or less, overwhelm the lesources of our health care systems here and in

the United States, and in many other countries as veil. Yet, we are told,

by critics of Grenvilla Christian College that, unlike all other major

destructive diseases, ignorance about who the carriers of this dreadful

affliction are is the preferred coursel

At various times I have had to consent to tests Er tuberculosis,

heart problms, hypertension and other possible medical afflictions

as a precondition to being admitted to school, university,.or obtaining

employment (which also involved fingerprinting and other security clearance)

or life insurance. No one suggested that my civil rights were being violated

nor do I believe they were.
Yet when it comes to protecting our population against the most

potentially catastrophic disease facing it, we are told that it is really

none of anyone's business as to who is an AIDS carrier, and clearly in some

cases an AIDS spreader. The mind reels at the implications."

Wiliiam O'D. Costello
Ottawa
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September 28, 1988

.1
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c4.At A#t. lAir
CAH*fl.

M4T INS

W. Murray Cotton, Esq., C.D.
.

Hunan Ri9hts Off tcer
Ontario Human Mghts Comn&ssion 1N1ST .

1055 Princess Street ; .

Suite 105 OCT U 8BKingston, Ofltario .

.

K7L 1H3 1GTC O1STRCTOffIC
Dear Sir:

( PC: Grenville Canotieq

PUrther to your letter of tháth ó,uir9!8,.we
have discussed this mtter in some .dZWhhi4Mfloar4 :t
of Grenville Chr.stian Col].ee sad �h* schoO' io1I,bio',
John E. Hender5oh, Q.C. 1
We have advised the schoãi that, in .QtIr opiniói, _41ie.OnriQ..
Jaii does not hVè3Th icdiCt ion to_ evew..
Grertvi U ch is ttuTTho Ilcy .p
IDStestqasin o inión, this school is a religious,
i1anthropic and ucat 5tThsriuon-witin-therneaning

øf-trawrrof the At . IWIiátety?iW t5 teci5Tn
o -theicEfThritario in Re Canada Trust Co. and Human
Bights Com'n reported at page 61. 0.5. (2d) at page 75 (The Leonard
'rrust case).

.Nôtithstendiig or denial. .ot your Comrnissions jurisditOn in.
this ease and absolutely without prejudice to our c1ients right

, at law and pre1.y for the purposes of providing you with general
background information, we reply to the questions set forth in
your letter of JanusEy 28, 1988 as follows by.eferéflce to your
question numbers: -

1. On the advice of the board's medical advisor, SndraRe$t,M.D.,
dfl upon the advjc* of counsel, the policy of iñcludiflg AZDSas one of the Mañ tests to be performed as part of the
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W. Murr4y C tn,:*sq,, CD. ¯

September 2B1
page 2

equire6 pupils' ntdical rep08 tobe -iibatte4 s ondttSon
precedent to aditission A true OO9 of tø achôOVi *ts4tc]

: . .pOrt isenalosed herewith.

ThØ-5*hpol's medical and legal advisqire predicated tei avLc*
ort $ .scho1s duty towards the mo5 entrusted .ft axa
both nder the releuant statutes a7d es common law under .h.Lr
duty by virtue of their standing k: lào Prerti.

¯ The advice ó cunset of this firm was that th beard havo
a positive fiduciary obligation o take all reasonable stps
recmmOnded by its madical advisors to ensure the health of
the' studert entrusted o its care. Counsel specifically
advised that the potentLa.l liability accrn9.to the achool
were A student to contract AIDS there could ttract both
corporate and personal liability for which we believe the

¯ schcoj, and it staff to be uninsurable. Suffice it to say
counsel have reviewed the report of the Royal Society of
Canada and, in particular, the legal opinion ecpressad theeifl
by the Honourable Mr. Justice Krayr the report prepaed

¯ b the AIDS task group of the AmeriCfl Academy of HospL-t1
.

tOrneys, and various other ger.era]. and legal publicetiàns
point.

¯
On the express advi* of its iaedic4 Ar.d legal advisors, the
Ooa.c4. o .jrectors uñanimously adopzd the policy of includL

V a test or the AIDS virus as part of its comprehensive medics
z'eport Xéquirement as set forth in tb .ønclosue herein.

2. The floaEd acted only on the advice of it medical. and legal
advisors and in.e)cpress reliance thereon pursuant to its
ODLL9t1Ofl5 in áiLiy, a iaw cind puuant to ho rolo-nt
statutes.

-

3. No such po4cy has been arrived at. 4bQ44*.m1er of the
staff or a student receive a posltLv the floard
would then seeJc the best medical, ep14 qj and, legal

-' advice available. The Board ha been d*L:sed .tat .te laying
down of a hypothetical policy now wouldbeirresponsible.

4. The schóO-1' xcoda indicate its itudents outL Eare as foUo.$i

[s1

.

. .
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Canada . 59¯
United Stat 6.1 Ait*d1C*
West XndCt

. 20
Mexico 4
europe 3
Pfric& . 9
Middót 2
China 2
Hong Kong .39
Singa9OØ . .3
Beruuda 1

The writer must personall19Oi9ize for his d1ay in fo1ArLg
this information t9 you whjh wa entirely occasioned by uneV4da.e
trial cómmitment before the' eourt.

Should you have &flyfuzther questions or directions fOr u ft$h18
iiatter, $ease c*itACt the r*.ter directly.

ShOUld, you wi t:5 on an i*r'1 baSn
detaU. with the wri�er o oth*, te school 1s ptepared to
co-operate with the ComLssto1 bt does of course, reserve its
rights o brincj an ipp3ation 1O tb Court on the bàøs $et
fnrth in the Leonard PuSt caC'

. -

¯' 4c,na1 4i5Ut4) and indu19*flc i-n th15

YOU! Very truly,rcc- & 4EGG5
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January 3, 1989

3 .

NOTES L

HUMAN RIGHTS COMMISSION VS G.C.C.

Wednesday, December 28, 1988

I-

1. Lawyers meeting - head of firm (Bruce Legge) taking over the case.

2. Get best medical opinion in Canada Dr. Robert Bruce Salter; world
renowned; head of Sick Children's Hospital; on 9,f the mopt fatpj
doctors in Canada. sjtj'

3. After research, Dr. Salter's report to us was that there was no
medical evidence to support our cause and policy. Re quoted John
Hopkins in the U.S. and the Royal Society of Surgeons. We are on
shaky medical grounds with most physicians.

4. There is a cure for tubercu1osi, syphi1i, gonorrhea so you can
help by testing. For AIDS there is no cure, so positive results

O would cause psychotic stress, lives would be ruined, lead to suicide.

5. Medical evidence listened to says can't get it by casual kiss1ng
sports, eating, living, etc. Families of AIDS victims have not
contracted it.

6. Surgeons treat all patients as if they had AIDS.

7. Why not test voluntarily (those who need it would not volunteer).

8. Testing process is not good.

9. Homosexual male nurse .(uman Rights Commission made hospital
re-hire him) He just died.

II.
1. Human Rights Commission bae never lost a case (our lawyer).

2. They seems determined to take this further.

-3-i-- -Private school--had strict dress cocI. Sieks wanted to be able to wear
turbine and daggers. RRC made school allow the individuals tber
rights. School had to close after much publicity over this. US
Supreme Court has ruled in favour of the Navy not allowing Seiks to
wear turbans and daggers.

0571
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4. French law * you can protect the majority.
English law - rights of the individual pushed.

Options

5. an tell Human Rights Commission that we will not aatnwttb an
Love atlon and take our medicine.

6. They get order fo C testing voluntary.

7. POSSIBLE * would appeal - c fines imposed on vs.
ur lawyers to confer with each other ad get o us.

In:.

1.

2. Doctors, Priests, and all look like they are Christians while we
look like we are selfish protecteès, but we are protecting the

Cj Human Rights of the well.

3. It would be cowardly for us to back up.
Principle, conscience.) conviction.
Appeal to parents and public.
Canada is not noted for fighting.

0572
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IRLS DRESS REGULATIONS

1989/90

Parents hgve asked us' to provide a general outlne:of our requirements
¯ concerning clothing for 'our girls so they can avoid" purchasing 'back. 'to schl"

clothes in styles or fit which are inappropriate for casual wear atCrenvilie.

In general 'terms, the important thing to avoid is any clothing which is toO'
tight or too short (above the. knee), as well as skirts and dresses with 'slits 'or
open-pleats ,where the opening extends above the knee) and' form-fitting knitted

¯ suits, dtesses or sweaters. Copversely,, we d not approve of 'Shirts worn. ouside
skirts or over-sized' garments (shirts,, tops', etc.). Necklines on all, garments
¯cannot be low-cut or1oose, which allows .àleavage to be exposed. 'whài' bending
from the waist, Nor are low-cut 'back necklines' allowed.

Ralpern's of Toronto 'supplies the uniform for many private schools,
including Grenvilie. We are sure you will find their staff both knowledgeable
and helpful concerning fit, length, etc. of uniform 'items,

'Stidents are allowed to wear pants and Bermuda-length shorts for special
-

,
events' such as hikes, picnics,. etc.. No denim or corduroy jeans 'are permitted at
any time"bt dress corduroy and other dress pants,. in a neat, loose' fit are
acceptable. Sweaters may' be worn over 'blouses, but T-shrts or undershirts worn
alone or layered with each other or with big: sweaters 'are not permitted.

Bathing suits are to 'be lined, preferably with cups1 and be- modest in
appearance. ¯RO high-cut. legs or Speedo-type suits are acceptable.

Dressier clothing for Sundays and special ocagiona must be below the knee ¯.

and not longer than mid-calf They sbuld not have, slits or open: pleats, above
the knee, and be néithr too tight nor too loose1 with n, 10w-cut necklineS,
front or back.

A full slip or camisole and, half-slip must be worn with dresses and "Skirts;
-briefs must be regular waIst style, witb'no. "hip-hugger' or 'bikinI types. Bras
'must'be supportive; the thin tricot types are not acceptable since they are
inadequate during sports' such as basketb'all., volleyball:, etc. Nightwear 'may be
knee- or fd11-iength gowns or pajamas. T,.shi:rts, underahirtS, boxer' shortS, or
track sutta are not acceptable sleepwear.

¯ -'
,

- No 'makeup "i wor 'with the. school uniform, but tastefully flpp.ied 'light- '

makeon is permitted with other outfits. No heavy makeup or gaudy jewelry is
pe.ted ,..nwe war.. ,.ith - un....rn L .,.miL. ..o tchç all in
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LEGGE & LEGGE
BARRISTERS & SOLICITORS

B. J. LEGGE O.C.
LAURA LEGGE. O.C.
MARY M.P. STOKES
JOHN B. J. LEGGE
KAREN E. WILSON
NICOLETTA JENSEN

Dear Father Farnsworth,

TELEPHONE 9231776
FACSIMILE 925-5344

60. ST. CI.AIR AVE. EAST
TORONTO. CANADA

M4T INS

27 February 1989

Please send us a tax receipt in favour of Legge & Legge for
$2,252.16.

As to the current work regarding AIDS, I have orally advised you
that I would charge you half of my ordinary fees and would NOT expect any
tax receipts as offsets. In that regatd kindly nOte that we have enclosed
our current account including $1,000.00 as a retainer to me. Enclosed is
Dr. LF. Givan's report and account of $300.00 which I have paid from our
general account and Legge & Legge ask also to be reimbursed for that
please, making a total of $1,300.00.

With best personal wishes, I am,

YoursifiSere1y,
C';

Personal
The Revetend Charles R. Farnsworth
Grenville Christian College
P.O. Box 610
Brockville, Ontario
K6V 5V8

BJL/sk
Ends.
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Crenville Christian College February 27, 1989
P.O. Box 610 Our File No. 88/3975
Brockville, Ontario
K6V 5V8

Attention: The Reverend charles R. Farnsworth

-INACCOUNTWITH-

LEGGE & LEGGE
BARRISTERS & SOLICtTORS
60 5T CLA!R AVENUE EAST

TORONTO. CANADA M4T 1N

RE: TESTING FOR AIDS

TO professional services rendered in connection with the above matter;.
to retaining our services in the preparation and presentation of the
AIDS matter to the Ontario Human Rights Commission; to discussions with
you concerning the file; to all correspondence with Doctors Givan, Vellend
and Fanning; to all telephone conversations., correspondence, memoranda;
to reporting to you; and to all other services necessarily incidental
thereto,

OUR RETAINER ..................... $ 1,000.00

Paid to Dr. Kathleen
Givan for opinion .... $ 300.00

BALANCE

Due and owing herein

E. & O.E.

Tills IS OUR ACCOUNT HEREIN

B.,J. LEGGE, Q.C.
BJL/sk

300.00

$ 1,300.00

$ 1,300.00 $ 1,300.00

In accordance with the Solicitors Act, Ontario., interest will be charged
at the rate of 14% per annum on accounts unpaid 30 days after ¯the date of
this statement.
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II WOMENS 7CirniIkSirtl
Trtnt. Ont.ru' .15S II2COLLEGE Tvkphtnw (4o o-7Ui

HOSPITAL
0

Department of Clinical Laboratories

January 24, 1989

[$I1SIi

B.J. Legge, Q.C.,
Legge and Legge
60 St.Clair Ave. East,
Toronto, Ont. M4T1N5.

Dear Mr. Legge:

Enclosed is my opinion as to the efficacy of rnndatory 1-IIV
antibody testing in preventing AIDS in a residential school
setting. If you require further elaboration on any details, I

O
would be happy to provide additional information.

My fee is $300.00.

Yours sincerely,

/,az '

Kathleen F. Givan, N.D.,FRCPC
Director,
Department of Clinical Laboratories.

Under Sh
DiitiignLJied
Patronage of.
Her Maicst,
Qaeen Llizabeth.
The Queen Moti

-
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OPINION ON THE EFFiCACY OF MANDATORY HUMAN IMMUNODEFICIENCY VIRUS

(HIV) ANTIBODY TESTING IN THE PREVENTION OF SPREAD OF AIDS IN A

RESIDENTIAL SCHOOL ENVIRONMENT

I will organize my remarks by addre,ssing two questions;

1. What is the likelihood of spread of HISI among members

of a residential school engaging in usual activities?

C

2. How reliable is the "AIDS test" in predicting

infectivity?

1. The likelihood of spread of HIV infection among members of a

residential school engaging in usual activities

The routes of transmission o !-IIV are well known. One is via

blood containing HIV, either by blood transfusion, by parenteral

injection such as might occur by accidental needle-stick

inoculation among health care workers or by intravenous drug

users sharing unsterilized needles and syringes contaminated with

blood containing HIV. The commonest route of infection is by

sexual intercourse, either homosexual or heterosexual, with an

infected person. Virus may be transmitted in utero from an

infected mother to her infant. And finally there is some evidence

that an infant may acquire the virus via breast milk from an

infected person.
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Numerous studies have been done to determine the risk, if any, of

becoming infected via nonsexual household contact. Of themore

than 30,000 cases of AIDS in the United States reported to the

Centers for Disease Control upto 1987, none have occurred in

family members of patients with AIDS, unless the members had

other recognized risk-related behaviour (1).

At least 11 studies in the United - States and Europe have

evaluated the risk of HIV infection in over 700 household or

bcarding school contacts of both adults and children infected

with HIV. One study evaluated 86 fartily members of 2l children

with MDS. No transmission was demonstrated after close

interactions, including sharing of household facilities such as

beds, toilets and bathing facilities (2). Occasional biting of

siblings by carrier children occurred.

Another study was carried out in a French boarding school for

children with disorders such as heemophilia, epilepsy and

diabetes. Fourteen of the haernophiliac children were positive for

HIV antd1es
-.

s a ±'ésiIt of rdeiving commercial clotting

factors to control their haernophilia. None of 70 non-haemophiliac

children seroconverted, despite close contact with the infected

children, some of them for several years (3). The authors

concluded "We have shown that the transmissibility of HIV is low

and that there is rio reason to exclude HIV-antibody carriers
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from communities."

In another study 101 household contacts of 39 AIDS patients (68

children and 33 adults) were studied. All had lived in the same

household with an index patient for at least three months. These

contacts had shared household items such as razors, toothbrushes

and drinking glasses and facilities such as beds, toilets and

baths with AIDS patients. Many contacts had hugged and kissed

infected patients. Of the 101 contacts one, a five year old child

was found to have HIV antibodies. She was the daughter of two

intravenous drug abusers and the mother had clinical AIDS. It

was believed that the child had acquired the virus perinatally

from her mother. The authors concluded "The absence of

horizontal transmission of HTLV/LAV infection as determined in

this study should serve to alleviate the fears and concerns of

the growing number of household members and other close contacts

of patients with AIDS"(4).

Dr. Alan Lifson from the AIDS Program, Center for Infectious

Diseases, Centers for Disease Control., Atlanta, writes "If HIV is

not transmitted between persons in households (where exposures

are repeated and may be prolonged), it would be even less likely

to occur in the workplace or school, It is necessary for the

public to be aware of how 1-IIV is not transmitted to avoid

unnecessary fears and actions". (5)
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The studies cited'support the notion that in a residential school
setting where known modes of transmission, namely sexual

intercourse and sharing of needles contaminated with HIV. do not

ecist, the risk of transmission of HIV is irifintesimaL

2. How reliable is the "AIDS test" in predicting infectivity?

The diagnosis of HIV infection is currently established by the

demonstration of antibodies to the viral proteins by enzyme -

linked ±rnmunosorbent assay (ELISA) methods, confirmed by

1xuuunoblotting assay. In some cases infection is accompanied by

clinical manifestations such as fever, rash or neurological

ej-mptoms. However in the majority of instances infection is

asymptomatic.

The development of antibodies, which is the basis of the "AIDS

test" occurs over weeks or months. In the majority of cases this

iritêfval i betw gi,cweeks ad six months; Duringthisperiod

in which antibodies are undetectable by the ELISA method, virus

may be present in the blood and individuals are considered

infectious. While this latent period of infectivity usually does

nt extend beyond six months, it may be as long as 18 months or

longer (6).
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Oiviously the "AIDS test" ould not reveal that these individuals

were infected. Short of repeating the antibody test at very

frequent intervals, one could never assume that individuals who

tested negative were truly noninfectious.

I conclusion, it is my professional opinion thatj'jy

nc
¯

¯
¯

The risk of infection is so slight that

O
it
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GRENVJLLE CHRISTIAN COLLEGE
HOLIDAY SCHEDULE 1996197

September 3 Former students return
September 4 New students arrive
September 5 Classes begin

October 11 12:00 noon. Classes end for Thanksgiving Break
October 15 Students return by 9:00 p.m.

November 14 12:00 noon. Classes end for November Break
November 18 Students return by 9:00 p.m.

December 18 Christmas Banquet
December 19 Students leave for Christmas Holidays

January 5 Students return by 9:00 p.m.

January 31 12:00 noon. Classes end for Mid-Winter Break
February 3 Students return by 9.1)0 p.m.

March 7 12:00 noon. Classes end for March Break
March 23 Students return by 9:00 p.m.

April 17 12:00 noon. Classes end for April Break
April 20 Students return by 9:00 pin.

May 16 12:00 noon. Classes end for Victoria Day weekend
May 20 Students return by 9:00 p.m.

June 13 Graduation Banquet
June 14 Commencement Exercises
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A WORD ABOUT THIS R4NDBOOK

To The Students:

The guidelines in this book may, at first glailce, seem overwhelniing. However, if

¯

you think of Grenville as your new home for the next ten months, you can think of this

as a list of "house rules." Every home has ifs own rules which include everything from

niealtimes to bedtirnes to who watches what television programme. These you have

learned from experience, and in the same way, you will soon learn Grenville's rules.

The .Grenville family is different from yours, though, in that it welcomes many new

members every year. To help us all fit in as quickly and smoothly as possible, the "house

rules" have been put in boOk form. Much is simply common sense; some (safety and

study ball rules, for example) apply to our unique sitution. The purpose of the rules is

to ensure that each student has the most fulfilling, happiest and safest year possible.

I
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DEPARTMENTAL CONTACTS

Below is a list of people responsible for various departments you may wish to ask specific
questions. Please feel free to contact them at any time.

All personnel are available through our switchboar4. The telephone number is (613) 345-5521;
the FAX number is (613) 345-3826. Our Internet address is http://www.gretwiliecc.ca.

Headmaster/Priest The Rev. Charles R. Farnsworth

Fr. and Mrs. Farnsworth are daily available to see students. Students may call
"0" or give a note to the front office receptionist for visits with either or both.

Prvost/ChapIaln Mr. Kenneth W. MacNeil

Director of Studies Mr. Robert Phelan

Deans Mr. James MacNeil - Boys - Dormitory and
Miss Judy James - Girls student life

School Nurses Mrs. Kati Rawson
Mrs. ioAnn Jones

Guidance Office Miss Julie Case - Academic achievement and
scheduling

Mrs. Donna Robertson - College and university
advisor

Admissions Office Mr. Donald Farnsworth
'Mrs. Joan Childs

Business Office Mrs. Susan Farnsworth - Business Manager
Miss Beth Gilhis - Student accounts
'Miss Chris McGill Student travel, allowances

Mus1c Dept.
-

'Mrs. Ccnnle MaCMillan Private lessons co-ordinator

2

-________-1-...
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CODE OF BEHAVIOUR

Grenvifle Christian College is not a school for young people who need many rules backed by
harsh sanctions. The School expects its pupils to behave well, and experience has shown that most2
given the chance, do just that. Young people rise to our expectations. By being trusted, they become
trustworthy.

Exceptions are sometimes those whose emotional needs have not, for whatever reason, been met.
Such individuals need help to develop their self-esteem and self-discipline. The School guarantees to
do its part, but the role of parents is crucial. When young people behave badly, there are nearly
always factors at work outside and beyond the control of any school.

Grenville encourages students to develop the ability and maturity to make appropriate decisions
for themselves and to feel accountable for these decisions. If mistakes are made in the process, the
important thing is for students to learn from the mistakes and to choose not to repeat them.

Even the finest young people need firm, clear guidelines and boundaries in the process of
maturing into adulthood. The following school rules will assist a student to be a responsible citizen in
the school family and will clarify the expectations of the school for all members of the student body.

rt is the expectation that each student will conform to the spirit of the school family as well as
the specific guidelines mentioned in this handbook. Where behaviour or attitude is seen to place this
spirit in jeopardy appropriate disciplinary action will be takcu

From the Headmaster to each student

The members of the Grenville faculty and staff and I promise to make your schooldays as productive,
happy and rewarding as we can. In return, we ask that you agree to respect these basic rules.

1. Treat others well, whether you like them or not. (No one has the right to make anyone else
miserable.)

2. Do not hinder others from learning. (No one has the zight to disrupt a class or a study period.)

3. Do nothing against reason and good sense. If you feel angty, troubled, or depressed, don't vent
your feelings in a self destructive, anti-social way. Speak in confidence to an adult member of the
Grem'ille community (talking to a good listener can really help.)
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ACADEMIC INFORMATION

1. Academic Reports and Parent-Teacher Conferences

Parents will receive three academic reports during the year, in December, March, and June.
These will give current marks and individual comments from each teacher. The final report in June
will include course descriptions and a credit summary.

Parent-teacher conferences will be held twice a year, in October and in May. These wilt be
scheduled on Sunday afternoons following the Oktoberfest auction and the final Gilbert and Sullivan
production. Details will be sent to parents at a later date.

Teachers welcome opportunities to meet parents who are visiting at other times during the year.
Sunday after brunch is often a convenient time to get together. Other times, including week nights,
may also be arranged. Parents and guardians are asked to call the Director of Studies, Mr. Robert
Phelan, to arrange an interview with teachers or the guidance counsellor.

For those for whom distances are prohibitive or who have a question requiring immediate
clarification, Mr. Phelan would be happy to arrange a telephone conference with a teacher or group of
teachers. The Deans are also very happy to receive calls and questions about adjustment to boarding
school and student life.

Averages: Once a month teachers submit an academic average to the guidance office for each student.
This average is based on daily work, tests and quizzes and is used internally to monitor a student's
progress. If the Director of Studies or guidance personnel are concerned about a student's current
performance, a guidance conference and/or a call to parents may result. Regular participation on a
sports team or in other extra-curricular activities depends upon a student's maintaining satisfactory
averages in all courses. Calls from parents to check on a student's academic standing are always
welcome.

II. Guidance

Academic problems or scheduling questions should be referred to Miss Case.
Questions about college and university applications and careers should be directed to Mrs. Robertson.

Academic Schedules. Course Problems: Course timetables are carefully selected for each student by
the Guidance Department in consultation with the students and parents and in consideration of long-
term goals. If a student wants to drop a course and/or add another course, he/she should twit in a
"Drop-Add Form" to the high school receptionist. An appointment with the guidance counsellor will
then be arranged. A student should continue in the original course until hejshe receives permission
from guardians/par.ents and the guidance office to change.

Careers/Coltegu/University Guidance : Many materials are available in the Education and Career
Centre to assist students with questions about university and college selection and career requirements.
The bulletin board on the second floor keeps students posted on university and college programmes
and career and job opportunities. Senior students are encouraged to use the computer career
exploration program, CHOICES.

,

-- - -..----- --- - -----------------
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III. Homework, Help and Tests

Homework assignments should be written down at the time they are assigned. A study calendar
is required for this purpose. They may be purchased from the general store. Students who do not
complete their homework will be assigned extra study hallS, in the evening and on weekends.

Teachers assign homework on the assumption that the conscientious student wiil spend 20 to 60
minutes outside of class on that subject for each time the class meets. (See chart below for variation
by grade level.)

Homework activldeSmay include reading, projects, essays, short assignments, reviewing and
completing daily notes, test and exam preparations and so on. The time estimates are averages, and
there will be some variation from student to student and from week to week. Those students taking
A.P. classes and those carrying exceptionally heavy course loads must expect to work longer hours.

If students are unable to complete the homework assigned in the time allotted below, they
should make a note of what was assigned and the time it took them to do the portioit they were able
to complete - and move on to the next subject. At the end of the evening if they have extra time they
can return to the homework they were unable tQ finish. Then, at the first opportunity, they should
discuss the homework problem and their note with the teachep

Students should nqt waft until they get behind or Trustrated. The teacher may be ab1e to help
them to better use their time and to set priorities. If other students face similar problems the teachers
may adjust the homework assigned. The important thing is to make the concern known quickly.

Homework Time Per aass

Grade Avg. # of
academic
courses

Avg. time per class Avg. time per
course/week

______

6, 50mm. 23hours
12 6 45 ruIn. 2.25 hours
11 ¯. 6 40mm. 2.Ohours

30 mm. 13 hours
________

9
_____________

8 25mnt
-

1.25bours
7 & 8 6 20 mm. 1 hour

.5
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Extra Help

A student encountering difficulties in any subject has a wide range of alternatives. Help is
provided by the teacher during class while seat work Is in progress. Teachers may set aside time in the
evenings or on weekends to provide extra assistance. Also, tutorials by fellow students can be
arranged.

Students are expected and encouraged to ask teachers and/or the guidance counsellor for extra
help when it is needed. Often waiting for the teacher to identify the need wastes valuable time and
may mean poor marks accumulate.

j If a teacher announces a test on a day when several students also have two tests in other
subjects, the students should point out the problem immediately and politely ask the teacher to choose
another day. If only a few are affected, the teachers may elect to give them the test on another day
rather than postpone the test for the whole class.

IV. Study Halls

Research shows a direct relationship between the amount of tine spent on homework and the level of
success a student achieves. The study hail guidelines are designed to maximize the benefits derived
from this time.

Daytimn Study Halls (Spare.Periods

Spare periods are designed for study and music practice. Each student must be in the place assigned
for that period. Attendance will be taken.

I. Study hail, whether in a classroom, lab or the library, is to be a quiet, productive time.

2. Those needing library resources or a computer should go directly to the library or available
computer lab. Attendance will be taken in these locations.

Evening Study Hails

On week nights, the first bell for study haIl will ring at 7:00, at which time students should get all
their books, assignments, and other materials required for the evening. All students are to be in their
assigned places prepared to study before the second bell at 7:10. Seniors in good academic standing
may study ii, the dtirrns. Studentima giades 7 tO ii study iii assigned classroouis; Grade 11 students
may also earn the privilege of studying in the dormitory.

Mon. - Thurs. Sunday

7:10 p.m. - 9:00 pjn. 7:00 p.m. - 8:30 p.m.
Break - 8:00 p.m. - 8:05 p.m.

Students in grades 7 and 8 leave at 8:30.

6
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Study Halt Guidelines - Cr. 7- 11

1. Students should be seated with their books when study ball begins. Attendance is taken.
No food or beverages are permitted.

2. if students want to use the libraiy computer lab or art room during the first half or have
a tutorial, they should go directly there before 7:10 p.m. Music practices are also
scheduled during study hail. Students whose practice time begins at 7:10 should be in
place at that time and should not go to study hail first. Throughout the rest of the
evening students must ask the supervisor and sign out as they leave study hail to go to the
practice room or other locations.

3. Students are to stay in one location for the first 30 minutes of study ball. After the 30
minute period, they may sign out to other locations with the permission of the supervisor

4. Study ball must be silent, with no talking to anyone without permission from the
supervisor. If students have questions or needs during study hail, they should raise their
hands.

5. Students coming in late from after dinner practices must be silent in the dormitories and
halls and come into study hail so as not to disrupt those already studying.

6. The study hail supervisor will assign a place to work with another student if this is
necessary.

7. The library is to be used for research purposes only, not for regular homework. Studying
together is not permitted in the library.

8. During study hail the computer labs are to be used for school work only (not games, letter
writing or sending personal messages). Anyone misusing the computer labs will lose the
privilege of using them for a specified time.

9. There will be a five minute break from 8:00 to 8:05. This is a time for students to stretch,
use the washrooms, and go to tutorials, the library, or other assigned areas. The
computer labs remain quiet during this time.

10. Those moving from place to place should go promptly and quietly, and not talk or linger
in the halls.

11. Classrooms should be left neat at the end of study hail (waste paper thrown away,
blackboards erased, and chairs repositioned).

12. Students must wear uniforms to study hail hat may Substitute GCC casual clothing for a
sweater or blazer. Casual shoes may be wotu. Ties are not required.

13. Study hail ends at 9:00. if assignments are finished before 9 p.m., students are
encouraged to review. Regular review is what makes the difference in what is retained
for tests and final exams.

7

- ------- -,
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Senior Study flail Guidelines

Studying in the dorm is a privilege which requires students to use their time responsibly. Those
who do not study well independently will be assigned to a supervised study hail. The following
guidelines apply to senior study ball.

1. Study hail begins at 7;10. Students should be in their assigned rooms at that time.

2. 7:10 to 9:00 is to be a quiet study thne. There is to be no talking (even in the halls). This is
particularly important for those returning to the dorms from rnusic drama, and sports practices.

3. In order to prevent distractions, to junior students, seniors wanting to use the library, aft room or
the computer labs must be there betore the second bell or wait until after 740. Students must
sign out when they leave one of these areas.

4. Those moving should go promptly and quietly from place to place.

5. No food or drinks are to be taken to the library or classroom floors.

6. Those needing to study together briefly may do so 'in the dorms .as long as they do not disturb
other students. Spending most of the evening studying with another student must be cleared by
the dorm study halt monitor. Boys and girls who need to study together may use room 202. The
library, family lounge, stairwells and balls are not to be used for this purpose..

7. During study hail the computer labs are NOT to be used for games, wrtting letters or for sending
'personal messages. They are for sthqoi work only. Misuse of the computers will result in the
loss of 'this privilege, for a specified time.

8. When leaving the dorm, seniors should sign out on the sheet posted on the dorm door.

9. Seniors may ilf~, sleep, use the tulephone or shower during evening study' balls unless
permission is given by the study ball monitor.

10. Study ball ends at 9:00 p.m. If assignments are finished before 9 p.m., students ar
encouraged to review. Regular review is what makes the difference in what is retained for tests
and final exams.

11. Classrooms should be left neat at the end of study balk
- - - -

12. Students must wear uniforms for study hail but may substitute GCC casual clothing for a sweater
or blazer. Casual shoes may be worn. Ties are nat required.

a

"

-
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Students in grades 9 - OA may study after regular study ball hours if necessary. Before
returning to study after Compline, students must first sign out of the dormitory. They
should be at the talc lights location by 9:45 p.m (9:00 on Sunday) or they sd1l not be
admitted. Snack hould be eaten in the donns. No food or drink should be taken to the
library or classroom flOors.

1. Students may study in the library or computer labs as needed. Room 202 will be
opened if necessary.

2. Boys and girls may not study together during late lights.

3. Monday - Thursday late lights end at: 10:45 (Or. 9 & 10); 11:30 (Gr. 11-OA)

4. Sunday night late lights end at: 10:00 (Gr. 9 & 10); 11:00 (Or. 11-OA)

Extra Study Halls

If a student is failing a course, negligent in completing assignments, not working to
potential, or has been absent he or she nu.y be :asslgned'to gO to extra study halls. These
may be before or after dinner during the week or on the weekend. Wee1ond study ball
invàlves studying Saturday afternoon, Saturday evening and/or Sunday afternoon.

V. Computers

Computer Facilitie: All Students have access to the following facilities:
Two computer labs, containing 32 IBM computers (Fentium and 486's).

Classroom computer drops in rooms 201,202, 307,308 to allow students using
ThinkPads to access the sdiool network and its printers.

CD-ROM applications, both In the library and on the nctwork

Computer Labsand Computer Use

1. There is to be strict adherence to the Acceptable Use. Policy for computer
equipment and the Internet. This includes "dropping down" to DOS Violations of
the policy iiiiy riiilt tipebiOü 'froTh The lab or lOss of all computer privileges -

for pecifled periods of time.
2. Laptop users must also adhere to the User Agreement.

3. Emphasis is placed on cooperation with acceptable use of the Internet. Students
are to stay within the .p.rameters.

9
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4. There is to be no recreational use of computers during academic time. This
includes classes, study halls, and late lights.

. Computer labs are to be quiet. Any questions asked of other students must be
brief and not disturb others. After one warning, students who are noisy or
disruptive will be asked to leave the lab and will not be readmitted for two days
without a note from a subject teacher to do a specific assignment.

6. There is to be no gum chewing in the labs. This includes evening study halls and
late lights.

7. Repeated violations of the guidelines will result in stiffer penalties.

VI. Library

The library must always be a place of quiet.

Books that are left unattended will be removed by the librarian to lost and found.
(see p. 11)

Reference books are not to be removed from the library. Books may be borrowed
only after they have been properly signed out at the circulation desk. They must
be returned by the due date. Fines for overdue books will be paid promptly.

The details about the use of the Ubr.ay will be posted and discussed at an
orientation session.

VII. Miscellaneous Information

The high school receplionist office (located at the east end of the second floor,
near room 201)

1. The receptionist is there o help students and to answer any questions throughout
the day.

2. Any student who is late for class should g directly to this office to be issued an
admit slip.

3. Academic requests, such as to change courses, should be submitted in writing.
Request forms are available in a receptacle outside the receptionist's office.

4. Appointments to see the Director of Studies, guidance counsellors, Deans or
business offIce personnel should be arranged through the high school receptionist.

5. The dormitories are off limits during dass hours. Permission must be obtained
from the high school receptionist if it is necessary to go to the dorznitoiy.

10
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Textbooks - Texthooks are sold on the day of registration. Thcy are to be kept neat, tidy
and free from graffiti. The student's name is to be written neatly on the grid provided.
If a textbook is to be used in the next year, it can generally be returned to the Schbot for
partial credit at the end of the year. Each book must be in excellent conditiOn: no pen
marks or permanent markings and all pencil marks must be erased. If a student drops a
course, the textbook should be returned promptly for partial credit.

Book lockers - All students are assigned a combination lock and book locker on the
second floor for textbooks and other academic materials. It is to be kept locked at all
times. All items in the locker must be well labelled. Students must not borrow or
disturb another's personal property. Book lockers must be kept neat at all times and
will be inspected. Only locks provided by the school are permitted.

Lost and found- Any notebooks or texts which are found in classrooms, the balls or
elsewhere will be placed on the lost and found shelves next to the receptionist's office.
Students should check there first for any lostu items.

Demerits - Demerits are given for lateness to classes, study balls, work duties and meals.
Accumulation of demerits will require students to work in their free time after school or
on weekends.

Notebooks - Neatly written notes are to be kept for each subject in a manner prescribed
by thc teacher. Teachers may inspect notes at any time. Graffiti on notebooks or
carelessly written notes or assignments may necessitate their being rewritten.

11
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DEVOTIONS AND WORSHIP

Christian faith is central to our lives. We begin each day with a form of devotion either
in the Chapel or in the dining room. -

communion: All students attend weekly Holy Communion services Sunday at 9:30 a.in.
in the Chapel of the Good Shepherd. The worship service is conducted following an
Anglican form of service. Parents are invited to join us for Sunday church and for
brunch afterwards in the dining room.
Roman Catholic students may also attend Mass on Sundays and Holy Days at St. Francis
Xvier Church in Brockville.

Compline After study halls on Monday, Tuesday and Thursday nights, students gather
in the Chapel for the traditional ten-minute service of Complinc.

WORK PROGRAMME

Approximately 4-5 hours a week are allotted to the work programme, an integral part of
student life at Grenville. This provides an opportunity for the development of many
practical skills, as well as an attitude of respect and responsibility for the upkeep of the
School. Work includes a weekly cleaning 'blitz' of the buildings and grounds as well as
helping with the kitchen and dining room duties.

COMMUNITY SERVICE

An important aspect of student life is involvement in community servicc. Canvassing for
charities, singing in local hospitals and nursing homes, and ushering for local children's
concerts are some of the oppprtunities available. Students also' help organize
interscholastic sports and debating tournaments, act as peer tutors, acolytes, and assist in
the Jibramy and in computer labs.

12
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PARENTAL VISITS

Parents are welcome to visit and/or take their children off campus during the following
weekend hours: Saturday - 12:30 - 7 p.m.; Sunday - 11:30 - 7 p.m. 0ff-campus
permission is given by the Deans, and students are required to complete an off-campus
form and sign out at the front pifice. Forms are available in the dormitories and at the
high school receptionist's office. Parents should contact the Deans at least tw days in
advance of an off-campus visit. Subject to permission of the Dean, a student may go off
campus -with another student's parents during regular off-campus hours. This does not
include overnight trips or co-ed trips. Permission from both sets of parents is required in
advance of these outings.

Students should wear good casual clothes (see p. 19 & 20) for Saturday or Sunday
afternoons off campus.

Parents are asked to transport students to and from the school, rather than having
students drive themselves. In the event of an emergency or special need in this regard,
parents should contact the Dean.

TELEPHONING HOURS

Students may receive telephone calls from parents most easily at the following times:

Monday through Friday 6:00 - 6:50 p.m.
Saturday 1:15 - 7:15 p.m.
Sunday 12:00 - 5:00 p.m.

6:00 - 6:5.0 p.m.

The switchboard is not able to put telephone calls through to students during study hail or
scheduled practices or after 10 p.m.

To avoid delays, it is wise to prearrange a regular calling time between parent and student.

An emergency telephone line has been installed in the event of switchboard or local power
failure. The emergency number is (613) 345-2173.

13
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HOLIDAYS AND BREAKS

Students are asked not to leave early or return late at holiday times. Those who do so Will
make up missed academic time during subsequent weekends.

Appointments which require a student's absence should be arranged for regular break or
holiday times. In an emergentr which requires a student to be absent during school time,
parents or guardians should contact the Director of Studies or the Dean. An off-campus form
(see Parent 1 Visits, p. 13) must 'be llled out by the student

On breaks and holidays, students are expected to visit parents or guardians. Students must have
parental permission to spend a break anywhere other than at home or with a guardian. Parents
should contact the Deans at least seven days in advance.

If circumstances warrant that a student stay at school for the short breaks, a modest fee for
room and board will be charged to their accounts. Parents are requested to contact the Deans
to make these arrangements.

Students travel to and from school n number one uniform. School rules are applicable while in
transit.

Other details about holiday times and travel may be found in the School calendar.

INSURANCE

The school's insurance policy does not cover the loss of any student's personal belongings.
Parents may want to consult their own insurance agent about coverage under their homeowner's
policy. An exception is the insurance provided for students who are using ThthkPads. The fee
is included in the ThinkPad user charge.

14
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EXTRACURRICULAR ACFIVITIES

Students are encouraged to participate in as many activities as their academic responsibilities
will permit. In cases where academic performance is unsatisfactory, students may be required
to withdraw from a given sport or activity until their marks improve.

Students in Grades 1 - 11 who are not in a team sport are required to participate in an
intramural sports programme three times a Week alter school.

There are opportunities to participate in a wide variety of activities while at Grenville. These
are listed below:

YEAR-LONG OR SEASONAL ACFIVITIES

High School Choir - Grades 10 - OA
Boys' Choir - Grades 7-10
Girls' Choir - Grades 7 - 10
Junior and Senior Bands
Orchestra
Debating
Yearbook
Junior Play - Fall
Gilbert and Sullivan Production - Spring

INTERSCHOLASTIC TEAM SPORTS

FALL
-

WiNTER SPRiNG
Boys' Soccer Boys' Hockey Track & Field

Girls' Basketball Boys' Basketball Badminton
Boys' Volleyball Girls' Volleyball Girls' Soccer

Cross-Countiy Running Cross-Country Skiing Tennis

EQUESTRIAN
-

Equestrian lessons can be arranged through St. A.lban's Stables in Brockville. Students wishing
to take lessons can do so on Saturday and Sunday afternoons. For more information, please
call Mrs. Eve Mainwaring, the stable owner, at (613) 498-9813.
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MAJOR SCHOOL RULES

1. The following actions are major violations of school rules and Will result in expulsion or a
suspension. If and when a search of a student's belongings is necessary the search will be done
in the presence of the student Involved.

- stealing, shoplifting
- destruction of property
- cheating/plagiarism
- possession, use, or being in the presence of others using illegal drugs or alcohol
- possession of guns and other weapons
- physical bullying resulting in serious injury of another
- attitudinal or behavioral problems which pose a serious threat to the individual or other

members of the student body

2. Safety Regulations - Disciplinary measures will be taken for the following infractions.
- sliding down any of the stairwell bannisters (a very serious safety violation)
- activating the fire alarm system Without legitimate cause (may result in a fine,

suspension or expulsion)
- possession of lighters and matches or pocket knives

3. Infractions of the following school rules may result in internal suspension or other disciplinary
measures. This means spending the period of discipline at the school working at an assigned
chore under the supervision of staff members. If the discipline involves missed classes,
assignments are given to the student, and study time is arranged. Repeated infractions of these
school rules may lead to external suspension or. expulsion.

These include:

- smoking or possession of cigarettes or other tobacco products

- possession of mini televisions, radios, walkmans, personal stereos and cellular phones.
Storing of prohibited items in luggage areas of the dorms or other areas of the school is not
permitted.

- uspecial relationships" * although Grenville strongly supports the philosophy of
co-education, exclusive relationships between boys and girls are not permitted at (i.C.C. We
desire a spirit of friendship to exist among afl students free of the demands which exclusive
relationships often znpose. Physical displays of affection are not permitted. Visiting opposite
sex dorms is never permitted. Contractptives may not be brought to school.
- lack of co-operatipp and a disrespectful att1tu4e towards authority
- any form of harassment or racial discrimination
- repeated violations of the Internet Acceptable Use Policy

In any of the above situations, parents will be contacted.
4. Repeated infractions such as lateness or other irresponsible behaviour will result in extra duties

or loss of privileges.
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GENERAL RULES

fespect for others- Students should show respect for others. They are to obey all Faculty and
staff members as well as students placed in responsible positions. Students should stand when a
teacher or other adult enters a classroom. Boys should stand when a lady or staff member
arrives at a table in the dining room.

Courtesy in speech and action is to be used at all times. Older students are to show a care and
concern for younger students. Younger students are to show an appropriate respect for older
students. Swearing and off-colour speech in any context are not permitted.

2. RespCct for worship - Attendance and participation are mandatory at morning devotions,
Compline and the Holy Eucharist. Students should quietly be in the Chapel or place of
devotion a few mimn'es before the service begins.

3. Respect for boundaries- a) Students should stay within the area of the following boundaries.
The front gate by the highway is the southern boundary. The driveway between the
Headmaster's residence and the Stone House is the western boundary (the barns, obstacle
course, orchard and elementary playground are off limits without permission). Murray Hall sAid
the tennis courts are the eastern boundary and the playing fields behind the school are the
northern boundary.

For a better understanding of the boundaries, see the diagram on the bach cover of this
handbook.

b) Students are not to be at the poe1, the river, in any garages, shops, furnace building or staff
residence, including lawns in front and back of these apartments, without permission from an
adult supervisor. External fire escapes, (except during a drill), roofs or any other exterior part
of the complex are off-limits,

c) Speial permission must be obtained from the supervisors on duty prior to going on any
trails behind the School and students must sign-out and sign-in at the front desk. No one is
to be alone on these trails. Girls and boys do not go on the trails together unless in the
company of a member of staff.

d) Sports should be played in the areas behind the schoo' buildings (includes skateboards,
bikes, roller blades).

e) On the weekend, uniform or casual clothes should be worn while visiting in the areas in front
of the school.

f) After SUfl4QWZ1, there is to be no walking around outside the buildings. Locked doors are
to remain locked. Students should use inside routes to 'the dorms at this time.

g) Students are to be in the kitchen only when they are assigned to some specific task.
Refrigerators, freezers, and the store room are off limits to students unless sent by a member of
staff. Similarly, the coffee machine and juice dispensers may be used only with permission.
The dining room is off limits after study hail unless otherwise notified.

17
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Ii) All offices, teachers' rooms and elementary classrooms are off limits to students unless in
company of a member of staff or by invitation of a member of staff.

4. IT IS VITALLY IMPORTANT THAT EACH STUDENT DEVELOPS SAFETY
CONSCIOUSNESS IN ALL ACTiViTIES AND CHORES. Care must be taken around the
waterfront, pool, and vehicles. No student may use power equipment in the kitchen or shops
without the instruction and penission of a trained staff member. Students must be seated while
riding in a school bus or on any chartered bus hired by the School.
Everyone must clear the school driveways when a moving vehicle is in the area.

Fire Drills

IT IS IMPERATIVE THAT F1tE DRILLS BE TAKEN SERIOUSLY. Theses drills are held
regularly at various times of the day or night. Proper exits for classrooms and other areas are
posted. Windows and doors should be closed when an area is vacated during a fire drill.

During class time: Leave the School using the designated exit for your classroom or area and
report by classes to the area directly north of the kitchen/dining room complex.

At all other times:

Boys: Leave the School or residence and line up (by dorip rooms) at the parking lot north of the
boys' dormitory.

Girls: Leave the School or residence and line up (by dorm rooms) at the east side of the girls'
dormitory.

At these meeting places, it is important to wait quietly for attendance to be taken and
instructions to be given.

Further details about fire drill procedures will be given by the Deans during orientation.

5. Students responsible for damages are expected to report any damage to school property.
Charges will be applied to the student accounls of those responsible.

6. The borrowing of personal belongings of others without permission is prohibited.

7. Wc expect students, regardless of their first language, to speak English. This will enable them to
learn English more quickly. They Will be allowed to use their native language in the free time
after dinner in the dining room.

& Ciey4nggum is not allowed during class, during assemblies, in the Chapel, dining roOm,
gymnasiums or computer labs.

9. Offensive or Inappropriate literature and illustrations arc not permitted and will be confiscated.
Disciplinary action may fOllow if warranted.
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DRESS CODE

An important part of self-respect is taking pride in personal appearance and maintaining high standards
of grooming and dress consistent with the spirit of wearing a uniform.

Uniprm Dress: Items are to be neat, dean, and in. good repair at all times.
All uniform items must be clearly marked with the student's name.

I-lair is worn in a moderate, short style, parted, and including a tapered back with
medium sideburns.

- Extremely short or shaved haircuts are considered inappropriate.

- Streaking or dying hair is not permitted.

- Boys are expected to shave daily.

- Limited jewellery only (includes watch, LI) bracelet, one ring per hand.)
- Earrings are not permitted.

Hair styles should be neat and conservative at all times.

- Shoulder length or longer hair is worn pulled back off the face in a barrette,
tie, braid, etc.

-. Extremely short or shaved haircuts arc not appropriate.

- Streaking or dying hair is not permitted.

- Limited jewelley only (fine neck chain), one set of small matching earrings in
lower hole only and one ring per band.

Weekend Dress:

Qiiia - Work clothes (pants, akirt)
- Good casual skirts, dresses, etc. for all meals and general attire

(all skirt lengths must be below knee)
- Pants, sports clothes for activities

- - - :: Susday dresses or skirts for church.
- Excessive jewclleiy should no.t be worn. (One set of earrings in lower hole only.)
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- Work clothes
- Good casual clothes' for all meals and general attire
(includes nice trousers, collared shirt, casual shoes - jeans and t-shirts are not
considered good casual)
- Sports clothes for activities
- Suit or jacket and tie with dress pants for Sunday church.
- Excessive jewellery should not, be worn.

Blue jeans are reserved for camping trips and other specified activities..
No inappropriate slogans or illustrations on articles of clothing (i.e. t-shirxs, sports shorts, etc.)

Recreational Activities

Winter: boots, warm jacket and pants, long underwear, hat, scarf; mittens or gloves. For
winter hikes or camping (optional activities): three-season sleeping bag, Gortex or
similar jacket, hiking boots.

Skating/hockey (optional activities): ice skates, outdoor winter clothing

Swimming: Girls: Bathing suit (one piece, modest necjdine, lined, low cut legs)
Boys: Swim trunks (volley length, not tight)

Spring and Fall camping/hiking:

raingear, hiking boots, sleeping bag

20
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Weekdays

DORMITORY LIFE

(See weekly timetable for daytime hours)

Morning Lights on: 6:30 n.m.
Room cleaning: 6:55 a.m.
Uniform inspection: 7:05 a.m.
Breakfast: 7:15 n.m.
Dorm cleaning: 7:40 a.m.
Inspection (marking): 7:55 am.
Flag raising and singing of National Mtherrn 8:00 n.m.
Devotions: 8:05 am.

Evening:

Compline service: 9:10 p.m.
Dorm time - Mandatory attendance in dorm room: 9:30 p.m.
Late lights: 9:45 p.m. 10:45 p.m. Or. 9 & 10 (must be in bed by 11:00)

9:45 p.m. - 11:30 p.m. Or. 11 - OA (must be in bed by 11:45)
Quiet time: 10:00 p.m.
Lights out: Or. 7 & 8 at 9:30 p.m.

Or. 9 - OA at 10:15 p.m.
Exception: Wed, evening - no Compline

Dorm time - Mandatory attendance in dorm room: 9:15 p.m.
AU lights out at 9:45 p.m.

All students must remain in the dormitories from dorm time until dismissal the following morning (unless
at an assigned duty). No one should be outside without permission after dorm time. After late lights,
students should go quietly to bed.

Weekend

Friday: 7:30 - 10:00 p.m.
Family Night Students meet in their "family" groups in the
homes of staff members who act as family heads.
Lights out: 11:00 p.m.

Saturday: Sleep-in permitted until lights on at 10:00 n.m.
Optional pick-up breakfast in dorms: 9:45 - 10:15 a.rn.

-
Work assignments: 10:45 am. - 12:30 p.m.
Lunch: 1:00 p.m. Buffet sty1e in dining room (mandatory)
Afternoon: Free thne with optional town shopping trip
Supper: 6:00 - 630 p.m. uffet style in dining room (optional)
Activity: 7:30- 9:30 p.m.
Lights out: 10:30 p.m.
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Sunday: Lights on: 8:00 a.m.
Dorm duties: 8:45 n.m.
Optional pick-up breakfast in dorms; 8:30 - 9:00 a.m.
Arrive in Chapel: 9:20 a.m.
Chapel Service (Holy Communion) 930 n.m.
Brunch following chapel
Afternoon: Free time with activities to be announced

Snack in dining room at 2'.30 p.m.
Supper: 5:15 p.m.
Compulsory study hail: Gr.7 - QA: 7:00 - 8:30
Dorm time: 8:45 p.m.
Lights out.' 9:30 p.m. for Or. 7 & 8; 9:45 p.m. for Or. 9 - OA
Late lights: 9:00 - 10:45 p.m. (Or. 9. & 10) (must bt in bed by 11:00)

9:00- 11:00p.m. (Or. 11 & OA) (must be in bed by 11:15)

All meals are compulsorywhh the exception of Saturday breakfast and supper.

DORMITORY RULES

Room leaders and floor heads are responsible to see that the dormitory runs smoothly. Students
are expected to co-operate and to learn to perform their own duties well. Failure to comply with
dorm rules may result in being assigned extra duties or being put on room restriction.

2. No student should be in any other student's room unless the occupant(s) is(are) present.

3. Security: Lockers or drawers should be kept LOCKED any time you are not attending to them.
Stealing is a serious offence. Encouraging someone to steal by leaving valuables unprotceted is a
disservice to everyone. The on])' locks to be used are those assigned. No more than $20 should
be kept in the dorms. Extra money can be "banked" in the dorm's "safekeeping'. (Announcements
pertaining to this will be made periodically, but immediately following a School break is an
important time to do this.

Borrowing and lending are unwise practices and are strongly discouraged, as they lead to people
feeling free to "help themselves" without permission. 'Borrowing" in this fashion will be
considered stealing.

All medicine is to be banded in to the nurse. This includes antibiotics, Gravol, cough syrup,
laxatives, allergy pills, aspirin and diet pills. Approved vitamin pills ONLY are permitted in the
dorms.

4. A further note regarding damage to property: After a possible room change or at the conclusion
of the year, if damage to a room is not accounted for, thci. occupants of the roqm will split the
cost. An inspection of rooms will happen prior to the start of the school year to ensure that
students wilt not be billed for prior damage.

5. Electrical devices permitted include low wattage (60 watts max) desk lamps, alarm clocks, electric
shavers, curling, irons and blow dryers. Electric heaters (except those provided by the school),
decorative lights, and clip-on lights are NOT permitted. Electric kettles are permitted only in the
snack room. -
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6. Screens on dormitory windows are not to be touched. If a need arises, contact the Dean or dorm
supervisor. Dorm windows are never to be used as entrances or exits to and from the dorm.

7. Wrestling and roughhousing are never permitted.

8. The dorm is to be kept neat at all times. Before leaving the room, make sure curtains are open.
lockers/drawers are locked and lights are off.

9. Students are permitted to decorate their rooms in good taste. All posters must be approved.
Subject matter pertaining to drugs, alcohol, or tobacco products, rock groups etc. is not allowed.

10. Both a bottom and top sheet and mattress cover must be used on each bed.

11. For health reasons, slippers and bathrobes must be worn to and from the shower and bathroom.
Shoes or slippers should be worn in the room rather than bare or sock feet.

12. In case of emergency or fire drill, students must have slippers, bathrobe and flashlight readily
available.

13. When polishing shocs, students should use a newspaper qr other protection on the floor or desk.
They should NEVER use polish oil the rug or beds Il the rooms.

14. Pay phones must not be used after lights out. In the event of a need to call parents after lights
out, written permission must be obtained from the floor supervisor on duty.

15. The common room television regulations are the same as in the student lounge. (see p. 26)

16. Musical instruments, such as guitars, may be practised quietly in dorm rooms or music practice
rooms. They may also be played outside in the playing fields or bleachers behind the school or at
the river. Music should be appropriate.

17. No visitors should be in the dorms without perrnisston from the Deans. (does not include parents
at appropriate times).
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STUDENT SERVICES

Allowances: All students for whom parents have made arrangements will receive a weekly allowance.
These will be given out each Friday Immediately after dinner, unless otherwise announced.

Money from student accounts: Students may withdraw additional cash from their contingency accounts
each week according to their parents' specific permission. Parents received a form to fill out to specify
the amount which can be withdrawn from the contingency account without permission. In order to do
this they must follow the following procedure:

¯ All money request foqus are to be filled out and handed into the dorm office boxes by Wednesday
night each week.

¯ These will be processed and then handed out with allowances Friday night after supper.
¯ Withdrawals above the maximum may only be made with verbal or written parental authorization.

¯ If the request exceeds $20.00 it will be handed out after lunch on Saturday or immediately before
it is needed.

Safekeeping for personal money and valuables: When students arrive in September or return from
breaks, they must bank" valuables or amounts of cash over $20 directly with the dorm supervisor
responsible for safekeeping. The items stored in safekeeping are available to be signed out each
Saturday after lunch, or can be obtained upon request, if necessary.

Passports. visas, and ticket& The business office collects students' passports and visas for safekeeping
after each holiday break and returns them immediately before the next break. Train and airline tIckets
should also be handed in for safekeeping. it is the student's responsibility to see that they give their
important papers to the dorm supervisor responsible for safekeeping or directly to the business office.

Drycleaning: Drycleaning and mending is handled on an individual basis by a local diycleaning firm,
which picks up and delivers the clothing directly to the SchooL (3irls' drycleaning is collected in the
student lounge; boys' drycleaning is collected in the boys' common room.

Boys: Check-in - Mon. 7:00 - 7:10 a.m. Pick-up - Wed. 6:00 - 7:00 p.m. or dorm time
Girls: Check-In - Tues. 7:00 - 7:10 am. Pick-up - Thurs. 6:00 - 7:00 p.m. or dorm time
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Infirmary: Two staff nurses provide health care on a 24-hour basis. A flrockville physician also holds
iüfirmar.y hours at the school four mqrnings a week. In emergencies a Brockville physician is
immediately consulted. All personal medications (except for vitamins), including cough syrup, aspirin,
laxatives, allergy pills, etc. are kept in the infirmary and dispensed by the nurse on duty.

Infirmary Hours

or emergency health needs, when a staff supervisor is not present, students may call for front desk
assistance any time of the day or night.

Monday - Friday Girls
6:45 - 7:00 a.m.
:Boys
7:00 -7:la.m.

______________

All Students
-

1:05 - 1:0 p.m.
6:00 - 70Op.m.

After evening .stu1y
hail or complinc for
15. mm.

Saturday 10:00 - 10:45 a.m.
1:40 - 2:09 p.m.
6:30 - 7:00 p.m.

Sunday 9:00 - 920 n.m.
After brunch for
15mm.

___________

_________________-

6:00 - 7:00 p.m.

¯ .MCaIS au&Diet Our health department, in conjunction with professional nutritionists, has worked very
hard to ensure that our meals are balanced and as low-fat as possible Our kitchen provides low-fat
alternatives to brçakfast and lunch. Breakfast always includes bagels or ceEeâl and lunch buffets provide
sa1ad, bread and fruit as an alternative to other options We also provide extra sala&and frmnt for thiç
who wish to cut down on meat and cheese dishes at darner, and we will provide peanut butter as a red
meat substitute. SthdentS eating three meals a day.sornethnes find that they gain weight at private
schools, particularly if they snack on high-eat foods between meals. We will be glad to help any student
es,tablIsh healthy eating practices if they request it tlnough the school nurses. Special needs regarding
fbd allergies should be noted on the inedinal form and discussed with the nurse upon arrival.
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Laundry: Coin-operated laundry machines are available in the boys' and girls' dormitories for each
student's personal use. The cost per load is $1.25 for washing and $30 for drying. Students will be
notified during the first week of school of the specific times that coins are handed out in the dorms
during the first week of school. These will be charged to each student's account. Extra instruction in
laundering procedures is willingly given to students who have little experience washing their own clothes.
The School provides Shaklee Basic L, a liquid laundry detergent which is non-allergenic and
environmentally friendly. Students do have the option of mpplying their own laundry detergent. Sheets
are provided and laundered by a laundry service. Students bring and launder their own towels and
washcloths.

Telephones: Pay telephones are available in the dormitories for student use during their free times.
Students are only to call their families or guardians. Use of another student's calling card is ncver
permitted.

.Mgii: Mail is handed out daily and students have access to a postage box in the student lounge for
outgoing mail. Stamps may be purchased at the general store.

Town trip: On Saturday afternoons, a bus to the local 1000 Islands Mall will be provided for shopping.
Students wishing to take advantage of this will be able to sign a 'Town Lists' in their respective dorms.
Times for sign-ups and the trips themselves will be announced. -

General store: This service is available for the sale of candy, sodas, chips, and some school supplies.
The general store is located near the south .ntrance of the small gymnasium in MacDonndll Hall.

Hours: Mon. - Fri.: 6:15 - 6:55 Sunday: 1:00 - 1:30 p.m.

Student lounge: Located on the lower floor, this room is provided for students to relax, read or quietly
converse. To respect others wishing to use this facility, it should be left in good order at all times.
Television watching is restricted to news programs after supper Monday - Thursday. On weekends during
free time, students have permission to watch quality programs. If a program is assessed as being
inappropriate, then those watching will be asked to change the channel. Personal videos are not to be
shown without permission from the Deans or dorm supervisors.

Gymnasiums: The gyms are available in free-time periods if there are no other practices scheduled.
Only indoor running shoes may be worn in the gyms. (.Q Street shoes or outdoor running shoes are
permitted.) On the weekend, sports equipment will be available to sign out.

Tennis courts The tennis courts generally are available at 4 p.m., after suppr and on weekends.
During busy thnes,. sign-ups may become necessary and will be announced accordingly.

Swimmingpool: The pool is available for student use (only when supervised by an adult lifeguard).
Times will be announced.
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Pcethe1, 2000

Des.

This letter la coming to you on Joan Childs and on Maclef it is long overdue, and

touch with yxu nor in carmg fir ifs alui4n1 21 ibovId Mote abouflns iatot, but first let us
infoun you ofthe changes which have tiken pIae oveT the past fw'yars, WeThinl it is
important at this time 10 tihnre with you what is happening here in out lives,

Let us be caiidid b you; the ist few yea -s have been dcuit ones in Gronvfllc
tiuxty year luatoxy Fr auswortWs rchrnent and the subsequent retuement of a nwnbet- of
other stalf esused a Wcame to a Very obviai$
conchision as we passed through this tmnaibonal period that all ofua were getang o'der and
could no lcrncr cerrythe niuny respuusibthtise wehiid utid akcni the deily opesuon of
GenvilJe This thould not have been a 9urprlse to u but tEwaant easy t reahe that wnecded
help - a lot of help Cousequent)y we hired over n$oyccs to beip n in the o.ces,
classrons dorms, kitclen, m tenC, hosekeppg Mi, just abt yey othej depujmen.

From Joan: During ibis lime of tiwi1iwi we have kijked reiii]ly at our commuthty
the group ofpeople who iponde to ac51i of God to found azi opate Grenvifle Christi*n
College. We realized that it is really thLc .a11 co ive together in CtirLstiai. comiuimity that has
made us a special school. We dd hot want to Jose sight of this ai * x nc!l to inoIudeuon-
iei6enlia1 factilty and
Cotyf m (heDkectbr of b Cxhmity, and I wotk whh a
cotaci1 whose mandate i. to cu' for thee life of our conüiltybd also to oversee tht direction
cif its mission, Gienville Cluislian College.

P0 0X 6(0. BR.OCKVJUE, OI K6V 5V8 ¯ (613/ 345-5521 ¯ FAX (613) 345-3824
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AfterFatherFumswprPirctcd,obPhe1an wal aster Be showed
great vlsOrt for the scboo) naixl jt itura 1 was lnstrumwta1 elentmg the cunent laptop
program Unfw1unatcy) Bob suugglad with the requimneata otiay to-4lay adminiscrailon and
last ap gaalsed fo cavc ofabsence to pcnd tinr atiO aud.renewat Later, he
submitted hi rsjath

From KexE At this poirt. a month befoieiny sthduled retireniont, I was asked to
assuwe the r pq bihtes i't headwaster atid d,d o vesy wlltogly regard this as an niterun
appointment, and in due course a search wifl be 1ntiated, for rp]acexnent. I love this sthooi,
it students past artdpresent, and wU do aliiuato nurtnret growth and waturity I ountit a
privilege to serve tle aehoOl In thia capacIty. Having becn at Gxenvilte since i979 .1 know many
ofyou and theriabth numoricsZ have fseeing you gnw as young people. To assIst ne with
ever)'t roepcnmitnllties In the ncháoI thava a Scioo) agemcuTeazx2 This team includes
Julie Case. the Dreetorcf5tudica DaieippIe uietay SchoQi PdncIpal, Cindy (chUds)
Bayles, Dean oftudenIs and a new atlditu,n to put stff tneiacUrd Director of
Admissons. Bill Bayl us s the Drcctor o usineas sad Opcxa'ons Bifl, Joan and I form an
Executive Cornrruttec which deals with henmany matters affecting both school and comwuwty

fe.

Thxoughtbi p doftogsitiop, we ut GrenviUe are Looking carefully at our program
and a1o at how e deal with tlc suodcrti tecuger The etaIa 'mxudertakmg the task ofbotter
imnderstaxuling bow teens bi* tc4mmy. We ate rea4ing hoiks attendIng eozrferences, visit1n9
utherpz-ivatc schools, and 4otng alt we cOn to becowe better acquaited wflh how young people
vzew the world and how wç can better relate to thezzi We are coxifimung that many ofotixbastc
pnuciples and corc values are unportan; and ahoud remain the saAé but some things need to
change. if arty ofyou zs ,su stion tha.t you feel htSehelpM, we welcome thm,

WeitilJw aseltool where the ndta tq pxOv 4Aathig boxne-away-frcnn
borne for young ppIe 1Ø arpund the world and where w th.lø'e olJcaus We also
want to chellge our studentS topadi beyond thcrnetve aadU*Jnp they once thought
izrosse W 4çnely wauk to tp spqwe gicare aid eflto nfl our 'tudents ajd

to mprovstu4t

or personal
Judy Manl1eÜ felt the could no lougercarry oatb $uuud .onszbfli1res. You will

bcbcadxg frow Don in the near future.

The regret we spoke about earliex is that we have not wade rater attempts to foster an
oaoing relationship with you once you leü the campus. What Wc \3azlt to say nqw, we say with
bunuhry and wtth a prayer that you w*11 twdertazd the sput and jut ofour words We know
that many of you Iiok bacl at xauch ofyoui aretMflc peecv it 1t9de.

"-.3
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we JThñn made to thelues
agk. How you feel is vety Lmportani. to us.

'je lock fotwatd to restating and renwipg oxe1atiqnhip Ltb r ajaxuni. Z)u is
excitød about thø challenges abead. Ik hopes o pducea 1nini ixectozy send cn periodic
newsletters, visit as many alumni as possible, and muth more.

We Leave all ofyou with trequest to wilte Ad let us know v4bt 'oi are doln and, if at
aoieàt4pT br ó oui ind tetiixit is y,ut
for you. We would like to offer to pray for any ofyou or your fai4es who be needs at this
tixxe. We would also appreciate your prayera as *e continue through thIs tini of transiUon in
outlives as a conunuDlty and school.

With Sneereat appreciation for each ofyou,

Joan Childs ICJeIt Mso'2.il

PS. Many ofyou *Ul shoniy receive an Aflnual App$1W abróuliure outlining
our current financial needs The appeal is bemg setO all f'our cohstitocüts urreut and past
parcats a1umxi and wn.ds ofthe CoUet This letteri bemg sent opreoede ft because We

l t ist i,
wbethei you are In a pOsition to hel', the CoUee fmancla]ty at this tlntC.
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'bud Abuser Apologizes
but leaves a non-working e-mail address

&Ited on Saturday, July 15, 2006 - 6:01 pm:
www. factnet . org)

'y name is Joan Childs. B'or those who do not know me, I. was
n the administration at GCC for many years. I took part in
using so much of the hurt and pain that so many experienced

:hule they were staff, staff kids, and students at GCC. t'hat
as done to people at GCC was very wrong. I was very wrong.
nd I ant so sorry for all the hurt that was caused to each of

;ou. by me and by all of us in positions of leadership. I pray
or God's healing for each and every person who was wounded
hue at CCC. I will not be following the threads on this
ite or reading whatever is written concerning my posting,

if anyone wants to write me, my e-mail address is
'oanchuldsghotmaul. corn.

Return to Home Page
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TAPE I (Completed by Tara Heppell) Tape. erased,

Charles Farnsworth, September21, 2007, starting to give a bit of my own life history.

I was born in 1931 in Augusta, Georgia. At my birth I wa injured by the doctor as
caught me with the forceps in the eye; My left eye was cross-eyed under my nose for the
first six to nine years. My grandfather who had enough mony tokpe to New York in 1937
and the eye was straightened partially and then again in 1940 th'tThrdiIme. But because of
that in my life there was really not much 1 could do that other people did. Nothing athletic, I
was not academic, none of those things at all. So I was really a child Wounded. I seemed to
be outside of the realm of all the other boys and girls who never chose me to be on their
team unless they just needed another player.

My grandparpts, wire fairly wealthy. My grandfather was the one that started
'makin a pick-up truRóãrd. He made the car, made a bit of money with that1 sold that,
went into another automobile business. He ended up president of Aero Marine which made
airplanes and [?1. The first Ao .e out from Miami, Florida to Havana, Cuba. So he
made money and the family always had a bit. . So, my mother had a fairly rough hhood
because she never ravelled afl over the World, she had I?1n o or
three cOntinents, [?durop5 by the time she was sixteen but not a happy girl, nor was her
brother. My grandfather was in the Industry all the time.

My father was brought up in a very religious home in the South1 in Memphis,
Tennessee. He went to Georgia Tech, played football for Georgia Tech. He also played golf
with Bobby Jones in Atlanta, Georgia and was a man that exceeded in business and did
well. Also, was a man of integrity in everything he did. He was well liked, lived in Atlanta,
Georgia. He rose to the top in the Georgia power company, was the assistant to the
president of the power company.

I felt like pretty much of loser all during my high school years I would not study, I
guess I was discouraged, could not do the things my mother and father did, they were both
well educated, and I Seemed like the black sheep of the family. In high school I would look
after the girls when other people were drag racing and things like that. ThØnded up calling
me mother Farnsworth" because I would see to it that the girls were taken care of but would
always see to it, in fact always had access to girls' parents' cars which were all professional
people, Cadillac's, Buicks and things like that. I was trusted by everyone.

When I went to university, lt was the University of Georgia and I went in 1949. 1
barely got out of high school that year. When I went everybody was coming back from
World War It, they were drinking, playing poker all night and so forth. I lived In ATO fraternity
house of which I was a member and we just played and partied as other guys did They
were much older than I was, I had no academicdetermInation at all.

(almost got killed, I was ready to go out of the fraternity house door with some other
fellows to get some bootleg whisky as it was dry county in Athens, Georgia Where the
University olGeorgia was. As I was going out the door a fellow said: "Hey, Farnsworth stay
in, stay back and play b -idge with us." I was a lousy bridge player, I only learned how to play
it about a week before but I did. Four freshman went out with him and they all three
freshman, I was the fourth) they were headed to the back of the car, where the freshman
always sat. Twenty minutes later, there was a call came back into the fraternity house, that
the automobile had gone end over end off a road and down ahilI. All three people in the
backseat were kliled and I would have been too. I was amazed atWhat was happehing,

)L1pd15
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Anyway, I went back to Atlanta and back to school at Georla State College and also
went to work for' Lockheed Aircraft Corporation and somebody told me that nty boss was a
preacher

But prior to that I was with some of my friends, out in a car one day1 and we were at a
drive-in and because I was the least popular one In the group, and I. was sittihg In the left
rear seat of the car, 1939 Cadillac after World War II, a young fellow looked about twelve
years old came up to the rear window and handed me .a piece of paper and I don't know why
'I said this but I said: is that about Jesus'?" and he said: "Yes", and I said: "Well I'll be
goddamned" and he looked at me and he said: "You will" and very courteously walked away.
I khew I had said something terrible. I 'don't even know why 1 even mentioned Jesus, I had
gone to the Cathedral Church but had no idea people walked around giving things out about
Jesus and then he looked at me, after I said: I'll be goddamned", he said "You will". 1 knew I
had done something wrong but it didn't really register.

After that I went to work at Lockheed Aircraft and I happened to ask my supervisor
and this was a oupIe of years after that situation with the young fellow, and I asked him he
said what is. all this about heaven and hell and Jesus and the devil etc. He 'pulled out a new
'testament out of his pocket, opened It up and showed me a verse or scripture. It was in
English, I understood it, it made sense and I was surprised.

Anyway, the next Sunday I went to the place where be spoke. And It was a store
front church, I had to jump .a mud ditch to get in it, but the energy and the excitement over
the Christian life was just overwhelming. This happened to be my 2& birthday. I toL)i a
lad a girl from the church, the cathedral where I attended, with 'me. She didn>t like it a
bit. But something stuck to me and I thought "wow" I would like to have this Christian life
that these folks have. I had had a smoking problem some fIve years and promised my father
over and over that I would quit, had broken every promise, felt like a scumbag, and ! said
Lord, how in the world can I become a Christian with the things the smoking, the gambling,
the carousing around, the drinking that I do, how can I do it.

Anyway,. I went to bed that night determined to be a Christian but afraid to go to work
at Lockheed and teihrig these people that I had becmo a ChriStian and yet I was still in
these habits. I Woke &ip the next morning, I nolonger even had a desire to smoke, I did not
have to go off cold turkey. it never occurred to me to have another cigarette. I was amazed,
I said there must 'be a God and then every week we got cheques with numbers all over
them, we were working for a Government, subsidized company,, my cheque won, the cheque
pool for eleven weeks straight. I had never won It but all of a sudden things started
happening, I started praying, and prayers were answered. I started studying my bible, I
found a desire to educate myself, adesire to. do something. All of sudden my life changed.
All of my habits fell off and I made up my mind right then that this was the 'only way to live.
That was on my 20th birthday in the first month or so afterwards.

I started going to bible school at nights, working the' daytime. Then I wanted to be
immersed and baptised because we in the Anglican church church just made the sign
of the cross said you are now a Christian. But I thought everything I read in the scripture
had to do with immersion, so I asked where could I go to be immersed. So they sent me
over to this large church that had a baptismal popl up just behind thepit.. / I z4

I was. baptised and as I came 'out of the church, dressed in some dry clothes, started
out of the church, a young lady asked me where did I go to church and: would I like to come
to Sunday school at that church. That happened to be my w1fe Betty, her name was Betty
Green t?1. I went over to that church, they had about six 'services a day, two of them were
radio services, the choir would 'sing, she was in it. and asked me to sit with her and the choir
when I started to sing, she moved away because I took her off tone.
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Anyway; she started going with me four nights a week and on Sunday afternoon to
bible college. We Just kept this up. I was intense on studying the bible and after months I
knew this girl was ready, a year older then I am, would like to be married, I did not want to be
married, I didn't think that I could commit myself to anybody or anything. But I remember
working at Lockheed Aircraft one night and something just came over me and I said: "Lord, I
will marry Betty Green and 1 will look after her the rest of her life whether I enjoy it or not, I
am committed to this no matter what". Such wtaad peace covered my body, my soul, my
spirit, I could not believe it. Then a few weeks later, I didn't say anything to her about it, but
a few weeks later I realized that that was the girl that I should marry. She told me later that
the night that I WBB baptised, when I came out of the water, she had been praying for a
husband and she didn't want a bad one because there had been several divorces In her
family, she was the youngest of eight children, and they were really poor they were share
croppers in South Georgia. They had hardly any money or anything but they were devote
Christians and the most precious, loving people, much more than my family seemed to be.

Anyway, we were married a year later. My parents didn't think it was a good idea3
her parents didn't think it was a good idea. But we've been married 4 years coming
February.

Then after we'd been married about ten months, I got a notice from the United States
Government that I was being drafted in the United States Army for two years. I could not
understand this. I thought God was failing me. I just couldn't understand It. But I had to
pack up and a month or so and report and took my basic training at camp Gordon, which I
was born in Augusta, Georgia and that's where it's located. I took some tests, classification
and assignment tests. I aced everything, everything with the highest marks. I got a top
secret clearance, I was put in cryptographic teletype repair because I had a mechanical mind
and was sent to Honolulu, Hawaii in the headquarters company of all the army, navy and
marines. 1 was put in the headquarters company in the communications centre. I had the
plush job of repairing these teletype machines and coding and decoding machines.

I also knew this would be a time for me to continue my bible studies, so every
morning I was up at 3:15 am. and over at the army chapel, which was only about a block
from where my dormitory or barracks was stationed. I would spend two or three hours there
every mornin I didn't go out with the guys, I just studied the bible
intensely.

One day in that situation I stood up early in the morning and preached a sermon to
an empty chapel. I said that didn't feel so bad. But Betty had made me promise, or at least
had asked me, not to, would I ever think of becoming a Minister. I said Lord no, how in the
world could that ever be. But again, I was a nut case even Then and didn't know I would but I
did.

Finished my army training, came home, we had a wonderful life, back to work at
Lockheed, everything went fine for about a year and after that I became, I had an emotional
breakdown. I couldn't figure out what it was. I Just couldn't stand myself and she was
worried about me. One fellow came to me, who was a believer, and who I had known and
respected and he said "Charles, this seems like it might be God in your life." And piy
immediate thought was, If this is God, I know it's good and I started to give thanké the
experience through which I was going. I got up every morning, and instead of going into
depression, I thanked God for it and just in a few months I felt wonderful. There was
something called full gospel businessmen in Atlanta. These were businessmen that had had
a tremendous conversion with God, some of them very wealthy, some of them p09r.

Even the fellow who led the attack on Pearle Harbour, Mita(?sp.), you
probably have seen him In a movie, Tora, Tora, Tora. He was there given the account of his
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testimony, how God had saved his life and that he found a little pieáe of paper In a Tokyo
train station and he picked it up and it was a track but (?) and the track was "Forgiv?
them Father for they know not what they do". This man felt so guilty for attacking the United
States, he gave his life to Christ and became a Presbyterian minister in the States and
travelled around giving his testimony. I had his signature on a bible right at that very verse
where Jesus said "forgive them Father for They know not what they do".

From those days on I began to give my life going to jails, going to hospitals, taping
good wonderful ministries and taking.the tapes to other places. I was active all the time in
God's work. Little more active then my wife would have ked me to be. But anyway, it was
wonderful.

Then in the church where I was attending and the bible school where I was going, the
Minister retired and there were three of us that were ordained. The only reason I was
ordained was because I wanted to be able to visit hospitals and jails and to do what little
work 1 could help people with. Anyway, the other two ministers were running for the office of
the pastor of the church and it never occurred to me to have it at all. I was satisfied to work
at Lockheed and doing what I was doing. The day of the election came, we were all in the
church, we were going to select on of those two ministers and one other man who never
spoke hardly a word in church, but was a wonderful gentleman in the Lord, he stood up in
the middle of the congregation, before any vote was taken or before it was even addressed,
he said I think we're supposed to select and elect Charles Farnsworth pastor of this church
and do it by acclamation. Everybody in the church stood up. There was never a vote for the
other two people. They wanted me to be a part-time pastor. They didn't want to pay me.
They thought I would continue to work at Lockheed. My wife was discouraged, I remember
her face was not happy because here I was becoming the minister of a church where I had
been going for some years and it really was the church that grew out of the bible school,

Anyway, I said rio I Will not be a pastor part-time. I will have to give it full-time. I quit
work without a salary and this also worried Betty, so you see why she has many problems.
But, it wasn't long before the church did pay me a salary and I was pastor of that little church
in Atlanta, Georgia for four years. I remember wondering why in the heavens I was in that
church, it wasn't growing, there were only about 100 people and that included all the children
and I said: "Lord what I am supposed to do?" I had six witnesses or urges in a two day
period "go to the children, go to the children." I made up my mind at that point I was going to
major on the children in that little church. I took them camping every weekend, of course my
wife went with me. I took the families camping, I had a lake, knew where to go. Spent time
teaching them camping skills and water skills. This went on, I started that church in.,
November 1961 and in November 1965 a gentleman called me, who had b nJ1Y.reLIQ~r %EflN
neighbour. He had gone to a place In Texas, It was called the Peiai(?sp.) Fellowship
International and he said "Charles you will love this place, they are having revivals here, they
have all night prayer meetings at times, it's a bible school, it's an academic school, you'll
love this place". I thought wow that sounds good.

My wife was grieved be;aue she didn't want t move out of Atlanta, we had just
bought a new house. A lovely 1'evel/spIit level house. Anyway, I went out and caught a
plane at 4 o'clock in the morning. I went out there and saw what was going on and the
minister there had two other ministers, who were senior to me, but they were ten years
younger than I was. He looked at me and he said "Charles, I need you here." I had known
him, I had met him in revivals and religious meetings in Atlanta. So, I said I will take
anybody who wants to go out to Dallas, Texas. I took my whole family, we all went out there
to see it. When he got out there, he talked with Betty, he convinced us that we should go.
Fixed a house up in which for us to Jive and we moved to Dallas, Texas In November 1965.
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Gradually, began to be promoted from one thing to another. From taking services
i'd been to Wichita, Kansas or around Texas there, I was put in as a teacher in the bible
school. Eventually, I was in chargé f the bible schooL

Then a man and his wife named Alister and Mary Haig from Canada came down to
see the work that was going on. It was thriving. We ended up with eleven different
missions. I was ordained there as well, in the Ren Fellowship InternationaL It 'as a little
better ordination than what I had. il32 g$,44'

Anyway, I liked this couple immensely, I coildn't believe the fellowship we had.
Anyway, they liked what was going on in this work. He had already been the associate
minister with Norman Vincent Peel in v

been in a bible school in New York City and was now the headmaster.of what is called the (Y'J4id
Stoney Brook Girls School. This was in Long Island, a town that's restored, much ke
Williamsburg, Virginia and he was stationed there.

1 remember writing him a letter after they were with us on this weekend. I said "Al
and Mary I don't know Why I'm doing this, I can't believe I'm doing this but someday you arid
I are going to work together." They didn't reply. My wife thought I was nuts as usual. Arid, it
wasn't long before the man who owned the property on which they were the heads of the
school, was given the roperty for $1.00 to the Berrien Fellowship International and the
senior pastor, Rev. Warren Lltzman, told his congregation one night, he said "well this
property is coming to us Al and Mary Haig are going to be a part of our system and we're
going to have to send one of our minister's up there. Well, I don't know why I did it but as
soon as that meeting was over I went over the Rev. Litzman's office and I spoke to him and I
said his name was Warren Litzman) "I honestly believe that Betty and 1
are supposed to go to Stoneybrook Lang island, New York andhead this school". He said
"Charlie, I think you are too. But there were two other ministers senior to me, younger but
nevertheless had been there longer than I and really I think they were better preachers and
one of them was a whole lot better teacher, but he said "I think you are too, but don't tell
anybody."

In a month, we had moved to Long Island, New York. I became the director of the
community. Al Haig who had five degrees and I had none, he was the academic
head but I was the manager of the whole group of the community. They all decided, the
teachers all decided to stay there and so for a year and a half I directed, did not administrate
the academics, but I directed that school and Al Haig was my 21C.

Then At Haig wanted to come back to Canada. He was a Canadian and I don't think
he liked working for me too much. So anyway, he came back to Canada and was looking
around for a place to start another school. He found this place, it is now Grenvilie Christian
College, it was St. Mary's School of Minor Seminary or a seminary where boys who planned
to go into the priesthood would get a subsidized education by the Catholic Church.

I was in charge of the area, so Rev. Litzman sent me to Canada to look it over. I
liked it, it looked tremendous. He came up, he liked ft and that property was bought for a
thousand dollars down, worth several million.

I went back to Hien Chnstian Schools at Stoneybrook, Long Island, but I realized
that there was not a. good academic man there, and I was not a good academic, so, and
then at that time, the fellow who was supposed to be giving us the school property for a
$1.00, it was a $1.00 and pay the mortgages. Well we thought the mortgages were
$1,200,000.00 we could handle that, we were handling that, we'd been there almost two
years, and were paying all the bills. All of sudden the Justice of the Peace or someone of
the law came to us and said how muchmortgage are you paying on this property? 1 said
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we're paying $1,200,000.00. He said the only mortgage on this property is $586,000.00.
You are being taken for a iide. We addressed this to the man, he would not change but by
this time, Al Haig had found this property in Brockville and happened to be the same day that )re.i ifrn

f stepped on to the moon. I remember watching it that very same day and he had put the
$1,000.00 down on that and we told the gentleman that owned the property in Stoneybrock,
New York that If he wouldn't bring us back the mortgage, but the bank told us they would
foreclose on him and sell us that property for $586,000.00 which was beautiful but I knew I
was not capable nor was anybody with us capable of running a first class, a world class,
academic school, which it was before. So, all of our people, some of them sold their
furniture, some of them sold wedding rings and we immigrated into the Canada in
September 1969 and moved onto this property where Grenville Christian College now
stands.

Of course, Al was the head of the whole thing. Arid I could see there was not any
particular place for me, he wanted to run it and his wife wanted to run it. So, I talked to Rev.
Utzman ai he said "Charles, they will want you, you come on back to Dallas." And what he
did, he me in charge of all the installations that they had in the schools. There was
one in Dallas, there was one in Seattle, there was one In Monterey, Mexico and I was in1eaiiharge of all those. That went -on for almost two years.

Then the minister in Dallas had got Into some morale problems. I was the executive
vice president of the whole scene and the people who were the patrons, one was you may
have heard of this, Pat Robertson. He was installing a TV station and an FM radio station
right there on our property in Dallas. These men came to me and said you're the executive
vice president, (was that but 1 wasn't the one that had the power, I just had the title. I was
responsible .for all the schools and everything that went on in Dallas but the other men had
Litzrnari's ear. Anyway, these men said we know that Warren Utzman is in an adulterous
situation and our reputation is being slandered. What are you as the executive vice
president going to do about It? Well, that bothered me. I knew I had to do something. I
couldn't just sit and watch )'geen in those situations prior. So, I wrote a letter to the
Board of Directors of the iisn Fellowship International explaining what the situation was,
what I had to say to them and to him and immediately I was discharged from the Board of
Directors. It was Christmas weekend, or Thanksgiving weekend in the States and I said
"Well Betty I don't have anything to do here let's go hoie4o Atlanta? We went home, when- 'ø
we came back, one of the fellows came gIk he said "Charlie, we have no use
for you here anymore". So, 1 figured I was fired. Well I was not going to stay on With S
situation that was in that situation. Anyway, so anyway that was on a Saturday. Sunday
morning I went in at 6 o'clock started cleaning out my office and my desk. Rev. Litzman
came in, he said "Charles, what are you doing?' I said "I'm clearing out, I was told yesterday
I was rio longer working here." He said "Charlie, don't go away." He immediately called
meeting of the board of directors and we met at a coffee shop. We were rightatIj
airport in Dallas, Texas. He took us over and he said "Charles, we need you, we want you to
stay with us". I said "I will stay because I am the director of achools and we made

"f 1C vdet fti
TAPE 3 (Completed by Amy Hamilton) Tape erased

'The head man came there because I was in charge of schools and people saw the immorality
was happening and they knew I was the one that expos LSo he was afraid the whole
school and the teachers were going to leave and when I P'spoke to the service that
morning and tried to pull things back together in the afternoon, and afternoon meeting
involves staff and faculty. So, that happened and then everybody was okay, ready to go to
stay until June. They main reason we wanted to stay until June was we had commitments to
parents, at least I felt we had commitments to parents to go to June and this was in
November, December,JhnAfter the afternoon meeting, I got a call from somebody, I
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think it was the Dean of Women who was close to said well we don't
need you anymore I was fired and hired back on that weekend. I was
fired, 1 was asked back for a day and then released again.

Shortly after that, Al and Mary Hague heard that I had been released and they knew of the
problems out there. So Al called and asked Betty, I wasn't at the house, asked Betty would
we come back to Brockville and Betty said I don't ever want to see a school or community
again. But then a lawyer for them and withthem called and said if you don't the school will
go under. So anyway, we made a trip up to eé vhat things were like and they were in a
needy situation and this was in early 1971. me to us there and gave us $300 to
move our equipment up there and our furniture so, and that did It in those days.

So we came back to Brockville, it was stilt Burlen Christian schools, under the n
Fellowship international. I said Al I do not want any place in administration. I will just be
here to work or to help as I can. Well at that time there was a five man, five man board that
ran the school and five extended group with one of them was a lady and so that was sort of
the governors of the school of that time. But what he immediately did, he immediately
placed me on the group of the, I guess it was four then, they put me on that made it five. So
that's how we started back. It wasn't Grenville Christian College at that time, it was
Christian School and remained that way until probably mid-1973.

o .'vI,Y'f
In 1973, Al and Mary invited two ladies that were flTffiirectors of a very charismatic but very
good community, the community of Jesus in They were so good
that the first bishop that ordained, Al Hague and me and used to frequent it and stayed there
sometimes as long as a month at a time, he loved it and Invited, or suggested that other
people from the Anglican Ch4rch $nada go and be there and it really was a good one,
and it still is even though it isallec1 a cult. It is just a religious organization that has a
monastery where there are monks and a convent where there are nuns and we have been
very close to it for the last, well since 1973, so almost 35 years. So he invited them to come
up and they had a retreat who were the leaders,.udest also the
staff of what was then then thristian Schools and it was a retreat on how we could
look back and see how each one of us really make a new commitment to God by
repentance, obedience arid gratitude to God and, I happened to be away because I was fed
up with everything up here and I wapIin at a bible college in New York State when I
came back the place was awash in jfYcommitrnent to God and ready to start over and give
their lives, It was really quite an experience. So that's how we Grenville
Christian College. t"1J' '!

¯ Sometime after that the name. was changed from Buden Christian Schools to Grenville
Christian College. If I remember correctly, I was the business manager at the time and the
place had done very very poorly. Financially we were about $175,000 in debt as I
remember. But this changep ,th attitude of the staff, parents, and the attitude of the
students we formed a new t "Therp were three core teachings that we adopted from
these ladies. It was all adviso0PI*tcad no place of authority at all, they just passed on to
us the core principles of their
oewed-odet-ajl. No two people talk about a third without the third being
present. If one person criticized another person on the staff, the second person was
responsible to get the third person and they would get together and they would talk things
out until they came to some sort of agreement Qj,%jirij and then we would all go on
together and that was very effective, no two peopf1ãtR a5out a third without the third being
brought in present, and we lived by that

The second one was, correction is not rejection. When a person corrects somebody or
speaks to them about something they may be doing wrong or they may not even be doing at
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all what they should do, it was not a rejection, It was an expression of love caring for another
person.

And the third one was, ajt isdirect, So, we did things directly, it
was not political, but the whole school and the community, Ft was first the
community and then it was the school. The school just happened to be the outgrowth of the
commitment and dedication of the people that lived there. The people from that community /ii
were not in any authoritative place in that community at alL

At some point I became the Dean n'in, I don't know when it was. My job was to see that
the people who were the assistant Deans or Hdusemasters were to keep the right spirit
amongst the boy's dorm and we attempted to do everything in a way that we felt that was of
Christian principles. The business office began to grow. ,We had people, one was the CEO
of Montreal Trust, another oe pz the former CEO of Canadian Marconi, another was the
fellow president of igtèiere was another one that was a lawyer here in tJ iy of
Brockville, another one who came, and these were all advisors. They just camne4WtMsor
board, was a man who owned several GM dealerships, would sell one, buy another one,
b.ririg it up to par and then sell it. Anyway, he lived with us for a year teaching us how to do, ,eepr
just keep records in the business officealeth.

Staff began to come, a number of people who were members of the Community of Jesus in
Cape Cod had been teachers. They liked the idea of coming to tach up here, They knew
the type of life they had before them and they were willing to be tcissionaries{" We really
were a mission field and one of the expressions that I had heard and pas5I jpg to people
when they wanted to come, we as adults do not have rights. rights

we, a Latin term I guess, loca parentus, we had, our full time was given
to these kids, not only in the academic education, but eternal education and also having fun
and giving them well-rounded lives. I think our yearbook skows that, 1 think the article in
MacLean's magazine shows tt ie (r P rL

Our board of directors of the Grenville Christian College of Burien Fellowship and when it
changed its name I am not certain, was made up of, we had three ministers and their wives
and we were all six on th board. Everything was governed by those three ministers and
their wives, it was a six' r'astoral committee but it turned out to be the board of
directors. We met everyday, we would pray ? it was done and that's how the
place began and it really flourished. ''' ii ii I

(4a- 4L .2. r' -ye-4' V / I /ji 'ff4/
We also began at that time to have different retreats. Sometimes at the school when people
from the Community of Jesus would corrj.ip, they had several ministers. In fact, when they
first came up an Anglican came743'Wrtcla Presbyterian came up, but also about two or three
times a year we would go to the community for a retreat and there were times of bible
teaching or spirltuai direction, they were just retreats in reality, they were fun and
tremendous.

Community of Jesus never had any legal responsibilities to the Grenville Christian College
nor did the Christian College have any legal responsibility to the Community of Jesus, they
did not run us. In my administration, for which i the only one 1 carl speak, if we had a
situation and w needed some spiritual direction,(lt was only, we never told them what our
finances wereit wasn't what they wanted to talk about) But if there was a problem and we
did not know how to deal with it, we would come up with some situation that pastoral team
and we would call and ask them to listen to us as we shared what we intended to do. And
they would often times say, well it sounds pretty good to us, or they might say, at sometime
we have a little check on that, that doesn't mean we didn't do it, but they would not tell us
what we should do.
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After ailI one of the clergy couples here at GrenviUe left and it was left up to Al l4jue
Mary ii Charleé and Betty Farnsworth. Al and Mary were definitely the ones in charge,
we were their assistants, she was the Dean of Women at that time ievas and I
functioned as Dean 12P that time she had assistant Deans under her or house
parents and I had the same with ? I didn't do directly, I WaS just sort of a manager of the
sitution and a maker of policy. The Community of Jesus in Cape Cod worshiped as
Episcopalians jrJpgljns and I liked that worship because I was brought up in it in a
Cathedral ? teV'fong time but I wanted to get back to that so I began to go down to
the local Anglican church a mile and a half away from the school and I wouldJust assist
eve8ing at 8 oiock before any services happened at the Grenville Christian College.
At one point thet'church say Charles if I was bishop I would ordain you as a priest. Well
I didn't think that would ever be possible, but nevertheless he arranged a time for me to meet
the then bishop floçese of Ontario, which is a man named Henry G. Hill who had
been a teacherf/Vindsor, he was a teacher as well as a priest. He also was,
had been made by the Head of the whole Anglican Communion in England, I can't think of
the name of it. )irch Bishop of Canterbury. He was the co-ordinator between the Anglican
Church of Canada, the Greek Orthodox Church and the Roman Catholic Church, he was a
very well-educated man and very well connected in spiritual groups around the world. He
also was very suppgrte of our relationship with the, Community of Jesus and his Leaders.
He often went th&e Thr%etreats himself and sometimes stayed as long as a month and
wculctI the Anglican church to go there, it was a wonderful retreat house.

So Grenville Christian College at that time had three sets of advisors. There was the board
of advisors, like the CEO of these companies who were mostly all Anglicans from St Peter's
Anglican church in Brockville, that was the advisory board. Then we had the Anglican
Church of Canada was the bishop was always...

We had the board of advisors, the Anglican Church and we also had access to the leaders
and 1he clergy of the Community of Jesus in Cape Cod. So I, personally stayed In very
close touch with the,ii4J the time wj19ther I was the Head Master or not and I was not the
Head Master. Al HI and Mary I4 were the sole Head Masters from 1969 until 1983,
in the fall 0f '83 when he had to have double hip surgery and went to the Community of
Jesus for a year sabbatical and some get-well time. At that time, my wife and '1 took over the
leadership of the school and we made some changes to let the place be a little less rigid. I
don't know what they were, but I do remember there was some of the disciplines of staff that
were a little bit over the top for us. I can't even think of what they might have been. At that
time, the board of directors was made up of the two I4aaeres and the two Farnsworth's.

Then after a year, or 15 months, the Community of Jesus offered Al 1lte a job as
being assistant priest down there and asked Betty and me if we felt that we enjoyed the job
of being part of Grenville, that was in '83, and we said yes that we loved it, we loved the
people, we loved the kids. Again, I was not an academic and neither was Betty.

We met every morning to make sure we were in agreement with everything that happened
before we did it. We didn't even come up to school until we were in agreement with each
other and so forth. And then we had a team of about five other people who was, I remember
Ken McNeil, Joan Childs, Judy Janjs apJ Judy McNeIl were both Dean of Women and a
man named Dan ? who was Dean tiorkirg with other people in helping im with that.
We met, we called it the A-team and all decisions were made in that Every body spoke their
advice, the decisions which usuaIIyat Betty or mine, more really mine than any body's and
it was more to do with policy than academics. I was not an academic but we had some
wonderful academic people which was Julie Case, Joan Childs, Ken McNeil who had been
at a school in Australia rye forgotten the name of that, I cant remember, I'd like to. He was
also on the A-team to which I was referring. We would talk about discipline.
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Our staff had disciplines first. We all wore uniform, yeaU wore skirts, there were no jeans
allowed at the school, there was no rock music, there was no boys and girls relationships.
Two boys could not be in a room with a girl alone, doors had to be left open, lights had to be
left on. It could be two girls with one boy, but not one boy and one girl, nor two boys and
one girl. This was just the way we lived, every body knew it. We had a girstairway, a boy.
stairway. Skirts were longer. We didn't want boys walking up behind girls .

Staff always ate with the students. Every student was assigned a table where there was
staff there and manners were taught when a lady came to the table or a girl came to the
table all gentlemen rose and when any adult came into the classroom all students rose in
respect Going through the halts they would greet each other and after every meal there
were announcements and John Childs was a wonderful stand-up comedian and after every
meal he had everyone laughing. He was just as funny as could be Anyway. Uniforms were
worn properly. If a uniform was improper, attire loose or a shirt tail out, or a shirt unbuttoned,
that was not considered uniform so that was corrected. They were always En uniform when
they left the campus. If they go to the mall on Saturday they were always in uniform. That
was for one reason, many, some parents brought their kids to Grenville because they looked
so neat and clean. When they went on the train from BrockvUle to Toronto we always hadWd7
in charge of the students on the train and we had many reports of how they loved to travel
the train with Grenville Christian College students.

As far as disciplinary or punltary actIon, if anyone did anything wrong tIulIy, I told
them, I said it was a privileged to wear tbe uniform and it was a privilege to go to class. So
they might during the day, or however ilneeded to b,"he1ping in the kitchen working very
close with staff and washing pots and pans and dishes. We had machines and so forth. It
often felt like we had more conversions of athtude in jhe kitchen than in the dining room
when people had what they called "D" which was short for discipline. At times, we had boys
get up early in the morning and run the track. We also had cows. Somebody gave us 85
bred Herefords and a bulL We had pigs, we had chickens and we had a farm. We had to
get in 14,000 bails of hay every year and that's what the staff and oui own children did every
summer seWe also had 6-8 horses, a donkey and a pony. AU of them given to us by
grateful parents.

We would have suspension If somebody was smoking or something like that. They would be
suspended for a period of time. If anything had to do with sex or with drugs or alcohol they
were expelled.. Sometimes it was alcohol or drugs they might be re-instated if they came
back in? attitude.

Dorms were inspected daily. Students worked an hour every day with staff members
cleaning the schgl; we had no janitors. Staff and students worked together. They all
served tables,lle. Every student, at least once or twice a week, he would eat
early and then he would be responsible)or s -ving 24 people at their tables. Manners were
very much kept up. Courtesy was a 'tt1i thing. We also had a code of honour. I
copied it from another university. The code of honour was if we had done something wrong,
we should go in and report ourselves, if someone else knew that somebody had done.
something wrong, they would go to the person and say we know you've done this wrong, it
hurt the spirit of the school or could be dangerous or hurt some body else's property or
something. We would tell that person to go and report themselves to the Dean or to the
Head Master or someone. If they did not do that, that second person would go back to them
and say, I will go with you and we will report this. And if they did not, it'd just like we would
do in any family with a brother. If my brother had stolen money from my mother or father I
would tell him to go put it back and confess it, if not, I would go with him to confess it. If not
that, then I would have to go tell on him to keep. order in the place. We had a banner that
said peace is a tranquility of order and that% what we Intended to have. Respect and order
saIl times and In every place.
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We had hair disciplines. Hair had to be In such a way that it was acceptable to the uniform.
We would have no brush cuts or skinheads. We would not have long hair, there was, I don't
know exactly what it was but it had to look neat aft the time.

Every morning we had a religious chapel that lasted probably 45 minutes which was hymns,
prayers and a short lesson given by the Head Master, it could be a member of the staff or
someone giving a testimony of how they came to Christ and so forth. At the end of the
chapel, when I was the Head Master, I would go to the back door, shake hands with every
student that came through that door, greet them, and if they wanted to be hugged I would
be glad to hug them. That was ie.to 250 students and 100 members of staff

pØni'
When people would come to my office for counselling my wire was usually there. There
were times when there were hugs there too,(LoIng ua9 All our doors where
counselling was done had glass in them and, br else were left open. We did not allow
anything to happen and I told people if there was ever any sexual activity or any accusations
of it, it would not be dealt with pastorally. First it would be dealt with legally at first, and later
pastorally itsr4"nt. A young
man who had just joined the staff aft he gthduated. He happened to go into the girls'
dorm. We had a fire watch every night just to be sure, we had no sprinklers. And the girls'
dorm, men were not supposed to go in it, they would open the door and smell for smoke and
the Lady Deans would be responsible for checking the dorm as well and this boy, he met
with a girl and I don't know If anything happened but whatfrnmediately did, I don't know
whether it was in the middle of the night or the next morning, I think it was the middle of the
night, I'm not sure. Anyway, I called the boy's father. He lived in Rochester, New York. I
said, pick your son up in Syracuse, we will drive him to Syracuse but he has crossed the line
in the girls' dorm after hours and we don't know what happened or what didn't happen. It
was also at night, around 9 o'clock for all staff and all students and so Was the chapel in the
morning a short service called ? in the Anglican Church, It's a prayer, it's a hymn, its a
reading of scripture. And that, v4 put the students to bed with this every night, at least that's
the last thing I did and we had notroubles In the dorm because they were in the presence of
God with the hymn, with an organ\nd it was a key thing that happened.

Teachers were on call at anytime, they could be gotten up in the middle of the night as any
parent would with their own children. We hd mentioned light groups and people mentioned
about lights bein put in their face when the talked o ' es,- I have.::
never eard of that appen g a renville. I certainly didn't know of It. If I had known of it I
would have stopped it, advised the teachers or whatever. We did have groups for instance
when somebody stole something. That was a big issue, it gave us an opportunity to talk
about stealing, the repercussions of it, the danger of it, the wrongness of it, We would call
the entire student body together in the chapel with all the staff related to and we would talk
about it. It would be an issue, a training time. At the end of that we would go outdoors
where there was a Dean of Women and Dean of Men. I think I was available at the front of
the chapel. I would ask them at least two questions: did you take this from this person, and
they would say no sir, I say do you know who did, no sir. And that was it. I don't know if we
ever asked the question would you tell us if you knew who did it. ut anyway, this, and we
let them know that they were not only lying before men they were lying before God in God's
house if they said any of these things.

Young people when they left the school to go for athletic events, they would have to go in
uniform. They could change when they got there. There were never any short shorts or
short skirts allowed on our campus.

From what I was talking about previously that was a light group, weeuld-bi'lng-4wa4igra
There might have been smaller ones
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in a dorm or there might have been somewhere else where some child was having trouble or
needed some direction and that is all if was, it was not,punitive in any way, shape or sense,
it was educational. That's the reason it was callec1'light."

We had some different prayers we prayed that were taught to us by other people. In
situations where there was a disagreement or something, we prayed a prayer. Started out
Holy Spirit of truth prevail, was the first phrase, Lord show me where I are wrong,,and Lord
change my heart. Another prayer that worked very well with young people was when they
lost something, like a contact lens, even things in the snow. We would say airight, we're
going to pray together, icothing is hidden from a child of God.

TAPE 3 (Completed by Joan French) Tape erased

I was lust talking about a prayer. Nothing is hidden from a child of God. it was
amazing how people would come to me and say "I found this, I prayed that prayer, found it,
thank you so much". We would always have prayer for kids before they took exams.
Anybody that wanted prayer or if they wanted counseling or anything we would make certain
we quote Yeu Hans Sebastian Bock before he .ever composed a piece he said the phrase in
Latin "yeh su ?? Va" whjph meant Jesus help me. At the end of every composure of
composition he would pUt 'i dao gloria" which meant in Latin "to God alone be the glory"
and had so many kids tell me and then they started doing that on their exams. I had a
graduate come to me the other day and they said "you prayed with me one time for an
exam. I went and had a wonderful time in that exam, I tried to find you so you could pray for
next exam but I found somebody else to do it". That was the kind of care we gave the kids.
We were totally dedicated to the young people. Our lives. We were missionaries on that
field and that was just the way we lived and anythfrig lees than that wasn't anywhere at alL
We were there most of the time seven days a week and weekends. They went home one
weekend a month backin those days and every Friday night it was (school nigh'and I don't
know whether it was Friday or Saturday we did this but they all Were assigned to a family in
the college and they would do something as a family group. They could go to a movie.
They could go off skiing. They could go off picnicking. They could go bowling. They could
do anything. It was up to the adults in their family. It would be about three adults. We use to
have singles as well as married people and we would mix them together and I believe that
was Saturday night but I think Friday night was a night where we all did something together.

cross-country skiing or tournaments in the
gymnasium or maybe the school would be even taken('rny times we would take them in
the winter. We would take troops that would want to go on ski weekends and we would go
for two nights. We would go Friday night. We would have devotions together.on Friday
night. They would ski all day Saturday. We would have devotions again. Fellowship time
on Saturday night and Sunday we would ski and then we would return to school. They were
delightful and wonderfiil1}4h15and all of them in discipline attitudes. We had numbers of
kids come and ask to find Christ and were converted to Christ. I will never forget one young
lady she said "Father 9, I have got to have a change in my life" and prayed prayers in my
office. This happened a number of times butjiis particular one I remember ... that young
lady flow is "'her amongst ladies Ottawa. I don't know what her
married name Is but her name was
situations came from this. The school began to grow1il..'?. We had'iaff coming.
We...l think in about 1973 we had probably 35 staff. During our last ten yeat..1aor
so we have 100 staff and 230 high school students plus an elementary school I imagine that
was about 70. Our dorms were packed. We built buildings. We built a new double
gymnasium. We built a track and field. We built an obstacle course for those who couldn't
do contact sports. We built a new boys' dorm. They would take care of 150 boys and I
remember one year we could not get another one in it was so full. We built a big lounge..
We built a new dining room. We built staff residences. We lived in trailers for a few years in
the beginning from 1969 to 1955 and then we had perfect buildings for everybody. The staff
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received a tinnt ... it started out about $25.00 a week as! remember but it grew
to about $9,000 to $11,000 a year plus room arid board 'plus theJd school cars assigned
to them that they did not have to buy any cars, the school paid thé insurance. We had vans
they could use if they were taking anything. Everything was provided. And everything we
did atid in 1997 when we retired I think the budget was just over $2 million dollars a year.

But that was the main reason because actually the staff had money they could use
for anything. They didn't have to buy anything but their clothes and what they wanted to do
otherwise but I can answer more questions on this maybe some other time. I keep thinking
of some things. ' ?lrn&nfirmed about 65 of our staff members
t. I think it was September 29th, 1976 and he ordained two of us Al Haig and myself as
priests on September 29w, 1977 so exactly 30 years ago and the students were often times
baptized and confirmed in,the Anglican church. That was a regular procedure every year
and it was their choice The family's understanding and approval etc. In fact any discipline
that were given to studnts were always checked out with parents. We did not want to do
anything parents would not support us on. We knew that could end up in big problems. In
the early days paddles we used. I never paddled a girl, at least I don't think I did or
remember doing it but I did paddle boys occasionally and so did deans of men and it was
usually three or five licks with a paddle as hard as could swing them by any means and I
would often tell students. I said you don't have to take this discipline wh a paddle. You can
give it to me. You can paddle me and they all said "No, I won't do that. I will take my
discipline." Only except one boy he really lifted my behind. So I didn't do that any more.
We had an awful lot of fun with these kids. There were athletics of all kinds. We had Gilbert
and SMlviria Operatas every year. We had a choir that sang at the Sky Dome,,. On a yearly..
basis,we had bands. We had. My wife and I had a cottage and also there was a cottage
next do.or that the staff owned. I bought it and sold ifem and then there was another piece
of property of 3 1/2 acres on a point upon a hill where we took fall camping and spring
camping particularly for Grade 7 and 8s. We had boats they used on the river. We had ski
boats. I taught hundreds aJIs of.kids how to ski. We never had an accident at one
time. I trying to figure of other things we did. All kind of. thIngs off campus. But we often
told kids when they were on discipline of any kind that going to class was a privilege, not a
right and wearing uniform was a privilege arid that it was not a right. tltI' frilforrns were
always 'neat and clean.

In regard to chapels and religious trainlngs I was the priest that celebrated the
communion service and gave the sermons on Sunday morning and I tried to teach as much
of the scriptures as I knew. We were not hesitant to speak against homosexuality or against
euthanasia or any of the things that seemed so popular these days but nevertheless I
thought like that I had to tell him too that I had an obligation to the parents, I had an
obligation to God and that was the way it went and I remember one time when 1 called
Bishop Peter Mason before he was a bishop and I said "Bishop what is my responsibilily"

he was in Montreal. I said "Peter vhat is my responsibility
to teach these kids in regard to Hell. The scriptures4i4'i-Iell to me looked fl?? Jesus talked
more about perishing arid Hell's fire and damnation as people call it these days. q.Jae
talked about that more than he talked about Heaven. And I said "what aboutF"fr Ho
said "well he said, if it is not literal it is definitely as serious and as severe as the literal
language makes it". So I could riot be in a place as a Minister of God teaching young people
about eternity as well as about this planet without mentioping those things.

And there is one
it was. There was a bunch of children that went to Rochester New York for a weekend with
some of the kids that lived there. And when they came back their parents told..t
Father Farnsworth "these kids have been lying to arid they have been disobedient through
the weekend could you give them some sort of teaching or discipline. I did not want to put
them on any discipline. But what I did do the school had the benefit of a wood chip boiler
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that burned at about 2000 degrees Fahrenheit. I said "young people your parents have
called me and told me of your activities. I would like youto follow me". So I took thri down
to the boiler room, kept them about ten feet awayfroti the furnace and I just opened one of
the furnace doors. 1 said "the scriptures talk about thaters wilt have their part in the
fire" and I said .,. I have some other illustrations about lying in scripture, how severely dealt
with and .... I assume I did that ..J mean that would be what I think I would do I opened it up
so that they could see the red hot coals and that was it. And I had one complaint and that
was from a Presbyterian minister and then I have seen some Internet postings about it lately.
One girl wrote me a letter and said l held her face to the flames. She have been jg if I
had done that, ., s_f)

I think I might have mentioned that we did not advertise usually we may have been in
the Anglican or United Churchaper but many times?didn't like the things that were in
there so we ,did not put fl'f?1h9Tn the library but our school grew by word of mouth. Not so
much advertising or going after it through ... we also had trips to where the Shakespeare,
'wl. &"
even-The one in all of Ontario and Toronto at one time. There were five
plaques in the hallway in the lower part of the school where our kids won the Fulford Cup
debating series and that was the prestige cup of all the private .schools of Canada. h

it was just amazing.
Alsd won awards in: public speaking, poetry. In talking UOVernanCeS day-to-day ,#i'
operation of the school we had a dean of men who had and deans of women '?as house is
who helped as assistant deans. All serious situations were brought to the head masterTs
office where my wife and I met together. At times we had separate offices. The last two or
three years we had one large office. If there is a serious situation we would call together
with the 4 which was five, six or seven people. I am not sure. Ken MacNeil. I don't know if
I mentioned his name who ended up being one of the head masters after I retired. The
discipline was always agreed upon by all of us. We have been accused of many things that I
never knew of and never heard of I don't know If anyone else has heard of them. But I
honestly think some of the people have gone delusional. Some of the things they said
happened, some of the accusations of sexual abuse by f - by me. :The just did not

In regard to duties we had academic guidance counselors. We
had guidance counselors that helped get people into the university of their choice. We had
the Board of Directors which was internal.

It was an internal board but we did have two people from the Community of
Jesus. They were both teachers and as to the names I cannot remember. Somebody else
may be able to do it for us. And we had annual board meetings and anytime we may get
together for any reason

we had the kitchen and dining room, we
had maintenance, farm and barn, we had a music department at which staff and students
were together.

(Completed by Tara Heppell)

The choir was made up of staff and students most of the time. I can't remember
anything else. I know I would get up every morning, early In the morning, and I would take a
recorder, such as this one, and I would make a list of things that were not clean. The main
thing we wanted was to keep the place clean and neat. It was for the glory of God and we
wanted it kept that way. So, I would make a list of things, early in the morning, give it to my
secretary around 9 o'clock and these were to be passed out.
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At other times, in the last few yeats, we had ten departments of which I've named
some of them. My wife handled five and I handled five and every Thursday we'd have a
report from that department of what had been going on and the things they had planned to
do and we would read those reports over the weekend and talk about it together and then
figure out, either approve them or make suggestions or reject them and that went on for a
good long time. When the school got larger, It was a lot easier to work by departments.

Our board of advisors met once a month and with them we gave financial
statements, we gave status of the school, and so forth of these wonderful men and women,
some of them had children in the school and I don't know much more to say about the
govepae of the school. I

It. Oh, scho always h çi e
girt prefects The had a pin that they wore that was a prefect and they earned it by good
behavior and by leadership and it was given to them publicly and if there was anything
wrong or went bad, the pins were removed.

We would take the kids sometimes to see baseball games, at the Sky dome, we'd
take the kids I remember when Pope John Paul II came I was an usher when he was in
Toronto and then when he came Ottawa, we packed all the students together in buses
and took them up to his open te communion. It was a wonderful occasiQn, it was raining
like crazy. Everybody had a black garbage bag over their head to stay dry. But we kept our
kids busy at all times. I was always available; as the headmaster to parents or anyone else
and it was never call waiting, it was never asked, 4thern,T1ay I ask who's calling)I
never wanted that, I wanted every single one put through at all times and that's the way we
just dealt with things. Courtesy and care for the other person, it didn't make any difference if

( it was student that was on discipline or one that was in the classroonelrt. In fact, when
people were on discipline in the kitchen or In the dining room I made it one of my major jobs
was, not jobs but privileges, was to go down and have a coffee or milk and cookies or
whatever and just sit and talk with them because I was not theIr disciplinarian, of course I
caused the disfipline but I wanted to be with every one of them and that's where I got to
know most of them.

I have many stories that I could tell about things that happened there but I was close
to the people on the discipline or on "D" as they called it or on doing punitive actions such as
dishes, or pots or whatever.

Todd, I hope I've covered the list, if not I'm keeping this tape recorder and some of
these tapes here so I can go over something more specifically in case there's not enough.
[?j.

Every member of staff was responsible for students to care for them, to look after
them, to give them any sort of instructions that they needed. I mean if they were up too late
at night they had to listen to every member of staff, eve arson a are . I hope I've
covered this. Anyway, if I haven't, I'll do -more later or you call me an I' I do more then.

The article in MacLean's said we had a student staff ratio of 1:5. I think that's right. I
don't know how many teachers that would put in the school. The high school I think had 230
students or so, according to that article and there was a primary school of 70 to 80 kids, I'm
not sure. I just don't know how many teachers there were all together but they were all
tremendous, dedicated people. We would not allow people here that would not put the
students first. It was a mission deal and the students were our mission and that's the reason
parents entrusted their kids to us and there's no way I can say we did all things iight. AU say
we did all things sincerely, to (he best we knew how.
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We did take in a number of students that were iffy. They were risky students but they
felt, I felt they had, the admissions department felt they had some real good stuff in them and
most of them turned out just fine. Many kids, as I said, came to a real personal relationship
with Christ. I do know, and It would always [?j to me that after they graduated they'd be off
to university where they did not have the same regiment or care and supervision or activities

hinksomf th Iosttheirfaithin God, some of th nton my

Some of these postings on the Internet are coming from some of those that were
disciplined. For instance this one boy, who he made a trysting place out of some blue gym
mats, where he and another young man took girls in there and abused them. And one of
them, a twelve year who looked like she was about twenty, came and Was telling me she
didn't even know how to explain what had happened to her. Anyway, in that particular case
we had to expel for good, two young men, both families quite wealthy but very spoiled boys
and they got away with a lot, in fact I'm assured that people get away with a whole lot of
things we never ,çlo anything about but if I ever saw anything, Vc1 never turn my back. I've
always dealt with it, either verbally or whatever. When it was necessary, I felt it was
necessary to talk to a parent, even though (took many kids' confessions that parents never
heard about, but that was a confessional bond, as a priest, I acted as a confessor and,was
always available. They didn't have to wait to get into my office, t?]
there was just tremendous opportunity in my life and I had hoped for them for theirs and I
have others calling me now in tears about some of the things that happened or are
happening now.

Just sad to see it happening.

Well, I'll shut up again now and come on again later If there's something else I can
think of.

I think I mentioned that every morning that we had a flag raising, no matter what the
weather was, it could be snow or everything. We'd be out around the flag. We had the
Canadian flag, we had the Ontario flag and we had the Christian flag and we sang the royal

if and all students had to be there. Ifanthem and the national an
we had a fellow [?1 blowind '4Y4atbe.bJew, we'd gather around in a circle and it
was just a time of corporate order.

I just thought of something. When we built our new chapel it was completed in 1994,
started in 1992, the first thing we did, as well as have services in it, we decided we wanted to
read the entire scriptures, the entire bible within that chapel. We had studentsyolunteewe
had staff volunteer, we had parents volunteer, we had guests around the area volunteer.
The entire scriptures, all 66 books were read two and a half times in that chapel. This went
on, if I could find out how long, I think it was a month or so but everything we tried to do, we
tried to do with putting Christ first as best we understood him and to some people it would be
nuts but to me it's not nuts. The reality is really eternity. AU the things that we see the
temporal, they are, t' really are temporary. In the creed, in one of the creeds the niacin
creed is I believe In God the Father, creator of all things, and I believe in all things visible
and invisible". We earnestly tried to direct people to the Invisible God. I'm not going in to
any of the details but some of the we hid orne marvelous experiences here t?1.1z trr7iV7 .

For instance, we started chapel and some student would stand up and say something. I
remember one girl and the chapel is supposed to last for forty minutes, well this one went
two hours and forty minutes and one girl stood up, it was a forum in which they could say
what they were hurt about or anything else, you might call this a light group. Because it
brought a lot of things to light. And! remember she came and stood up and I could weep
when I hear it, she was a young girl and she did not have fully developed breasts and she
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came up and said 1 am hurting because some of the boys here would go by me on the wall
and put there hands on the wall as If to say flat thested and she began to cry that she was
so hurt. I'll never forget one of the sejiior girls, she was sitting at the head table, she got up
from the head table, she went4o. the microphone where that girl was and stood beside her,
as she spoke and the ontiiistudentody came in sympathy with this young girl and other
people began to share things that Ithd happened to them that had hurt them and staff and
students were there for two hours and forty minutes. We had no classes that morning, it was
just concentrated time of1is acfe had numbers of boys, went back to that young lady
and told them how sorry wb had numbers of those things, they went regular. I
mean it may be a couple of months before something else like that would happen but there
was an activity of the spirit of God in the College all the time. I don't say that to blow my
horn, it is not so, liige. I want those things, in fact our whole reason
for being in our mission was to bring these people into the realm of the Christ and of the God
his father and that's the reason I go with my cards today, trying to just pass on the
information and thescripture that says,.J net=aeete.4t4 y..iJesus said go
ye into all the world and preach the gospel to every creature". Well 1 have no pulpit
anymore, I may not even have an ordination, except I had two ordinations before I had this
oneJit ,!. am determined to spend what part of my life I have left in good health, spreading
the j'6fGodjl ff'would take a chapel service and they would tell the
story of their lives, the good, the bad arid the ugly arid how God gave them and God brought
them to Grenville and how they loved .te kids there and kids would rush forth and hug the
staff for being so honest and open. And I know I have said a lot about the Chj.ideas
but this is the reason Grenville Christian College was built and it was the parentWY6Vedd
that ... my wife's and I main responsibility was to keep that spirit alive and a place where
every child knew they were loved by God, loved by us, forgiven for whatever wrong would be
and strengthen and it was ramazing. Again It is not something we did, it was something
that was done prcibably in spite of us ... in spite of things we have done wrong but I will tell
you an experience I have never known since. Never thought it would ever happen.

I remember when one other occasion students were asking questions they thought my wife
arid I owned the school and different rumors would go around the school like crazy. So I
said look tomorrow we are going to have question and answer situation. I want all of you
the day after tomorrow I want you to write any question you may have of any kind to us and I
will take those questions arid our chapel will be answering your questions about anything
and everything and we had that and it wr fr apod long time at chapel. Well we answerslL,
every single question and I went to'the raidiTéicJ and asked for advice. Is this proper to
expose myself and the school to this kind of open forum and as far as I am concerned a man
named n hex took two of the lower schools in Canada and brought them to the

jP
¯ two highest. He was our advisor for a number of years. A number of years he worked with

my son Don. He worked with me and he said by all means give me the question in writing
frcdi and you answer them the next day at chapel. We had wonderful things like that We never

tried to be .?.they were down and we were up"We were parents in every way we knew how.
Forgive me I just ... some of these things break me up when Ithink about it.

Todd I guess I need to say and I probably said it often and don't realize I have, but our
mission in the Christian school was to give people a top notch world class education which
many of our students have told us we accomplished it. But the first mission was not that. It
was to give them an awareness of an almighty God and that there was an upside
tremendous for those who followed him and a very serious downside for those who did not
and I am not sure we did It right - depends on the age in which we live when I read the
scriptures when I read scriptures like Jude or first, second, third k of revelation. I think
we were probably too lenient in some ways variously because the words of Christ are so
different but our aim was to shoot as high as we could towards God and to leave people with
an indelible imprint of what the Christian life was all about, the experiencIng of body and
blood of Christ, of repentance, of obedience, of gratitude and of thankfulness and that we
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tried to do every day in every siqte way we possibly could and I would be glad to answer
any questions. I realize that it is not normal or average rather, maybe normal but $li
average of course but anyway thtwps aur reaspn for being and for me personally jtJtiLis
and I think it is also what Reverend Gordon Mintz as welL

Thank you so much for listening * I will add more if it comes.

Todd I want to bring up another subject that we talked about earlier. It was about the two
questions that were asked to Gordon Mintz about a bishop. Personally I think this had to be
some old time staff complaining about something but as far as I Know there was no mass

- oi I remember nothing of any ??? I do know there was one. I cM.the
+ f -R. 1LijA4ri,. I

/YI
/ / And that was under the
/ Also in regard to the blue book he asked if there
/ was a blue???. I do remember there was a blue pamphlet that was talked about I think it Jwas a book of prayers that had to do with confession of sins such as ... I woulded.

the world of flesh and the Øevil as we say in our baptismal services In the AngUcan church.
To my knowledge I never used that book. That also was on the Reverend and Mrs. Al Hagg.
Whatever happened to that book I have no Idea. Never heard of it since. Remember
wanting to look at'it one time but I don't know that I ever found it. But I want to make sure

jllthjuh.
I can not in any way shape or form say anything that is not right. I could make. a statement
such as this if you want to know about a blue book that we used in prayers and the prayers
were not in any way near opposite of what the Anglican church would have ... at least I don't
remember them being ... youwould have to ask Alistar and Mary Hagg who were the
administrators at the time it was given because I was not in any administration until 1983 in
the fall So they might remember. And I think some of the most serious criticisms of my
administration are coming li-cm things that actually happened under their administration
which was in 1869 up until the fall of 1983. So I will say anything you want me to say but I
cannot give the impression or can I tell anything that was an untruth or that I was not
absolutely certain of and I don't know how to do that and I don't want to hurt your case and
be an enemy to the man that is trying to help me but I know I. can't say anything that isn't
truth
thought me. And
it was well before his time I am certain because it was away back and it may be ... it may
have been used wjth staff, I am quite certain it was never used with students but ???? a
prayer of purification just like we have a prayer of repentance around Ash Wednesday. a
ptial service.

That is all I can remember if I think that is what It would be like. I don't have any assurance
of it. That is the only kind of thing that would have been accepted to the church or accepted
by i-ne anyhow. Todd there is another thing about disdipUne. Discipline for us was not
punitiv wa ipstructed. I will give you an illustration that a doctor to whom I go to said one
of his ' H'W a psycho therapist as well as an MD. And one of the girls he saw was from
Grenville Christian College. She was a girl that came over from South Africa. She was
white, her parents were white, her father was high up in the ... you may have seen the movie
"Top Gun". He was one of the administrators at Mirimar where the Top Gun movie was all
about Anyway this girl who thname1-.2ati thought only black people cleaned toilets and
things. But we had a work program where everyone had to do an hours work a day to clean
bathrooms, dorms and so forth and she just could not believa she is a white person being
asked to clean toilets. So if we don't do that....so she was sent to my office because stie
refused to obey the deans and she told the doctor that I went with her and he said she told
him that I took the toilet brush and cleaned the toilets and helped and showed her how to
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clean the toilets. She was so touched by that that and the doctor said that she could not
believe ... she said something that she could not believe the redemptive process for
forgiveness and so forth. But anyway that was the way we tried to do things and that was
the basis of our Ufe really. It wasn't just to make people to obey it was to teach them the joy
of obeying and what they could accomplish. That story just came to ma this morning. So I
will just put it on there for your information. It may be too much information. Take care.
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It is not easy to live in the Light because our pride and ego are so
extremely strong We feel our survival, success, and acceptance
depends on ou. bein seen as right in almost all we. do. Msc, because
We generally do not know ourselves or our own unconsciOus motiva-
tions, often tbu* of owselves as other tha4 we actually are
Nevertheless, because of our great need, the Holy Spirit pours out
abundant grace to enable us to live in the Light

Openness does not req.iire us to discuss intimate personl mat-
ters that should bç shared only in private counseling or confession
Living in the light is a willingness to open our hearts to care enough
about others to seek God's bestfor theni, It is pe.rseranc through
conflicts - with the assurance that "all things work together for
good,' and that God is . at work in this process for our mutual
growth toward naturity and freedom in 0hr15t. It may mean sug-
gesting that someone take a rest, offer help with a person's work
load, or asking someone else, such as a priest, minister, or
counselor, to talk wIth the person about whom one is concerned, or
simply praying for the one in need. LivIng in the Light is caring for
the whoieperson.

Perseverance does not mean to be adamant or inipatiexit in trying
to convince another person of anything. But. ifwe see the other per-
son floundering, it means to be willing to speak to him or her as
often as needed Nevertheless, when we have expressed our con-
cerns, we must be willing t give them to. the Lord and trust God to
bring iesolution to the situation.

The monastic Chap er ofF'auts is an ancient practic which was. in-,
tended to bring spiritual help to. the monks or nuhs in their respec-

- _tiveiJomxnuxnties It.was a way oLreconciImgtheir individual dif
ferenc'es as well. "Living in the Liht' Is a modern adaptation ot
this very sound1 practical way for Christians to live together or
associate with other Christians in close-knit, open fellowship

It is clear frOm Ijobn that walking in the Light together must be
done in love and caring concern, and that the fruit of the Spirit

-should be evident in. aU dur Christian relationships: We roust always
remember that the purpose of living in the Light i come otit of
our own. ways, opinions, will, and understanding into tbe fullness of
the truthwhich isjcsus Christ alone.

20
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HOUtAHEDULEi994/95

September 5 £áour Day
September 6 Fumier students reWin
September 7 New stideuts arrive
S4*fl1icr 8 Cisses begin.

October 7 12..'O0 noun Classes end for Thanksgiving Break
Otto ni, :Studpnisretunby9:OOpm.

November 10 1200 noon. Classes end for November Break
November 14 Students return by 9;0Op.in.

December 15 Christmas anquet
Dccember 16 Students leave for Chiistmas Holidays

5anuary2 Studentsreturnby9-.00p.m.

Pebniaiy 6 Stud eats return by 9:00

Mar4i 10 1200 noon Classes end for March Theak
March 26 Students retuni by 9;(*).p.rn.

April 13 12 00 noon Classes end tor Easter Break
Apr17 Student return by900p.nt

May 19 1200 noon Classes end for Victoria Day weekend
May23 Studezits.returnb9:O0pm.

June 9 GiBduatlon Banquet
June 10 Commencement .Exercise

1¯
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WeekdayTinietable ,..... .. 2

WeekndSchedulc 3
DevotIonsandWoshLp .. 4

Parental Visus .P 4

WokProgranhznc . ...... ..

ConuüdkutyServce ..-. S

TelephonmgHours . .4.4, .6
llolxdaysandBteaks ...... ..... 6

Extracurncular-Actvflies ,. .. .. . ., ., .¯¯.-'¯ 7

Year-Long or Seasonal Activities, Team Sports, Thurs. Aft Mtivities .. 7

Code of Behaviour ¯ 8

General School RuleS ..,.. ... .¯. .4 a ,4',r 9

Other General Rules .., ........... .. . j., 10
....... .¯,..

DressCode 12

Student Services ............... ... 13 & 14

Acadernic1nformaton & 16

DaytuneSbidyHalls .. ..* o . E.i* 16

Evening StudyHalls . ., 17.& 18

LatcLightsRules ..................... 19

Libraly ............. ,. . . .-¯... . ..¯. * . v... . 19

DormitezyLife 21
DornutoiyRn1es ......, .......
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DEPARTMENTAL CONTACTS

Below: i: .a list of ppple you may sli, to. contact with specific questions

Hadmater/Priest. The Rev. C Eiea..R Faiiaworth

Provost/Chaplain Mr. Ken MacNeil

Director ofStudies M's. JoanChi.Ids.

Director of Ad3salous Mt Don. Farnworth

.Bwiness Office Mrs. ue £anisworh Dusness Manaer
Mr Don Farnsworth Financial Aid
MrsjoAnfl Jones: - Student Accounts.

Gni.dan Office Mjss Julie Case * Academic Achievement
$cheduling

Mrs Donna Robertsoii College and Unrversity
Advisor

Music Office Dr Alan MacMillan Choir Director
Mr Malcolm (ullis XlandlOxcbeslxa Director
Mrs Connie. MacMillan - Private lessons

School Nurses Mrs. l(attRawsøn
Mrs. mAnn Jones

Deans Mr. Jun. l,.ac.Nci Boys
Miss Judy .Jiniea - GirI

Physical. Education Mr. Dave Poth
Mr& Margaret M'ntz

I.
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MONDAY TUESOAY WEDNaSDAY ThURSDAY FflIDAY

Breakfast
_________

730-
800am

7.30-
800am

7'30-
80Oam

130
800affl

730-
800am

Chapel! 8:20- 8 820- PeI.1 8:20 -

ActIvity 920 a in 920 am 9.20 a m 8.20 - 9.20 am
perIod

__________

-----__________

_________ ,.:.._________

gloam.
..-----,...:.. __________

Pe1od1 . 925 925-- . 925-
1025 a m 10:25 m 1O25 a.m 915- 1025 am

I
-

ibOam
__________

_________

PerIod 2

_________..
1030 - 1030 - 1030- Per 3 10:30

1150am 1150am. 11:50am. 1010- 11.5oam
________

_________

1lQ0..m. .. ..,

Lunofl

________

12:00p.m.- 1200 p.m.- 12:00 p.m. Per 4 . 1200arn.-
1230pm 120p.m 1230pm 1105- 1230am

_____

_____

it)am.
_____

PerIod 3
_____

12'50 pm 1250 pm - 12.50 pm - Lunch 12.50 p.m -

150pm 1.50prn. 150p.m 1200- 150pm

_____

_____

.123Q....

PerIod 4
_____

1.55 1.55 1.55 - Per 5 1.85 -

2.55pm 2.55pm 255pm 1250 2.55pm
_________

-, -
14Op: .

.

...

_________

Pe0C15
__________

. 300- 3:00- 3:00- 300-
______

355pm 355pm 3.55p.m. 3:55p

SpOrtS 410 410 410- ActIvities -

510pmandother 510pm 510pm 510pm o0-
ACtIVItIeS 510pm

Dinner 50)m 50prn 5.3Qp.m. 530pm 530pm

Afterflinfler 615- 615- 6 IS 615- 615 -

AcUvitlea 715pt 715 i in. 7 ISp in
-

715 pm 7pJJL

Study HaIl 730 - 7:30 730 730 - Family NIgM
900pm 91)0pm 900pm 900pm. 7.30'

- - -

pm
________________ -

-.

I

I

Acaiic61888e5 t8ke:i Jadds iU3kB8
-grades t1 - OA usually take 6c7 cases wfth 1 0r2 Spies.. There ar 5 peiod1er dày ,)siri an 8 dty iptation

fiiktEt att15 out cd their B classes each day. n exanipip cYi I showfl bekc)

MO Friday -, ClaSses 5, & 7, 8, 1
TUesday C1ases 6,7.8 1 Monday Classes 2 3 4 5,6
Wednesday' Classes 3 4 5 5,7 Tuesday - Classes 7, 8 1 2

Wednesday - ClasseS- 4, 5. 6, 7.8

3-
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WEEKEND SCHEDULE

Family Nights

On Friday idgbts, beginning;at 1:30, stud ntsmeet.in their assigned "farnUy groups in the homes of
stan members who act as heads of fainthes Sndent families enjoy a widti variety of activities throughout
the school year.

Saturday Sched.ule
.

¯1

.Breakthst %O0 .a.m.. - 9:30 am Optional l¯ style" in .donntories
Work Assigoments 10.00 - 1100 a.m Dormitories to be clean and in order before this time

y B5fl lI::30 .m. - 12:3(1 p.

Lunch: l00.p.m. ,Foral1.stu4ems in.SnhoblPbiing Room
Afternoon Free tune with optional town shopping trip - tunes to be announced (#1 School U;niform is

Supper &O0 p.m - &30 p *n. Cafeteria style optional in Duung Room..( Study ø for everyone: .70 p..rn .- 1'Iaees to be announced
DrzThne 1000 p.ia
Lights out. 1030pm -irs

1l:Q0p.th. ...Srs

Saturday Night. Activtttes.

On Saturday evenings, activities are ananged to provide fun and relaicauou after a busy week of study
They also help to give the student body its characteristically strong schoo' spirit Sometimes these activities
arc 'rzipulsory for all sudent& other.:ocsasions thereis a sandy OPdOO4
Sunday Schedute

Ris:8;QQa.m
Optional light breakfast in dunn (appioximatcly 845 a.m - 91)0 a.m.)
AU dorm duties .complcted.by 9:15 n.m.
chapel (flóly, Communion): 930 .am. AU le attend.

Breach: folltiwing .Ciap4
Afternoon: free tinie- Snack.pmvidedat.2:30 p.m..in the Dining Room

Suppr 5j5pm -FordentinDmngRoom
Compulsoiy study ball for Grades 1 - B) 7 15 pm - 830pm
Optional study haWActwity Lime for Grade 11- OA. 7J5p m
DorznThne 830pm.
Ughts.Out .9:30pni. -Juniors;.lO:Q0p.m. -Seniors

-3
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DEVOTIONS AND WQRSHIP

Christian faith is central to our lives. Each day begins with .a form of devotion; at times this is formal
and held in the Chapel, at other ilines it is les formal and held :jfl the bluing Room.

Communion Reid weekly for the eintre School family Holy Communion is celebrated on Sunday at
9 30 a.m in the Chapel of the Goad Shepherd The worship service follows the Anglican Ilook of Common
Prayer. Parents and guests are warmly thvited to join us for Sunday hutt± and for brunch afterwards in. the.
Dining Room.

Roman Catholic students also niay attend Mass on Sundays and Holy Days at St franci Xavier Church
in BrOckville..

Compiine After weeknight study halls, students gather in the Chapel for the. ten-miuut of
Compline. At the end of this peaceful service, students go quietly to their dormitories

PARENTAL VISITS

Parents are most welcome to visit on weekends. A student may obtain pertuisslon to go "off campus"
only with hib or her own family or guardian Permission n given by the deans and students should sign out
at the Front 0ff1ce Please contact the deans at least two days in advance of an "off campus" vj¯.

Off-Campus Visiting HOurs;

Saturday 12:30 pm. - 7:00 p.m.
Sunday 11:30 a.m. - 1:00 pin.

Students wear Number One. uniform on Saturday outings and may wear good casual clothes for Sunday
afternoons off campus.

4
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WORC PIWGRAMME
Participation in the Work programme is an integral part of student life.¯at Chenville. it pvIs

an oppoxtnmty for the developnnt of many practtcal skills as well as an attitude of respect and
responsibility for the physical upkeep of the School. It is expected that students will willingly accept
die challenge to perfomi each tak to the bcst of their ability.

Approximately six hours a week are allotted to the work piqgramme Work assignments include
kitchen and dining room duties such as serving, thshcrew and food put-away, as well as
housekeeping and maintenance jobs.

creds .7 to,,,.lQ,,

2 or 3 hours a week at 4:00 or th0O prn.
2 hours a week working with. other students and staff na cleaning the sthaoi
1 or 2 hours a week doing a breakihat or weekend duty

Grades 11 to OA

2 bans a j Working with other students and staff ou cleaning the school.
1 hour a week doing a breakfast, supper or weekend kitchen duty
3 Lunch or breakfast duties during spare periods

COMMUNifY SERVICE

Grenvifie Chrisan College is expanding its Community Service prunn The purpose of
this programme is to develop growth and self-esteem and give a sense of fulfilment while caring for
others. During the school year, all students will. be expected to contribute at least 20 hours l this
programme.

On-Campus Service Opportunities:

Elementary school teaching assistant
Tutoring
Of.Ortudai. helper
Altar Guil4
.Audjii Visual Assistant

OffCarnpns Service Opportunities:

Hospital Volunteer
Hospital Choir
.Chaiity canvassing
Nursing hurne volnuteer

S
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TELEPHONING HQU1S

Studedts not in scheduled actMties may receive teiehofle calls at the following times:

Monday through Fiiday 6:00 - 7:00 p.m.
Saturday 1:15 - 7:15 p.m.
Sunday 12:00 - 5:00 pm

-

6;QO. 7:00p.m.

The switchboard is nat a1Ic to mit teleithone calls through to atudeitta durIng classes study 'ti
SchedndjiticS

To avoid having parents wait while a student is located, it is oflcu wise tb presm ge :a tegUlat
calling time.

An emergency telephone line has been installed in the event of switchboard failure The
emergency number is (613) 345-2i73

HOLIDAYS AND BREAKS

1170 1
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The school calendar allows students' academic needs to be met while pmviding adequate linnily
holiday time.

Students are asked Hot to leave early or jeturn late for hoJidays Thos0 who do must make up
missed time during subsequent weekends or holidays Students needing overseas flights are
reminced to book early. beating in Intl the travel thiie neccsary to and from the rcpecfive airpirt

.i thdetits.dbinfl' Should be arranged for regular break or holiday
tunes in an emergency wlwh requires a student to be absent during school time, parents or
guardian should colitact the Director of Studies or his/her Dean An Off-Campus form (see Parental
Visits) must be filled out by the student.

Students must have parental antI host permission to spend a break anywhere other than with
parents or with a guardian Please have parents (or guardian) and hosts conununicate with the Dean
at least one week in advance Travel Forms (issued during the summer) giving the locations and
means of transportation of break det1nanons should be completed and handed in at Registration ot
sent to. the School as sOon aS pedsibl Iii the school year.

All students travel to and from school in 14tunber One wuforni. Stthoolitilcs apply while in

irardit. - . - -

-

- .-

On heks atid holidays, stUdent ate*p Ste... to visit parents or gtietdians, if, oni art wtbend
breaks, it is not feasible for a student to leave the Co1jegc be/she may make aua115ge*benlS to remain
on campus. Pennission must be secured from the Deans at least one week in advance. A small fee
for ntorn and board will be charged for this privilege.

S.

-6

S

11
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FXfl.ACURRJCULAR¯ ACITY1TJES

Students are cncourtged to ,partcipat in as maxiy activities. a their academic responsibilities will
permit. In cases where avadeinu performance is unsatisfactory, a student may be required to
withdraw from a given sport or acdvit wflil marks improve.

The tiflowing activities are offered to students;

YEAR-LO?lG OR SEASONAL ACTIVmES
High. Schocl Choir - (irades. .10 -¯ OA
Boys Choir - Grades 1-10
Gir1 Choir - Grades 7- 10
Junior and Senior Bands
Orchesi Spzing.
DebatIng
Yearbook
Drama Production - Fall
Gilbert and Sullivan Production Spring.

TEAM SPORTS

FALL
..

_ -.. __.,j,:.

WINTER
-

-

SPRING
Boys soccer

__________________

.

..--.-----
Boys Hockey

- -4r
Thek & Field

Girls basketball Boys Basketball Badnnmton

Boys volleyball Girls ,o1leybali
-t ....

. Girls soccer
CmSS Country running Cross country skiing

-

Tennis

TIIURSD4Y IWI'ERNOQN .,cTwrflRs

On Thursdays the afternoon is devoted to a selection of indGpr and OU14oor rdfrationa1 activiiôs.
Horsebaek.rkling, skadng cycling. non-competitive tennis and hoókey, softball, and swimming meet
at various times of th year Team sports, yearbook, play practices and optional extra study time
aIs meet during the afternoon.

7
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CODE O' BEHAVIOUR

The well being of the total school family i best served when each student becomes responsible
for adopting a code of behaviour within the guidelines of the general school rules.

(Irenvifle Christian College is not a school for young peOple who need many ink., backed by
harsh sanctions. The School. .cxpect its pupils to behave well, and experiente has shOwn that most,
given the chance, do just: that. Young people rise to our expectations. By being trusted, they
become ttu'stworthy.

Exceptions axe. sonietinies thøse whose. emotional needs. bav io.t, for hatever reason, been met.
Such youngsters need help to develop their self-esteem and selfdiscaphne The School guarantees to
do its part, but the 'role of parents is. crucial. When youngsters behavâ badly, there are' 'ucaily always
factors at work outside and beyond the control of any school.

OnvilIe encourages st 1ptu*tsto develop ih abibty and malonty to imike appropnlite d$oj
fo tskks dad tç feel iccountabk. for thc. decisions If miitakes ote fnode n tci proe' tl
important thrn is foi students to team from the mistakes and to choose not to repeat theim (

Eyr Ehe finest .yuung.peopiand fiiIñ, clear guidchnes and ho iindaricsin the prOcessof
,.

. Imaturing into adulthood The following school rules will assist a student to be 1 responsible citizen
in the sthool family and v.ill Lianfy tht. exp tiucnis of the %hool fr all ineiiibcrs at the siudut

ltá the cxpt'ctatloi that eth stideiit '.illconform tóthr, spii it. ct thc schcc't f:uiul Wherii
1t,ij,vtoTir bt-atUtucl ii .eent liJace ibir cpinr ii jeopardy, i opii.L: iietpboarv Ictian st'
takt,n.

From the Headmaster...

The adult members of the Grenville community and 'I promise to tnake your schooldays as
productive, happy and rewarding as we can, Th,ratnrn. we ask that you arce 'to respect these basic'
rules.

I Treat others well whether you like them or not. (No one has the right to make anyone else
miserable.)

2. Do not hinder others. from learning, (No tine has the right to disrupt a class or study period.)

Do nothing against reason and good sense. If you feel angry, tronbled, or depressed, don't vent
your feelings in a self-destructive, anti-social way. Speak in confidence to an adult member of the
Grenville community. (Talking to a good listener can really halp)

The General School Rules follow...
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GENERAL SCHOOL RULES
L The fOllOWing actions are majpr violations of school rules and will result in expulsion or a

suspension A search of studenfa belongings may also be deemed ueccssiuy and will be done in the
presence of the student involved.

.stcaling,. shoplifting

-- destruction of propcrty

-- cheling/plagiarism

possession, user or being hi the presence of others using illegal drugs or alcohol

posseSsipfl of guns, knives, lighters or matches
* physical bullying: resulting in :injy of another

attitudinal or behavioral problems which pose a threat. to
the individual or members. of the student body arici their property

2 ntrtrrn ofttje fo1lowig School m1c iriy result trt internal 5u5p0nsinn This tnua
spcnLhng the pcri pf seis $?it jIio ojk*qg at sjie aslid liore under the

stff pbcrs If an internal suspension involves missed classes assignments are
given to the student and study time is arranged Repeated infractions of these school rules may
1ca4 to. external suspension or e,tpirlsion,

Theac include:

it: - lack of cooperation and a general disrespect such as harassment or racial discrimination,
towards other stu4ents or flicuky members.

suiting or possession of cigarettes or other tobacco products

use or possession of personal stereos, wallcmans, or radio.s on Campus or during School trips.
(This includes organized travel j and from scho1)

-- "special .telationhips" - although Greuvflle strongly supports die philosophy of
co-education, "special" relationships between boys and girls are not allowed at 0 C C
We desire a spirit of friendship to exist among all students free of the exclusive and
competitive demands which "special' relationships impose Physical displays of affection
are not permitted. Visitation to dorms of the opposite sex is not permitted.

N.B. Storing of prohblted items in luggage arc.s of die donus or other areas of the school
not permitted. Nor should students intentionally bring such items on Campus and ask to have

these kept safe far thent until the ncxt holiday

3. Repeated infractions such as lateness or other irrespunsiblc beb4viour will result in extra duties or
loss of privileges.

9
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OTflER GENERAL RULES

1, Students are to respect and obey ll Faculty and staff members as w411 as students placed in
responsible positrons Older students are to show a care and concern for younger students
Younger students are to look up to and respect older studems.
Cöuxtesy in action and speech is tà be used at all times. Bad aaguage, swearing, or off-colour
talk are not permitted Students stand when a teacher or other adult comes into a classroom and
when a lady or staff mnber arrives at a table in the Duung Room This does not apply to the
.Librm and Study llall

2. The Chapel is always to be a place of reverence. Students should be in the Chapel a fw
minutes before a service is to begin Before and after a service, there should be no talking in the
Chapel or lobby areas.

3 a) Students should stay Within the area of the following boundaries The front gate by the
highway is the Southern boundary The driveway between the Headmaster's residence and the
Stone House is the Western boundary (the Barns, Obstacle Coutse end Oivhard are off limits
without permission) Murray Hall and the Tennis Courts mu the Eastern boundary and the
Playing filds behind the school are the ?oxthem ¯boundaiy Please keep off School diveways
as much as possible: you nmul be considerate of vehicles.

For a better understanding of the boundaries, see the diagram an the back cover of this
handbook.

b) Students are not to. be at the pea1, the river, in any garages, shells, furnace building oi Staff
residejice, including lawns in front and hack of these aparnnents, without permission from an
adult Supervisor External fire escapes. (except during a drill) roofs or any other exterior part of
the complex are off-hunts Special permission must be obtained prior to going on any trails
behind the School A sign out and sign-in are also required if permission is granted for this
Please remain on School preperty at all times.

c) After drk, there is to be no walking around outside the buildings. Students are perrnftted
outside MacDonnell Hall entrance Oil the lighted area only Locked doors are not to be
trespassed. Outside doorawifl be locked at 5:O m- 60Ci. pn Students should use inide
routes to the dorms after these times.

d) Students are to be in the Kitchen only when they arC assigned to some specific task.
Refrigerators, freezers, and the store room are off limits to students unless sent by a mpber of
stafL Similarly, ti. coffee machine and juice dispensers are to be used only with permission.

e) The following iooms arc off limits to students utiless under the directiofl of a Facnlt'
member- The Teachers' Room, High School Receptionist Office, Sciençe Workroom, Computer t
Office Mail Room Admustrative and Business Offices, Elemezitaiy Classrooms, Sewing Room,
Yearbook/AV Room, Maintenance Room, Housekeeping Office, Infirmary Office, Gymnasium
Offices, Dorm Offices. J

10 )
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j IAILY IM?OI TAF THAT EACH . DENT DEVELOPS A SAFETY
CONSCIOUSNESS IN ALL ACTIVYflES AND CHORES Care must be taken around the
Waterfront Pool and Vehicles No student may use power equipment in the Kitchen or Shops
without the ct1o and etusstoz of a staff member Students MUST BE SEAThD while
riding in a School bus or on any Chattered bus lured by the School As well, be careful not to
touch light fixtures, fire alarms or ejwpmc or anLy security items

Fire Drills

rr IS IMPERATIVF. ThAT FiRE DRILLS BE TAKEN SERIOUSLY Theses drills are held
regularly at various times of the day or night. Proper exits for classrooms and other areas are
posted.. Windows nd doors should be costh when an area is vacated during a txe .drill.

Durjng class time: Leave the School using the designated çut fot your classroom or area and
report by Classes to the. area directly north of the Kitchen Dining lOom cornple).

At afl other tknes:

Boys4 Leave the School or Residence and congregate (by dorm roows at the parking lot north
of'the 13oys Dunn.

Gfris lave the School .o..Residence and line up (1.. dorm rooms) at the east side of iirray
Hall.

At these meeting places, it is important to wait quietly for attendance to:bc taken and any other
any instructions to Lx giver,.

Further deis. about fire dxiii procedures will be given by the Deans during OticmatIon

5. Damage to school, property wil. be the responsibility of hetudents involved to report the extent
and circumstances Charges will be applied to Student Accounts of those responathie

6 The botrawing of personal belong ngs of others without permission is prohibited.

Z IN ORDER. O ENCOURAGE STUDENTS WHOSE FIRST' LANGUAGE IS NOT ENGLISH
TO LEARN fiB LANt3LJAGE, THEY MUST USE ONLY ENGLISE iN THEIR DAILY
SPEECH LB S INVOLVEt. INA L GUAGE CLIS.S OR TIT%

*

8. Cbewirg gum is urn allowed in the foflowing: during, class at menidmes, t worship services or
assemblies: of kind

9 Ofinve or inf4ioprigte ltteraune is not permitted jj rjli be confiscated. Disciplinary action
may. follow if imnted.

1l
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DRESS CODE

Each young person is expectOd to take pride in personal appearence and tiiaiñtain high standards
of grooming rind dress.

Uniform items are to be neat, tilean, and in good repafr at. MI times.

Non-unifonu dress is neat, conservative, and in traditional, good taste Blue jeans tight-fitting or
oversized clothing are. not worn. Skirt and kilt length is below the knees.

Boys' hair is cut in a moderate, short style, parted, and including a tapered back and medium
side burns.

While girls are in uniform, shoulder length or longer hair is worn pulled back. For girls, simple
jewellery only. For example: one pair of small earrings in the lower hole and a fine gold or 'silver
chain is acceptable.

All clothing items should : (1EAJY marked with the stUdent's name.

çIothrng Guidelines for School ActivitIes

Sunday ClzurcWSpeciül Banquets
Girls: dresses or skirts

Number One tmiforrnis permitted on $nndays

Boys: dress suit or sports jacket with coordinating slacks
Number One uniform is permitted on Sundays

Oenerat Weekend Dreis:
Girls skirts, blouses and sweaters on Friday evenings and Saturdays Pants and walking

shorts are occasionally worn for activities.

Boys: nice trousers and coordinating shirt with collar or sweater, comfortable shoes

Recreational Activities:

Winter: boots, warm jacket and pants, long underwear, hat, scart,. mittens or gloves
For winter hikes or camping (optional activities) three season sleeping bag, Gortex or
similar jacket, hiking boots

Skating/hockey (Optional activities): ice skates, outdoor winter clothing

Swinning:
Gfrls Bathing suit (one piece, lined, low-cut legs)
Boys: Swim trunks (volley length, not tight)

Spring and la1l carnping/hikiug
rain gear, hiking boots, sleeping bag

12
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STUDENT SERVICES

Meals: Since all meals at (lrenvillc are served, family-style, we arc not able to provide special
meals f& those who choose to .be vcgctaiians or who want a low-fat diet. However, our nutrition
department in unjunction with outside nuliltionists, has workçd very hard Lu ensure that our mcals
ae balanced and as 1oWfat as possilule. We will also provide extra salad and fiuit fui those who
wish to,cut down uit meat and cbticsc dishes, and we will provide peanut buttca its a red meat
substitute. Students unacustomëd to eating thrcc rtgular meals a day often find that thcy pussb1y
gain weight at Gienville, particularly if they snack on high-fat foods between meals. We will be
glad to help students establish healthy eating practices if they or their parents request it through their
table heads, the nurses or deans. sjecial needs regarding food allergies should be noted on the
medical form and discussed with the nurse upon arrival.

Allowanes All students for whom parents have made arrangements will receic a weekly
allowanci,. These will be given Out each Friday immediately after dinner, unless otherwise
announced. -

Money from Student Accounts: A form was enclosed in the "lmportprn Papers" section asking
parents to specify the amount which can be withdrawn from the Contingency Account without
permission. Withdrawals above the maximum may only be iriade with verbal or written parental
authorization.

Passnoits. Visas, and Tickets: The Business Office receives students' pasporis and visas for
safekeeping after each holiday break and returns them immediately before the next bicak. Train arid
airline tickets should also be handed in for safckccping. IL is the student's responsibility to see that

-* they give their important papers, etc. to the Busincs Ofcc representative.

Infirmary: Two staff nurses provide health care on a 24-hour basis. A Brockville physician also
- holds inflnnaiy hours four mornings a week. I emrgcncies a Brockvillc physician is immediately

consulted. Except for vitamins, nil medications (including cough sytup, aspirin, laxatives, allergy
pills, etc.) are kept in the Inflrmaiy and dispensed by the nurse oa duty.

hours: Mon - Fri: 6:45 - 7:10 n.m. Girls 7:15 n.m. Boys
12:30 - 12:40 p.m.
6:00 - 7:00 p.m.

After evening Study Hall
or oInp1inc for 15 mm.

7:45 -8:10a.m. Girls 8:15 a.m.Boys .'..
1:40 - 2:00 p.m.
(i:30 -7:0Op.m.

Sun: 9:00 9:20 a.nt .

-

l;-3O¯ -12;00p.m.- '
- -

6:15 - 7:00 p.m.

IcleanIn Drycleamng and rnendmg is bandied on an mdtvtdual basis by a local drycleanmg
which piclth up and delivers, the clothing directly to the SchoOl.

Jws: Bpys: qteck4u--ilon.7:0Q-70an. Qir1s, Cbeek-n --Tues.7:PO-7:2Qa.rn.
Pick-up. .-Wed.60U-7:C0p.m. Pick-pp --Tues.6:00-7(0p.m.

13
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Laundry: New coin-operated launcly machines have been insialled in the boys' aiid girls'
dot niodcs for each student's personal use. These machines will replace the !aun1y system used in
past years. Thp cost per load will be $1 for washing and $.50 fOr drying. Extra instruction in
laundering procedures will be gWen to students who have little expirience va,shing their own dothes
The School will provide Shakiec Basic L, a liquid laundry detergent which is non allergenic and
environmentally friendly. Students will have the option of supplying their own laundry detergent.
Sheets are provided and laurideicd by a laundry service. Students bring and launder their own towels
and washcloths.

ethones Pay telephones are available i the dormitories: for student use during their 1e4:
tunes In the girls domi, the payphoncs are located on all three floors In the boys donmtoiy the
payphones are located near the gym entrance and on second and third floors Phone calls are only
placed to the student's families or guarchan The number of telephones is hunted, and they are not
for general use, i.e calling friends Use of another swdents calling card is never permitted In-
house phones arc off limits except for receiving outside calls or ans*ering a page.

Mii: Mail is handed out daily, and students have access to an outgoing mail box in the Student
Lounge. Stamps may be purchased at the General Store.

q' Th'i On Saturday afternoons, a bus to the local 1000 Islands Mitil will le provided for
students needmg to purchase small items Students wishing to take advantage of tln will be able to
sign a Town List" in their respective dorms Times for sign-ups and the trips themselves will be
announced.

Cienes orc:: This service is available for the sale of candy, etc., and. some school suppies
The General Store is located near the South entrance of the Small Gymnasium in MacDonnell 1-lall

Bouts: Mon. -Fri.: .6:00- 6:45 p.m Sunday.: 1:00 - 1:30 p.m.

Stildent Ldtiflni: located on the Lower Fibor, this? room a provided for stndentà to relax, read
or luiet,ly converse T pspect oihexs wih1n to use this fadt rs hopli be left in good order at
all tnuea I'levision watolung is restricted to News Programs aftar sttppCt MOn Pu. On Saturdays
and Sundays during free time, permission may be obtained from the Supervisor on duty to watch
quality programs. If a prOgram is .assTelsed as being inappropriate, then those watching will be asired
to change the channel.

Gymnasiums. The Gyni are: available in free-time periods if there ae no other practices
scheduled. Only indoor running shoeS may be worn itt the (3ypis. (Q street shoes or outdoor
rrinning shoes are permitted.) On the weekend, athjetic equipment will be. available to sign out.

1'e'miis Courts, The tennis. cOUrtS geieraily are available at 4 p.m., after sUpper and on
we*iids. During liusy times, Sfj-ilps may become, necessary and will be anhOinwed accordingly.

Swrmnung Pool The pool is available for student use (only when supervised by an adult
lifeguard). Times will be annauüced.

'4
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The High School Receptionist 0111cc is located at the east end of the second floor, near Room 201.
L The .zeccptionit.is there. to help you and to answer any questions you might have throughout

the day

t Any student, who is late for class should go directly to this office., to be Issued an admit slip.

3 AcadCmc icqiets, sich, as tQ change. courses, should. be submitted in writing to a receptacle
outside the Receptionist's office.

4. .APl. Uefli;to Sthe Director otStudies Guidance COunselLors or Deans should he
arranged"tlll:Wg1ttHigh School Receptionist.

Fr and Mr Farnsworth are daily available to see students Please call "0" or give a
note to the Front Office ReceptonIst for visits with etther or hotb

5 . DonnLtotie.s are off limiisi1wing class hours. A permission slip roust be obtained from
the High School Receptiünist if an emergency arises.
Bookshelves Bach student is. assigned a bookshelf on the Seccmd Floor for texthooks and other
academic materials All Items on the bookshelf must be well labelled Students must not borrow or
disturb another's 'pwunal propen A Wdent requiring an extra bookshdlE houi1 see the
Rcccprwmst Bookshelves must be kept neat at all times Random d.uly checks of bookshelves will
be done throughout the day A checklist for Iteeping a neat bookshelf i posted on 2nd High School
Ftow BufleLn boards Infractions of aiythmg on the liar will resutt in an extra work ôuty at the
following meal.
Dame..ts - Demerits, are given for lateness to classes, Study Hails, Work t)uties and Meals
accordingly;.

1 ternerit for lateness up to 3 minutes
2 Dene.its for lateness over 3 ininutca
I bemerit will be given fur leaving books on the. Lower Floor at inappropriate times.

iStedfnt that ineeive 3 nedtor morCWill be erplired 1o work these off at the end of
the week If astuderft c& to reeeive ô more Derncrie iii a week uver sucecsiivc weeks, (3
or more), then dirpective Dean will be notified. The Dean wiI haie an mterview with the F

tdent and extra discijiline may result 3 detnents I 1ir of 'ork -

Guidance - Many materials rc vailiible in the Educatirn and C.irrer Centre to astst students with
questions about univeity and college selection and career requirnwnts. The bulletin board on the
Second Floor keeps students posted on University and College programmes and career and job
opportunities.

Questions about college and tmi.ersity applications and careers .hoiiid be directed to Mrs. Robertspfl.
Academic problems or scheduling questions should go to lvliss. Case

Co,urs tinictables axe carefully selected for each student by thc Guidance Pepartment in consultatiqn
with the students and parents and in consideration of long-term goals If a student desires to drop a
course. and add another course, he shuld tarn in a "Drop-Add Fonn' to the High School
Receptionist. An appointment with the Guidance Counsellor will then be arranged A student
should continue in the origmal course until he/she receives permission from the Guidance Office to
change.

:15
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Morning Memo - A. "Moiniig Memonl is issued Monday through Priday arid is distributeti to each
etuss and to various other parts of the school, including the notice board outside Rqom 202 and on
the Third Floor. Teachers read this memo to students when it arrives in the morning, but each
student has the responsibility of consulting it for details. It will contain items of interest for various
individtials, classes, teams, or groups. Any changes to the day's schedule, meetings, or practices not
included in the memo will be announced at the close of each meal.

TettbQoks - Textbooks are sold On tday of registration. They are to be kept neat, tidy and free
front graffiti The student1s flame as to be 'written neatly on the grid provided Students may
highlight or make neat margInal pote*ifl atxtbook for study purposes. If a textbook is to be used
in the next year it an generait lo retiixnedto the School for credit However, haghhghtmg or notes
will prevent the book's tesald t6 the SchedL.

Notebooks Neatly written boles ate to be kpt for each subject in a mariner described by the
teacher. Teachers may Inspect notes atarty linie. Graffiti on notebooks or carelessly written notes
or assignments may ne cisitate their being rewritten.

School Supplies.. A spiall stock of various stationery supplies such as loose-leaf refills, pens,
pencils, etc., are for sale atihe General Store. Students arc advised to use weekends homo or
shopping trips to BrOckvillC to purchase majOr school supplies.

Spare Periods - Spare periods are designed for study, music ptactacc or for work The dorm is orf
li.niits during spare periods flach student must be. in the place assigned for that period Attendance
will be taken.

Daytime Study Halls

1. Students are to study in the assigned classrooms, not in the dorms, during' daytime study
halls. It is to be a quiet, productive time.

2 Ssthistha' ask the supervisor for a pass to use the computer lab. Before leaving
tádents should sign obL Passes are to be iwned in to the I-Ugh School Receptionist on the

oñd floor.

Evening Study linUs - livening study Will be held from 7:30 - 9:00, Monday - Thursday, and from
71i'..&3Obn Sunday. (Sunday nights are optional for grade Ii's and seniors.)

Ca week roghts, the ñrst bell for study hail Will b fling at 72O, at which time students
sliou1 get all then bocks assagflmcnts, and üthcr materials re4wred or the evening All students
are to bb In their assigned places prepared to study before the cotad:bTriags at 7:30.

'ti
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Junior Study Hall
Weeknights Sunday

isthalf -7:30-8:10 7:15-8:30
Break - 8:10 - 8:17
2nd half- 8:17 - 9:00

Students in grades 7 - 10 study in the Dining Room. You are to be. seated with your books
when Study Hall begins. Attendance is taken.

i, If you want to use tb Library, Computer Lab or An Room during the first half or you have a
thtorial, you should go directly there before 7:30 p.m. Music practices arc also scheduled during
study hall. Students whose practice time begins at 7:30 should be in place at that time and should
not go to study hail first. Throughout the rest of the evening students must ask the supervisor and
sign out as they Jeave study ira!! to go to the pracce room.

2. Study hail must be ;ileni, with no talking to anyone without permission from the supervisor, if
students have questions or needs during study ha]], they should raise their hands and remain seated
until a supcrvisor is able to respond.

3. The Dining Room supervisor will assign you a place to work with another student if this is
necessary.

4. The Library is to be used for research purposes only. The Libraiiaii will not give you
permission to study together.

5. The Computer labs are not to be uscd for sending personal messages. They arc for school
work only. Anyone misusing the Computer Labs will loc the privilcc of using them.

6. There is a seven minute break in the middle of study hail. This is a time for students to
stretch, use the washrooms, and go io tutorials, the Liblax)r, or other assigned areas. Otherwise,
studcnts should nor leave 'the study hail whhout r'.rmissiou. The dormitories are off limits.

7. To leave Study Hall, you must - a) Ask pennission from the supervisor

b) Sign out

8. Piease go promptly from place to ilace and do not liner in, tite hafls

17
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Senior Study Hail

Grade 11 and Seater Students may study in the dorm. Studying in tIc tlQml u a ptwilege and
requires students to use ther tithe meponsbIy Those Svho do not study well independently writ be

ssigncd to a supeivised study haiL The following guidelines apply £0 senior study hail

1 Study ball bqgins at 130 ou week nights and at 7 15 on Sunday (optional) Students should be
n their ro S:atdint li

2. misistobeaquietswdythnt Thereistobenosovializng.

3 $onzors wanting to use the Libi?azy Mt 1oom or the Computer Labs nust be there before the
second bell or wait until after 8OO It is very distracbng to 3uhllor students if seniOrs wander id
just as they are trying to settle down

4. Please go promptly from place to place and do not linger in the lial1s

5 Those needmg to study together qiay do ao in the dorms as long as they do not disturb other
studcnms Boys and girls who need to study together may use Room 202 The Library, Faimly
Loung; tsirteUs'.and iaIir tire not to: beused' for It is purpose.

6 The Computer Labs are NOT to be used fot writing letters or for sthdnig personal messages
They ai-e for a1tooI work only lisus of the computers will result in the loss f tins
privilege.

7. Please take any study breaks on your own in your study room rather than with otbet students,

8. if you are ieavin.g de Don., please sign out on the sheet jolnd on the Ekirm door.

9. You may j.go to bed without permission during eteulug Study Rails.
10 Study Nail eids itt 90(1 If you nWi your asslgtuncnts ie1bre then, REVIEW! Regular

.reie'w ' 'byoiirctaJ' i.testai4flnaJ

-
.. t4
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VMe'Ø'Is
edy gt&regul& study hail, hours if accesSø*Iy after C1ompbne dtutknts roust first sign out of the dormitory They soudie1at

4p.w.

Gstfl$ystudyintheDoimoriuthcUbraryorConiputerLabs asnixeded

2. Boys may study in Rooms 307 - 308 or in the Library or Computer Labs as needed.
3. Girls who Want to study together should do so in the E)omi.

4. Boys studying together should do so in Room 306.

5. Any girls and boys needing to study together should do so earlier lit the evening.

6. Late Lights ends at 11:30 p.m.

llofllcwork Homework- assignments should be wriUcu down at the time they ate assignerL A study
calendar is available for this purpose. Students who rio not complete their hnnicwbrk *111 be
assigned to o to exira study hafls, at 4:00 or after dinner, and en weekends.

Averages: Approximately every three weeks, teachers subtitit to the (Juidancc Office an academic
ve.ragc for eaeb studeaL 1his average is based on daily work, tests and quizzes and is used to

monitor a studeiit's progress. Ifthe Director of Studies or Guidaneé Persothiel are concerned about a
student's average, a guidan cunfeLcncc and/or a '11 to parents may resulL Regular participation
on a sports team or iii. qtb ejttraeirricular activities depends upon a stutent's maintaining
satisfactory avcrage&

EsLra Weekend Study halls; I a student is failing, negligent in completing the week's work, is
not wirkiug.to ,oieritial, or has been absent, he or she, upon xeque.ct or at the discretion of the
teacher ccji41 may be assigned to do weekend work in that subjeeL This involves studying
Saturday a OSaiu day evening and/ox Sunday afternoon.
Library - Tue UbranJllisI always be ap1;,cc of et out of concern for others. Books that are left
unattended will be removed by the librarian.

Rcfercnce.books must never be removed fram the Library. Books ii'.l.bonowed only after
.U*j have been properly signed out at the discharge desk. They nust b vtpnwid by the .4ue date.
flncx for overdue boQk cpaid promptly.

The details about the use of the Library will be posted and dixcussed.ai an Orientation session.
Library Hours

Mornings 8:45 - 11:50
AfixnôOna 1245- 515
Evenings 6 15 - 113Op.m..
Saturdat Durmginotnmgstudyhaliand&orn200-545pm
Sunday 123()to515aud7.10to900pm.

'9
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Extra Help

A student encountrnig fl any subject has iange of xfla-hc1p aReIllativeL Thp
is providcd by the techerdiA&CIaas while scat Work i in progrss Tchers may sdt asidelune
after school? in the evenitjgs, or on \eekend to provide extra assistance. Also, tutorials by*ll:
studentscanbcarraiige&

Students are expected and encouraged to ask their teachers and/or guidance counsellors for
extra help.

20
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DORMITORY .LWE
Pomn. $chedule:
Weekdays: Lights 0n .6:30. a.m.

Donn Dnüe. 6:55 am,.
Uniform Inspection 715 n.m.
Dismissal. from, Dorm. and Dorm Inspection: 7:20a.m.
Plag Raising and singing of National Anthem 7 23 a in.

Mandatory evening attendance: 9:30 - 9:45. p.m. in dorm rooms.
Late Lights deadline 945 p m
Quiet Time: 950 ppm..
Lights Out 1000 p m. for iuniors, 1030 pm for Seniors

No students are, to be. in their dormitories without peni ssioxfmm thC:i.: School Rpiionist.
Phys,Hd Teacher or the Dein between the hours o1815 n.m.- 12 30 p.m and 1245pm -

4i0.0.p.m.

W*th .ti. cepton of Saturday .:teakfast.:and supper,, attendance St all meals is compulscny.

After 9:45 p.ni, students:'sbq.uld bç at Late Lights or in. .theii respective dormitories. ALL students
must be in d*e dormitories prom the clo of Late Lights to thsmiss$ the following morning (unless
at an assigned duty).. Np one should be. outside. without permission after dorm time.
¯Satu4ay :SIeep-m pen tted, ufi son at 9;1 .ai.

Optional. pck-up breakfast in Cominon Rooms 900 - 9 30 ajn.
Dorm Duiies 9:30, .a.rn.
Pismissal 95Q n.m.

venmg DOtm lime 1000p in
Lights Out.: 10:30 pin. .for Juniors; '11:00p.m. for Seniors

Sunday: Lights On: 80O a.m,
Dorm Duties; . .&40 as.
Snacks.Availble:: 9:00'- 9:15 n.m.
Dismissal; 9.:L5 n.m.
Evening Dorm:' 8:45p.m.
Late Lights Deadline: 9;(.Q p.m.
Quiet Time 9.15 p in.
Lights Out; 9:50 p.m. Los Juniorsi 10:00 p.m. for Senors.

11:00 pm. students 'frow latelighis

NB. iha pay phones must not be used afici lights out. In the eveuL of an emergency need to call
pasents.afcer this hne, then written permission must be obtained from the floor supeivisor on duty.

The Common Room:
This multi-purpose room is for recreation and relaxatlolL Since many will wish to benefit
from this facility, it is impoilant that it be treated well amid that activities be cariicd out with
consideration for others. Those failing to observe this may be denied the privilege of using
this room for a period of time. The rules for television watching are the same as for the
Student Lounge.

:21
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DORMITORY RULES

1. Room leaders and Floor heads are reonsible to see that the dorm runs smoothly. Please give
them your co-operation and learn to perform your own duties well.

2. No student should be in any other student's room unless the occupant(s) is(are) present.

3 curJty Lockers or dfi
Ierious offence.

thsservloe to everyone The
No morn titan $20 abe

'Safe Iceeping' (Mflounccx
foI1owin a School reak .s

discouraas1*¯Ids to people
feelrng free to "help themseives" without permission. "Botro''ing' in thts fashion wili ie considered
stealing.

All medicine (including aspirin, diet pills and cough syrup) is to he handed IA' W the Anise
Ths includes antibiotics, Grvo1, cough syrup laxatives allergy pills Yitamn pills ONI.X are
permitted in the dorms.

3 A further note, regarding damage ioproperty: Aftera possible room change or at the conclusion
of the year if damage to a room is not accounted for then the occupants of the room viIl split the
cost An inspection of rooms will happen pnot- to the start of the schøal iear to ensure that students
will not be billed r prior 4amage.

4. Electrical deVices itted iniilude low wattage (60 warts max) dk:ismps, alarm clocks,
electric shavers and blow thyers Electric hearers (except thoSe provided by the. schodi), decorative
lights, spotlights, and electric kettles are NOT permitted.

5. Screens on dormitory windows are not to be tampered with. Dorm windows arc not to be used
as entrances or exits to and from the dorm.

6. The dorm is to be a place of quietness and peace Land and raucous behaviour will nor be
permitted at any lime. There. is to be ropghhousiiig.

7. . The dorm is to be kept neat at nfl times. Students changing clothes for team practices, work
assignments or any other activities arc to leave clothing, çç., extremely neat. (Hooks are pmvidtd In
boys' lockers far clothing not being used.) Bedspreads o be folded neatly wbcn iiot in use.
Before leaving the roon make suw curtains are open, locker/clmawers are locked and lights arc oft
8. Students arepeiTh .. decuraie their xuoms in good taste. Paste sDe.tObd approved bctc
they are put up. St.IrIAtter pertaining to drugs, alcohol, or tobacco products, reck grutips et;
riot allowed. NbsS .017 lena-cs arc to be mouncd on the walls. Fu71her information abouti
decorating will l*ivi . in the school year.

9. Both a bottom -and top sheet arc to be used while sleeping. As well, a rnatüess cover must be on
the mattress.

10. Slippers and bathrobes must be worn to and from the shower arid bathroom, for health reasons.
Also shoes or slippers should be worn in the room rather than bare or sock feet.

11. Slippers, a bathrobe and a flashlight must be readily available every night in case of emergency,
fire, or drill.

22
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12. When polishing shoes, use a newspaper or other protection on the floor or desk. NEVER put
polish on thc rug or beds in the moms.

Failuie to comply with Dorm Rules may result in being assigned extra duties or being put on
Room Resu icrion.

Laundry System:

New for the 1994-95 school year is the system whereby students are doing their own laundry.
Instructions regarding this will be given. Abo e all, good follow-through in the doing of personal
laundry is most important. Many people.will wanL to us the niachinc, so time is precious. Be
considerate, clean up after yourself and don't go away and 'forget' about your laundry. Please ask
for all the insuctions you vish for operation of the machines.

v

23
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9CANADA 't
o Canada! Our home and naflve land!

True Patriot-love In all thy eons command..
With glowing hearts we see thee rise.

The true north strong and free.
From far and wide, 0 Canada, We stand on guard for thee

God keep our land glOrious and freeo Canada, we stand on guard for thee,
0 canada, we stand on guard for thee.

-

24.
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profound influence on the daily operation of the School and on the lives of
its students. Although taft have come from a wide variety of religious
backgrounds, there i a strong sense of unity of purpose. (Most are now
confirmed Anglicans.) The Book of Common Prayer Communion Service provides
direction and orderliness in worship. We think students need this at the
time in their lives when structure nd orderliness are most needed but are
often most lacking.

Besides the Communion Services held three times per week, there is
also a candlelight Cotspline Service held three nights par week prior to
bedtime. Worship services are mandatory for Faculty and students.

Although we have no fonasi Religious Education classes at any grade
level, frequent talks by the Headmaster or Faculty members l chapel
services or assemblies stress the spiritual and the practical
responsibilities of life. This can be in the form of a challenging
exhortation or can be a direct, caring reproof for any area of
irresponsibility. Attitude, which is stressed as being paramount, is
cotrimended or addressed as the need arises.

A personal faith in Jesus Christ and a commitment to His will in one's
life is encouraged through Chapel talks or through personal counselling.
This faith is nurtured through voluntary Bible studies on a weekly basis.

An attitude of genuine gratitude is fostered through frequent
remitidars of the many things we have and enjoy at home, in school, and in
life in general. Each one is encouraged not to take things for granted. A
grace is said at each meal, nd a personal, handmade birthday card isgiveii
to each student on his or her birthday stressing the blessings upon each
person's life through a special verse of Scripture.

Students are encouraged to experience the joy of answered prayer.
Through this they learn that God has a personal interest in them.

Students by classes are encouraged to develop an interest to others.
Part of this is carried out through community service projetts such as
collecting for the Heart and Stroke Foundation, the Cancer Society, and by
visiting and helping elderly people in nearby nursing homes.
ConsideratIon, care) and concern for others are stressed often.

There is a concerted and ongoing attempt to foster a Christian family
spirit in the School. Faculty and staff open their homes to students on a
regular basis.. A friendly, happy relationship is encouraged through this.
Since Crenville is a co-educational institution, the relationship between
girls and boys is of special concern. Most activities are co-educational,
but students are not permitted to forte 'specIal' relationships which foster
a competitive and exclusive spirit nd are a hindrance to academic progress
many times. The family spirit is faust Important.

Although C.C.C. is a private school arid is not a parish, our Diocesan
Bishop, The Right Reverend Allan Read, has been a faithful and encouraging
counsellor to the AdmInistration, Faculty, and studenta. We welcome and
are very thankful for frequent visits and for his help.
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The Right Reverend Henry Hill, forwer Bishop of Ontario, was
desigiated by the former Primate, Archbishop Edward W. Scott3 as
eccleatascical advisOt to the College. We are very thankful for hiS
contribution to the spiritual gro,ch of the Faculty and staff.

.''-.... . .
.
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HOW DO WE HERE AT CRENVILLE NURTURE CHRISTIAN VALUES?

We dare to set standards; absolutes

We dare to set a standard. This is absolute; this is what we believe, and we
expect the students to follow and obey.

We are not afraid to say there is a right and a wrong.

No double standards - not just theory, but it is lived Out LU our everyday life
No "Do as I say, not as I do", but rather "Do as I do".

We look to see what Is wrong in us first if there is a problem.

There is greater commitment on the part of the staff than what they expect of
the students.

Prefects are given responsibility, not just privileges.

We teach a whole new way of life in treating others with respect as people.

We are not afraid to say "this is the way, walk ye In it" (Deut.)

We St ctpjç-shgdu1es so teenagers are nor. forced into situations where they
would be tempted

Students are allowed to expres their fee11ngs nd 'let steam off" so things
don'biiild to the explosion.poinc and the point of discouragement and
:depre55i0n.

The rules are not rigid in the sense that there is care behind them

This is a life in entirety: not just school, not just home, not just social life.
Values are stressed in all parts of life.

When you put limites on students, they see demands In themselves that they never
realized were there. Also, they are forced to branch out into different
areas when they are not allowed to do certain things - this results in
all kinds of talents being expressed.

Wholesome relationships are stressed and built.

Good values aren't boring - square dancing, drama, operettas, choir, band, etc.

Teach them how to build wholesome relationships so when it is time for them to
build life-time relationships (marriage, for example), they know how to
relate on a deep and lasting level.

We atart with thebasics:and starr at the Start with
an absolute and every aspect of life isino].cLed bhçiatstandard

If there was no God, there would be no motivation to live this way. Lt is a way
of life - not a legalistic system of rules and regulations.

1210

Social pressure used to keep people from doing things that were wrong Now it
encourages and forces people to go against what they morally believe is right
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God is -- God demands -- God helps -- Go forgives

If ou slip, there is forgiveness - you are not banished
- you are not a failure

There is chaflenge to groi and move ahead and make something of yourself.

The teenage years are years of real impression and years when young lives can
thrive on challenge. If there Is no challenge, there is nothing.

Honour Roll - challenges, pushes to achieve, healthy competition.

We 'not only state.ru'1es,. we also enforce 'them and follow thraugh. Th:re is
:'cOjtmcflt and.:concern.to,enforcestandards consistency.

Nothing is hidden or swept under the rug, or overlooked - things are brought into
the open.

Most of these rhtgs,.parents.want to enforce) htt they aren't always with.
teenagers (weekends, when they are with thea'r friends, at school, etc )
Also parents are idolatrbus, threatened lack authority

Absolutes are stressed here. There is' good rnuic: and bad, music
There as good literature 'tnd bad literature
There as good art and bad art.

It is nor an "anything goes' philosophy - there is a right and wtong

tidents ar. not put down, they are accepted as people When you know you have
faults, you are less likely to put the other person down For has faults

Students are challenged to face their reactions that are dvse to standards
set and to express both positive and negative feelings.

Inner hurts are dealt with.

We don!t gr,adu1ly introduce students to standards. - they are. introduced "cold turkey"

Students learn, to weigh. standards:.. i,e, sports aren't everything.

We praise creativity - public spealcing, drama, honour roll, poetry, boys playing flute.
Oftentimes, students Ln "the world" are put down for these things.

We are patriotic.

Stress dressing well.

Don't compare with others - respect people as indlyiduals.

1hewor.ld treats teenagers as adults, as.if they already.oweveryth,ing,anddon't
have to learn anything We treat them as teenagers who need to leatn respect,
and maLure mb adults

Generation Cap

A lot of teenagers think adults don't understand. Times are changing but their
parents aren't.

1211
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Rasect or heritage is taught
respect for country, 4for authority, for parents.

enerar.toa Gap - lack of authority in parents
lack of coinmurUcation
parents have double standsrds

Teenagers are in a culture all of their own - musics dancing, etc. They are in
a "me-centred" cltura.

Teenagers here are in a life centred around more enduring standards.

Democracy because teens are in the majority, they think they can dictate to

the world.

School system - Moral Values Education
Raft in the middle of the ocean - 10 people only 9 can st:ay - who goes?
Is it worse to steel from Woolworth's or from your neighbour's locker

Teacher is not allowed to impose his moral judgement on students or to interfere

Everything is relative - no absolute such as "stealing is wrong"

No Absolutes Creates:
fear
lack of respect
confusion
insecurity
"I better get mine before someone gets me"
leaves students as the final judge - as God
creates lack of trust
Ilumanism

Alberta has dropped 1oral Values Education.
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INDEX OF TIME STAMPS OF HIGHLIGHTED SIECTIONS FOR TAB 12 OF
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS '10 THE MOTION. SIDE B OF AL HAIG TAPE

Number Transcript Ref Time Stamp on Side B

1 Page3,para2 8:07
2 Page 3, para3 8:29
3 Page 3, para4 9:07
4 Page 3, para5 9:30
5 Page3,paralO 11:16
6 Page4,paral 12:08
7 Page 4, para2 12:43
8 Page4,para4 12:55
9 Page4,para5 14:13
10 Page4,para7 1453
11 Page4,para9 15:47
12 Page5,para5 18:15
13 Page5,para6 18:30
14 Page5,para7 18:52
15 Page 5, para9 19:46
16 Page6,paral 19:59
17 Page 6, para3 21:21
18 Page6,para4 21:46
19 Page 7, para4 24:23; 24:42
20 Page 7, para 7 25:30
21 Page 7, para8 25:48
22 Page 7-8, pára 10 26:30; 26:50
23 Page9,paral 31:08

25645.0001/13102910,1
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TRANSCRIPT OF SIDE B OF TAB 12 OF SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS TO
THE MOTION, ALSTAIR HA!G TAPE RECORDING

(continuing from Side A that discussed the idea to set up the school and the first financial
difficulties and issues building it)

- 0:30
The section on pumps and on the upper left hand corner on one of the pages was an ad JR
Arthur Leitch and company: pumps. I asked for the owner Arthur Leitch and told him our
needs and told him my name and the name of the college. And there was a pause at the
end ofthe line and he said "You said your name was Al Haig," And I said "Yes."

- 0:57
- He said "Were you ever a member of Deer Park United Church" And I said "Yes, I was a

member there for years." He said "I'm a member of Deer Park United Church too, and
we'll help you get your pumps; we'll help you get your collecting station, and you'll have
them at our cost." Another miracle. Another tremendous break.

- 1:24
- We kept on digging and we kept on praying. Then one day Ralph, our bulldozer operator

came in and said "Al we've got a problem. The people from the Department of the
Enviromnent say that we've got to line our three acre lagoons with clay to make them
waterproof." "But Ralph that'll take tons and tons of clay, can you imagine how many
truckloads of clay that would take to line those 2 three acre lagoons." "I know but it's got
to be done."

- 2:04
- All I could see was dollar signs and by this time our school was a $150,000 in arrears.

We told Ralph to keep on digging however and we would keep on praying. The two
lagoons were to be 9 feet deep, and slowly but surely, Ralph dug and dug until he reached
that 9 foot level.

- 2:37
And do you know that when he reached the 9 foot level there waiting for us was a thick
rich bed of absolutely pure clay. Ralph came bounding into my office. "I can't believe it"
he said. "All I have to do is scoop up that rich clay and push it up the walls and pack it
down and those two lagoons will be absolutely watertight"

3:11
The Environment people were very happy and we were overjoyed. We dug the trenches.
We laid the pipes. We got blisters and sore backs. But there came the day when we threw
the switch, and our lagoon system churned into action and what was to cost us $78,000
actually cost us $9,000. God had magnificently answered prayer.

1
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3:56
By now though, our financial situation was desperate. Something had to be done. The
thought came to us that I should write to all the major businesses and foundations all
across Canada. So I got a book with all the foundations written in, I wrote all the major
industries across Canada in a desperate plea for financial help.

4:33
Ninety-six letters went out and ninety six replies came back. "I'm sorry we're most
impressed with what you're trying to do, but our funds are completely drained at this time
and we wish you every success."

- 5:00
-. One of the last replies was from the chairman of the Montreal Trust Company, Mr. Frank

Case. His letter started out just as all the others had done: I'm sorry we are unable to help
you at this time. By this time, I had become thoroughly discouraged with all the negative
replies and so I hastily put it aside without reading the very last line which said
something like this: perhaps next year if you get in touch with me we can give you some
financial aid.

- 5:49
. Next year came, and we were in even more financial trouble. And one day a telephone

call came, it was Frank Case. "Why haven't you touch with me?" he said. "I told you in
my letter that we could possibly help you."

6:12
Well, I stuttered in embarrassment and tried to recoup while he said" I'd like to come
and visit your campus and see through your school." I was delighted and a day was set
for his visit.

* 6:29
The day came and he walked in with his handsome young son and I took him through our
school, which was still pretty shabby. All we could do was with our meager resources
was paint a few walls and tidy up and patch the cracked plaster. But after we've done a
tour of the school, Frank Case sat down with me in my office, and he said "I'm awfully
sorry that this gifl cannot be greater, but the Windsor Foundation has authorized me to
give you this cheque for $5,000."

7:12
I just about leaped across my desk to embrace Frank Case. That was the largest gift we
had ever seen in the four-year history of our school. Mr. Case moved to Brockville and
took up residence. And he has taken a special sacrificial interest in our school and has
since become the chairman of our board, and a valuable tool in God's hands to raise our
school from the depths financial difficulty to place now we are thriving and blessed with
an overload of students.
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- 8:00
- I now come to the part ofmy story that is, I think, most significant.

- S:01
- Our philosophy as a school, followed the normal philosophy of our day which was take

the hberal opei-endedappoach tu education and to the, discipline of young people

- S:2)
- We along with the rest of 'our nation and generation accepted' the th?ief I)r Ueiijainin

Spock that you shouldn'i curb the psyche ot' a youngster. you should let him do what he
wants. let him ioose hi uwn vav. just passively gqjde him, let him
choices, leE him express .hiiscU' how he wauts

-

- (.)ur vh -le Canadian ethicatihn cste ha cllcvcd thi thi1oop1W lok 'litiand
sinker our mothers and ththers of our nation have swallowed this philosophy hook line.
and sinker with the result that we have a whole generation of insecure, angry frustrated
voUflt

- 9:30
- Our educational system has reduced its standards, it has steered away from basics It has

abandoned the old tried id true ways of learning mathematics, learning grammar,
learning spelling, learning how to read and write.

- 9:53
- With the result.. .there are no short cuts. Education has to be hard work.

- 10:10
- The modern approach says "lets make education fun"! I'm not against having fun in the

classroom but there is no substitute for hard drill, careful repetition, dogged determined
learning. And the real fun and the real satisfaction comes with a feeling of
accomplishment, with a feeling of getting somewhere.

- 10:39
- We can't escape the fact that we've got to learn that multiplication table. We've got to

learn the secret of proper grammar, we've got to learn the drill of careful accurate
spelling and reading, that most valuable tool of all, has to be learned in those basic
exercises in grades 1, 2 and 3 and then developed and expanded throughout the rest of
your elementary and high-school education

- 11:16
- Siffie t' th ay, GCC, for the first four years of her history followed the easy way. Our

teachers followed the, philosophy of the day: which is eace at any price. Do'n'tcross the
students' will, they might not like you. Don't demand too much of a student, let him go
at his own pace, let him choose for himself -The result was, our school was like any
other public school, filled wit,any, rebellious, self-willed chilren.
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12:08
The attithde of the student was to put down the teacher, get the upper hand, get away with
as much as you can, get away with doing as little work as possible Our school was in

tiouble it was in trouble financially, it was in trouble on the inside, our direction and
our purpose was not clear, our leadership was weak

- 12:43
- Then came thedav that heralded the biggestmiraclein all of the history of GCC

- 12:55
- The two directors of COJ on Cape Cod came to visit our college Their names were Mrs

Cay Anderson and Mrs Sudy Sorenson - they were old friend of ours whom we had not
seen for about 10 years They directed a very beautiful, ordered community on the shores
of the ocean at Rock Harbour in Mass

13:35
We gathered the members of our staff together in Lucas Lounge and settled down to hear
what these two loving middle aged ladies would say to us, in a very definite, very steady
quiet, forthright way: these two ladies told us where we were wrong. -Where we had
failed as a college. Where we had failed as an educational institution

14:13
- They loved us enough to iell us the truth. They told us where we were too permissive.

too soil, where we were dishonest in our dealihgs with young people, where we loved
ourselves too much to sacrifice, where we refused to take our place of authotity as the
Jealerhip of the cullee. where we had failed as teachers, where we had failed as
adniinislratorere we had failed as examples tör our stL1dent

14:53
- It hurt Every word they spoke cut deeply within me The truth hurts But the truth also

heals and the truth also sets1us free

- 15:07
* The greatest miracle of all is: that our staff all 60 of us, listened and learned and accepted

what Cay Anderson and Judy Sorenson said to us that day and we knew where we were
wrong and for the first time in all my life I saw a genuine repentance in the hearts of 60
staff members of GCC

- 15:47
- We were truly sorry for the easy path that '.vehad tollowed. we were ready to make

- 16:03
- Cay Anderson and Judy Sorenson said if you're willing to pay the price, if you're willing

to discipline yourselves, if you're willing to sacrifice, then you will see the results, your

4
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school will change, your direction will change, this school instead of being $150,000 in
debt, will have all its financial needs met, furthermore you'll have more students
knocking on your door than you can handle.

- 16:41
- Really is astounding that an entire college with a staff of 60 or more can make a complete

turn in mid stream and take a completely different philosophical course can admit the
errors of its ways can accept the fact that it is wrong and then determine to change

17:14
But that is exactly what happened, 4 years ago at GCC.

17:24
And a staff that had heretofore been divided and fractured with a multitude of opinions
and directions. A staff of 60 people all of whom wanted to be director.. . that staff of
dedicated talented individuals became welded together in one open, honest sacrificial unit

- 17:58
Instead of angry rebellious sloppy looking students, we had open faced, honest well

-&lressed neat and respectful students

18:15
Our teachers arL no 1nniei afraid of their pupils, they have taken their place as the
authonty in the cdassrooiii and the students know it and accpt it and respect it

- 1:3.0
- \\ e haiv e learned something that the world has seem to have forgotten young people long

to have authoiit o\ ti thni they want parents and teachei that they can respect They
do not want parents and teachers who are pushovers and pantywaists

- 18:52
- We had a whole generation ofpeo1e today saying love me enough to stop met Love me

enough to t ill ny fidk and resistance dnd pei u with me and lead me in the nght
wiy sho\\ m. by our life and example, I need direction, I need moorings, we see
dei'inte and unmistakable change in the lives of the students that come to GCC And its
not surface change, its change at, the very roots of their being

19:29
They learn to have their wills crossed. They learn how to work, they do hours of work
jobs every week, washing the floors, washing windows, feeding the pigs, picking applies,
digging potatoes

- 19:46
But the secret seems to be in being absolutely direct, open and honest in every word and
.Lt1on with ow students
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- 19:59
- ;:We dont any longer try to manipulate our s(üdenL. wc tcll theni exactly what's icuired

of cm c tick to t and pcrscvcre with Ihun until what wc want of tlicrn is
actoiiiplislied

20:15
And the benefits of this new way of life are twentyfold, our track team is breaking
records, in the all eastern Ontario T& F meet, our boys became record holders, on
basketball floor, our boys put forth effort far beyond their natural means. . .whenever
there is a time out, the huddle up and ask God for that extra strength that will put them
over the top. Our school puts on plays, operettas and far beyond the abilities those
students thought they possessed and its because they learned to depend on a power that is
far greater than they are - they have learned to accept correction and learned that
correction is not rejection, but really love, of the highest sort

- 21:21
- wis co unter to the dhtloo ib of edaButwe1ve

aeccptcd thc I j tint we ne in a eiy definite way, a counter culture, its as if we have
ieinvented thL vhcc1 and wc intend to shout the good news from the housc tops

21:46
I he old tricd and true principies the seirnon on the mount, honesty and openness are still
the principles that work in human life and bring happiness to individuals

22:03
We never advertised for teachers, we never have too - we have all the teachers we want
and all of them are working at a tremendous financial sacrifice

22:16
Today with our school filled with students and our bills all paid, our teachers continue to
work at a financial sacrifice a single teacher gets $30/week. . .but the benefits of serving at
GCC are untold

.¯ 22:41
I never have to worry about hiring teachers or I never have to worry about teachers
leaving. Our teachers have committed their lives to God's service on the campus of GCC

- 22:59
More and more teachers are coming, in the fall we have 2 teachers, one with her Master
and another with her Doctorate, are coming to take up the yolk at GCC

6
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- 23:17
- This year we're going back to the ancient language of Latin and making it a required

course at GCC because we believe that the English language and its literature are based
and rooted in the foundational disciplines of Latin

23:45
-. And from JK through Gr 13, we teach the basics - the 3 Rs, we teach the disciplines, the

foundational equipment that is absolutely necessary for higher education

24:02
Our young people in grade 3 and 4 are reading as well as some university students from
other schools. Our students know how to write properly because they have been taught
the slope and the neatness ofproper writing

- 24:23
- Our students are learning to express themselves in complete sentences with good

grammatical construction. Our students are topping the courses in colleges and
universities, simply because (24 42) they have learned how to sacrifice and how to study
and learn .andày the ricô

- 24:49
GCC is under the direction of a group of 4 people: I and my wife, and Rev Charles
Farnsworth and his wife Betty - the four of us make up what is called the pastoral
committee

25:13
. We are responsible for the health and welfare, spiritual, academically, physically, of the

260 people under our care

- 25:30
\\ e ai e held by thc others as thr. ir authority w ate accepted as their authority, we are
respected stheir authority. And we are loved because we are their authority

- 25:48
I heliu tltt an indisidual is happiest and most inwardly secure when he looks up to,
reveres and follows an examp c of authority

26:04
Most men dream dreams and have inner aspirations, but not too many men see their
dreams come true, I believe that I am one of those fortunate men who in his lifetime sees
his dreams come true

- 26:30
-

. know that there is a greater sacrifice ahead, I know that all of us at GCC must deepen
our commitment we must go even further in our dedication because God isn't done with

7
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us yet, (26:50) hs got a lot more of his saciflce and his blessing ahead for eachone of
us

27:00
I have been blessed with a wife who has been truly a help-meet to me. She has gone
through heartache, suffering and pain alongside of me, but without her there is no way
that GCC could have come into being. We have been a team together and I thank God
for her life. And so I would like to conclude this tape with her voice, not mine.

Betty:

-. 27:51
the area on which Al has said very little is the life of our GCC community our staff

28:03
* It is written that: one can chase a thousand and two can put ten thousand to flight, and

basically that word has been our philosophy of our life together here at GCC

- 28:22
Al has said Staff remuneration is minimal to say the least, but yet there is a reward that
can't be measured in dollars and cents for all those that work together here with us.

28:39
There is no way to minimize that there is a sacrifice to living in this type of a community,
anyone, and we certainly do, who values a close family unit, and we certainly do, has a
certain degree of very real sacrifice, as they move into a larger family and much of the
indigenously little unit has to be put aside as we pick up a relationship with a greater
family called together to create an organism out of which a life can flow into which a 150
outside young people can move yearly and can be lifed by something that is rather
intangible to them, something beyond the classroom and the dining room, but just
through the life of an indigenous life giving community.

29:52
We know that life comes out of of sacrifice, not in masochistic sense, but somehow as we
lay down our lives, there is a reward that is far beyond the multiple of all our lives laid
down together. There is no way that the life the young people who come to our school
could be as deeply affected as they are, were it not that they sense a life that is bigger
than theirs, bigger than ours, but we see as the life of Christ as a community of people
who give their lives together at a degree of sacrifice for a purpose.

- 30:47
- As young people come to our school they sense very much the feeling of family and not

that of an institution, and we're grateful for that, as this is what we longed to be, a family
organism, something that is felt and not something we can just report about.
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- 31:OS
- We 1iio: that real things aie caught not taught. Deep abiding PrinciPles and so as we

live together we. trust that our life. tugether creates an abiding principle which our young
people can sense and by which they can be changcd. Its an exciting call, it's a difficult
one, but we're, gatful Thr th chance to be part of a group ofpcople.
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CourtFie Nob: 08CV-34710.0CP

ONTARIO
SuPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE

BETWEEN:

LISA CAVANAUGB, ANDREW IE-BYRNE,
RICHARD VAN DUSEN, MARGARET GRANGER and TIM.BLOC1LOCK

Plaintiffs

and

GRENVILLE CHRiSTIAN COLLEGE, ThE I?4CORPORATED SYNOD OF TUE
DIOCESE OF ONTARIQ, CHARLES FARNSWORTH, BETTY FARNSWORTH,
JUflY HAY TIlE EXECUTRIX FOR THE ESTATE OF J. ALASTAIR HAIG, and

MA].Y H1

Defendants

hi the matter of Proceeding Inatitüted Pursuant to
The Class ProceedingsAct,i.992, S.O. 1992, c.6

AFFIDAVIT 01? TIM BLACICLOCK
(Sworn October 13,20.10)

I, TIM BLACKLOCK, ofthe City ofKingston, in the. Province of Ontario, MAKE OATII
ANT) SAY as follows:

1. 1 am a proposed Representative Plaintiff in this action and as such have knowledge of the

matters hereinafter deposed to Theevidence contained in this Affidavit is based on my personal

knOwledge or on information provided to me, in. which ease I.indieate the source and believe it to

be true.
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l3aékground

2. Iwas born n May 4, t961. Igrewup iningston, Qntsrio
.. dwasraicd by my mother

- and father.

3.. Originaily,.1 bad attended LaSalk Secondary School ("LaSailà").in Kingston, Ontario
¯for.gn.de9. Ib.4. oar. attendance record at.LaSalle and idn't pass all ofmy classes. Around;

this same time, my mother began to do some research looking for a boarding sôhool with a

family environment that would ensurei.:attended classes and:also had a healthy religion base.

My mother camp across: Greovitle Christlal. CoUge (4(nviiW') in her research and phoned

them to request a brochure.

44 After.receiving and reviewing the brochure, my parents thought Grenvifle would be a

good school fbr me to attend and in September, .1976 I was enrolled in their grade 9 program. I

was reluctant to attend Orenville, but my father told me to try it out tbr a few weeks and that he

would come get mc ifI was.not happy at the school. I was enrolled at (irenvitle until the spring

ohl9il. I was fifteen years old.

My.A*rivala* Grenvifle.

While I attended Grenvifle, Father Al Haig was the headmaster and Father Farnsworth

was secønd in. command.

.6.. Since my family's home was in Kingston, Ontario and the Cirenville. school was in

Brockviiie% Ontario,, I was enrolled at .Gronville as aboardingstudent fl.c hoarding¯students

liyd on campus.
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7. Jbeiiev the main building at Orenville was two-storeys and had very high ceilings. The

ceilings were so high that when viewing the building from the ouwide, it Would apper 'to be at

least a three-storeybuilding. To get from one floor to the next,. you had to èlimb flights of

stairs. The first flight ascended in a northerly direction, an: the senond flight ascended inn
southerly direction with alandingin 'between the two flights.

8. When J first arrived at Grenville, a GrenvMo staffmember helped me unpack my things.

I had brought a carton ofcigarettes and' an alarm clock radio . witli These items, and any

other items that the staffmeniber didn't feel I should bay; Were confiscated

9. Also when I first arrivect, iwanted'to call myparents.. J recall that'thc only phone

available to students was a.pay phone Student' were:restrioted from making calls unless they'

had the permission ofthe stat!and any calls made had to be monitored bya staffmernberor a

senior student,

10.. When I exprcsse4 my desireto call iny:pa,ènts, theschool staffsuggested that I not cIL

In fact, my parents were even asked.to not cI1 inc atsehool because it u1d'minehomesick
and, since this was my first time away at school, the staffassured' my parents that they knew

what was best for me and bow t handle' me. lt was unexplained decisions such as this one:

72

which left me feeling abandoned.
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1.

Life as a Boarding Student
11, The n1e boarding students were housed in a one-storey building located to. the right

when you catered the..maiit driveway ("Dorm"). The Dorm ha4,;onc Iongiiallway with. many.

small rooms ofrof it.. Each ofthese small rooms bad a bnnk bed and a sink. Two male students

wouldoccupy each mont At the en4 ofththaU there was a bigger room which waswbere the

Dorm parents resided Mr and Mrs Phelan were the parents at my t)onn

12. I believe that there was a. parate4ormitory for the fetugde hoarding students, but ide

not know.wliei-e. it was. Since I was ainale student,i was not áliôwed to be. there.

l3 Ma boarding student, I lived in the Dorm and shar. m room with one other (3renv1fle

studeni; Robett Custudlo.. .1 recall that another boarding student who lived in the Dorm, I think

hs name was Celia, bad aileged.that he had been molested by his roommate, a boy named Glen

Dudley or Dudley (lien. After this allegation was made, I was approached and told ofthe abuse

by. a senior-sta-child.student by thename 0.Teriy teach. ("Leach"). Leach's parents were

both employed by Gretiville, but I do not recall in what capacity.

14. Lcch told me that the, school wanted to expel Colin's.alkged molester, but it did not

want the.bad press to. damage nvili&s reputation. Leach ad,vised that h.had aplan and that I

Wou14 be looked upon favourably if I went along with it. Leach's plan was forme.to get into a

fight with. the alleged molester, which would get. him sent hoine.thr fighting, but for which I

wou14notbepunisbed. ldecided.to go along with Leach's plan.
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15. It was arranged that Terry the alleged molester and myselfwere aioue in¯a room

together. The alleged mOlester and I began to fighL Anytime the áliegedmo1eter started toget

an advantage over me, Leach would pull him offofme and hold him so I could hit him, The

following day, .th alleged molester was senthome for fighting :and the enmolestathm
accusation was covered up.

Typical Day at Grenville

16. A typical day at Grenville included: getting up early, changing into your uniform, eating

breakfast, attending a church service inThe morning, atteuding clas.a, eatinghirb,participating

in recreational activities, eating dhmer, and attending a church.setvicc after dinner After church.

I remember going tomy room to get ready for bed and chatting with myroommate. .1 dor?t.
recall doing anything else atnight and believe that the lights were pretty arty.

II

17, Most ofthe time, I was not lucky .enough to be allowed to participate in the reereational

activities. Instead, this. is when 1 would be expected to goto the pgbarn The Grenvile staff

were aware that I came from a fanning background and.becausc of this I was expected to do

chores at the barn, Some of the staff children and some of the other students that were being

punished would also do these ehorea. The 'chOreaincluded opening dOnated spo1ied dairy food

and cleaning the plgpena.

18. When I was allowed to partidpate. in the.recreaiiOnal activities, I recall playing

1588
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badminton and cross-country skiing.
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Abuse

19. Exactly two weeks to the day after I had airived at (Irenvifle, [snuck over to the pay

-4 phone without being seenby the staf.:und secretly asked thepperatorto place along-distance

.collict,call to my fàthet ltôld him that 1 was not happy .atthe school and asked hiti'tø cone

pcicme;up. My father declined and told me to. stick It out for. the whole school year.

2O Immediately after.th telephone call iomy. father, I snuck away to a nearby store to

purchase:somecigaettes. Since my father had refused to. ome and get me, I devised a new

plan: to. get kikeci out for srn.olthg. I figured that ifI could manage to get'Jdcked out, my father
would have to come and get inc.

21. When I returned to Oreaville from the store, my Dorm. father, Mr. Phelon, could smell the

cigarette smoke on me and asked me if I had beimioldng I told him I bad been. .Mr Phelan

tookme to Father Farnsworth to disenss my punishment

22. When I told Father Fa nsworth' at' I had been smoking, Father Pam. orth asked me

what I thought mypunihtoent. sheuldbc. I remember responding tlmat.i shotild be expelled.

Father Famnswoxtb explained tbat.he had something else, in niin4 and this iswheni learned that

punishment was.not gatting kicked out, it was getting beaten with the paddle. Whiie.ea1m1y

explaining my punishment to me, Irecall Father nsworth walldimg over to where the paddle

was hanging on the wall. He reached.. for the paddle.an4 toOk it down off ithe waiL. He

proceeded to tell me the story ofbow someone be.knew at.tbe Community ofJesus bad. made the

.7,5

paddle espec iaity for him.
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23. The wooden paddic was also.known as 'Lnie" it was 'called "LOuW' because.the word

"Louie' was burned into the wood. This paddie'washorne.nade spe callyto administer

punishment The paddle was made foxn a piece ofhardwood that was approximately I 4 to2

inches thick and bad a bandle,that cOuld be swung with both hands, similar to the way onewould

swing a baseball bat; There were holes drilled into The woOd to prevent any nterferencefroxn the

wind and to permit a clean. swing.

24. We continued to. have anonnal conversation about the discipline about hIch .1 was about.

to receive and how it was to occur. We did not discuss how many times I wasgoing to get hi

: with the paddle. I recall thinking thatl was only going to get hit one time since,,at that fimO, I

thoughtFather' Farnsworth had been reasonable in explaining to 'me that.getting hit withthe

paddle was the consequenceofmy breaking the rules. I accepted that 'I shoutd'be punished.

25. On 'this occasion, I walked over to the high-back leather Cbafr,.. stood on my tiptoes ...and

bent over it I placed my arms on the arms ofthe chair and Mr. Phelan put his weightonmy

arms ashe placed one knee anthe seat of the chair. Iwas warned not to struggle. irecall being

told that for my own safety I should not move or' drop down 'to mytoes while I was being

paddled because, ill did, I could 'be beaten across the back. At this point I realized that Mr.

Phelan was applying a lot more pressure to my armsThat 1 thought was necessary.

26. Getting beat witb the paddle is an experience I have never forgotten.

27. 1 recall that after the first time Father Farnsworth hit mc, I looked to Mr. Pbnian to release

my arms, but he didn't. Then, I was hitagamu. Irememberlooking. into the'eyes oTh4r. ?helan,
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Mr. Pblan simply looked away as: I was repeatedly hit. I was severely concerned for my life. I

stopped breathmg and was beyond crying 1 was in complete shock I had strong ghiteal
- muscles which I had clenched for the llrstfewhits. However,Iwas.hit so many times that I

remember nOt .cven.being üble to. c1endi these muscles anymore to protect.myselffrom these

blows.

28. I received no less than.ten. and no more than jt:. enty full swings from the wooden paddle

that day

29. As a result ofbeing paddled, I sobbed quick breaths for the remainder of the day and. for -

most ofthe night. When I returned to rn room, I recall showing.my roommate the damage that

was.done.. I was left bláck.and blue from the back ofmy knees to the ofmy back. 1 could

not sit dow:. without pain for many weeks. To this day IfI close my eyes.I can go back to the

pain aJf 1 was feeling in. seconds.

¯ 30. 1 also recall eatingbreakis.ttbe fo1Iowingnoxnmn iwas staring at Father I-{aig

wondering how he could have let this happen tome Father Thug noticed my stare and smiled

.:back atme as if.hbad.n:o idea why I was staring athim. Looking back, I don't think Father

Farnsworth ,:discussed my.discipline with Father Haig. In any even, I was, shcked that two

seemingly sensil?Je..rnen administered such a brutal beating. in the way that they had. I'have

stopped trusting sensibleseemingrnen in. all posit onsof authority, especially the ones who were
supposed, to be religious.after this.incident occurred..
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3.1. Despite b:eiug punished for sinokinga few ofinyfellow classmates and I decided to

continue smoking and bouhtniore cIgarettes. On Sunday afternoons, we woüktsnek off Into.
the fields on our way back from the ¯¯to smoke. The':pig. smell would help mask the smell of

the cigarettes and prevent us from Ii :er punIshment.

lunning Away

32. On another occasion, the Grenville stafftried to beat me after Mrs. Phelan had fáund me
in her aparbnent. I had.borrowed apairofscissors and had promised to retern them to Mrs.

Fhelan promptly after I had usód'them. When I kucked on my Dorm parents' door to return the

scissors, no one answered. The door had been left slightly ajar I entered the room and set the

scissors down. As I turned to leave, theard Mrs. Phelan walking down the balL I knew that ebe
would not understand why I was in her room and beganto run. Ibelieved that shewouldnot
admit to leaving her door ajar

33. This was the first time I tried to rim away from Granvi1Je. 1 heard from my fellow
classmates and do verily believe that the Grenville staff searched for me, but could not find inc

I had hitchhlked all the way to Prescott, Ontario which was approximately 20 kilometres away

from the schol.

34. Evenreally, I returned to Grenvlflà. L.managed to return tomy room without being:seen..

I hid In my room undcr.some clothes in my clOset.

35. Once the staffcaught me1 they brought me before Father Farnsworth for my punisb±neat.

This time, when Father Farnsworth and the beat me withthepaddle; I fought

back. I threw a lamp at Fatbar Farnsworth and tried to jump out oi third-stot'wirdow.in
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FatherParnsw9rtWs offien. Ithought.1 would be able to grab onto the fire escape, but even if I

had fallen to the ground, it would have been better than being beaten .with the paddle. There was

no way Iwas going to get the paddle agaiit

36. eföre I reached the window) .Mr.Phejan tackled inc. Mr.Phelan and Father Farnsworth

struggled to.pinine down.io. enforce theirpirnishnient. After several minutes of strnggling,

Father Farnsworth instructed Mr Phelan to go to the grade 13 class and recruit the assistance of

two ofthe staffmembers.' kids. Thean two kids were big..

37. When Mr. Phelan returned with these two kids the four ofthe. continued to fry and pin

nie down. Each of them was trying to grab an arm or a leg, but as soon as one o:them would let

go,. the other three were not strong enough to hold .me for the fourth to administer the blows from

the paddle. We canreto.a standoffand I recall feeling tired and like I was going to have a heart

attack, Iwas able in negotiate the end ofthe struggIe. by telling Father Farnsworth I would

accept the paddle only if the.others were notholding me.

[ 'walked to the chair, went upon my tip toes, bent over the chair and. held the arms ofthe

chait myseLf. Father Parns.wotth walked over and ever so slightly gaye.ine only one tap with the
paddle. He then directed me and the two staffkids to return to class. i recall the sight of the

room as I was leaving, everyone was sweating and.1 hadrippad the shirt buttons offofamniost

everyon&s shirts. Butmost.of all,, I recall that I bad survived.

9. Th tins4ay,.I don't know why iatber.,EamswoTth did not beat me, but i'm sure that

1593
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something happened to have changed his mind. Whatever it was,.[ wa sure glad that it had.
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Embarrassment

40. I remember being gathered togóther with my fellow classmates to withess Other students

being punished by the Grenville stafit My understanding was that 'the purpose ofhaving meand

my fellow classmates watch wasto fiuTherembarrass and humiliate the students being.punisbed.

41. I recall one occasion when Tim Haig, the son ofFather Haig, was eanght'holdhig hands

with a female student, the daughter ofMr. and MrsLeah. Both Tim and the female student

were ordered to stand up on either side of the chapel in the school where they were ridiculed in

front of the entire student body for approximately fifteen mimites These two students were

forbidden from ever being alone together ain. I recall crying: from 'the embarrassment and

humiliation that these two students were subjected to

RU

42. I also remember seeing Mr. and Mrs. Leach watching theirdaughter getridiculed. Mi.

Leach's eyes were red with sadness as he helplessly looked on. A strong belief of the

Community of Jesus is that parents are not capable ofdiscipliningtheir own children because

they are mirror images ofthemselvea. Therefore, it was necessary to let someone else .discIpiine

your children and accept this disciplino as somethirg that was normal and in their best interest.

At the Community ofJesus, it is considered normal for children to be removed fret their

patents' home and placed in the homes ofpeople who will administer¯pun15bn3ent and discipline

the children deserve, ifneeded. The Leaches were staffmembers, and all staffmembers played

bythe rules, even if it'Wàs their owudaughter.

43, After the embarrassment ofthesetwn students was completed, all the students went to

church. I believe that the female student was told to leave the church 'and pack her things
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because she was goinglo be seii:, away:frorn the sol ibr a lbw weeks to. the Cominunity.of

3csus, When the female, student tótutned to Oenville about two week later, she seemed: to have.

changed: she wouldn't even kok.at Tint Bidg. To me, itappearedas though sh was missing the

glow she bad tefore this incident occuxrecL

it

44. .As.for TimHaig,J believe be remained at Grenviile. I am not sure ifhe received any

punishment. It is likely that the staffwould have blamed the girl for initiating the conduct and,

not so much Tim Haig, as boys were. always told. that we could not help ourselves. Girls, on the

other hand, would bo..assurned to have bprorniscuous.

Another Attempt to. Run. Away

45. Dudgthewinter of l976J had grown tired of living in constant.fear and attenipted to

run away from Grenvifle and return home, Mthough I.really didn't tnist.rny parents anymore, I

Thought I wssa cr at home Than at. (3enviIle,. Myselfand.two. other .stu4ents, who also wanted

to leave Grenville, followed some nearby railroad tracks towards Brockville, Ontario While we

were waiidngJ received, w1i believe . have been, a severe case of frost bite. Although I was
wearing a good pair ofwinter boots, gloves and a warm coat, the portion of.my legs from my

knee to just below my jacket was only protected by my corduroy pants. This part Ofmy legs had

become frozen to the point where they bad lost all sensation

46. I also recall one of the other tw'o students actually Ml asleep on the railroad tracks. 1

realized that a tram was approaching and pulled him offofthe tracks
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47. When we were found by the Grenville staffat theBrockvllic.train station, I learned That

the ta1Thad seen us much earlieton. Thstead of proachi us earlier on, the staffit us walk
- all the way to the train station despite theweather conditions..

48. When ireturned to the school, the staffhadme spud the night in a.hot'bath. iwas not

seen by a doctor and my parents were notnotified. Myparentacrenotevennotified.thatiran

away.

49,. Eventually, these two fflow students wete expelled from Grenville.

Light Sessions

SO. I also remember events thatwere referred to as ¶tight sessioiis'. Light sessions took place

in the middle ofthenight Older students would shine tiashlights in tb.c faces ofyounger

students who were expected toe nThss something; Until a confessinn was made, thesttident was

not permitted to returnto their bed.

51. I recall tw naccutive nIghts when 1waswdken up and akentoarooinwbetealiht

was shined in my face and I was repeatedly asked 'vhat 'was wrong and forced to pray and.

confess. 1 made up some sins because I knew that only after obeying could I xctum to my bed to

sleep. This light session:was held by one ofthe senior stuffchildren, who I later learned was a

Earnswonh.

52. On the second night, I recall asking why I was being woken up. The response I received

was that earlier in the day I wasseen witha sad lOok onmy ,face tried to explain that my
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expression was because I.bactbeen wokenup the prey usnightand was tired during the day.

But .agafn wit Iconfessed lw, nOt. allowed to go back tôsleep.

Retus 1 to Return

53. In June, 1977, after I had completed a full year.at (3renv111e, the school officials fried to

cOnvince my pa ents 10 allow me. to stay at Grenviiie for the summer months I refused. Instead,

iwas enrolled at a Catholic schOol in Kingston, Ontario.. Aftet a few months at thIs new school,

I quit because of the negative attitude I had developed towardsreligion while I was at Grenville.

4. As aresultofmy experience atGreirville, I have devaloped. feolings of betrayal towards

my parents for sending me there.. I ao...longer believe that n.y parents could. cc choices for my

well-being, I lost.afl interest in.educatión and left home at the age ofseventeen. Since that time

I have learned to lend far.myself. I also lost trust f people;in positionsofauthority, includllng

priests or nilnistersof arty kind.

55 .1 do not believe that the educatiOn ofstudents was. thc.prhnary goal ofthe staffat

Grenville Instead, the goal at Grenville was to recruit people for a lifetime ofdonations or

seryices, for the benefit of Orenvillo and/or the Community ofJesus. These goals were sought to

be fulfilled by sutjectin students to embarrassment, physical abuse and psychological abuse,

JRniCaS .*.Represenbtive.Plaintiff

56. 1 am prepared to act as a keprcscntathreilaintiff.on behalfOf all the former students of

Grenyiile.Christian College.
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57. 1 further understand that the major steps. iti a class action are cnerally as.

a Commencement of the action by issuance ofaStatetnent:,oiClaim.,.whieh was 4one

in This case on January iS, 2008 and subsequentlya ended;

l, Motion for Certification;

e. Notice to the Class of Certification and the right to opt out;:

d. Discovery ofDocuments (lisiofrcle/atdocuments);

e. Examination for Discovery awyers asking me questions);

f. Pre-Thal Conference (where a judge may hOip. the parties explore possibility Of

settlement);

g. Trial ofthe common issues;

Ii. Notice to the Class because individual partieij.ation is required;

I. Deteñnination of individual.lssues (J understand that who gets bow uch is decided

as this stage);

j. Distribution ofproceeds ofresoli tion by way ofjndgrnentorsettlement;

ic, Appeal. a (at various stages); and,

1. Settlement (ifat any thne4

58. 1 also understand that, in agreeing:to seek and accept an appointment by the Court as:a..

Representative Plaintiff, it is my rosponsibility among otherthlngs.:

a. To become familiar with the issues to be decided by the Court;

b. To review the Statement of Claim and amendments thereto;

c. To assist in the preparation and execution of an Aflidavitin support of the Motion

for Certification;

d. To attend, ifnecessry,:with counsel for cross-cxanlitatltin on theAffidavit;
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¯e To .at1e14 ifnecessary, with ,counsól for an Examination for .Discoveiy. where I

will be a*ed questions;

.f Toattend, ifnecessry withpreparation and execution Ofan Affidavit .f
Documents (listing documents I have);

g To attend ifnecessary, with counsel at a trial and give evidence regarding the case;

K To receive .brieflrgsfrom class counsel;

To express, in some circumstanCes, my opinion on the strategy to class counsel,

j To express my opinion to class counsel and tOtlie Court of'offers to settle;

Jc. To express my opirnon to class counsel and to the Court f settlement positions are

to be formulated; and, -

1. Toasthst.in.the preparation ofand signanAffidavitin support of Court approval .Oi

any settlement.

59. 'To date lie taken the..tliowing steps and agree tp fairly and adequately represent the

interests of the class members:.

a. 1 retained M&.Merritt, Mr. Raikes and Mr. Haber to act as counsel;

b I ana member ofthe SteeringCommittee for the .actlon,. ofwhich meetings I

attend regularly;

c, I have discussed this uction with othermembers of the class and members of the

Steering Committee;.

4. I have read and commented upon the Statement ofClaim;

e. I.aided indratingtiiis Affidavit.
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60. I intend to take the following steps to continue to fairlyand. adequately represent the

interests ofthe class members;

a. To interact with other class members, receive their input and generally act as a
filter for information forclass.coonsel;

b. To attend intbrmation meetings, and to continue to attend SteedngCOmnlittee

meetings;. and

C. 0 instrUct counseL

61. I have reviewed Th Litigation Plan, attached to the Notice ofMotiOn as&hdule "A",

which includes, amongother things, Notice to the Class Members ifthe action is certifiecL I

have reviewed the notice program and believe that, ifimplemented, it would notify a majority of

the class members.

62. I understand the common :is$nes being asserted by counsel are as follows:

a. Did the Defendants owe a duty ofcare to the Plaintiffclasses?
b. Did the Defendantsbrcach the duty ofcare owedtoThe'Piaintiffs?

c Did the Defendants owe..duciary obligations totbe Plaintif1?
d. Did the Defendants bteah their fiduciary obligations to the. Plaintiffs?

e. Are the corporate Defendants vicariously liable føt the conduct Ofthe indMdual

Defendants and staffofthe Grenvthe Christian COllege?

f. Does the conduct ofthe Defendants merit an award ofpunitive claniages?

63. 1 have reviewed the LitigatiOn Plan, attached as Schedule "A" to the Notice ofMotion,

which class counsel have developed.to advance the proceeding. Jo not have any expertise
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'hich woti 4 permit me to tethe. legal aspects ofthis plan, butl acc.ept.that this plan has

been foniudated;by class counsel and thatthey will b.e.ur ing the (owt. to. adopt it.

64.. I believe that I can fairly and adequately represent the interests ofthe Class, and Lam

committed to .fufliiling my resp.nsibiHties.

65. 1 belkve. that. a class procecding..is preferable to requiring each student and his/her family
*

to bring an indhidual.ciá .againsuheDefendants. Many oftheiorm.er students would not be

able to aflbrd the cost ofsuch litigation.. There are others who are stil. very emotionally troubled

by what happened to them at (3renvi11e Christian Colleg, and forcing them to bruig an
individual action:may re-victimize them.

66.. I further believe that,the 1brmertudents that ihave spoken with prefer a class

proceeding.

- 67. I.make this A. davit,iu support.ofthe motion to certify this. action as a class proceeding

and. for no other or improper pwpose.

SWORN BEFORE ME at the City of
Kingston, in the Province of Ontario,
this 1 3 day of October, 2010.

TIM BLACKLOCK
(or as may be)

Susan C. Powley. a Commissioner,
for taiing oaths. Actin5 City Clerk
The Curporation of the City of Kingston.
Section 1 (2) (1), R.S.O. 1990 c Cu
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cry for their shame, for them be:tng humiliated you know.

So yes, it had an effect on me, an emotional effect.

31. Q And that i another category of conduct that

you consider to be abusive?

A. Yes, eDctremely.

2. Q. And that you consider to be significant to

your claim?

A. Sure.

33. Q. And bear in mind when I say your claim I only

mean what you say was done wrongly to you as opposed to

other members of the class that might have come later?

A. I just experienced it by watching it and it

had a negative ffe.ct on me of course..

34. Q. I just want to maice sure that we're clear

that when I say your claim I'm re.erring to you

specifically?

A. Sure.

5. Q. And then at paragraph 50 of your Affidavit

and following you describe events that were rferred to

as "light sessions'?

A. Correct.

36. Q. Were they referred to as "light sessions" at

the time?

A. I was woke up in the middle of the night - -

37. Q. Sorry, did students call them at the time you

I

1
I
Li
LI

I

I
I
I
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were there, were students referring to these events as

"light sessions"?

A. I didn't know that they had a name at the

time.

38. Q. That's fine, I just wanted to clarify where

the name comes from. But in any event you describe these

sessions of being woken up in the night and having lights

shone in your eyes and forced to confess sins and all

that stuff, we can generally call those "light sessions"

for today?

A Okay, yes.

39. Q. That is another type of abusive conduct that

you were subjected to?

A. That's correct.

40. Q. And it's also significant to your claim?

A. Correct.

41. Q. I assume that these "light SessionS"

contributed to this environment of fear and intimidation

you described?

A. Exactly.

42. Q. And then after the "light sessions" in your

Affidavit you talk about your refusal to return and going

to this other Catholic school and quitting there. And

you talk about some of the impact that all of this

conduct has had but there isn't as I see it any other

8
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major type of abusive conduct. 1-Jave I covered off all

the types of abusive conduct you were. subjected to?

A. I was not -- not exactly, I ran away from

school.

43. Q, But that's nt abusive conduct to be fair, so

that's what I'm trying to focus on and you will I promise

get an opporttmnity to tell the whole story. But I need

to understand exactly what your evidence is first. So in

terms of types of abusive conduct, other than what we've

already talked about, what was left or what else

happened?

A. I didn't get proper medical attention.

44. Q. And this is when you had the frostbite?

A. Well I don't know if it was frostbite, my

legs were froze solid, enough to rip my pants.

45. Q. But that's the inc&dent?

A. Yes.

46. Q. The failure to give you proper medical

attention will be another major type of abusive conduct,

correct?

A. Yes.

47. Q. Anything else?

A. Not that comes to mind.

OFF RECORD DICUSSION

BY MR. ADAIR
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when you got divorced?

A. Fourteen.

135. Q. Let me take you back to your time at

Grenvilj,e - - -

A. Excuse me, we weren't officially divorced, we

were separated.

136. Q. Fair enough, thank you. Will you have a look

for me at paragraph 8 of your Affidavit sir, describing

your arrival at Grenville and the cigarettes and the

alarm clock radio.

A. Yes.

137. Q.. Those items I take it were Qonfiscated, the

cigarettes and alarm clocic?

A. Correct.

138. Q. What other items were confiscated at the

time?

A. I don't believe I had a camera. The alarm

clock was a gift from an uncle.

139. Q. sorry, what other items were confiscated?

A. Yes, I don't recall.

140. Q. Is it your best rcolloction that some things

were confiscated and you just can't remember what or that

the only things that were confiscated were the cigarettes

and the radio?

A. I believe to the best of my knowledge that it
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3

4

was just the cigarettes and the alarm clock radio, yes.

141, Q. Do you remember who the staff member was?

A. No.

142. Q. Do you remember whether r not they explained

to you why the cigarettes and radio were being taken

away?

A. Well the cigarettes you know I was under age,

I shouldn't have had them so any adult would have taken

them from me.

143. Q. Just so we're clear, what I'm asking right

now is whether anyone told you why. I understand that

reasoning and it seems sensible but di they tell you why

they were taking it?

A. It was against school rules.

144. Q. Pnd how about for the radio?

A. Same thing, that was-- I could understand

the cigarettes -but I couldA't understand not being able

to iisten to the radio.

145. Q. But regardless o your reaction to whether

the confiscation was appropriate, it was explained to you

in each case that those items were against school rules?

A. I wasn't aware that you couldn't take a radio

to school.

146. Q. Sorry, someone explained that to you, these

things are against school rules and therefore I am taking

1631
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them?

A. I don't recall. I remember having a

conversation with the person. They said they were going

to help me unpack but they pretty much unpacked, okay.

147. Q. And the conversation that you had was it in

any way intimidating or heated or was it a normal

conversation?

A, Well it was sort of i my - - I felt my

privacy you know when somebody is getting in all your

stuff, I felt that you know I remember feeling a little

bit violated.

148. Q. Btt the conversation was carried on in normal

tones of voice, there was no yelling or anything like

that?

A. No, I believe it to' be normal, yes.

149. Q. Did you walk away feelnq like you had been

intimidated in any way by th staff member?

A. I believe that the rules were reinforced or

were explained to me that you couldn't smoke obviously

and they didn't want us listening to music I guess.

150. Q I take it your parents were not aware you

were taking cigarettes with you?

A. No.

151. Q. I take it your parents would no.t have

approved if they had been aware?

649
1632
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A. Correct..

152. 0. And as you've said you were under age? I
153. : :wouid you agree with me that it was 1

appropriate to take the cigarettes away in the

circumstances?

A. I agrees

154. Q. And I take it your view is that it was not

appropriate to take the radio? I
A. Yes,I didnt believe that to be fair and it

was never returned..

l55 Q. Moving on to paragraph 9, you describe

wanting to. telephone your parents?

A. Yes.

156, Q.. And. who would you have to go to for

permission in order to make a phone call? ¯1
A.. My dorm. parents..

157. . That would be the Phelans? I
A. The Phelans, yes.

158. Q. Did you ever have occasion to ask them for I
permission?

A. I don't recall.

159.. Q. Do you recall whether you ever did make any I
phone calls home over the course of that entire year?

A. I recall making one phone call but somebody ¯1¯
L..

I
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374. Q. We're not going to get anywhere with this --

that's ine, just leave it alone.

Para.graph 26, you say: "Getting beat with the

paddle is an experience I have never forgottenhl. I take

it that's because of the severity and the pain?

A. Yes.

375. Q. And the sort of feeling that you were being

violated by a someone in a position of authority?

A. I was being held. by an adult in his forties -

376, Q. And beaten?

A. And being beaten by another adult in his

forties with something that was comparable to my memory

to similar to a cricket racket or something you know.

377. Q. And. there was no question in your mind at the

time that that number of strokes with that force and that

paddle was abusive?

A, No doubt, I'm an adult I've raised Icids,

I've coached hockey, ball; I've never laid a hand on any

of my kids.

378. Q. At the time you had no doubt it was abusive?

A. At the time t wa in shock. When it was over

I needed medical attention

379. Q And. you had no doubt at the time that that

was abusive, you expected one stroke

I

I
I
I
I
I
I.
I
I
I
I
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A. Yes, it was absolutely ridiculôu. I looked

up at the gi.iy's eyes that was holding me and I couldn't

believe he was still holding me. This guy is supposed to

be my dorm father.

380. Q. And you knew from the moment that. the beating

ended, at least from that moment if not before, that you

were injured?

A. Oh yes.

381. Q. And you say in paragraph 27, YOU say, I think

you'll have to go over to the next page, you say right at

the top there page 8, "I was severely concerned for my

life", do you see that?

A. Yes,

382. Q. So do I take it you were genuinely concerned

for your life while you were being beaten?

A I quit breathing at some point. I was

counting, you know, one and then it went two nd then I

was keeping count and you know anybody can oount to ten

pretty easy and I lost count.

383. Q. I'm not suggesting that you didn't have, good

reason to be concerned, all I'm asking you to do is

¯ 1 22 confirm that this is not some wild exaggeration, you were

23 genuinely concerned for your life?

24 A. Yes.

25 384. Q. Now this was all of course punishment for

-

I
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1 smoking, correct?

2. A. Yes. I
3 385. Q. And you were not given, any warnings I take

4 it, this was the first time you'd been caught smoking?

5 A. This was the first time, yes.

6 386, Q, You were not given any warning?

7 A.. No. I8 387. Q. You were just uiarched in and beaten?

9 A. Yes. I
10 388. Q. You were a brand new student at the time?

11 A. Two weeks in. I
12 389. Q. And you were. beaten to the point where you

13 were afraid for your life, correct?

14. A. I was afraid they would never stop hitting

15 me,

16 390. .
Q. As you said I was severely concerned for my

17 life, correct?

18 A. For my health and my life, I don't know., whel
19 you're a kid I was scared to death, what do you call

20 that.
- I

21 391. Q. Paragraph 29 you say that when you went back

22 to your room that day you showed your roommate the datuag

23 that had been done,, do you see that?

24 A. Yes.

25 392. Q. And so I take it you told your roommate I

1
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immediately what had happened?

A. Yes, he saw what hppenod.

393. Q. And you told him about the story basically?

A. Yes.

394. Q. This was at the time a fairly small sohool,

there wouldn't have been that many Grade 9 students for

example?

A. You know I don't know how many people were

there.

395. Q. Was it an environment in which word of this

kind of thing would spread reasonably quickly?

A. Yes. See by me telling my roommate or

showing my roommate the damage I'm pretty sure he would

have went and Whispered stuff around and that would

create the air f fear and intimidation for anybody else

doing anything wrong, you wouldn't be1ieve what happened

to this kid you know.

396. Q. Because if everyone knows that that kind of

punishment is being handed out - -

A. If it's in the air yes.

397. Q. --- it's a pretty strong deterrent for them

not to do it?

A. For sure, yes.

398. Q. How did your roommate react, what did he say

back to you?
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I A. I. don't recall what he said, I have spoken

2 tO him recently nd asked him if he remembered and he

3 said he definitely does and that he's never been the

4 same.

5 399, Q. This is to Mr. Costudie?

6 A.. Costudo, yes.

400. Q. Arid where is he living?

8 A. In Bermuda.

9 401. 0. And do you have a phone number or email

1.0 address for him?

11 A. Hets on Facebook if you want to look him up.

12 402. 0. Is that how you got hold of him?

13 A, Yes, and I also asked him if .- - -

14 403. Q. Sorry, just before you get there, did you

15 message him or). Facebook, that's how you got hold of him?

16 A. Yes.

17 404. Q. Could you produce for us the response that he

18 sent to you, your email to him and the response he sent

19 to you?

20 A. Yes.

21 405. Q. I should tell you this is a question for your

22 lawyer so I don't

23 A. No problem. I sent actually a copy to

24 Loretta of our conversation.

25 406. Q. Mx'.. Vogel, will you produce that for us

1673
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1 538. Q. You move on in your Affidavit and begin

2 talking about these "light sessions"?

3 A. Correct.

4 539. Q. And you say

5 ul also remember events that were

6 referred to as "light sessions"?

7 A. Correct.

8 540. Q. Who referred to them as "light sessions"?

9 A. During the school year when I was there I

10 didn't know what they were called. All I know is you

11 were woke up

12 541. Q. Sorry, just before we get into dscribing it,

13 I'm not trying to cut you off, who referred to them as

14 "light sessions" and when?

15 A. They were explained to me as "light sessions"

16 on Factnet. And I didn't realize what they were talking

17 about until they described what a "light session" was and

18 I had experienced it. So I referred to them after that

19 as "light sessions".

20 - I wasn't tapped on the shoulder and said you're

21 going to a "light session", I just remember being sound

22 asleep, woke up and took into a brightly lit room and

23 told to confess, that I had things to confess. And I

24 didn't know what they were talking about so I made some

25 stuff up so I could go back to bed.

88
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1 542. Q. So they were not referred to at the time as
2 "light sessions"? 1
3 A. I didn't know what they were called.

4 543. . And other than what you've. told me just now 1
5 and what's in your Affidavit, is there anything else of

6 'ligtt 1aignifiance to tell me about the sessions" and

7 wb.at too] place,. you were woken up in the night, made to

8 confess?

.9 A. You couldn't go hack to bed until you did 1
10 some sort of confession. .

ii 544. Q. And it was older students doing this to you? I
12 A. I believe so, yes, well they were older for

13 sure.

14 .545. Q. Not staff members?

15. A. I believe they were children of staff

16 members. I17 546. Q. And. did any of these other ¯tudents ever tell

18 you any of the names of staff utetrthers on whose behalf

19 they were doing this?

20 A. No.

21 547 Q. They didn't say I'm doing this because

22 Farnsworth told me to? .

23 A. No.

24 548. Q. They didn't say I'm doing this because

25 A. No, I heard that, no, I heard that one of

I
I
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them, one of the Farnsworth boys was going through to be

a minister or something and this was something that tlhey

were whatever, I don't know, helping people.

549. Q. When did you hear that?

A. That was - when we discused - - I discused

it in you know I got woke up last night right, and they

said well yes., one of the Farnsworth kids ate

550. Q. Training to be something?

A. Something religious, yes.

551, Q. And who told you that?

; It might have been my toommate, it might have

been another kid in the dorm, I don't know,

552. Q. It was well known that these plight sessions

were taking place?

A. Well they happened to me but I never asked

anybody else if it happened to them.

553. Q, You did talk to your roommate about it?
- A. I would - - we talked about pretty much

everything

554. Q. And your roommate would be a couple of feet

away from you, these weren't big rooms were they?

A. Nd, we would have been in the. same rooms yes.

555, Q. So he presumably would have been'awar.e that

you had been woken up and made to confess?

A. The next day, you know would hare told him.
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1 56. Q. He wouldri't have heard it in the night,

2 s.ombody conthg into your room and dragging you out of I
3 bed?

4 A. No, no, I didn't dragged bed. I Iget out of

5 got tapped on the shoulder, come with me. You know it

6 was reasonable. I wasn't dragged out of bed. But I

7 didn't know where I. was going or why I was going.

8 557. Q. But you would tell your rOommate the next

9 day? I
10 A. We would have talked about it for sure.

11 558. Q. And did he ever express to you any shock and I
12 say this isn't happening to anybody else, what's going on

13 with you?

14 A. No, he didn't say anything like that that I

15 recall.

16 559. Q. Did he seem to react in a way that indicated I
17 he had also experienced this kind of thing?

18 A. No, he was very cautious nt to get in any

19 kind of trOuble.

20 560. Q. Pid he at any time suggest he had heard of I
21 other people being subjected to this?

22 A. I don't remember.

23 561. Q. Did you ever hear of anyone else being

24 subjected to it?

25 A. I don't remember. I
I
I
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1 stopped, again that means that anybody who attended after

2 that time had a different experience from what you had,

3 correct?

4 A. I would believe so.

5 692. Q. And that a major part of your claim, this

6 emotional humiliation, is missing from their's, correct?

7 A. I would say that -- yes, I didn't get

8 emotionally humiliated like I witnessed * -

9 693. Q. But you saw it happen and that was upsetting

10 and in some ways embarrassing and abusive even to

11 everybody who witnessed it, correct?

12 A. Yes, it put some fear and intimidation into

13 you, right, yes, yes.

14 694. Q. Now I'm not going to ask you to have a look

15 at these unless your Counsel would like you to but there

16 is an affidavit that's been sworn in this matter by a

17 Reverend Byron Gilmore. Rave you had a chance to read

18 that?

19 A. I don't think I've eer ¯- the name doesn't

20 sound familiar and I don't recall ---
-

21 695. Q. It's not jumping out at you?

22 A. What's that?

23 696, Q. Reading an affidavit of hi is not jumping

24 out at you?

25 A. No, well there was - - I had some affidavits
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VIcToRY
VERBATIM REPORTING SERVICES

T.J. Blacklock - 12

2

3

4

S

S

7

B

9
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11
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14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22
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24

25

A. He asked me if I had seen the Globe

and Mail news articles. I said I had not. He said

that there was a lot of alleged abuse going on, and

I said to him, "Were you never beaten?", and he

said, "No." He was a day student who went home at

night. He said he had heard the rumours, but that

he had actually never knew o anyone.

65. Q. And was that the substance of it?

A. Very much so, yes.

66. Q. Now, what I want you to do is list

for me, to the best of your ability, the practices

that went on at Grenville while you were there which

troubled you. And just so you understand my

question, I don't want to hear about a lot of things

you read on the Internet thirty years later. I want

to. know about the practices you were either a

victim, if you will, of, or that you understood wnt

on while you were there that troubled you. Can you

start by telling me about them?

A. Well...

67. . Q. And we will get into specific

incidents, but I want to try to get the categories

first, if I can.

A. Everybody had short hair cuts. We

all wore grey pants and white shirts and some sort

1781
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T.J. Blacklock - 13

i of, I believe, a green plaid tie. We were all to

I 2 dress identical.

3 68. Q. What, didn't you like the tie, or..

1 A. It was new to me. But, anyway, I

understood that it was so that some people didn't

I dress better than others. It was to make everyone

I eqi.ial. It is not a bad philosophy, I guess. It

didn't really trouble me, but that was, you know,

9 that was the

10 69. Q. Well, coming from the environment

I you came from of the public school, did you resent

12 the dress code?

1 13 A. I didn't know how to tie a tie, but

I 14 I learned.

70. Q. Well, were you okay with the drss

16 code, or did you...

17 A. Eventually, yes.

I 16 71. Q. So, are you telling me that, at

19 first, you didn't like it and/or resented it, but,

20 in time, you just accepted it?

A. Everybody accepted it.

22 72. Q. Okay. What else?

23 A. Just a lot of disciplinary. You had

24 to ask to do everything.
I

25 73. Q. Like what?

I C1F)77F1ED CO 1WSSWVLD JWPOETX-RS ?OR
* flØjJJ5 (flJWQUuItYC(hVJ 7!?*TIOiVS CONFJkEVC!S ARurrI4rJovS
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T.J. Blacklock - 18

flat paddle?

2 A. It was with a paddle made of special

3 hardwood by somebody at the Community of Jesus, and

1 given to them for a gift.

99. Q. At least on the "business" end, it

6 was a flat paddle?

I
A. It was a piece of wood.

8 100. Q. Were your pants on or off when...

1 A.

10 101. Q. Was that the first time you had been

I caught smoking?

IA. Yes.

102. Q. Were you aware of other classmates

1
14 in your year there who were

A. I dpn't JnQ

103. Q. Now, other than the things you have

17 already told me, because I just want to make sure I

have got it all, are there any other areas of

behaviour that you...

20 A. I was 12e..ldby one while.

I 21 other adult beat me with th paclcfl4. .

22 104. Q. Was

23 A. Ye.: I t

24 so that is why I..

25 105. Q. Thafl is why you. are here?
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T.J. Blacklock - 19

A.

106. Q. All right. Who was the adult that

was holding you?

A. His last name was Phelan. He was

supposed to be my dorm father, or dorm parent,

father.

107. Q. And he, what, held you wrist down on

the table?

A. No, no. I was bent over a chair on

my tiptoes, my hands flat on the arms like this, and

I was told by Father Farnsworth it was to protect me

from being hurt, because if I moved, it would

really.. . he could hit me in the back or something.

It was for my own protection. I was under the...

honest -to -God truth, I thought he was going to hit

me once.

I got into it, and after the first hit, the

guy tightened his grip, Phelan tightened his grip

and held me, and Father Farnsworth didn't stop

hitting me. I lost count. I quit breathing. '.r

scared t.o death, and you know tht is the truth.

So, if that is...

108. Q. Okay. Mr. Blacklock, was Phelan

standing in front of you holding your hands or

wrists down...
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T.J. 81ack1ock - 20
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A. Correct.

109. 0. . . .so that you couldn't pull away?

I couldn't pull away, and I was on

my tiptoes. I couldn't kick, I couldn't move, I

couldn't do ilothing.

110. 0. I gather frotha.uI'aye.sa

that it is, foi you, ths. 1.. wui,t .i a1.-. aboi*. at

inc.

A. There thtr

got accused of something, and I got told I was going

to get the paddle again, and I threw a lamp at

Father Farnsworth when he came after me, and I tried

to dive ou.t. of either a second- or third-storey

window through the glass. And whoever was in the

room with us then grabbed me and they tried to hold

me, to force me on the chair, but I had been through

that. I wasn't buying into that, and they were

unable to.

They left and got two either Grade 12 or

Grade 13 students, I believe to be staff children,

and came back. And the four of them could pin me,

but when one had to let go to hit me, I could break

free again. So, I don't know if it was because they

were in. . . we struggled for half an hour easily.

Finally, I thought I was going to have a
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GIRLS' CLOTRING :ST
1986/87

Uniform Items

All uniform items must be purchased at Halpern's
(clothing) and Sloan's (shoes). No other brands are
acceptable as uniform. (N.B. No button-down collar
blouses.)

2 kilts - official Dress Gordon
1 blazer (navy) with school crest
1 cardigan (navy) with school crest
1. trench coat (navy) with zip-in lining
5 white blouses, long-sleeved (minimum)
2 white blouses, short-sleeved
8 pairs navy knee socks
I track suit
3 gym shirts and 2 gym shorts
4 pairs white socks witir school colours

Available at Sloan's Shoes (opposite Halpern's
in Toronto)

1 pair black Oxford school shoes

Other Clothing Requirements

Casual Clothes; skirts, blouses and sweaters -

worn most Friday evenings and Saturdays for
work and play. Dress slacks are worn
occasionally as activities require.

Dresses:
Dresses for Sundays and special occasions
Long dress or gown for graduation banquet

(optional for gr. 7-11; required for
gr. 12 & 13)

Shoes:
Comfortable shoes for active wear
Dress shoes
1 pair outdoor running shoes
1 pair indoor running shoes

Lingerie & nightwear:
1 bathrobe and I pair of slippers
2 pairs of pyjamas or nighties (knee length or

longer)
2 full-length slips (minimum)
modest bras and panties (waist briefs only)
lightly padded bra if in gym or sports team

Sportswear:
Suitable casual clothing for camping/hiking

(trips in the Spring and Fall)
a bathing suit (lined, preferably with cups--

no Speedo types or high-cut legs)
1 pair of ice skates

Winterwear:
Suitable winter clothing for outdoor games and
activities: boots, jacket, hat, scarf,

mittens or gloves.

Bedding Requirements:

2 sets of sheets, (beds are 3O' wide)
2 blankets or comforters
I pillow and 2 pillow cases
1 mattress cover

Miscellaneous RequirementS:

2 bath towels and wash cloths (minimum)
clothes hangers
sewing kit (needles, thread, scissors)
flashlight
Bible
small alarm clock (no clock radios)
Name tapes for clothes and other belongings
laundry bag (for sending out dry cleaning)
sleeping bag (optional)

Note: All belongings must be clearly labelled with
the student's name.
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QTY BOYS PRICE QTY GIRLS PRICE

Jarnuin #57 7483 Black Oxford $72.95 Savage Black Leather $58.95
Oxford

Width; D (Narrow)
B (Medium) Width': AA - B - D

EEE (Wide)

Ontario Sales Tax 5.11 Ontario Sales Tax 4.l3
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GIRLS 1986/1987
UALP.IkNtS LIMITED.

Price List end opder Form for
Crenville Christian Col1eg

Measurement Chart: Order No. C.C.C. .

Name
__________________________________

Grade Anount
-

Address .. .... .. ... ., Tax 7Z
if applicable

City & Province ..

Postal Code
.

Deposit ..

Telephone No.,.... Balance -.

Age
-

Beisjit )ight
- S1e&r

-
Average Above Average

Clothing Size
-

Exe Size
-

Sock Size
-

Blouse Size theat }asurezent Waist
-

Seat
*

Note.: The following items must be purchased at Ealpern's, Other Items on the general
clothing Ii8t are also available at Nalpe±-n's Ltd.

Tmportsiat: Each article Intist be name-taped. For new 8t0dent8, items purchased from flalpern's
before August let will be labelled with name tapes. (Cost - $4.55)

Qamitity Merchandise ' Price Quantity IxchâxrI1ae
,.

Price
___:.

Kilts (official Iartan) (2)

:'$(1Y)wLthcrest(1)

Blazer (navy) with crest (1)

Trepi coat (navy) (1)

L6e cocks (navy) Bag.
(8) -

Tall
-

79.95

1.35.00

375

4.25

5.19

.- ..............) ,. (2)

s(tite)l(Egeleeve(5) .

Track Suit (1)

Gym shirt (3)

Gylellorte (2)

1%jb sceica (3)

$21.00

21.00

57.00

1.1:00
13.00

3.50

795

:'

.
'

. :. .

-

-----.
_______

_____

. .:.

.._

-

__________

_______

We suggest that you and your daughter visit the showroom as early as possible. If you are
unable to do so, please mail this order form as an indication of your requirements. Wrong sizes
will be exchanged.

A deposit of $25.00 cuuBt accompany each order. Full payment is to be made before delivery.

-
Master Charge D ..' .

Expiry date
_________________________

VISa I
_____________________________________

Expiry date
-

- Cheque

Parent's Signature ....

Halpern's Limited
3376 Yonge Street, Toronto) ON M4N 2M7

FOP personal appointment, please cal.1 Mr. Lovell, (416) 482-1905
Information Hotlinet call Carol (416) 482-1905
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Grenville
Christian P.O.Box61O
College

July 31, 1987

Dear Parents1

We are all enjoying the change of pace that comes with summer, but
are also looking forward to the beginning of a new school year in just
six weeks' time.

Several parents have asked us to provide a general outline of our
requirements concerning clothing for our female students, so they can
avoid purchasing "back to school" clothes in styles or fit which are
not acceptable for casual wear at Grenville.

In general terms, the important thing to avoid is any clothing
which is too tight or too short (above the knee), as well as skirts and
dresses with slits or open-pleats where the opening extends above the
knee, and form-fitting knitted suits, dresses or sweaters. Conversely,
we do not approve over-sized garments - shirts, tops, etc., or shirts
worn outside skirts. Necklines on all garments cannot be too low-cut
or too loose, which allows cleavage to be exposed when bending from the
waist. Nor are low-cut back necklines allowed.

flalpern's of Toronto supplies the uniform for most private
schools, including Grenville. We are sure you will find their staff
both knowledgeable and helpful concerning fit, length, etc.

Students are allowed to wear pants and Bermuda-length shorts for
special events such as hikes, picnics, etc. No denim or corduroy jeans
are permitted at any time, but dress corduroy and other dress pants in
a neat, not-too-tight fit are acceptable. Sweaters may be worn over
blouses, but T-shirts or undershirts worn alone or layered with each
other or with big sweaters are not permitted.

Bathing suits are to be lined, preferably with cups, and be modest
in appearance. No high-cut legs or Speedo-type suits are acceptable.

Dressier clothing for Sundays and special occasions must be not
shorter than knee-length or longer than mid-calf, have no slits or open
pleats above the knee, and be neither too tight nor too loose, with no
low-cut necklines front or back.
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A full slip or camisole and half-slip must be worn with dresses
and skirts, briefs must be regular waist style, with no hip-hugger or
bikini types. Bras must be supportiye the thin tricot types are not
acceptable since they are inadequate during sports suchas basketball,
volleyball, etc. Nightwear may be knee- or full-length gowns or
pajamas. T-shirts, undershirts, or track suits are not acceptable
sleepwear -

No makeup is worn with the School uniform, but tastefully applied
light makeup is permitted with other outfits. No heavy makeup or gaudy
jewelry is permitted. Jewelry worn with the uniform is limited to a
watch, small pearl or gold studs (one pair only), one small ring per
hand, a fine chain bracelet, and a cross on a fine neckchain.

For the Graduation Banquet, clothing for Junior students
(Grades 7-11) is the same as Sunday or special-occasion dress. On
Graduation Day these students wear their School uniform. For the
Banquet, Seniors (Grades 12 & 13) wear mid-calf (sometimes referred to
as cocktail-length) or tea- or full-length gowns. On Graduation Day
they wear street-length white, off-white, or cream dresses under their
rented Graduation gown and white shoes.

We hope you will find these guidelines helpful, but if you have
any questions or require any further information, please do not
hesitate to contact us.

Sincerely,

91t4.
c4 iM ia4
4Miss) Judy N. James
(Miss) Judith I.M. Stewart
Deans of Women

JJ/JS/js
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STUDENT REPORTS

Date: April 30/May 1, 1993
Departmtit Dean of Men
ReportJ3y: Gord Mintz
Student: Chris Turner
Yrnbiern:
* Chris came down to my class near the end of the first period of Fri aft April 30
* he was visibly shaking arid said that he needed to go home this weekend and that

he couldn't take it any more
* I asked him if it was anything he could talk about or anything to do with school

specifically
* he said it wasn't -- he just needed a break and he had hardly slept this week
* offered to give him sleep permission and be said "You don't want to do that" so I

asked him why and he said he is losing his "happy thoughts"
* I told him to be more specific and asked him if he was thinking of hurting himself

again -- his reply was "Yes."
* during the next period I first let him talk about what he was upset about here and

at home then he talked at length about how he was a failure as a christian and as
a person, a big disappointment to his mother and could never, be forgiven for his
past, etc. at which I asked him why he thought he was so special that he can't be
forgiven if according to Jesus only a repentant heart and calling on him was
necessaty and if Hitler had so chosen even he could be forgiven

* he agreed lie really wasn't any special case and that lots of people have been
forgiven for the same things he has done

* he sbared that when he was at his worst last week when he attempted the suicide
he saw a "tunnel" with a dark black hole at the end of it which lie knew to be
eternity. He asked me if his vision was accurate. I said I really couldn't say but
that I do know that people choose heaven or hell, light or darkness, and choosing
suicide is directly against God and the gift of life he has given each of us so it may
very well be that his vision was a warning of the consequences of his actions
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